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Ontology Matching
OM-2007
Papers from the ISWC + ASWC Workshop
Introduction
Ontology matching takes ontologies as input and determines as output correspondences between the semantically related entities of those ontologies. These
correspondences can be used for various tasks, such as ontology merging, query
answering, data translation, or for navigation on the semantic web. Ontology
matching is thus a key interoperability enabler for the semantic web as it allows
knowledge and data expressed in the matched ontologies to interoperate.
The workshop had two goals:
• To bring together academic and industry leaders to assess how academic
advances are addressing real world requirements. The workshop strives
to improve academic awareness of industrial needs, and therefore, direct
research towards those needs. Simultaneously, the workshop serves to
inform industry representatives about existing research efforts that may
meet their business needs. Moreover, it is central to the aims of the
workshop to evaluate how technologies for ontology matching are going to
evolve, which research topics are in the academic agenda and how these
can fit emerging business issues.
• To conduct an extensive, rigorous and transparent evaluation of ontology
matching approaches through the OAEI (Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative) 2007 campaign, http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007.
The particular focus of this year’s OAEI campaign is on real-world matching tasks from specific domains, such as medicine, food, library and environment. Therefore, the ontology matching evaluation initiative itself will
provide a solid ground for discussion of how well the current approaches
are meeting business needs.
We received 26 submissions for the technical track of the workshop. The
program committee selected 8 submissions for oral presentation and 9 submissions for poster presentation. 18 matching systems participated in this year’s
OAEI campaign. Further information about the Ontology Matching workshop
can be found at: http://om2007.ontologymatching.org/.
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Solving Semantic Ambiguity to Improve
Semantic Web based Ontology Matching
Jorge Gracia1 , Vanessa López2 , Mathieu d’Aquin2 ,
Marta Sabou2 , Enrico Motta2 , and Eduardo Mena1
1

2
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Abstract. A new paradigm in Semantic Web research focuses on the
development of a new generation of knowledge-based problem solvers,
which can exploit the massive amounts of formally specified information
available on the Web, to produce novel intelligent functionalities. An
important example of this paradigm can be found in the area of Ontology Matching, where new algorithms, which derive mappings from an
exploration of multiple and heterogeneous online ontologies, have been
proposed. While these algorithms exhibit very good performance, they
rely on merely syntactical techniques to anchor the terms to be matched
to those found on the Semantic Web. As a result, their precision can
be affected by ambiguous words. In this paper, we aim to solve these
problems by introducing techniques from Word Sense Disambiguation,
which validate the mappings by exploring the semantics of the ontological terms involved in the matching process. Specifically we discuss how
two techniques, which exploit the ontological context of the matched and
anchor terms, and the information provided by WordNet, can be used to
filter out mappings resulting from the incorrect anchoring of ambiguous
terms. Our experiments show that each of the proposed disambiguation
techniques, and even more their combination, can lead to an important
increase in precision, without having too negative an impact on recall.
Keywords: semantic web, ontology matching, semantic ambiguity.

1

Introduction

As result of the recent growing of the Semantic Web, a new generation of semantic applications are emerging, focused on exploiting the increasing amount
of online semantic data available on the Web [5]. These applications need to
handle the high semantic heterogeneity introduced by the increasing number of
available online ontologies, that describe different domains from many different points of view and using different conceptualisations, thus leading to many
ambiguity problems.
In this challenging context, a new paradigm, which uses the Semantic Web
as background knowledge, has been proposed to perform automatic Ontology
1

1

Matching [8]. An initial evaluation of this method showed a 70% precision in
obtaining mappings between ontologies [9]. These experiments have also shown
that more than half of the invalid mappings are due to ambiguity problems in
the anchoring process (see later Sections 2 and 3).
These ambiguity problems are shared by any other Ontology Matching system based on background knowledge. Indeed, they are shared by any other system which needs to find correspondences across heterogeneous sources. Nevertheless we focus on the above mentioned Semantic Web based matcher, because
it deals with online ontologies, thus maximizing heterogeneity of sources (and
ambiguity problems), and providing us a suitable scenario to develop our ideas.
In this paper we investigate the use of two different techniques from Word
Sense Disambiguation. The objective is to improve the results of background
knowledge based Ontology Matching, by detecting and solving the ambiguity
problems inherent to the use of heterogeneous sources of knowledge. Our experiments, based on the system described in [8], confirm our prediction that
precision can be improved by using the above mentioned semantic techniques,
getting even better results by combining them.
The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the paradigm of harvesting the Semantic Web to perform Ontology Matching. How semantic ambiguity
hampers this method is explained in Section 3, whereas in Sections 4, 5, and 6 we
show three different approaches to solve this problem. Our experimental results
and some related work can be found in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Finally
conclusions and future work appear in Section 9.

2

Ontology Matching by Harvesting the Semantic Web

In [8] a new paradigm to Ontology Matching that builds on the Semantic Web
vision is proposed: it derives semantic mappings by exploring multiple and heterogeneous online ontologies that are dynamically selected (using Swoogle3 as
semantic search engine), combined, and exploited. For example, when matching two concepts labelled Researcher and AcademicStaff, a matcher based on
this paradigm would 1) identify, at run-time, online ontologies that can provide
information about how these two concepts relate, and then 2) combine this information to infer the mapping. The mapping can be either provided by a single
ontology (e.g., stating that Researcher v AcademicStaff ), or by reasoning over
information spread among several ontologies (e.g., that Researcher v ResearchStaff in one ontology and that ResearchStaff v AcademicStaff in another). The
novelty of the paradigm is that the knowledge sources are not manually provided prior to the matching stage but dynamically selected from online available
ontologies during the matching process itself.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea of Ontology Matching by harvesting the
Semantic Web. A and B are the concepts to relate, and the first step is to find
online ontologies containing concepts A0 and B 0 equivalent to A and B. This
3
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process is called anchoring and A0 and B 0 are called the anchor terms. Based on
the relations that link A0 and B 0 in the retrieved ontologies, a mapping is then
derived between A and B.

Fig. 1. Ontology Matching by harvesting the Semantic Web.

A baseline implementation of this technique has been evaluated [9] using two
very large, real life thesauri that made up one of the test data sets in the 2006
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative, AGROVOC and NALT4 . A sample
of 1000 mappings obtained thanks to this implementation has been manually
validated, resulting in a promising 70% precision. However, a deeper analysis
of the wrong mappings has shown that more than half of them (53%) were
due to an incorrect anchoring: because of ambiguities, elements of the source
ontology have been anchored to online ontologies using the considered terms
with different senses. The employed naive anchoring mechanism is thus clearly
insufficient, as it fails to distinguish words having several different senses and so,
to handle ambiguity. Our hypothesis is that integrating techniques from Word
Sense Disambiguation to complement the anchoring mechanism would lead to
an important increase in precision.

3

Sense Disambiguation to Improve Anchoring

We have devised an improved way to perform Ontology Matching based on
background knowledge, using techniques that take into account the semantics of
the compared terms to validate the anchoring process.
For a better insight, let us see an example. The matcher described in Section 2 retrieved the following matching between two terms from the AGROVOC
and NALT ontologies: game w sports. “Game” is a “wild animal” in AGROVOC
while “sports” appears in NALT as a “leisure, recreation and tourism” activity.
4
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The reason why this invalid mapping was derived is because “game” has been anchored in a background ontology5 , where it is defined as subclass of “Recreation
or Exercise”, and as superclass of “sport”. This problem can be solved with an
appropriate technique which deals with the ambiguity of the terms, being able to
determine that “game” in the AGROVOC ontology (an animal) and “game” in
the background ontology (a contest) are different concepts, thus avoiding their
anchoring. Thus, our approach to handle semantic ambiguity is twofold:
First, we have considered the system proposed in [11]. Its goal is to disambiguate user keywords in order to translate them into semantic queries. In
this context a semantic similarity measure has been defined to provide a synonymy degree between two terms from different ontologies, by exploring both
their lexical and structural context. A configurable threshold allows the system
to determine whether two ontological terms are considered or not the same (see
Section 4 for more details).
Second, we have explored the use of a WordNet6 based technique to perform a
similar task. We reused parts of PoweMap [4], a hybrid knowledge-based matching algorithm, comprising terminological and structural techniques, and used in
the context of multiontology question answering. Details of how PowerMap is
used to filter semantically sound ontological mappings are given in Section 5.
In the following, we discuss the experiments we have conducted on the use
of these two techniques, and on their combination, to improve Semantic Web
based Ontology Matching.

4

Improving Anchoring by Exploring Ontological Context

In [2, 11] a system to discover the possible meanings of a set of user keywords
by consulting a pool of online available ontologies is presented. First it proposes
a set of possible ontological senses for each keyword, integrating the ones that
are considered similar enough. Then these merged senses are used as input for
a disambiguation process to find the most probable meaning of each keyword,
to use them, finally, in the construction of semantic queries. These queries must
represent the intended meaning of the initial user keywords.
Here we focus on the first step of the system, where an ontological context
based similarity measure is applied to decide whether the semantics of two ontological terms represent the same sense or not.
4.1

Synonymy degree estimation

A detailed description of the above mentioned similarity measure is out of the
scope of this paper, but we summarize here the key characteristics:
1. The algorithm receives two terms A, B from two different ontologies as input. Their ontological contexts are extracted (hypernyms, hyponyms, descriptions, properties,...).
5
6
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2. An initial computation uses linguistic similarity between terms, considering
labels as strings.
3. A subsequent recursive computation uses structural similarity, exploiting the
ontological context of a term until a given depth. Vector Space Models are
employed in the comparisons among sampled sets of terms extracted from
the ontological contexts.
4. The different contributions (structural similarity, linguistic similarity, ...) are
weighted, and a final synonymy degree between A, B is provided.
Therefore, this ontological context based similarity (let us call it simont (A, B))
gets an estimated synonymy degree in [0, 1] for a given depth of exploration (number of levels in the hierarchy that we explore).
4.2

Improved anchoring technique

Let us call, for the rest of the paper, A and B a particular pair of terms belonging respectively to the ontologies OA and OB to be aligned. We denote A0 and
0
0
B 0 their respective anchor terms in background ontologies, and OA
and OB
the
0
0
respective background ontologies where they appear (sometimes OA = OB ). Finally we denote as hA, B, r, li a mapping between terms A and B, r representing
the relation between them and l the level of confidence of the mapping.
Here is our first approach to take into account the semantics of the involved
anchored terms in the matching process:
Scheme 1 (“filtering candidate mappings by exploring ontological context”). In this first approach, the validity of the anchoring is evaluated, a posteriori, on the mappings derived by the method explained in Section 2. The similarity between the ontological terms and their respective anchor terms is measured
by analysing their ontological context up to a certain depth7 : simont (A, A0 ) and
simont (B, B 0 ).
To qualify the mapping as a valid one, validity on each side of the mapping
is required, hence both confidence degrees obtained must be above the required
threshold. We compute the confidence level for the mapping hA, B, r, li as:
l = min(simont (A, A0 ), simont (B, B 0 ))

(1)

If l > threshold then the mapping is accepted, otherwise is rejected.
The expected effect of this approach is an improvement in the precision,
as many results erroneously mapped due to bad anchoring can be detected
and filtered. Recalling the example discussed in Section 3: for the mapping
hgame, sports, w, li between AGROVOC and NALT ontologies, a value of l =
0.269 is computed. Then, if we have set up a threshold with a higher value, this
erroneous mapping due to bad anchoring will be filtered out.
On the other hand, this approach is unable to improve the overall recall of the
results (as it is unable to add new valid mappings). Indeed, we cannot discard a
7
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potential negative effect on recall, as some good mappings could also be filtered
out if the computed similarities are not high enough (for example because of a
poor description of the terms in ontologies).

5

Improving Anchoring by Exploring WordNet

As a complementary way, we have explored the use of a WordNet based algorithm implemented as part of PowerMap [4]. This makes possible to establish
comparisons with the technique proposed in Section 4 and, eventually, to identify
a combined use of both.
PowerMap is the solution adopted by PowerAqua, a multiontology-based
Question Answering platform [4], to map user terminology into ontology-compliant
terminology distributed across ontologies. The PowerMap algorithm first uses
syntactic techniques to identify possible ontology matches, likely to provide the
information requested by the user’s query. WordNet based methods are then
used to elicit the sense of candidate concepts by looking at the ontology hierarchy, and to check the semantic validity of those syntactic mappings, which
originate from distinct ontologies, with respect the user’s query terms.
5.1

PowerMap based method for the semantic relevance analysis

The PowerMap WordNet-based algorithm is adapted and used here to determine
the validity of the mappings provided by the system described in Section 2. In
this approach we do not perform similarity computation between terms and
anchored terms, as we did in Schemes 1. Instead, similarity is computed directly
between the matched ontology terms A and B.
Note that, here, similarity has a broader meaning than synonymy. We say
that two words are semantically similar if they have a synset(s) in common
(synonymy), or there exists an allowable IS-A path (in the hypernym/hyponym
WordNet taxonomy) connecting a synset associated with each word. The rationale of this point is based on the two criteria of similarity between concepts
established by Resnik in [7], where semantic similarity is determined as a function of the path distance between the terms, and the extent to which they share
information in common. Formally, in the IS-A hierarchy of WordNet, similarity
is given by the Wu and Palmer’s formula described in [13].
5.2

Improved anchoring technique

In the following we explain how we apply this WordNet based method to determine the validity of mappings.
Scheme 2 (“filtering candidate mappings by exploring WordNet”). We
compute the WordNet based confidence level l = simW N (A, B) for the matching
hA, B, r, li as follows. Given the two ontological terms A and B, let SB,A be the
set of those synsets of B for which there exists a semantically similar synset
6
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of A (according to Wu and Palmer’s formula). If SB,A is empty, the mapping
B is discarded because the intended meaning of A is not the same as that of
the concept B. Finally, the true senses of B are determined by its place in the
H
hierarchy of the ontology. That is, SB
consists only of those synsets of B that
are similar to at least one synset of its ancestors in the ontology. We then obtain
the valid senses as the intersection of the senses in SH
B , with the senses obtained
in our previous step, SB,A . Note that by intersection we mean the synsets that
are semantically similar, even if they are not exactly the same synset. In case the
intersection is empty it means that the sense of the concept in the hierarchy is
different from the sense that we thought it might have in the previous step, and
therefore that mapping pair should be discarded. The same process is repeated
for the term A and its mapped term B.
The obtained confidence level l is in {0, 1}. This is a binary filtering, which
only estimates whether there is semantic similarity between the mapped terms or
not. The ontology mapping pair will be selected (l = 1) only if there is similarity
between at least one pair of synsets from the set of valid synsets for A-B and
the set of valid synsets for B-A. Otherwise, the mapping is rejected (l = 0)
Note that this method is not appropriate to evaluate disjoint mappings, producing unpredictable results. Also it is affected if the terms has no representation
in WordNet. Therefore if r = ⊥ or one of the terms to be mapped is not found
in WordNet (i.e “zebrafish”), we left the value l as undetermined. Otherwise we
compute the WordNet based confidence level for the mapping hA, B, r, li as:
l = simW N (A, B)

(2)

Different strategies can be applied in case l = undetermined. By default we
will not apply the filtering in these cases, thus assigning l = 1 .

6

Combined Approach to Improve Anchoring

Finally, we propose a last strategy to improve anchoring: the combined use of
the filtering schemes presented in Sections 4.2 and 5.2. We argue that, due to
the different nature of these approaches, some of the false positives not filtered
by one method could be detected by the other as inappropriate mappings, and
vice versa. As an example, let us remind that the WordNet based method cannot
evaluate disjoint mappings, thus this type of relations could be assisted by the
other method. On the contrary if the internal structure of background ontologies is not rich enough, the ontological context based method could not filter
properly, while the WordNet based one can.
Scheme 3 (“filtering candidate mappings by combining WordNet and
Ontological Context based techniques”). Let us call lont the confidence
level based on ontological context, computed with Equation 1 and lW N the
WordNet based confidence level obtained from Equation 2. We have identified
two ways of combining both measures in an unified one:

7
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Scheme 3.1: Promoting precision. As reported in Section 5.2, lW N cannot
be always computed. In such cases (lW N = undetermined) we assign l = lont .
Otherwise we compute the confidence level for the mapping hA, B, r, li as:
l = min(lont , lW N )

(3)

Criterion of minimizing the confidence degree optimizes precision (but penalizes recall), because the resultant filtering criteria are much more exigent: only
mappings that both methods estimate as valid can pass the filter.
Scheme 3.2: Promoting recall. If lW N = undetermined then l = lont , else:
l = max(lont , lW N )

(4)

This alternative scheme, that maximizes the confidence degree, can be used
if our primary target is to obtain as many potentially good mappings as possible
(among the total of valid ones), thus promoting recall instead of precision.
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Experimental Results

Our experiments have been conducted to verify the feasibility of the proposed
methods to improve the Semantic Web based Ontology Matching method. We
have tested a basic implementation of Schemes 1, 2 and 3. The results confirm
our initial hypothesis (the precision is increased by solving ambiguity problems)
thus proving the value of the approach.
We applied our different filtering mechanisms to a sample of 354 evaluated
mappings, out of the total set of data provided by the initial matching experiment
mentioned in Section 2 (which lead to a baseline precision of 70%).
We have measured precision as the number of retrieved valid mappings out of
the total which pass the filtering. Nevertheless, the filtering also rejects a number
of valid mappings. In order to assess this we would need a recall measure but, due
to the nature of the experiment, we are not able to provide it (our starting point,
the experiment mentioned in Section 2, did not consider recall). Nevertheless we
can estimate the effect that the filtering of mappings causes on recall (even if we
do not know it), by using this expression:
effect on recall =

number of retrieved valid mappings
number of initial valid mappings

This is a value to be multiplied by the recall of the initial matching process,
to obtain the final recall. We consider as initial valid mappings those out of the
utilized sample that are valid according to human evaluation.
7.1

Experiment 1: filtering by using Ontological Context

We have run our first experiment by applying the filtering mechanism discussed
in Section 4.2. In Figure 2 we show (Scheme 1), the precision achieved by the
8
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prototype in the experiment. The worst value coincides with the baseline (70%),
with minimum threshold. As we increase it, we reject more invalid mappings
than valid ones, as reflects the increase of precision, which reaches soon values
above 80%. At some point (thresholds between 0.33 and 0.38) the precision moderates its ascending trend, fluctuating around 87%. This value is the predicted
precision one can reach due to the anchoring improvement according to [9].

Fig. 2. Precision (upper) and effect on recall (lower). Baseline precision is 70%.

Figure 2 shows the effect on recall due to the filtering of mappings (Scheme 1).
As we can expect, with the lowest threshold, no valid mappings are removed, so
the recall is not influenced (effect on recall=1). As the threshold is raised the
effect on recall decreases because more valid mappings are filtered out.
After first analysis of the mappings that hamper the method, we have discovered many ontological terms which are poorly described in background ontologies, and some other problems that we discuss later in Section 7.3.
Furthermore, we have run the experiment with a smaller set of randomly
selected mappings (50), achieving almost identical effect on recall. This shows
the feasibility of a training mechanism to obtain an optimal threshold with a
small training set, to be reused later on the whole dataset.
9
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7.2

Experiment 2: filtering by exploring WordNet

We analyse the results obtained from the same sample studied in Experiment 1.
The WordNet based algorithm evaluated as correct 70% of valid mappings and
22% of invalid ones, leading to a precision of 88% and an effect on recall of 0.70.
This sample help us to analyse the drawbacks of exclusively relying on sense
information provided by WordNet to compute semantic similarity on ontology
concepts. Those drawbacks are:
1. Ontologies classes frequently use compound names without representation in
WordNet. Some compounds are not found in WordNet as such, i.e. “sugar
substitutes” corresponds to two WordNet lemmas (“sugar”, “substitutes”).
Therefore, in many occasions the meaning can be misleading or incomplete.
2. Synsets not related in the WordNet IS-A taxonomy. Some terms considered
similar from an ontology point of view, are not connected through a relevant
IS-A path, i.e. for the term “sweeteners” and its ontological parent “food
additive” (AGROVOC), therefore the taxonomical sense is unknown.
3. The excessive fine-grainedness of WordNet sense distinctions. For instance,
the synsets of “crayfish” (AGROVOC) considering its parent “shellfish” are
(1) “lobster-like crustacean...”; and (2) “warm-water lobsters without claws”,
but while considering its mapped term “animal” (NALT) the synset is (3)
“small fresh water crustacean that resembles a lobster”. This valid mapping
is discarded as there is no relevant IS-A path connecting (3) with (1) or (2).
4. Computing semantic similarity applying Resnik criteria to IS-A WordNet
does not always produce good semantic mappings. For instance the best
synset obtained for, when computing the similarity between “Berries” and
its parent “Plant” is “Chuck Berry – (United States rock singer)”.
7.3

Experiment 3: combined approach

Here we have tested the behaviour of the improved anchoring schemes proposed
in Section 6. In Figure 2 we can see the results (Schemes 3.1 and 3.2), and
establish comparisons among all studied schemes.
As we predicted, Scheme 3.1 promotes precision. This combined approach
slightly increases the precision achieved by Scheme 2, reaching a 92% for a
threshold of 0.285. Nevertheless we reduce recall almost to one half for this
threshold. On the other hand Scheme 3.2 shows almost the same improvement
in precision than Scheme 1, but with a very good behaviour in recall.
A precision of 92% obtained with Scheme 3.1 is the maximum we can reach
combining both methods. At this point the system filters out most mappings considered invalid between AGROVOC and NALT, i.e. hF ruit, Dessert, ⊥, 0.25i or
hDehydration, drying, v, 0i. Exploring the invalid mappings that pass our filters
(particularly the ones that cause a slightly decrease in precision for high thresholds) we have found that the number of negative mappings due to bad anchoring
is negligible, having found other types of errors that hamper our method, as bad
modelling of relationships (using for example sumbsumption instead of part-of
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relation) i.e. hEast Asia, Asia, v, 0.389i. Moreover, the meaning of an ontological concept must be precisely defined in the ontology: both similarity measures
need to get the direct parents of the involved terms, but often the ancestor is
Resource8 , and therefore the taxonomical meaning cannot be obtained, which
introduces certain degree of uncertainty in the results.

8

Related Work

The anchoring process, where ambiguity problems can be present, is inherent to
any Ontology Matching system based on background knowledge. Nevertheless
most of them rely on merely syntactical techniques [1, 12]. Others, as S-Match [3],
explore structural information of the term to anchor the right meaning, however
it only accesses to WordNet as background knowledge source.
In some cases ambiguity in anchoring is a minor problem, because matched
and background ontologies share the same domain [1], so it is expected that
most polysemous terms have a well defined meaning. On the contrary, in our
case the online ontologies constitute an open and heterogeneous scenario where,
consequently, ambiguity becomes relevant.
Regarding the techniques we use from Word Sense Disambiguation, many
others could be applied (see [10, 6] for example). Nevertheless we have selected
the synonymy measure used in [11] to perform our disambiguation tasks because
it has some convenient properties: it is not domain-dependent, it does not depend on a particular lexical resource, and it was conceived to deal with online
ontologies. We also included the PowerMap based technique [4] to take advantage of the high quality description and coverage that WordNet provides, and
because it combines in a clever way some well founded ideas from traditional
Word Sense Disambiguation [7, 13].

9

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented different strategies to improve the precision
of background knowledge based Ontology Matching systems, by considering the
semantics of the terms to be anchored in order to deal with possible ambiguities
during the anchoring process. We have explored the application of two similarity
measures: one based on the ontological context of the terms, and another based
on WordNet. A final strategy has been conceived by combining both measures.
In order to apply our ideas we have focused on a matcher that uses the
Semantic Web as source of background knowledge. Our experimental results
show that all filtering strategies we have designed improve the precision of the
system (initially 70%). For example our Scheme 3.2 can reach a precision of 87%,
affecting the overall recall in only a factor of 0.76.
Our experimental results encourage us to tackle further improvements and
tests to our matching techniques. For example, a more advanced prototype will
8
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be developed, which fully integrates the Semantic Web based Ontology Matcher
with the filtering schemes that we have tested here. Also we will explore new
ways to exploit semantics during the anchoring process, not only after it (as we
currently do in our filtering schemes).
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Abstract

The most common matching applications, e.g., ontology match-

ing, focus on the computation of the correspondences holding between
the nodes of graph structures (e.g., concepts in two ontologies). However there are applications, such as matching of web service descriptions,
where matching may need to compute the correspondences holding between the full graph structures and to preserve certain structural properties of the graphs being considered. The goal of this paper is to provide
a new matching operator, that we call

structure preserving match.

This

operator takes two graph-like structures and produces a mapping between those nodes of the structures that correspond semantically to each
other,

(i)

still preserving a set of structural properties of the graphs be-

ing matched,

(ii)

only in the case that the graphs

globally

correspond

semantically to each other. We present an exact and an approximate
structure matching algorithm. The latter is based on a formal theory of
abstraction and builds upon the well known tree edit distance measures.
We have implemented the algorithms and applied them to the web service matchmaking scenario. The evaluation results, though preliminary,
show the eciency and eectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction
We are interested in the problem of location of web services on the basis of the capabilities that they provide. This problem is often referred to as the matchmaking
problem; see [12,14,15] for some examples. Most previous solutions employ a single ontology approach, that is, the web services are assumed to be described by the concepts
taken from a shared ontology. This allows the reduction of the matchmaking problem
to the problem of reasoning within the shared ontology. In contrast to this work, as
described in [6,19], we assume that the web services are described using terms from
dierent ontologies and that their behaviour is described using complex terms, actually rst order terms. This allows us to provide detailed descriptions of their input and
output behaviour. The problem becomes therefore that of matching two web service
descriptions (which can be seen as graph structures) and the mapping is considered
as successful only if the two graphs are

tree2 ,

globally

similar (e.g.,

tree1

is 0.7 similar to

according to some metric). A further requirement of these applications is that

the mapping must preserve certain structural properties of the graphs being considered. In particular, the syntactic types and sorts have to be preserved (e.g., a function
symbol must be mapped to a function symbol and a variable must be mapped to a
variable). At the same time we would like to enable the matchmaking of the web service descriptions that match only approximately (see [6] for a detailed description). For
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instance,

get_wine(Region, Country, Colour, P rice, N umber_of _bottles) can be apget_wine(Region(Country, Area), Colour, Cost, Y ear, Quantity).

proximately mapped to

In this paper, we dene an operator that we call

structure preserving match.

This

operator takes two graph-like structures and produces a mapping between those nodes
of the structures that correspond semantically to each other,
set of structural properties of the graphs being matched,
the graphs

globally

(ii)

(i)

still preserving a

only in the case that

correspond semantically to each other. Notice that this problem

signicantly diers from the ontology matching problem, as dened for instance in [8],
where

(i)

is only partially satised and

(ii)

is an issue which is hardly ever dealt with

(see [12,23] for some noticeable exceptions). We present an exact and an approximate
structure matching algorithm. The former solves the exact structure matching problem.
It is designed to succeed on equivalent terms and to fail otherwise. The latter solves
an approximate structure matching problem. It is based on the fusion of the ideas
derived from the theory of abstraction [7] and tree edit distance algorithms [3,28]. We
have implemented the algorithms and evaluated them on the dataset constructed from
dierent versions of the state-of-the-art rst order ontologies. The evaluation results,
though preliminary, show the eciency and eectiveness of our approach.
Section 2 introduces a motivating example, Section 3 discusses the exact structure preserving semantic matching. Section 4 denes the abstraction operations and
introduces the correspondence between them and tree edit operations. In Section 5 we
show how existing tree edit distance algorithms can be exploited for the computation
of the global similarityproperties
between
two
web
service
descriptions.
6 is devoted to
of the graphs
being
considered.
In particular
the syntactic types andSection
sorts
have to be preserved (e.g., a function symbol must be mapped to a function symbol

the approximate structure
matching
algorithm.
are presented in
and a variable
must be mapped
to a variable). At The
the sameevaluation
time we would like results
to enable the matchmaking of the web service descriptions that match only approximately
Section 7. Section 8 briey
reviews the related work and concludes the paper.
(see [6] for a detailed description). For instance, get Wine(Region, Country, Color,
Price, Number of bottles) can be (approximately) mapped to get Wine(Region(Country,
Area), Colour, Cost, Year, Quantity).
In this paper we define an operator that we call structure preserving match. This
operator takes two graph-like structures and produces a mapping between those nodes
of the structures that correspond semantically to each other, (i) still preserving a set
of structural properties of the graphs being matched, (ii) only in the case if the graphs
globally correspond semantically to each other. Notice that this problem significantly
Figure 1 provides an example
exactly
matched
service
along with
differs from the of
ontology
matching problem,
as definedweb
for instance
in [8, 23], descriptions
where
(i) is only partially satisfied and (ii) is not even an argument. We present an exact and
their tree representations
(or term
Dashed
lines
for the correspondences
an approximate
structure trees).
matching algorithms.
The former
solvesstand
the exact structure
matching problem. It is designed to succeed on equivalent terms and to fail otherwise.
holding among the nodes
of the term trees. In particular, in Figure 1 we have an exact
The latter solves an approximate structure matching problem. It is based on the fusion of
the ideas
the theory ofrequires
abstraction [7] and
tree edit
distance algorithms
[28,
match, namely the rst
of derived
the from
services
the
second
to return
of a given
3]. We have implemented the algorithms and evaluated them on the dataset constructed
from different
versions
of the
state of the
art first order ontologies.
,
and
while
the
other
provides
of a given
,
and
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present a motivating example in
. Notice that there
no3 structural
dierences
that
the
Sectionare
2. Section
is devoted to the exact
structure matching and
algorithm.
In Section
4 only dierence is in
we define the abstraction operations and introduce the correspondence between them
the function names. Where
these names dier, their semantic content remains the same
and tree edit operations. In Section 5 we show how existing tree edit distance algorithms can be exploited
for the computation
of the global
similarity
between two webthe two descriptions
(
,
is semantically
identical
to
) and
therefore
service descriptions. Section 6 is devoted to approximate structure matching algorithm.
The evaluation results are presented in Section 7. These results, though preliminary, ilconstitute an exact match.
lustrate the high efficiency and effectiveness of our approach. Section 8 briefly reviews
Figure 2 provides the
an
example
of an
approximate match. In this case a more sorelated
work and concludes
the paper.

2 Motivating example

Brand Y ear
Colour

Colour

Autos

e.g. Colour

Cars
Brand Y ear

Colour

phisticated data translation is required. For example, the rst web service description
2 A Motivating
Example
requires the fourth argument
of get
_wine function (Colour ) to be mapped to the sec-

ond argument (Colour ) of

get_wine

function in the second description. On the other

Figure 1 provides an example of exactly matched web service descriptions along with
their tree representations (or term trees). Dashed lines stand for the correspondences
holding among the nodes of the term trees.

Fig. 1. Exactly matched web service descriptions and their tree representations.

Figure 1: Exactly matched web service descriptions and their tree representations.
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In particular, in Figure 1 we have an exact match, namely the first of the services
requires the second to return Cars of a given Brand, Year and Color while the other
provides Autos of a given Brand, Year and Color. Notice that, there are no structural
differences and that the only difference is in the function names.

Fig. 2. Approximately matched web service descriptions and their tree representations.

Consider now Figure 2. It provides an example of an approximate match. In this
Figure 2: Approximately matched web service descriptions and their tree representacase a more sophisticated data translation is required. For example, the first web service
tions.
description requires that the fourth argument of get Wine function (Color) to be mapped
function in the
second
description.
On the (Country and
to the
argument
of get
hand, Region
onsecond
the right
is(Colour)
dened
asWine
a function
with
two
arguments
other hand Region on the right is defined as a function with two arguments (Country
Area) while and
on the left Region is an argument of get_wine. Thus, Region in the
Area) while on the left Region is an argument of get Wine. Thus, Region in the first
rst web service
description
must
be passed
to the
second
web
web service
description must
be passed
to the second
web service
as the
valueservice
of the as the value
argument ofof
thethe
Region
function. Moreover
Year Moreover,
on the right has no
of the Area Area
argument
Region
function.
Y corresponding
ear on the right has no
term on the left.
corresponding term on the left.
Therefore, in order to guarantee the successful data translation we are interested in
Therefore,
order to guarantee
the
successful
data
we are interested in
thein
correspondences
holding among
the nodes
of the term
trees translation,
of the given web service
descriptionsholding
only in the among
case when the
the web
serviceof
descriptions
themselves
arethe
“similar
the correspondences
nodes
the term
trees of
given web service
enough”. At the same time the correspondences have to preserve the certain structural
descriptions only in the case when the web service descriptions themselves are similar
properties of the descriptions being matched. In particular we require the functions to
enough. At the
same
the
be mapped
to time
functions
andcorrespondences
variables to variables. have to preserve the certain structural
properties of the descriptions being matched. In particular we require functions to be

3 Exact and
structure
semantic
matching We can see how the context is preserved
mapped to functions
variables
to variables.
through this There
mapping:
for example,
the
two nodes
are two stages
in the matching
process:

Colour

are mapped to one another,

get_wine

but this is done
in the
context
they are
both children
nodes only
that are
– Node
matching:
solvesthat
the semantic
heterogeneity
problem byof
considering
nodes and domain
contextual
information of theis
trees.
In ourto
ap-mean the same
also mapped tolabels
one atanother.
Thusspecific
we can
tell that
likely

Colour

proach we use semantic matching as extensively described in [8]. Notice that the
result of this stage is the set of correspondences holding between the nodes of the
trees.
– Structural tree matching: exploits the results of the node matching and the structure
of the tree to find the correspondences holding between the trees themselves (e.g.,
tree1 is 0.7 similar to tree2 ).

thing in both cases.

3 Exact structure semantic matching

There are two stages
in the
matching
process:
Let us consider
them
in turn. The semantic
node matching algorithm, as introduced

in [8], takes as input two term trees and computes as output a set of correspondences

 Node matching
: solves
the
semantic
heterogeneity
problem
by considering
holding among
the nodes
in the
trees. This process
is articulated in
four macro steps:

only

labels at nodes and domain specic contextual information of the trees. In our
approach we use semantic matching, as extensively described in [8]. Notice that
the result of this stage is the set of correspondences holding between the nodes of
the trees.

 Structural tree matching : exploits the results of the node matching and the structure of the tree to nd the correspondences holding between the trees themselves
(e.g.,

tree1

is 0.7 similar to

tree2 ).

The exact structure matching algorithm exploits the results of the node matching
algorithm. It is designed to succeed for equivalent terms and to fail otherwise. It expects
the trees to have the same depth and the same number of children. More precisely we
say that two trees

T1

and

T2

match i for any node

the tree and the node in this tree, respectively) in

n1i (numbers in subscript refer to
T1 there is a node n2j in T2 such

that:

 n1i semantically matches n2j ;
 n1i and n2j reside on the same depth in T1 and T2 , respectively;
 all ancestors of n1i are semantically matched to the ancestors of n2j .
We do not discuss the exact structure preserving matching any further, since its
implementation is straightforward, see [6] for details.
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4 Approximate matching via abstraction/renement
operations
In [7], Giunchiglia and Walsh describe their theory of abstraction. We present here the
key concepts in order to facilitate the presentation of our approach, which builds upon
this work. Giunchiglia and Walsh categorise the various kinds of abstraction operations in a wide-ranging survey. They also introduce a new class of abstractions, called
TI-abstractions (where TI means Theorem Increasing), which have the fundamental
property of maintaining completeness, while losing correctness. In other words, any
fact that is true of the original term is also true of the abstract term, but not vice
versa. Similarly, if a ground formula is true, so is the abstract formula, but not vice
versa. Dually, by taking the inverse of each abstraction operation, we can dene a corresponding renement operation which preserves correctness while losing completeness.
The second fundamental property of the abstraction operations is that they provide
all and only the possible ways in which two rst order terms can be made to dier by
manipulations of their signature, still preserving completeness. In other words, this set
of abstraction/renement operations denes all and only the possible ways in which
correctness and completeness are maintained when operating on rst order terms and
atomic formulas. This is the fundamental property which allows us to study and consequently quantify the semantic similarity (distance) between two rst order terms.
To this extent it is sucient to determine which abstraction/renement operations are
necessary to convert one term into the other and to assign to each of them a cost that
models the semantic distance associated to the operation.
Giunchiglia and Walsh's categories are as follows:

Predicate: Two or more predicates are merged, typically to the least general generalisation in the predicate type hierarchy, e.g.,

Bottle(X) + Container(X) 7→ Container(X).
Container(X) a predicate abstraction of Bottle(X) or Container(X) wP d
Bottle(X). Conversely we call Bottle(X) a predicate renement of Container(X) or
Bottle(X) vP d Container(X).


We call

Domain:

Two or more terms are merged, typically by moving the functions (or

constants) to the least general generalisation in the domain type hierarchy, e.g.,

Daughter(M e) + Child(M e) 7→ Child(M e).
Child(M e) a domain abstractions of Daughter(M e)
or Child(M e) wD Daughter(M e). Conversely we call Daughter(M e) a domain renements of Child(M e) or Daughter(M e) vD Child(M e).


Similarly to the previous item we call

Propositional: One or more arguments are dropped, e.g.,

Bottle(A) 7→ Bottle.
Bottle a propositional abstraction of Bottle(A) or Bottle wP Bottle(A).
Conversely Bottle(A) is a propositional renement of Bottle or Bottle(A) vP Bottle.


We call

Precondition: The precondition of a rule is dropped 1

, e.g.,

[T icket(X) → T ravel(X)] 7→ T ravel(X).
Consider the pair of rst order terms (Bottle A) and (Container). In this case there



is no abstraction/renement operation that make them equivalent. However consequent
applications of propositional and predicate abstraction operations make the two terms

1

We do not consider precondition abstraction and renement in the rest of this paper
as we do not want to drop preconditions, because this would endanger the successful
matchmaking of web services.
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equivalent:

(Bottle A) 7→vP (Bottle) 7→wP d (Container)

(1)

In fact the relation holding among the terms is a composition of two renement

(Bottle) vP d (Container). We dene
hIDij , t1 , t2 , R, simi, where IDij
is a unique identier of the given mapping element; t1 and t2 are rst order terms; R
species a relation for the given terms; and sim stands for a similarity coecient in

operations, namely
an

(Bottle A) vP (Bottle)

abstraction mapping element (AME)

and

as a 5-tuple

the range [0..1] quantifying the strength of the relation. In particular for the AMEs we
allow the semantic relations

{≡, w, v},

where

≡

stands for equivalence,

w

represents

an abstraction relation and connects the precondition and the result of a composition
of arbitrary numbers of predicate, domain and propositional abstraction operations,
and

v

represents a renement relation and connects the precondition and the result of

a composition of arbitrary numbers of predicate, domain and propositional renement
operations.
Therefore, the problem of AME computation becomes a problem of minimal cost
composition of the abstraction/renement operations allowed for the given relation

R

that are necessary to convert one term into the other. In order to solve this problem we propose to represent abstraction/renement operations as tree edit distance
operations applied to the term trees. Calculating the cost of moving between nodes
therefore becomes the problem of determining whether these nodes are equivalent, an
abstraction or renement of one another, or none of these relations. Note that this
calculation does not in general require specic background knowledge; the semantic
matching techniques allow us to calculate this automatically. Naturally, the semantic
matching techniques themselves require some kind of background knowledge but this
is not specic: currently, our semantic matching techniques use WordNet; see [8] for
more details. This allows us to redene the problem of AME computation into a tree
edit distance problem.
In its traditional formulation, the tree edit distance problem considers three operations:

(i)

vertex deletion,

(ii)

vertex insertion, and

(iii)

vertex replacement [25]. Often

these operations are presented as rewriting rules:

(i) υ → λ
where

υ

and

ω

(ii) λ → υ

(iii) υ → ω

correspond to the labels of nodes in the trees while

(2)

λ

stands for the

special blank symbol. Figure 3 illustrates two applications of delete and replace tree
edit operations.
Our proposal is to restrict the formulation of the tree edit distance problem in order
to reect the semantics of the rst order terms. In particular we propose to redene
the tree edit distance operations in a way that will allow them to have one-to-one
correspondence to the abstraction/renement operations presented previously in this
section. Table 1 illustrates the correspondence between abstraction/renement and tree
edit operations. The rst column presents the abstraction/renement operations. The
second column lists corresponding tree edit operations. The third column describes the
preconditions of the tree edit operation use. Consider, for example, the rst line of
Table 1. The predicate abstraction operation applied to rst order term t1 results with
term

t2 (t1 wP d t2 ).

This abstraction operation corresponds to a tree edit replacement

a with the node b(a → b).
(i) label a is a generalisation

operation applied to the term tree of t1 that replaces the node
Moreover the operation can be applied only in the case that
of label

b

and

(ii)

both nodes

a

and

b

in the term trees correspond to predicates in the

rst order terms.
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composition of the abstraction/refinement operations allowed for the given relation R
that are necessary to convert one term into the other. In order to solve this problem we
propose to represent abstraction/refinement operations as tree edit distance operations
applied to the term trees. This allows to redefine the problem of AME computation into
a tree edit distance problem.
In its traditional formulation, the tree edit distance problem considers three operations: (i) vertex deletion, (ii) vertex insertion, and (iii) vertex replacement [25]. Often
these operations are presented as rewriting rules:
(i)υ → λ; (ii)λ → υ; (iii)υ → ω;

(2)

where υ and ω correspond to the labels of nodes in the trees while λ stands for the
special blank symbol. Figure 4 illustrates two applications of delete and replace tree
edit operations.

Fig. 4. Delete and replace tree edit operations

Our proposal is to restrict the formulation of the tree edit distance problem in order
to reflect
the semantics
of theand
first order
terms.tree
In particular
we propose to redefine
Figure
3: Delete
replace
edit operations
the tree edit distance operations in such a way that will allow them to have one-to-one
correspondence to the
abstraction/refinement
operations presented previously
in this and tree edit
Table 1: The correspondence
between
abstraction/renement
operations
section. Table 1 illustrates the correspondence between abstraction/refinement and tree
operations.
edit operations. The first column presents the abstraction/refinement operations. The
Table 1. The correspondence between abstraction/refinement operations and tree edit operations.

Abstraction/renement
Tree edit Tree
operation
Preconditions
of operation
Abstraction/
edit Preconditions of operation
use
operation refinement operation operation
t1 !P d t2 a →a b→ b a !ab;w
a and
b correspond
to predicates
t1 wP d t2
b; a
and b correspond
to predicates
t1 !D t2
a → b a ! b; a and b correspond to functions or constants
t1 wD t2
a → b
a w b; a and b correspond to functions or constants
t1 !P t2
λ → a a corresponds to predicate, function or constant
t1 wP t2
to predicates,
t1 #P d t2 a →a λ→ b a #ab;corresponds
a and b correspond
to predicates functions or constants
t1 #D t2 a →a b→ b a #ab;v
a and
b correspond
to functionsto
or predicates
constants
t1 vP d t2
b; a
and b correspond
t1 #P t2
a → λ a corresponds to predicate, function or constant
t1 vD t2
a → b
a v b; a and b correspond to functions or constants
t1 vP t2
a → λ
a corresponds to predicates, functions or constants
second column lists corresponding
tree
edit operations. The third column describes the
1. The predicate
operation
applied to first order
term t results with
term t trees
5 Computing
theabstraction
global
similarity
between
two
(t " t ). This abstraction operation corresponds to tree edit replacement operation
preconditions of the tree edit operation use. Consider, for example, the first line of Table
1

Pd

1

2

2

applied to term tree of t1 that replaces the node a with the node b (a → b). Moreover
the operation can be applied only in the case if (i) label a is a generalization of label
b and (ii) both the nodes a and b in the term trees correspond to predicates in the first
this we need to order
compute
terms. the minimal cost composition of the abstraction/renement
Our goal now is to compute the similarity between two term trees. In order to perform

operations that are necessary to convert one term tree (or rst order term) into the
other. The starting point is the traditional formulation of the tree edit distance problem.

Cost =

X

ni ∗ Costi

(3)

i∈S

The similarity between two trees is thus the minimal possible

Cost

as dened in

Eq. 3; that is, the set of operations that transforms one tree into another at minimal
cost. In Eq. 3,
the number of

S

stands for the set of the allowed tree edit operations;

i-th

ni

stands for

operations necessary to convert one tree into the other and

denes the cost of the

i-th

operation. Our goal is to dene the

Costi

Costi

in a way that

models the semantic distance between the two trees.
A possible uniform proposal is to assign the same unit cost to all tree edit operations that have counterparts in the theory of abstraction. These are dened in Table
1. Table 2 illustrates the costs of the abstraction/renement (tree edit) operations,
depending on the relation (equivalence, abstraction or renement) being computed.
These costs have to be adjusted depending on what relation is being considered: for
example, the cost of applying an abstraction operation is dierent if we are considering
abstraction relations than if we are considering renement relations. In particular, the
tree edit operations corresponding to abstraction/renement operations that are not
allowed by the denition of the given relation have to be prohibited by assigning to
them an innite cost. Notice also that we do not give any preference to a particular
type of abstraction/renement operations. Of course this strategy can be changed to
satisfy certain domain specic requirements.
Consider, for example, the rst line in Table 2. The cost of the tree edit distance
operation that correspond to the propositional abstraction (t1

Cost ≡ )

1 when used for the computation of equivalence (
relations in AME. It is equal to

w P d t2 )

is equal to

Cost w )

and abstraction (

∞ when used for the computation of renement (Cost v )

relation.
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Table 2: Costs of the abstraction/renement (tree edit) operations, exploited for com-

Cost ≡ ), abstraction (Cost v ) and renement (Cost w ) relations

putation of equivalence (

holding among the terms.

Abstraction/renement (tree edit) operation

Cost ≡ Cost v Cost w

t1 wP d t2

∞

t1 wD t2
t1 wP t2
t1 vP d t2
t1 vD t2
t1 vP t2

1
1
1
1
1
1

∞
∞

1
1
1

1
1
1

∞
∞
∞

Eq. 3 can now be used for the computation of the tree edit distance score. However,
when comparing two web service descriptions we are interested in similarity rather than
in distance. We exploit the following equation to convert the distance produced by an
edit distance algorithm into the similarity score:

Cost
(4)
max(number_of_nodes1 , number_of_nodes2 )
where number_of_nodes1 and number_of_nodes2 stand for the number of nodes
the trees. Note that for the special case of Cost equal to ∞ the similarity score is
sim = 1 −

in

estimated as 0.
Many existing tree edit distance algorithms allow us to keep track of the nodes
to which a replace operation is applied. Therefore, as a result they allow us to obtain not only the minimal tree edit cost but also a minimal cost mapping among the
nodes of the trees. According to [25], this minimal cost mapping is
horizontal-order preserving between sibling nodes; and

(iii)

(i)

one-to-one;

(ii)

vertical-order preserving.

These criteria are not always preserved in our approach. For example, the mapping
depicted in Figure 1 complies to all these requirements while the mapping depicted in
Figure 2 violates

(ii).

to the third sibling

In particular the third sibling

Cost

Price

on the left tree is mapped

on the right tree while the fourth sibling

tree is mapped to the second sibling

Colour

Colour

on the right

on the left tree.

For the tree edit distance operations depicted in Table 1, we propose to keep track of
nodes to which the tree edit operations derived from the replace operation are applied.
In particular we consider the operations that correspond to predicate and domain
abstraction/renement (t1

wP d , t1 vP d , t1 wD , t1 vD ).

This allows us to obtain a

mapping among the nodes of the term trees with the desired properties (i.e., there is
only one-to-one correspondences in the mapping). Moreover it complies to the structure
preserving matching requirements that functions are mapped to functions and variables
are mapped to variables. This is the case because

(i) predicate and domain abstraction/
(ii)

renement operations do not convert, for example, a function into a variable and

the tree edit distance operations, as from Table 1, have a one-to-one correspondence
with abstraction/renement operations.
At the same time, a mapping returned by a tree edit distance algorithm preserves
the horizontal order among the sibling nodes, but this is not desirable property for
the data translation purposes. This is the case because the correspondences that do
not comply to the horizontal order preservation requirements, like the one holding between

Colour

and

Colour

on Figure 2, are not included in the mapping. However, as

from Table 1, the tree edit operations corresponding to predicate and domain abstraction/renement (t1

w P d , t1 v P d , t1 w D , t1 v D )
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can be applied only to those nodes

of the trees whose labels are either generalisations or specialisations of each other, as
computed by the node matching algorithm. Therefore, given the mapping produced by
the node matching algorithm we can always recognise the cases when the horizontal order between sibling nodes is not preserved and change the ordering of the sibling nodes
to make the mapping horizontal order preserving. For example, swapping the nodes

Cost

and

Colour

in the right tree depicted on Figure 2 does not change the meaning

of the corresponding term but allows the correspondence holding between

Colour

Colour

and

on Figure 2 to be included in the mapping produced by a tree edit distance

algorithm.
We can see that this technique satises the two properties mentioned earlier:
namely, that the operator nds a mapping
erties of the graphs being matched,

(ii)

(i)

still preserving a set of structural prop-

only in the case that the graphs

globally

corre-

spond semantically to each other. If the graphs do not correspond semantically to one
another, and the structural properties of the graphs do not match, the similarity score
will be very low.

6 The approximate structure matching algorithm
As discussed above, our goal is to nd good enough services [9] if perfect services are
not available. We start by providing a denition of the approximate structure matching
as the basis for the algorithm.
We say that two nodes

R c@n2

n1

and

n2

in trees

T1

and

T2

c@n1
c@n2 are

approximately match i

holds given the available background knowledge, where

c@n1

and

n1 and n2 , and where R ∈ {≡, v, w}. We say that two trees
T2 match i there is at least one node n1i in T1 and a node n2j in T2 such
that: (i) n1i approximately matches n2j and (ii) all ancestors of n1i are approximately
matched to the ancestors of n2j .

the concepts at nodes of

T1

and

First the approximate structure matching algorithm estimates the similarity of two
terms by application of a tree edit distance algorithm with the tree edit operations and
costs modied as described in Sections 4 and 5. The similarity scores are computed
for equivalence, abstraction and renement relations. For each of these cases the tree
edit distance operation costs are modied as depicted in Table 2. The relation with
the highest similarity score is assumed to hold among the terms. If the similarity score
exceeds a given threshold, the mappings connecting the nodes of the term trees, as
computed by the tree edit distance algorithm, are returned by the matching routine
what allows for further data translation. Algorithm 1 provides pseudo code for the
approximate structure matching algorithm.

a

approximateStructureMatch
approximateTreeMatch
analyzeMismatches ame
approximationScore
approximateTreeMatch

threshold

takes as input the

value.

lls the

the mappings holding between the nodes of the
(line 4) by

. If

stands for equivalence, abstraction or renement

relations (line 5) and if an
calculated by

source and target term trees and
result array (line 3) which stores
trees. An AME ame is computed

exceeds

threshold

are returned (line 7).

(line 6) the mappings

analyzeMismatches

calculates

the aggregate score of tree match quality by exploiting a tree edit distance algorithm
as described in Section 5.
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Algorithm 1

Pseudo code for approximate structure matching algorithm

AME struct of
Tree of Nodes source;
Tree of Nodes target;
String relation;
double approximationScore;
1.MappingElement[] approximateStructureMatch(Tree of Nodes source, target, double threshold)
2. MappingElement[] result;
3. approximateTreeMatch(source,target,result);
4. AME ame=analyzeMismatches(source,target,result);
5. if (getRelation(ame)=="=") or (getRelation(ame)=="<") or (getRelation(ame)==">")
6.
if (getApproximationScore(ame)>threshold)
7.
return result;
8. return null;

7 Evaluation
We have implemented the algorithm described in the previous section. In the implementation we have exploited a modication of simple tree edit distance algorithm from
Valiente's work [27]. We have evaluated the matching quality of the algorithms on
132 pairs of rst order logic terms. Half of the pairs were composed of the equivalent terms (e.g.,

journal(periodical-publication)

magazine (periodical-publication) )
webthesis-reference (publication-reference) ). Te terms
and

while the other half were composed from similar but not equivalent terms (e.g.,

reference(publication-reference)

and

were extracted from dierent versions of the Standard Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)
and the Advanced Knowledge Technology (AKT)

3

ontologies. We extracted all the dif-

ferences between versions 1.50 and 1.51, and between versions 1.51 and 1.52 of the
SUMO ontology and between versions 1, 2.1 and 2.2 of the AKT-portal and AKT-

4

support ontologies . These are both rst-order ontologies, so many of these dierences
mapped well to the potential dierences between terms that we are investigating. However, some of them were more complex, such as dierences in inference rules, or consisted of ontological objects being added or removed rather than altered, and had no
parallel in our work. These pairs of terms were discarded and our tests were run on
all remaining dierences between these ontologies. Therefore, we have simulated the
situation when the service descriptions are dened exploiting the two versions of the
same ontology.
In our evaluation we have exploited the commonly accepted measures of matching
quality, namely precision, recall, and F-measure. Precision varies in the [0..1] range;
the higher the value, the smaller the set of incorrect correspondences (false positives)
which have been computed. Precision is a correctness measure. Recall varies in the [0..1]
range; the higher the value, the smaller the set of correct correspondences (true positives) which have not found. Recall is a completeness measure. F-measure varies in the
[0..1] range. The version computed here is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
It is a global measure of the matching quality, increasing as the matching quality improves. While computing precision and recall we have considered the correspondences
holding among rst order terms rather than the nodes of the term trees. Thus, for
instance,

journal(periodical-publication1 ) =magazine(periodical-publication2 )

2
http://ontology.teknowledge.com/
3
http://www.aktors.org
4
See http://dream.inf.ed.ac.uk/projects/dor/

their dierences.

was con-

for full versions of these ontologies and analysis of
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2

Figure 4: The matching quality measures depending on threshold value for approximate
structure matching algorithm.
sidered as single correspondence rather than two correspondences, namely

magazine

and

periodical-publication1 =periodical-publication2 .

journal =

Interestingly enough, our exact structure matching algorithm was able to nd 36
correct correspondences what stands for 54% of Recall with 100% Precision. All mismatches (or correct correspondences not found by the algorithm) corresponded to structural dierences among rst order terms which exact structure matching algorithm is
unable to capture. The examples of correctly found correspondences are given below:

meeting-attendees(has-other-agents-involved) : meeting-attendee(has-other-agents-involved)
r&d-institute(Learning-centred-organization) : r-and-d-institute(Learning-centred-organization)
piece(Pure2,Mixture) : part(Pure2,Mixture)
has-affiliatied-people(Affiliated-person) : has-affililated-person(affiliated-person)
The rst and second examples illustrate the minor syntactic dierences among the
terms, while the third and fourth examples illustrate the semantic heterogeneity in the
various versions of the ontologies.
Figure 4 presents the matching quality measures depending on the cut-o threshold
value for approximate structure preserving matching algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 4, the algorithm demonstrates high matching quality on the wide range of threshold
values. In particular, F-Measure values exceed 70% for the given range. Table 3 summarizes the time performance of the matching algorithm. It presents the average time
taken by the various steps of the algorithm on 132 term matching tasks. As illustrated
in Table 3, Step 1 and 2 of the node matching algorithm signicantly slow down the
whole process. However these steps correspond to the linguistic preprocessing that can
be performed once oine [8]. Given that the terms can be automatically annotated
with the linguistic preprocessing results [8] once when changed, the overall runtime is
reduced to 4.2 ms, which corresponds roughly to 240 term matching tasks per second.
Table 3: Time performance of approximate structure matching algorithm (average on
132 term matching tasks).

Time, ms

Node matching: steps 1 and 2 [8] Node matching: steps 3 and 4 [8] Structure matching
134.1
3.3
0.9

8 Conclusions and Related work
We have presented an approximate structure matching algorithm that implements the

structure preserving match

operator. We have implemented the algorithm and applied
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it to the web service matchmaking scenario. The evaluation results, though preliminary,
show the eciency and eectiveness of our approach.
Future work includes further investigations on the cost assignment for the abstraction/renement operations. In the version of the algorithm presented in the paper, no
preference is given to the particular abstraction/renement operation and all allowed
operations are assigned a unit cost. One may argue, for example, that the semantic

cat and mammal is less then the semantic distance between cat and
animal. Therefore, the operation abstracting cat to mammal should be less costly than
the operation abstracting cat to animal.
distance between

The problem of location of web services on the basis of the capabilities that they
provide (often referred as the matchmaking problem) has recently received a considerable attention. Most of the approaches to the matchmaking problem so far employed
a single ontology approach (i.e., the web services are assumed to be described by the
concepts taken from the shared ontology). See [14,15,21] for example. Probably the
most similar to ours is the approach taken in METEOR-S [1] and in [20], where the
services are assumed to be annotated with the concepts taken from various ontologies.
Then the matchmaking problem is solved by the application of the matching algorithm.
The algorithm combines the results of atomic matchers that roughly correspond to the
element level matchers exploited as part of our algorithm. In contrast to this work, we
exploit a more sophisticated matching technique that allows us to utilise the context
provided by the rst order term.
Many diverse solutions to the ontology matching problem have been proposed so
far. See [23] for a comprehensive survey and [5,18,4,10,2,12,24] for individual solutions.
However most eorts has been devoted to computation of the correspondences holding
among the classes of description logic ontologies. Recently, several approaches allowed
computation of correspondences holding among the object properties (or binary predicates) [26]. The approach taken in [11] facilitates the nding of correspondences holding
among parts of description logic ontologies or subgraphs extracted from the ontology
graphs. In contrast to these approaches, we allow the computation of correspondences
holding among rst order terms.
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Abstract. While lots of research in ontology matching is related to the issue of
computing and refining similarity measures, only little attention has been paid to
question how to extract the final alignment from a matrix of similarity values. In
this paper we present a theoretical framework for describing extraction methods
and argue that the quality of the final matching result is highly affected by the
extraction method. Therefore, we discuss several extraction methods and apply
them to some of the results submitted to the OAEI 2006. The results of our experimental study show that the proposed strategies differ with respect to precision
and recall. In particular, theoretical considerations as well as emprirical results
indicate that methods that additionally make use of information encoded in the
ontologies result in better extractions compared to state of the art approaches.

1

Motivation

Automated matching systems have to be applied to detect semantic relations between
ontologies representing overlapping domains. The majority of matching systems approach this problem by computing similarities between the entities (concepts, roles,
ect.) to be matched. While similarities can be obtained by comparing the matchable entities one by one, structure and semantic based techniques use more sophisticated ways
to compute, propagate and refine similarities by taking the context of these entities into
account. As a final step of the matching process an alignment has to be extracted. Since
the similarities computed in the first phases of the matching process suggest a diversity of matching hypotheses, the final result will be highly affected by the extraction
process. Obviously, it makes sense to use the structural and semantic information in
the process of similarity computation. We argue that the same holds for the extraction
process. Therefore, we propose a theoretical framework to distinguish between several extraction methods and present as well as evaluate some extraction algorithms that
make use of the additional information encoded in the ontologies to be matched.
1.1

Problem Statement

In accordance to Euzenat and Shvaiko [1] the problem of ontology matching can be defined as follows. For each ontology T there is a function Q(T ) that defines matchable
elements of T . Given ontologies T1 and T2 , the task of matching is to determine correspondences between Q(T1 ) and Q(T2 ). Correspondences can be defined as 4-tuples
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he, e0 , r, vi where e ∈ Q(T1 ) and e0 ∈ Q0 (T2 ), r is a semantic relation, and v ∈ [0, 1]
is a confidence value. In this paper, we only consider the simple case where Q(T ) are
the concepts of T and r is the equivalence relation. Given correspondence c we use the
functions source(c) and target(c) to refer to the aligned concepts, rel (c) to denote the
semantic relation, and conf (c) to refer to the confidence value.
The extraction problem we address is a subproblem of the matching problem. A
process that solves this problem takes a mapping M (a set of correspondences) and
two ontologies T1 and T2 as input and returns a mapping M0 ⊆ M as result. In many
matching systems the final mapping is extracted from a similarity matrix S. Notice that
for each similarity matrix S there exists a mapping M, such that each correspondence
in M corresponds to a cell in S. The methods we propose to solve this problem will
thus be relevant for the large class of matching systems that first compute similarity
matrices or comprehensive intermediary mappings and thereafter extract alignments as
final outcome. An optimal solution to an extraction problem is a mapping M0 ⊆ M
such that each c ∈ M0 truly reflects the semantic relation rel (c) between source(c)
and target(c), and there exists no c̄ ∈ M \ M0 such that c̄ truly reflects the semantic
relation rel (c̄) between source(c̄) and target(c̄).
1.2

Related Work

The extraction problem has only been of minor interest in research related to ontology
matching. Euzenat and Shvaiko [1] spend five pages on the topic in their comprehensive
book ’Ontology Matching’. They mainly discuss thresholds and a greedy startegy as
well as several methods that optimize the results of a one-to-one extraction. Some of
these approaches are taken up and extended in the following sections. In opposite to
our approach Euzenat and Shvaiko model the extraction problem to be independent
of the ontologies to be matched. To our suprise, the papers submitted to the OAEI
2006 contest describing the matching systems of the participants contain only minor
information on extraction. We believe that the importance of the extraction problem is
highly underestimated in research and that extraction methods have strong effects on
characteristics and quality of the resulting mappings.
In prior work [7] we applied the notion of mapping consistency to eliminate potentially erroneous correspondences from automatically generated mappings. Not being
aware of the applicability to the more general problem of mapping extraction we referred to this process as repairing of mappings. This approach has been extended and
modified towards an extraction technique in [6] where it has been evaluated on synthetic data sets. The main contribution of these approaches compared to state-of-the-art
extraction methods is based on the fact that knowledge endcoded in the ontologies cannot only be used for computing similarities but also plays a crucial role in the final
extraction process.
1.3

Outline and Contribution

In section 2 we introduce the notion of an extraction function and describe several
distinctive properties of extraction functions. In particular, we distinguish between ontology dependent functions that make use of the additional knowledge encoded in the
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ontologies and ontology independent functions. In section 3 we take up this distinction
and present several algorithmic implementations of both ontology independent (section
3.1) and ontology dependent extraction functions (section 3.2). We implemented these
algorithms and conducted several experiments on some of the results submitted to the
OAEI 2006. The experimental results (section 4) indicate that certain extraction methods, in particular ontology dependent methods, yield better solutions compared to naive
approaches. Nevertheless, our main contribution is to emphasise the importance of the
extraction problem and to point out that different extraction techniques have strong effects on the characteristics and the quality of the final matching result.

2

Preliminaries

We understand the extraction process as the application of a sequence of extraction
functions to an input mapping and the ontologies to be matched. Therefore, we first have
to define the notion of an extraction function as well as some properties of extraction
functions. For all of the following definitions let T denote the set of ontologies and let
M denote the set of possible mappings between two ontologies T1 , T2 ∈ T.
Definition 1 (Extraction function). A function f : T × T × M → M is an extraction
function iff for all T1 , T2 ∈ T and for all M ∈ M we have f (T1 , T2 , M) ⊆ M.
Some extraction functions solely rely on the input mapping M, while some functions make use of the information encoded in T1 and T2 . We take this distinction into
account by refering to functions of the first type as ontology independent, while refering
to functions of the second type as ontology dependent.
Definition 2 (Independence). An extraction function f is ontology independent iff for
all T1 , T2 ∈ T and for all mappings M ∈ M between T1 and T2 we have f (T1 , T2 , M) =
f (∅, ∅, M) where ∅ denotes an ontology with no axioms. Otherwise f is ontology dependent.
In this work we focus on extraction functions that yield one-to-one mappings. A
one-to-one mapping respectively a one-to-one extraction function can straight forward
be defined as follows.
Definition 3 (One-to-one mapping and extraction function). A mapping M is a oneto-one mapping iff for all correspondences c ∈ M there exists no c0 6= c ∈ M such that
source(c) = source(c0 ) ∨ target(c) = target(c0 ). An extraction function f is a one-toone extraction function iff the codomain of f is constrained to be the set of one-to-one
mappings.
As mentioned above, the extraction process can be understood as applying a sequence of extraction functions, in other words, applying the composition of several
extraction functions. Since domain and codomain of an extraction function are not the
same, we have to redefine composition with respect to extraction functions in the following self-evident way.
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Definition 4 (Composition of extraction functions). Given extraction functions f and
g. The composition f ◦ g : T × T × M → M is defined as (f ◦ g)(T1 , T2 , M) =
f (T1 , T2 , g(T1 , T2 , M)).
Some matching systems are extracting the final mapping by applying a threshold
on the similarity matrix. This way to extract is obviously not a one-to-one extraction.
Nevertheless, it is an important component in the extraction process. Therefore, we
define the application of a threshold as threshold extraction function.
Definition 5 (Threshold extraction function). An extraction function ft with t ∈
[0, 1] is a threshold extraction function iff for all T1 , T2 ∈ T and for all mappings
M ∈ M between T1 and T2 we have ft (T1 , T2 , M) = {c ∈ M|conf (c) > t}.
In most cases a one-to-one mapping will be obtained by the composition of a threshold function ft and a one-to-one extraction function f . The order of applying these functions can have effects on the results depending on f . Therefore, we have to introduce
the following property.
Definition 6 (Threshold commutative). An extraction function f is threshold commutative iff f ◦ ft = ft ◦ f for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Obviously, threshold extraction functions are threshold commutative. This follows from
the fact that ft1 ◦ ft2 = fmax{t1 ,t2 } = ft2 ◦ ft1 .
The most interesting class of extraction functions are, from a theoretical perspective,
optimization functions. These functions are defined by an objective function and extract
a final mapping that is optimal with respect to the chosen objective function.
Definition 7 (Optimization function). An extraction function fo is an optimization
function iff for all M ∗ ⊆ M we have o(M ∗ ) ≤ o(fo (T1 , T2 , M )) with o : M → R
being an objective function.
We will see that the considerations of this section are not only of theoretical interest but constitute a useful framework to describe and distinguish between different
extraction techniques.

3

One-to-one extraction algorithms

In this section we describe several algorithms that are implementations of different types
of extraction functions. Some of these algorithms have to iterate over the elements of
a mapping according to the ordering of confidence values. Therefore, we deal with
mappings as sequences of correspondences in the following.
3.1

Ontology independent extraction algorithms

First, we focus on the algorithmic implementation of ontology independent extraction
functions. These functions do not make any use of the information encoded in the ontologies to be aligned. At the end of this subsection we present a small example that
compares the behavior of the introduced algorithms.
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Algorithm 1
NAIVE D ESCENDING (M)
1: M0 ← ∅
2: S ORT D ESCENDING (M)
3: while M =
6 ∅ do
4:
c ← R EMOVE F IRST E LEMENT (M)
5:
M0 ← M0 ∪ {c}
6:
for all c0 ∈ G ETA LTERNATIVES (M, c) do
7:
R EMOVE E LEMENT (M, c0 )
8:
end for
9: end while
10: return M0

Naive descending extraction Algorithm 1 can be described as naive greedy strategy
that transforms a many-to-many mapping into a one-to-one mapping by iterating over
the elements of M in descending order. The algorithm consists of a sequence of local
decisions. First, the correspondences in M are sorted descending due to their confidence value. Then the algorithm iterates over M removing step by step elements from
M. In each iteration correspondence c with the hightest confidence value is removed
and added to the extraction result M0 . The reduced M is checked for alternative correspondences, where G ETA LTERNATIVES (M, c) is defined to return the set of all correspondences that have the same source or target concept in common with c. All alternatives are removed from M and will thus also not be contained in the extracted mapping
M0 . Notice that this naive extraction function is threshold commutative and has been
implemented by several participants of the OAEI 2006, for example by Falcon-AO [2]
and RiMOM [4].
Naive ascending extraction Algorithm 2 is similar to algorithm 1 but more restrictive. While algorithm 1 accepts correspondences and removes their alternatives in descending order, algorithm 1 dismisses correspondences due to the existence of alternatives with a higher confidence value. The major difference is based on the principle that correspondences are dismissed if better alternatives exist even though these
alternatives are also dismissed in one of the following iterations. Therefore, we have
NAIVE D ESCENDING (M) ⊇ NAIVE A SCENDING (M) for all M ∈ M.
Hungarian extraction Algorithms 1 and 2 are implementations of extraction functions that are based on sequences of local decisions. Contrary to these approaches, an
optimization extraction function extracts a solution that is optimal from a global point
of view, selecting the one-to-one subset M0 of M that is optimal
P with respect to some
objective function o. Choosing objective function o(M0 ) = c∈M0 conf (c), the problem to find M0 can be solved using the hungarian method. The hungarian method is a
combinatorial optimization algorithm which solves assignment problems in polynomial
time [3]. To use the algorithm in the context of mapping extraction a few modifications
have to be applied. Due to the lack of space we cannot give a detailed description. Such
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Algorithm 2
NAIVE A SCENDING (M)
1: M0 ← ∅
2: S ORTA SCENDING (M)
3: for all c ∈ M do
4:
if G ETA LTERNATIVES (M, c) = ∅ then
5:
M0 ← M0 ∪ {c}
6:
end if
7: end for
8: return M0

a description can be found in [6] in section 3.1. We refer to this algorithm as H UNGAR IAN E XTRACTION (). Notice that the function implemented in H UNGARIAN E XTRAC TION () is our first example for a function that is not threshold commutative. A proof for
this claim can be given by counter example. Example 1 provides a counter example and
illustrates the differences between the three proposed extraction functions.
Example 1. Given a mapping M = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 } between T1 and T2 based on a
similarity matrix S. The following table describes S respectively M in detail. Applying
the extraction functions presented above we obtain different results.
1:A
1:B

2:X
c1 = h1 : A, 2 : X, =, 0.9i
c3 = h1 : B, 2 : X, =, 0.7i

2:Y
c2 = h1 : A, 2 : Y, =, 0.8i
c4 = h1 : B, 2 : Y, =, 0.5i

– NAIVE D ESCENDING (M) = {c1 , c4 }: The algorithms first adds c1 to the resulting
mapping M0 . By making this choice c2 and c3 are removed from M since they are
alternatives with a lower confidence value. Finally, c4 is added to M0 .
– NAIVE A SCENDING (M) = {c1 }: The algorithm starts with c4 . Since there are
more probable alternatives available c4 is discarded. The same holds for c3 and
c2 . Finally, only c1 is left and accepted to be part of M0 .
– H UNGARIAN E XTRACTION (M) = {c2 , c3 }: The hungarian method finds
Pthe best
one-to-one mapping M0 with respect to the objective function o(M) = c∈M0 c.
Notice that correspondence c1 is not an element of M0 contrary to the results of the
greedy approaches.
What if we apply threshold function f0.75 to this problem? Now we have H UNGARIAN E XTRACTION (f0.75 (M)) = {c1 } and f0.75 (H UNGARIAN E XTRACTION (M))= {c2 }.
Thus, we can conclude that our implementation of an optimizing extraction function is
not threshold commutative.
3.2

Ontology dependent extraction algorithms

We now introduce two straight forward extensions for each of the algorithms presented
above. The resulting algorithms are implementations of ontology dependent extraction
functions. First, we discuss how to use the additional information encoded in T1 and
T2 by introducing the notion of a merged ontology (definition 8). Merging T1 and T2
results in the union of T1 and T2 using M as nexus.
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Definition 8 (Merged ontology). Given a mapping M between ontologies T1 and T2 .
The merged ontology T1 ∪M T2 of T1 and T2 connected via M is defined as T1 ∪M T2 =
T1 ∪T2 ∪{t(c) | c ∈ M} with t being defined by t(h1 : C, 2 : D, =, ci) = 1 : C ≡ 2 : D
converting equivalence correspondences into equivalence axioms of T1 ∪M T2 .
Adding the correspondences of M as equivalence statements results in an ontology
that is structured by subsumption relations connecting concepts of both ontologies. A
concept of T1 is thus positioned in the taxonomy of T2 and vice versa. This can result in
subsumptions between concepts of T1 or T2 that cannot be derived from T1 respectively
T2 without taking M into account. We define the according property as instability of a
mapping (also defined in [5] in the context of DDL).
Definition 9 (Stability of a mapping). Given a mapping M between ontologies T1
and T2 . M is stable iff there exists no pair of concepts hi : C, i : Di with i ∈ {1, 2}
such that Ti 6|= i : C v i : D and T1 ∪M T2 |= i : C v i : D. Otherwise M is instable.
The additional subsumption statements introduced by a mapping are major topic
of distributed description logics (compare for example [9]). In this context, additional
subsumption statements are equated with additional knowledge which has a positive
connotation. Nevertheless, we think that - as far as we are concerned with automatically generated correspondences - additional subsumption statements introduced by
M indicate that some of the correspondences in M are erroneous. Furthermore, we
introduce the stronger property of mapping consistency (based on the corresponding
definitions in [10], [5], and [7]).
Definition 10 (Consistency of a mapping). Given a mapping M between ontologies
T1 and T2 . M is consistent iff there exists no concept i : C with i ∈ {1, 2} such that
Ti 6|= i : C v ⊥ and T1 ∪M T2 |= i : C v ⊥. Otherwise M is inconsistent.
Obviously, some of the correspondences of an inconsistent mapping M have to be
incorrect, because we would not accept a mapping that imposes restrictions on T1 ∪M T2
making some of the concepts in T1 ∪M T2 unsatisfiable. By postulating that the extracted
mapping M0 has to be stable respectively consistent, we impose additional constraints
on extraction functions. Notice that both properties are subject to criticism.
– Mapping stability: Extracting stable mappings makes only sense if all (or most of
all) subsumption statements have been specified (directly or indirectly via entailment) in both T1 and T2 . If one of the ontologies has been poorly structured by
the ontology engineer the additional subsumption statements imposed by M will
indeed introduce new acceptable knowledge.
– Mapping inconsistency: Inconstencies will only occur if T1 respectively T2 contain disjointness statements. Evaluation of ontologies show that these statements
are often missing [13]. Thus, even a completely incorrect mapping will often be
consistent.
Even though there are extraction problems where stability is too restrictive while consistency is not restrictive at all, we believe that applying these properties will in most
cases have positive effects on the extraction results. Therefore, we introduce the notion
of a minimal conflict set. A minimal conflict set is an instable respectively inconsistent
subset of M which contains no real subset that is also instable respectively inconsistent.
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Definition 11 (Minimal conflict sets). Given a mapping M between ontologies T1 and
T2 . A subset C ⊆ M is a minimal conflict set with respect to stability (consistency), if
C is instable (inconsistent) and each C 0 ⊂ C is stable (consistent).
From a more general point of view we can abstract from the conflicts introduced
in this paper and define the class of conflict based extraction functions as subclass of
ontology dependent extraction functions.
Definition 12 (Conflict based extraction function). An extraction function fg is conflict based iff for all C ∈ g(M) there exists a correspondence c ∈ C∧c ∈
/ fg (T1 , T2 , M )
where g : M → 2M is a conflict function defined by g(M) = {C ⊆ M|C is a minimal
conflict set}.
Using a conflict based approach origins from its application in the context of diagnosis, as introduced by Reiter [8]. It has already been applied by the authors to the
problem of automatically repairing mappings in [7] and partially to the problem of
mapping extraction in [6]. Notice that related approaches can be found in [12] where
Wang and Xu propose similar mapping properties. These properties are used supporting
humans in semi-automatic repairing of mappings.
As decribed in [6] stability and consistency of M can be efficiently checked for each
dual-element subset of M using a straight forward approach.1 Therefore, we restrict
ourselves to pairwise consistency and stability and have to define a conflict pair as a
dual-element conflict set.
Definition 13 (Conflict pair). Given a mapping M between ontologies T1 and T2 . C is
a stability (consistency) conflict pair, if |C| = 2 and C is a minimal conflict set with respect to stability (consistency). Correspondence c1 ∈ M conflicts with correspondence
c2 ∈ M iff {c1 , c2 } is a conflict pair.
The extraction algorithms we propose as approximate conflict based extensions of
algorithms 1 and 2 remove at least one correspondence from each conflict pair which
results in an extracted mapping that will be pairwise stable respectively consistent. Both
algorithms can be extended in a natural way by replacing G ETA LTERNATIVES (M, c)
by calling a method that returns all alternatives for c as well as all correspondences that
conflict with c. Obviously, the results of these extended algorithm are pairwise consistent respectively stable. For the experimental study we have implemented both variants.
Notice that pairwise stability (consistency) is only an approximation of stability (consistency). Nevertheless, due to our experience most conflict sets turned out to be minimal
conflict pairs.
The same approach cannot be applied to extend the hungarian method. Instead of
that it is possible to search for an optimal solution that is free of pairwise conflicts.
Due to the lack of space we have to omit a description of the algorithm which has
already been described in detail in [6]. There we claimed that conflict based extraction not only increases precision but in some cases also increases recall. We have been
critizised for this point of view, because it seems that solving a conflict is established
1

In [6] this has only been described for consistency, but this approach can be modified in a
self-evident way for stability.
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by dismissing correspondences. That is only half the truth. Solving conflicts forces
the hungarian method to rearranage parts of or even the whole assignment. Consider
again example 1. Suppose now c2 conflicts with c3 . Obviously, c2 and c3 cannot be
both elements of the final extraction. But since alternatives are available, the final result of the extended hungarian extraction will be {c1 , c4 } instead of {c2 , c3 }. Thus, it
is possible that the conflict-based extraction increases both precision and recall. The
same kind of argument can be applied to NAIVE D ESCENDING () even if a rearrangement will only affect parts of the results due to the greediness of the algorithm. Contrary to this, increasing recall is not possible by extending algorithm 2. For this algorithm we have NAIVE A SCENDING (M) ⊇ NAIVE A SCENDINGConsistency (M) ⊇
NAIVE A SCENDINGStability (M).

4

Experiments

In the following we present some emprirical results by applying the one-to-one extraction algorithms presented above on real world matching problems. Before going into
details it makes sense to bring together the theoretical considerations of the last sections and resume them as hypotheses.
– H1 : One-to-one extraction functions exceed threshold extraction functions with respect to the harmonic mean of precision and recall (f-measure).
– H2 : Ontology dependent extraction functions (implemented as conflict-based algorithms) will result in better extractions compared to alternative approaches.
– H3 : Optimization extraction functions will result in better extractions compared to
alternative approaches.
4.1

Experimental Settings

We evaluated the presented algorithms using automatically created mappings between
ontologies of the ontoFarm data set. The ontoFarm data set consists of a set of ontologies in the domain of conference organization that has been created by the Knowledge
Engineering Group at the University of Economics Prague [11] and has been subject of
the conference track at the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2006.
Amongst the participants that submitted results for all pairs of ontologies only two
matching systems generated many-to-many mappings that can be used as input to our
one-to-one extraction procedures. We refer to these systems as system A and B. We
were also able to refactor another matching system (system C) to generate many-tomany mappings while not modifying any other parameters that have been used to generate the submitted results. Thus, we could apply and evaluate our algorithms as final
step of three matching systems. To evaluate the extraction results we had to manually
construct reference mappings consisting of equivalence correspondences for all pairs of
ontologies. Since this task is extremly time-consuming we decided to choose a subset
of eight ontologies of the ontoFarm Dataset, thus creating 28 reference mappings. In
our experiments we evaluated the extraction algorithms presented above for all matching systems and for all matching problems. Thus we had to evaluate 9 × 3 × 28 = 756
different extraction results. Therefore, we cannot present the results in detail but have
to focus on aggregated values.
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4.2

Results

To examine hypothesis H1 we computed precision and recall aggregated over all matching problems for both the many-to-many input mappings and the extraction results
based on applying the simplest one-to-one extraction algorithm NAIVE D ESCENDING ().
The resulting differences are listed in table 1. The extraction method NAIVE D ESCEND -

Matcher
System A
System B
System C

∆ Precision
+ 2.2%
+ 25.8%
+ 27.4%

∆ Recall
0.0%
- 3.9%
- 3.0%

∆ F-Measure
+ 1.3%
+ 13.3%
+ 16.6%

Table 1. Many-to many mappings vs. one-to-one mappings.

ING () is already implemented as extraction method of system C. Thus, we compare
against the intermediary many-to-many mapping of this system. System A has been
applied with a setting that results in an extraction close to a one-to-one mapping but
also adds correspondences that have nearly (specified by a certain range) the same confidence as the best match. Therefore, for system A the effects of a one-to-one extraction
are only marginal. System B does not extract one-to-one mappings. The resulting mapping can be optimized to a significant degree. While we gain about 26% precision, we
loose only 4% recall. Nevertheless, even for system A we get slightly better results. We
conclude that hypothesis H1 has been verified by our experiments.
Hypothesis H2 is concerned with the issue wether the information encoded in the
ontologies can be used to optimize the extraction result. We proposed two ways to extend extraction functions to be ontology dependent, in particular conflict based. Thus,
we compare for each extraction function the ontology independent algorithm with the
variants generating consistent respectively stable extraction results. Figure 1 presents
the mean values aggregating over matching systems and matching problems. Each column describes in how far precision, recall, and f-measure has been increased or decreased by applying one of the extraction methods compared to the many-to-many input
mapping. For all three extraction methods and their extensions we can observe a similar
pattern. The ontology independent variant is less precise than the ontology dependent
variant using consistency which is again less precise than the variant using stability. A
similar pattern with a negative influence of ontology dependency can be observed for
recall. But notice that the negative effects are smaller compared to the positive effect
on precision. This can also be derived from the third group of columns describing the
f-measure. Only for algorithm NAIVE D ESCENDING () we have slightly worse results
by extending it to an ontology dependent approach. We have already argued above that
extending this algorithm will not result in an rearrangement of the extracted assignment.
We can conclude that hypotheses H2 has been verified by our experiments.
Finally, we have to consider hypotheses H3 . We have claimed that an extraction
function that finds an optimal extraction with respect to an appropriate objective function yields better results than a greedy approach. This hypothesis cannot be verified
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Fig. 1. Comparison of three basic extraction methods and their ontology dependent extensions.

by the experimental results. If we compare the f-measures of NAIVE D ESCENDING ()
and H UNGARIAN E XTRACTION () we observe that the greedy approach surprisingly
extracts slightly better solutions in average. There is some evidence that choosing an
additive objective function has not been the best choice. Understanding confidence
values as probabilities,
it seems to be more natural to use an objective function like
Q
o(M0 ) = c∈M0 conf (c) which possibly will result in better extractions. But notice
also that using additional conflict information has the strongest positive effect on the
optimization approach. We have argued above that an optimization approach is more
flexible with respect to rearrangements of assignments. Therefore, taking additional
conflicts into account in the context of an optimization approach will strongly influcence the quality of the extraction results, while algorithm NAIVE A SCENDING () can
use information on conflicts only to a very limited extent.

5

Summary and Outlook

We introduced a framework for describing and distinguishing between methods to extract a one-to-one mapping from a similarity matrix. In particular, we introduced the
notion of an ontology dependent extraction function as well as the notion of an optimization extraction function. From a theoretical perspective we have argued that these
types of extraction functions should result in better solutions to the extraction problem
than naive approaches. We stated several algorithms as implementations of naive and
more sophisticated extraction functions. To extend these algorithms towards ontology
dependency, we introduced the concepts of mapping consistency and stability based on
prior work. All in all, we stated nine different extraction methods. Thus, we had for
each important type of extraction function at least one implementation.
In order to proove the hypothesis derived from theoretical considerations, we performed several experiments. In these experiments we could verify that ontology dependent functions yield better results than their ontology independent counterparts. We
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could not proove that our implementation of an optimization extraction function performs better than the naive approaches and argued that the choice of objective function
is a crucial point. We also observed that extending optimization functions results in a
significant improvement compared to the ontology independent counterparts. In future
work the combination of optimization and conflict based extractions has to be examined. In particular, understanding confidences as probabilities seems to be an promising
approach. Besides arguing that certain methods result in better solutions compared to
naive approaches, the main contribution of this paper is to highlight the importance of
the extraction problem as a self-contained subproblem of ontology matching.
Acknowledgement The work has been partially supported by the German Science Foundation (DFG) in the Emmy Noether Programme under contract STU 266/3-1.
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Abstract. As the Semantic Web emerges the problem of semantic heterogeneity is becoming more acute. Ontology matching techniques aim at
tackling this problem by establishing correspondences between elements
of the ontologies. These techniques rely on distance metrics, often called
(dis)similarity measures, to assess the similarity of elements within the
ontologies. Most of these approaches are either terminological, structural
and/or extensional. However, recently some proposals for semantics-based
measures have been put forward. We reason that these latter should receive
more attention, since semantics are one of the key advantages of ontologies.
Therefore, we present a set of semantic ontology similarity measures.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Although the Semantic Web will be responsible for the proliferation of ontologies,
it is unrealistic to expect that every Semantic Web agent shares the same set of ontologies. Therefore, the need for establishing a consensus among many cooperating
agents arises. This is a key motivation for ontology matching.
Ontology matching techniques take as input a set of ontologies, and output a
set of correspondences between elements of the ontologies. Distance metrics, often
called (dis)similarity measures, are used to estimate the similarity of elements of
the ontologies. There are four kinds of similarity measures: lexical, structural, extensional and semantics-based. The difference between the latter and the others lies
on the fact that they are sensitive to the logical nature of the knowledge representation formalism in which the ontologies are formalized. Hence, they are enabled
to resort to deduction services, such as consistency checking. Given that, on the
one hand, modern representation languages have well-defined semantics, and on
the other hand, one of the key advantages of ontologies lies on their semantics, we
believe that this type of measures should deserve more attention from the ontology
matching community.
This paper elaborates on our own work, presented in [2], where we define a purely
semantics based similarity measure. Here, we propose a more refined approach and
extend the proposed measure, which was only sensitive to concept constructs of
ALC (Attributive Language with Complement) – intersection u, conjunction t and
complement ¬, – to deal with role constructs – universal ∀ and existential quantifiers
∃. However, our measure does not yet cover the whole scope of ALC. Though limited
in expressivity, ALC is the foundation of more expressive Description Logics (DLs)
and is already sufficiently expressive to formalize many practical ontologies.
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Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume the standard DL notation [3],
.
except for concept equivalence, C = D, to distinguish from TBox equivalence,
T1 ≡ T2 (meaning T1 |= T2 and T2 |= T1 ). We denote C ∗ as the closure of the set
of concept names C under the DL constructs u, t and ¬. We further assume that
every set of concept names C and roles R are finite.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we summarize related work. We
introduce the theory underlying the proposed measures in section 3, followed by
both the concept and role similarity measures, and a toy example. In section 4 we
present the results for real-world examples. We discuss the measures based on our
results in section 5 and finish with conclusions and future directions in section 6.

2

Related Work

The use of similarity measures is not limited to ontology matching. Other uses
include unsupervised or semi-automatic ontology clustering [11], and automated
ontology merging, as performed by prompt [10] and Chimaera [9].
Approaches to similarity measures in DLs can be found in [7, 5, 4, 8]. The measure presented in [7] is based on extracting and comparing concept signatures: the elements within the ontology that are related to one concept. The work presented in [5]
is an extensional dissimilarity measure that estimates the difference between two
concepts in different ontologies through the set of individuals they share. Borgida et
al. [4] propose the adaptation of known similarity measures to DLs: feature-based
models, the semantic-network approach and information-content models. Finally,
the work presented in [8] defines a similarity measure for each DL construct and
computes the similarity between two concepts by agreggating these values.

3

Theory

We start by presenting the general framework underlying the similarity measures.
Though different from [2], the definitions presented here can be shown as equivalent.
3.1

Foundation

All measures presented here are based on the same idea: counting characteristic
concepts. By characteristic concepts, we mean any concept, formed using standard
concept constructs on a set of concept names, which cannot be any more specific. For
example, given the concept names Man and Woman, the concepts ¬Man u ¬Woman
and ¬Man u Woman are two of four possible characteristic concepts. Characteristic
concepts can be seen as propositional models. The formal definition follows.
Definition 1 (Characteristic Concept). Let C be a finite set of DL concept
names. A concept C ∈ C ∗ is characteristic iff it is an intersection of n literals, with
n = |C|, and each concept name in C occurs exactly once in it. The set of all possible
characteristic concepts w.r.t. C is ζ(C).
Given a TBox T containing a set of concept names C, we need to determine the
characteristic acceptance set: the sub-set of ζ(C) with only consistent characteristic
concepts w.r.t. T .
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Definition 2 (Characteristic Acceptance Set). Let T be a TBox containing a
finite set of DL concept names C. Given a set of characteristic concepts S ⊆ ζ(C),
S is accepted by T iff every C ∈ S is consistent in T (i.e., there exists a model
I of T such that C I 6= ∅). The characteristic acceptance set, Z(T ) ⊆ ζ(C), is the
maximal set accepted by T .
3.2

The Measures

In this section we introduce the measures for comparing concepts and roles. The
former determines the similarity of two TBoxes disregarding any information concerning role restrictions.
Comparing Concepts Given two TBoxes, T1 and T2 , we need to determine to
which extent their acceptance sets overlap. In particular, if the ontologies are equivalent, then their acceptance sets are the same [1] and, therefore, their similarity
assessment should be the highest. Although this assumption is rather intuitive for
the maximum value, the same does not apply to the minimum value. The question
of when two ontologies are totally dissimilar does not have a straight answer. One
could consider that total dissimilarity corresponds to the case where the acceptance
sets are disjoint. However, that depends on the interpretation given to similarity,
since when the acceptance sets are disjoint, it means there is no agreement on a
set of consistent characteristic concepts, while there may be agreement on a large
number of inconsistent characteristic concepts.
Let us consider the following TBoxes that represent several typical cases of
overlap between acceptance sets:
.
E1 = {Man v Person u Male}, E2 = {Man = Person u Male},
.
E3 = {Man v Person, Man = ¬Person t ¬Male} .
Their acceptance sets are shown in table 1 (with Zi = Z(Ei )). Each line of the table
is a concept name, and each column is a characteristic concept, and a symbol at
the intersection of a characteristic concept with a concept name indicates that the
concept name occurs as a positive (+) or negative (−) literal.
Table 1. The characteristic acceptance sets for E1 , E2 and E3 .
Z2

z

}|

Z3

{ z }| {

Person − + − + + + − −
Man − − − + − + + +
Male + − − + + − + −
|

{z

Z1

}

The coverage measure (γ) determines to which extent one of the ontologies
covers the other, by measuring the percentage of overlap between the acceptance
sets in proportion to the size of the acceptance set of one of the ontologies:
γ(T1 , T2 ) =

|Z(T1 ) ∩ Z(T2 )|
.
|Z(T1 )|
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Applying coverage to the examples above yields γ(E2 , E1 ) = 100%, because Z(E2 )
is a sub-set of Z(E1 ). This measure is not symmetric, therefore inverting the order
yields a different result, γ(E1 , E2 ) = 80%, because only 80% of Z(E1 ) is contained
within Z(E2 ), since they only disagree on the consistency of one characteristic concept, ¬Man u Person u Male (which is consistent in E1 but not in E2 ). Given that E2
and E3 are disjoint, γ(E2 , E3 ) = γ(E3 , E2 ) = 0%.
The consistency agreement measure (α+ ) determines to which extent the ontologies agree on the set of consistent characteristic concepts. It measures the proportion
of characteristic concepts consistent in both ontologies w.r.t. the set of characteristic
concepts consistent in at least one of them:
α+ (T1 , T2 ) =

|Z(T1 ) ∩ Z(T2 )|
.
|Z(T1 ) ∪ Z(T2 )|

Contrary to γ, this measure is symmetric, thus α+ (E1 , E2 ) = α+ (E2 , E1 ) = 80%.
Again, since E2 and E3 are disjoint, their consistency agreement is 0%. We note
that while coverage measures the overlap between E1 and E3 as 20% and 50%,
the consistency agreement is lesser: α+ (E1 , E3 ) = 16.67%. Therefore, consistency
agreement measures the global overlap, while coverage only measures the overlap
of one in relation to the other.
The previous measure only takes into account the set of consistent characteristic
concepts. To measure the inconsistency agreement, the proportion of inconsistent
characteristic concepts in both TBoxes w.r.t. the inconsistent characteristic concepts in at least one of them, we define the following measure:
α− (T1 , T2 ) =

|ζ(C) − (Z(T1 ) ∪ Z(T2 ))|
.
|ζ(C) − (Z(T1 ) ∩ Z(T2 ))|

Even though all previous measures yield 0% for E2 and E3 , this measure yields
25%, due to the fact that even though their acceptance sets are disjoint they agree
that 2 out of 8 characteristic concepts are inconsistent.
The agreement measure (α) combines both consistency and inconsistency agreement, by measuring the proportion of characteristic concepts whose consistency is
the same in both ontologies w.r.t. all possible characteristic concepts:
α(T1 , T2 ) =

|ζ(C) − (Z(T1 ) ∪ Z(T2 ))| + |Z(T1 ) ∩ Z(T2 )|
.
2|C|

Agreement yields 87.50% for E1 and E2 , since they agree on the consistency of
7 out of 8 characteristic concepts.
In [6] a set of similarity measures for the automatic evaluation of learnt ontologies against a gold-standard is proposed. In this context, if we apply the coverage
measure, with, say, T1 as the gold-standard, then γ(T1 , T2 ) can be interpreted as
recall, since it is the proportion of correct learnt characteristic concepts w.r.t. the
total amount of correct characteristic concepts, while γ(T2 , T1 ) can be regarded as
precision, since it measures the proportion of correct learnt characteristic concepts
w.r.t. the set of all learnt characteristic concepts. We can thus define the F1 measure:
F (T1 , T2 ) =

2 × γ(T1 , T2 ) × γ(T2 , T1 )
2 × |Z(T1 ) ∩ Z(T2 )|
=
.
γ(T1 , T2 ) + γ(T2 , T1 )
|Z(T1 )| + |Z(T2 )|
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Comparing Roles Until this point we have only compared ontologies with concepts built using intersection (u), conjunction (t) and negation (¬). However, this
is very limited in expressiveness, given that standard DLs (at least as expressive as
ALC) allow building concepts with role constructs, namely universal quantification
∀R.C and existential quantification ∃R.C. These constructs allow us to restrict the
domain and range of a role:
∃R.> v C
> v ∀R.C

(domain restriction)
(range restriction)

(1)

The first axiom restricts instances of R to have as source an individual in C, while
the second restricts instances of R to have as destination an individual contained
in C. The power of these constructs is not limited, however, to general domain and
range restriction. They can also be used to restrict the domain and range for a given
concept D:
∃R.D v C
(specific domain restriction)
(2)
D v ∀R.C
(specific range restriction)
This means that the domain and range of R for individuals of D is C.
Given that ALC does not provide any other construct related to roles, it is
reasonable to argue that the domain and range specifications characterize the semantics of a role in this language. Therefore, the task of computing role similarity
can be reduced to comparing these domains and ranges. Since they are concepts,
we can compare them using the measures introduced above.
Let us start by considering the case in (1) where the domain and range of a role
consist of a single concept and they are not related to one another (i.e., it is not
necessary to know the domain of a role to know its range). In this case, given a
role R occuring in a TBox T , we can define the concept δR and ρR as the domain
and range of R respectively, i.e. such that T |= ∃R.> v δR and T |= > v ∀R.ρR .
Given two TBoxes T1 and T2 in which the role R occurs, we can extract the domains
2
1
, and the ranges, ρ1R and ρ2R . To compute the similarity of R, we
and δR
of R, δR
2
1
and ρ1R with ρ2R , which can be done by using the set of
can compare δR with δR
measures for concept similarity introduced above, but instead of using Z(T1 ) and
2
1
, to compare
and δR
Z(T2 ), we use only the sub-set of these that are subsumed by δR
2
1
the domains, and by ρR and ρR , to compare the ranges.
The procedure introduced above can be generalized to deal with specific domain
and range restrictions (2). The problem is that the range of a role depends on the
domain (and vice-versa), so there is no single δR and ρR concepts. The idea is to
construct a different TBox describing the domain and range restrictions of a given
role. Given a TBox T and a role R, our approach is to construct a TBox T R from T ,
such that, for each concept name A occuring in T , we have two concept names in T R :
dA and rA. dA should be seen as the set of role instances which have an individual in
A as source, and rA the ones that have an individual in A as destination. The domain
and range concepts are related through subsumption according to the restrictions
in T . This technique in many ways resembles the reification technique, in the sense
that individuals of T R are not instances of concepts of T , but instances of the role
R. A formal definition of T R follows after the following auxiliary definition.
First we define the domain/range description, which is a TBox describing the
relations between the domain and range of a role. For example, the axiom A v ∀R.B
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is described in the domain/range description as dA v rB, and should be interpreted
as “the set of role instances of R that have origin in A is a sub-set of the set of role
instances of R that have destination in B.”1
Definition 3 (Domain/Range Description). Let R be a role occuring in a
TBox T . The domain/range description of R w.r.t. T , drT (R), is defined as:
drT (R) = {δ(C) v ρ(D)|T |= C v ∀R.D} ,
where δ(C) (resp. ρ(D)) is the same as C (resp. D) with every concept name A
occuring in C (resp. D) replaced by dA (resp. rA).
Next we define the domain/range TBox of T , which is essentially the union of
three sets of axioms: (1) the domain/range description of a role R w.r.t. T , (2) a
set of axioms that maintains the semantics of the concepts when acting as domain
of R and (3) another set of axioms when acting as range of R. This TBox should be
seen as describing the role in terms of the relations between its domain and range.
Definition 4 (Domain/Range TBox). Let T be a TBox and R a role. The
domain/range TBox of T w.r.t. R, written T R , is defined as:
T R = δ(T ) ∪ ρ(T ) ∪ drT (R) .
In definition 4, the terms δ(T ) and ρ(T ) ensure that the concepts’ semantics are
maintained when they act as domain and range of the role R. Finally, we define the
role similarity measure, which is simply the employment of any of the previously
defined measures to the domain/range TBoxes.
Definition 5 (Role Similarity). Let T1 and T2 be ontologies, R a role and s
a similarity measure, s ∈ {γ, α+ , α− , α, F }. The role similarity measure w.r.t. R
under s, %R
s : O × O → [0, 1], is defined as:
R
R
%R
s (T1 , T2 ) = s(T1 , T2 )

It is arguable that this solution is somewhat cumbersome, for three reasons:
1. the meaning of the prefixed concepts dA and rA is not clear;
2. it is necessary to define a domain/range TBox for each role, where the only
variable is the domain/range description;
3. the computation of drT (R) requires a full prover.
A more elegant solution would be to effectively reify the relations. This could be
achieved by extending the formalism with a rule mechanism (e.g., AL-log). In this
case, we could simply add a rule base to the original TBoxes to relate the domain
and range of any role. For example, the following rule could belong to such a rule
base:
range(marriedTo, Woman) ← domain(marriedTo, Man) .
However, this solution does not fit as well with the previously defined measures.
Moreover, it would be necessary to deal with a hybrid DL and rule-based formalism.
In effect, we would be shifting from one problem to another.
Let us illustrate all measures with a more complex example. Consider the following ontologies, T1 and T2 . Table 2 shows Z(T1 ) and Z(T2 ) (written Z1 and Z2 ).
1

Note that ∃R.D v C is equivalent to ¬C v ∀R.¬D, so this definition captures domain
as well as range restrictions.
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¬Male
Man
Woman
MaleCat
>
¬Person

T1
v Female
.
= Person u Male
.
= Person u Female
.
= Cat u Male
v ∀marriedTo.Person
v ∀marriedTo.⊥

Female
Man
Woman
MaleCat
>
¬Person
Man
Woman

T2
.
= ¬Male
.
= Person u Male
.
= Person u ¬Man
v Cat u Male
v ∀marriedTo.Person
v ∀marriedTo.⊥
v ∀marriedTo.Woman
v ∀marriedTo.Man

Table 2. The characteristic acceptance sets for T1 and T2 .

Person
Man
Male
Woman
Female
Cat
MaleCat

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Z1 − Z2
− −
− −
+ +
− −
+ +
+ −
+ −

+
+
+
+
+
−
−

+
+
+
−
−
+
+

|

+
+
+
−
−
−
−

+
−
−
+
+
−
−

Z1 ∩ Z2
+ −
− −
− −
+ −
+ +
+ −
− −

−
−
−
−
+
+
−

−
−
+
−
−
−
−

{z

Z2 − Z1
+ −
+ −
+ +
− −
− −
+ +
− −

}

Z1

|

−
−
+
−
−
+
+

{z

Z2

}

Table 3 shows the results of applying the similarity measures to the example.2
We observe that one of the main differences between T1 and T2 is that in the former
every individual is required to be either Male or Female or both, but in the latter they
have to be either one or the other exclusively. If this were the only difference, then
Z(T2 ) would be totally contained within Z(T1 ), but the difference in the definition
of Cats and MaleCats accounts for the two characteristic concepts in Z(T2 ) and not
in Z(T1 ). The fact that more of Z(T2 ) is contained within Z(T1 ) than vice-versa is
responsible for the lower coverage result between T1 and T2 than the inverse. Indeed,
we can observe that more of what can be modeled in T2 can also be modeled in
T1 than vice-versa, so these results are rather intuitive. The consistency agreement
result comes from the number of agreed consistent characteristic concepts, 8, in
proportion to the number of characteristic concepts in the table, 14. This result
is also intuitive, since the ontologies have a reasonable overlap, i.e. most concepts
are similar in both ontologies. On the other hand, the inconsistency agreement is
the number of agreed inconsistent characteristic concepts, i.e., the ones that do not
appear in table 2, 128 − 14 = 114, in proportion to the number of inconsistent
characteristic concepts in at least one of the ontologies, 128 − 8 = 120. This shows
that, although there is a considerable difference on what can be modeled in the
ontologies, there is a substantially higher similarity concerning what can not be
modeled in none of the ontologies. The result obtained for the agreement measure is
a consequence of the fact that 8+114 = 122 characteristic concepts, out of 128, have
the same consistency in both TBoxes. It is slightly higher than the inconsistency
agreement, since it also takes into account the consistency agreement.
The results for role similarity show us that there is a low coverage between T1
and T2 , since T1 is much more permissible regarding the marriage relationship. In
2

For the sake of readability, we refer to marriedTo as simply m.
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Table 3. Results of applying the similarity measures to T1 and T2 .
γ(T1 , T2 ) γ(T2 , T1 ) α+ (T1 , T2 ) α− (T1 , T2 ) α(T1 , T2 ) F (T1 , T2 )
66.67% 80.00% 57.14%
95.00% 95.31% 72.73%
m
m
m
m
m
(T
,
T
)
%m
(T
,
T
)
%
(T
,
T
)
%
%
1
2
1
2
2
1
γ
γ
α+
α− (T1 , T2 ) %α (T1 , T2 ) %F (T1 , T2 )
22.22%
66.67%
20.00%
99.80%
99.80%
33.33%

this TBox, both men and women can marry any person of any gender. In T2 , men
can only marry women and vice-versa. On the other hand, many of the possible
marriage relations in T2 are covered in T1 , which accounts for the higher coverage
between T2 and T1 . What keeps it from being 100% is the fact that women and men
are exclusively female and male in T2 , respectively, while in T1 , men and women
can have both genders, so the characteristic concepts subsumed by dMan u dWoman
or rMan u rWoman are inconsistent in T2marriedTo but consistent in T1marriedTo (the
domain/range TBoxes w.r.t. marriedTo).

4

Experimental Results

Evaluating similarity measures is a difficult task since it requires a standard definition of similarity, which is highly subjective. Therefore, it is hard to use common
metrics such as precision and recall. In the following, we present and discuss two
experiments conducted applying the similarity measures to two datasets: BibTeX
and Directory.
BibTeX The first experiment used the BibTeX dataset extracted from OAEI.3 We
used a sub-set of three of those ontologies: the reference, Bref , and the ones from
Karlsruhe, Bk , and INRIA, Bi . Each ontology presents a different perspective on
what bibliographic references are. All ontologies are formalized in OWL. Since the
measures we propose are only applicable to ontologies with the same set of concepts,
we need to align them. The ontologies are bundled with a set of alignments, between
the reference ontology and the other two, which we use to merge them. These
alignments contain not only equalities but also inclusion alignment relations. We
discarded the latter since we focus on what is equal on both ontologies. Figure 1
shows a relevant section of the ontologies. Most concept names have the same (or
similar) label in all ontologies, except Reference, which is Publication and Entry in
Bk and Bi respectively, and School, labeled as University in Bk .
In this experiment we compared the reference ontology to the other two. For
that, we focus only on the concept names that are present in both ontologies (the
reference one and the other), by trimming out the ones which are not involved in
the alignment. Table 4 shows the results of applying the similarity measures to the
ontologies.4
Coverage results show that Bref |= Bk . In fact, we can observe that, if we focus
on the concept names that appear in both ontologies, every axiom in Bk is either
3
4

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2006/.
We refer to the school role as s.
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Fig. 1. BibTeX ontologies.
Table 4. Results of applying the measures to the BibTeX ontologies.
γ(Bref , Bk )
100%
%sγ (Bref , Bk )
100%
γ(Bref , Bi )
85.44%
%sγ (Bref , Bi )
72.51%

γ(Bk , Bref )
75.00%
%sγ (Bk , Bref )
44.99%
γ(Bi , Bref )
50.62%
%sγ (Bi , Bref )
20.50%

α+ (Bref , Bk )
75.00%
%sα+ (Bref , Bk )
44.99%
α+ (Bref , Bi )
46.60%
%sα+ (Bref , Bi )
19.02%

α− (Bref , Bk )
86.96%
%sα− (Bref , Bk )
94.96%
α− (Bref , Bi )
96.69%
%sα− (Bref , Bi )
99.88%

α(Bref , Bk )
90.63%
%sα (Bref , Bk )
95.16%
α(Bref , Bi )
96.79%
%sα (Bref , Bi )
99.88%

F (Bref , Bk )
85.71%
%sF (Bref , Bk )
62.06%
F (Bref , Bi )
63.58%
%sF (Bref , Bi )
31.97%

also present in Bref or is a logical consequence of it. The 75% result in the coverage
between Bk and Bref can be explained by the fact that Proceedings is a subclass of
Book in the latter, but not in the former. Therefore, the set of characteristic concepts
consistent in Bk but not in Bref are the ones that contain Proceedingsu¬Book. These
are also the only characteristic concepts which are not agreed by the ontologies,
which explains the very high consistency agreement.
Regarding the similarity of the role school, although it would seem that it has
the same domain and range in Bref and Bk , and, therefore, it should be assessed as
totally similar, it is not exactly that case. In Bref , the domain and range of school
are modeled as general domain and range restrictions:
∃school.> v Academic t LectureNotes ,
> v ∀school.School .
This means that there cannot be any instance of the school role that does not start
in Academic or LectureNotes or end in School. In Bk , we have:
MasterThesis t PhDThesis v ∀school.University .
This only restricts the range of school for instances in the domain of MasterThesis
or PhDThesis. Since MastersThesis and PhDThesis are subclasses of Academic, the
former two axioms entail the latter one, but the contrary does not hold. The fact that
LectureNotes is in the domain of the role does not affect the similarity assessment
since this concept is not present in Bk , and is, therefore, trimmed out. Although the
INRIA ontology also uses the general domain and range restriction, we can observe
that LectureNotes has different semantics.
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We note that the reference ontology is assessed as more similar to the INRIA
one than to the Karslruhe one regarding their inconsistency. This results from the
fact that the more concept names an ontology has, the stricter it is likely to be,
since every concept name is usually involved in some axiom, which restricts its characteristic acceptance set. The inconsistency agreement and the agreement measures
suffer from this problem. However, for a set of ontologies sharing exactly the same
concepts, which is not the case with this dataset, these measures would be helpful
in determining which ones were more similar.
Directory We also took the Directory ontologies from the OAEI dataset. These
ontologies were extracted from the Google, Yahoo and Looksmart web directories.
The source ontology comprises over 2,000 concept names while the target ontology
more than 6,000. Both ontologies contain only inclusion statements (taxonomies)
and are biased towards the task of easily finding a set of web sites. Since there
was no reference alignment available, we performed one using a semi-automatic
algorithm.
Due to space constraints, we only present the basic idea of the algorithm. It is
composed of (1) an automatic phase and (2) a manual one. In (1) we use a derivation of the terminological overlap measure using a notion similar to the semantic
cotopy [6]. For each concept name in each ontology, its cotopy is extracted from the
ontology and augmented with its WordNet cotopy. The algorithm chooses the pairs
of concept names that maximize the terminological overlap of their cotopies. Phase
(2) is composed of two steps: filtering out wrong mappings and adding correct ones.
The final result is a set of 580 concept mappings. Since there is no reference mapping available, we estimate the precision of the automatic phase of the algorithm
w.r.t. our notion of correct or incorrect mappings: 51.56%.
We compared the ontologies w.r.t. the set of concept names involved in the
extracted mapping. Because of the previously identified problem concerning the
relation between the number of concept names and the inconsistency agreement,
this measure, along with the agreement one, assessed the ontologies as almost 100%
similar. In contrast, the ontologies were given a very low similarity assessment,
close to 0%, w.r.t. coverage and consistency agreement. A closer inspection revealed
that out of the 585 axioms present in each of the ontologies, 150 of them differed,
revealing that at least such amount of concept names assume a different position in
the taxonomy. If these differences are in higher-level concept names, that can have
a deep impact on the similarity assessment. This leads us to conclude that either
(1) the mapping is inaccurate or (2) the ontologies are indeed very different. Since
the manual filter was introduced to improve the precision of the mapping, the first
hypothesis is not very plausible.

5

Discussion

The results for the BibTeX ontologies show that the proposed measures bear relevant information concerning the similarity of the ontologies. Moreover, the different
measures are to some extent independent, which is an important feature of similarity measures identified in [6]. From the results we can conclude that the measures
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are more trustworthy when applied to ontologies with the same set of concept names
(as opposed to the BibTeX dataset, where Bref shares less concept names with Bk
than with Bi ). This comes from the fact that the more concept names the ontologies
share, the more likely there are differences in them.
One of the problems we clearly identify is the growth of the inconsistency agreement in proportion to the number of concept names. Therefore, this measure, along
with the agreement one, is only useful for ontologies with few concept names or
when comparing a set of (three or more) ontologies with exactly the same set of
concept names. In the BibTeX results presented, the set of concept names differed
among the three ontologies, so the results of comparing Bref to Bi are not directly
comparable to the similarity results between Bref and Bk , because Bi and Bk don’t
share the same concept names. If all ontologies shared the same set of concept
names, and even if the results of the inconsistency agreement are very high, they
are in the same scale, and can thus be compared with each other.
Given that our measures require a previous mapping, instead of comparing characteristic concepts, an alternative approach would be to compare their set of consequences. Though countable, we should stress that this set is infinite. Nonetheless,
the acceptance set can be seen as a finite set of consequences.
Contrary to related work, the concept similarity measures focus on the ontologies
as wholes, which may hinder their usefulness. Local similarity measures are often
used to support the matching process of individual concepts. Therefore, the concept
similarity measures presented here are not directly useful in this task. However, they
can be used to determine the global a posteriori quality of a given mapping.
We should also note that the concept similarity is not affected by roles. These
measures assess the following TBoxes as equal:
T1 = {A v ∀R.A}, T2 = {A v ∀R.¬A} ,
although the role similarity measures do not. This is naturally undesirable and
should be revised in the future. Since the role similarity measures focus on each role
individually, they can be used to perform role matching given a previous mapping
of concepts.
The question of which measure is the most useful is only sensible in view of
the purpose it is used for. If we are comparing a learnt ontology against a goldstandard, as discussed earlier, the coverage operator corresponds to precision and
recall, and can therefore be used as such. If we are only concerned with what can be
represented with the ontologies, then the agreement operator is a good indication
of similarity. Naturally, the different operators can be combined within a unique
operator that suits a particular purpose, but this is outside the scope of this work.
Regarding efficiency, although |ζ(C)| is exponential to |C|, it can be shown that
#SAT solvers, used to compute the size of acceptance sets, perform well in practice [2]. Finally, although it is not shown here, the measures satisfy the set of criteria
identified in [6].
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6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a set of similarity measures to assess the similarity of
ontologies based on the notion of characteristic concept. We applied them in two
experiments using real ontologies yielding intuitive and very promising results.
Extending the measures to more expressive DLs is one of the directions for future
work. Further developments should tackle the problem regarding the weak relation
between the concept and role similarities. Other future developments include integration of the measures in a system, for example to perform (semi-)automatic
evaluation of learnt ontologies against a gold-standard. It should also be interesting
to research into the usage of characteristic concepts for the assessment of the similarity of concept names instead of ontologies. This could then be used to create a
novel matching algorithm.
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Abstract. Ontology mapping is the key to data interoperability in the semantic
web vision. Computing mappings is the first step to applications such as query
rewriting, instance sharing, web-service integration, and ontology merging. This
problem has received a lot of attention in recent years, but little is known about
how users actually construct mappings. Several ontology-mapping tools have
been developed, but which tools do users actually use? What processes are users
following to discover, track, and compute mappings? How do teams coordinate
when performing mappings? In this paper, we discuss the results from an online user survey where we gathered feedback from the community to help answer
these important questions. We discuss the results from the survey and the implications they may have on the mapping research community.

1

Introduction

Ontology mapping is a complex and largely user-driven process that can benefit from
tool support. In the past few years, researchers have developed many tools and techniques for creating ontology mappings. Tools include P ROMPT[12], COMA++ [3], Clio
[10], Chimaera [9] and OWL Lite Alignment (OLA) [1]. Much research has been spent
on developing the algorithms used by these tools, and indeed the authors of [13, 15]
cite more than 20 different algorithms that can be used to generate candidate mappings.
However, in most cases, the mapping process cannot be fully automated [2, 4, 5] and
user input is required to accept, reject, or create new mappings. Despite the necessary
role users play in the mapping process, there has been little work done to understand
how and why users perform mappings.
In order to design more effective tools and algorithms, we claim that a deeper understanding of the interplay between tool, user, and the process is needed. For example,
who are these users that are going to use the tools? Why do they need to perform mappings and for which domains? Do they use the currently available tools and if so, how
do they use them? And, do these tools meet their needs? To answer these questions, we
designed a survey and gathered feedback from the ontology mapping community. To
our knowledge, this survey is the first specifically designed with these goals. The information gained from this survey should be valuable to both tool and algorithm designers.
For example, in part as a consequence of this survey, we believe that the biggest gains
in mapping will not come from improvements in the precision and recall in matching
algorithms, but rather from better tool support.
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The paper is organized as follows. We first present related work in Section 2. Next,
we describe our survey design in Section 3. Following this, we present the results from
the survey (Section 4). In Section 5, we discuss the results and implications for tool
designers. We then describe limitations of the survey in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7,
we present our concluding remarks and directions for future work.

2

Related work

Specifying mappings between one or more ontologies is well recognized to be a challenging and complex process that can be made significantly easier through tool support.
The typical mapping process is an iterative procedure whereby the tool presents to the
user a set of candidate mappings and the user then decides to accept and reject some of
those mappings. The process is repeated until the user is satisfied that the mapping is
sufficiently complete.
Determining candidate mappings is a challenging algorithmic problem. Consequently
much of the research to date has been expended on designing more efficient and effective algorithms for determining candidate mappings. But much of the mapping process
involves a tight collaboration and coordination between the user and tool. For example,
the user must decide which mappings to accept and reject, keep track of progress, and
determine when enough mappings have been completed for the intended purpose. These
tasks are cognitively challenging but can be made easier through an improved partnership with the tool during the mapping process. Despite the gains that can be made across
the entire mapping process, little research has focused on improving the effectiveness
of the user decision process. Notable exceptions include user studies with P ROMPT and
Chimaera [6, 11], mapping experience reports [7, 14] and our own observational user
study [5].
The user study experiment conducted with P ROMPT concentrated on evaluating
mapping suggestions provided by the tool by having several users merge two ontologies
[11]. The number of steps, suggestions followed, suggestions that were not followed,
and what the resulting ontologies looked like were all recorded. Precision and recall
was used to evaluate the quality of the suggestions. The experiment only involved four
users, which was too small to draw generalizable conclusions. Independently, P ROMPT
was evaluated, along with Chimaera by Lambrix and Edberg [6] with the purpose of
merging ontologies from bioinformatics. Eight users were involved in the study, four
with computer science backgrounds and four with biology backgrounds. The participants were given a number of tasks to perform, a hard copy user manual , and the
software’s help system for support. They were also instructed to “think aloud” and an
evaluator took notes during the experiment. Afterwards, the users were asked to complete a questionnaire about their experience. The tools were evaluated with the same
precision and recall measurements as used in the previously described P ROMPT experiment, while the user interfaces were evaluated using the REAL (Relevance, Efficiency,
Attitude, and Learnability) [8] approach. Under both criteria, P ROMPT outperformed
Chimaera, however, the participants found learning how to merge ontologies in either
tool was equally difficult. The participants found it particularly difficult to perform nonautomated procedures in P ROMPT, such as creating user-defined merges.
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Reed and Lenat [14] reported on their experiences with manually mapping the CyC
ontology to other ontologies over a period of 15 years. The process relied on trained ontologists collaborating with domain experts. Over time, interactive clarification-dialogbased tools were developed to help ease the mapping procedure. The authors believed
that the major barrier to the adoption of ontology mapping is the heavy reliance on
someone setting up the source schemas and access protocols. They also stated that better tools were needed in order to allow domain experts to perform mappings rather than
relying on ontology experts.
Lomax and McCray [7] described their experiences with mapping the Gene Ontology (GO) to the National Library’s Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). The
authors used a combination of methods to perform the mapping, starting with a preliminary exploration of both ontologies looking for overlap and then using an automated
system to map 25% of the GO terms to UMLS terms. Following this, one of the authors visited the UMLS team for a month to work with the team in an attempt to complete the mapping. While many problems surfaced during this time, these were eventually addressed, debated and resolved. Through a combination of automated techniques,
analysis and collaboration from the UMLS and GO teams, and mapping verfication by
humans, the GO ontology was fully mapped to UMLS.
In our previous work, we presented results from a user study where we observed
teams participating in a “think-aloud” ontology mapping session with two different
tools [5]. The goal of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of the user needs
and how they could be met more effectively through tool support. Although the results
of the study were informative, we were left with questions that required feedback from
the ontology mapping community. For example, users had trouble remembering what
mappings they had created or verified while working with the tools. Also, the participants in the study were frustrated by not knowing how much of the mapping task they
had already completed and what was left to be completed. The participants also had
difficulty learning and working with the tools, which reinforces the findings reported in
the Lambix and Edberg study. The participants in our study were not typical ontology
mapping tool users and indeed were trained to use the tools before the study. Hence, we
are interested in discovering if the problems encountered by our test users are also experienced by ontology mapping tool users with pragmatic and pressing needs for ontology
mappings.
Despite some preliminary work in this area of understanding mapping tool users, we
believe there is a lack of knowledge about the tools currently used, the users themselves,
and the problems faced during the mapping process. Hence, we designed the survey that
is presented in the next section of this paper to gain more insight into these questions.

3

The survey

We conducted a user survey to gain a basic understanding of why people perform ontology mappings, the tools they use, problems they experience, and what processes, if
any, they follow.
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Fig. 1: Size of ontologies being used.

3.1

Participants

The survey was made available online for a two week period to both industry and
academia via semantic web related mailing lists and news groups. Twenty-eight people
responded to the survey.
3.2

Survey design

We designed the questions, organization, and presentation of the survey with the help
of several researchers with human-computer interaction and ontology-mapping experience. The survey consisted of multiple-choice and open-ended questions (Table 1).
Ten of the questions were completely open-ended, three were multiple-choice, and five
were multiple choice answers that also allowed an open-ended response.
The questions can be classified into three categories. Questions 1 through 5 were
user context questions, questions 6 through 8 and 17 were tool questions, and questions 9 through 16 were process questions. The user context questions were designed
to gather data relating to the use cases for ontology mapping. The tool-related questions were designed to explore our questions regarding which tools people are using
and whether the users find the tools useful. The process-related questions investigated
the difficulties with performing mappings, whether users are working in team environments, and what processes people are following for coordinating their mapping efforts.
Table 1 lists the specific questions that were asked.

4
4.1

Survey results
User context questions

The first question asked participants what domains of ontologies they work with. We
had participants from a variety of domains, the most popular being biomedical, media, information-system design, business, and travel. Several respondents worked with
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Table 1: Survey questions

No. Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
17
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Response

User context questions
What are the domains of ontologies that you work with?
What is the average size of the ontologies you work with?
What type of ontologies do you work with?
How often do you create/edit ontology mappings?
What are these mappings used for?
Tool questions
What mapping tools have you used?
Of the tools you’ve used, what do you find most useful and why?
Of the tools you’ve used, what do you find to be deficient about these tools?
If you were to design your perfect mapping tool, what features will it have?
Process questions
Do you find it difficult to create an ontology mapping?
If you answered “Yes” to question 9, please explain why.
What process do you use when performing mappings?
How do you remember which mappings you have created/verified versus mappings that are
left to create/verify?
When do you consider that the mapping is complete?
Do you experience problems while performing ontology mappings? If so, please explain.
How many people participate in the creation process of the mappings you perform?
If the number of participants is greater than one, please briefly explain how the work is
coordinated.

open-ended
multiple-choice
combined
open-ended
combined
combined
open-ended
open-ended
open-ended
multiple-choice
open-ended
combined
combined
open-ended
open-ended
multiple-choice
open-ended

different domains of ontologies, either for research purposes or based on their current
project.
Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of results for the questions on the size of the
ontologies and the ontology languages used. Most participants worked with ontologies
with less than 1000 concepts and the primary ontology languages are OWL and RDFS.
In the next user context question, we looked at how often participants create and
edit ontology mappings. The responses varied, the most popular being that mappings
were created either per-application or as often as their work dictated that a mapping was
required. Two of the respondents indicated they performed this operation often, but for
research and tool testing purposes.
The final user context question asked why the participants created mappings. Participants were allowed to select from a list of responses (as many that applied) and also
provide a free-form response in an “Other” field (see Figure 3). The use cases listed
were “Instance data sharing”, “Ontology merging”, “Query translation”, “Web service
integration”, and “Other”. Two of the “Other” responses stated that they create mappings purely for research purposes, while one was for automatic SQL generation.
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Fig. 2: Ontology language usage.
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Fig. 3: Ontology mapping use cases.

4.2

Tool questions

The first tool-related question asked which tools users had tried. Respondents could
choose from seven tools: Chimaera, COMA++, FOAM, MoA Shell, OLA, P ROMPT,
and QOM. They could also list any other tools in the “Other” field. Each of the listed
tools was used by at most one to three participants with the exception of MoA Shell,
which none of the respondents used. As shown in Figure 4, no tool was particularly
dominant. The bulk of the feedback came in the “Other” category, which had 17 participant responses.
Other tools included Protégé, Internet Business Logic, AUTOMS, Crosi, WSMT
with Ontostudio, X-SOM, OMAP, Falcon-AO, HMatch, and Snoggle. Each of these
tools were used by only one participant, except X-SOM, which had been used by two.
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Fig. 4: Ontology mapping tools.

Two participants indicated that they use a custom built solution, while one indicated
that they use a completely manual process.
We asked which tools and features participants found most useful and what deficiencies they found with the tools. Both Crosi and COMA++ were found to be useful
because they integrate a large variety of similarity algorithms and are available online.
One user indicated that they like tools to provide simple suggestions and automatic help,
while another user had a contrasting view, stating that they like statistically-based tools
because others require too much designer opinion. Protégé was highlighted as being
good for manual creation of mappings as it makes it easy to create ontologies. Several
participants pointed out that many tools are too general and are built without domainspecific mechanisms. One of the custom built solutions was indicated to be similar to
P ROMPT, but was built to take advantage of domain knowledge, specifically term normalization algorithms and synonyms for their domain of interest. The requirement for
the tools to incorporate domain-specific analysis and features was a common theme in
response to several questions in the survey. Another common theme was the lack of visual displays or easy to use tools. Specifically, one participant indicated that P ROMPT’s
interface was too complicated to give to a domain expert to do the mapping. One user
criticized specific tools for their lack of documentation, for being buggy, and for not
working as described. Other interesting observations were the lack of precision and recall for mappings in real world ontologies and that the tools do not allow for expressive
enough mappings (e.g. some tools only support 1-1 mappings).
In the final tool-related question, we asked the respondents to describe which features the perfect mapping tool would have. In the presentation of the survey, this question came at the end, but here we categorize it as a tool question. There were several
interesting themes that came up in the responses.
The first theme was that six of the 19 responses related to the desire for better
and easier to use tools. Specifically, participants stated that they needed better interfaces, graphical cognitive support, improved user interactivity, and facilities for explaining manual mappings. Users highlighted a large number of desired features for
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the algorithms for generating candidate mappings: powerful and pluggable matching
algorithms, recognition of re-occurring patterns of representing information, identification of not only simple correspondences but also of complex ones, and extending
beyond mere word-pair assocations and semantics. Four of the responses stated the requirement for perfect precision of recall for the mapping algorithms. Three participants
also indicated that they want better facilities for testing mappings and support for more
expressive mappings. The final interesting theme was collaborative support. Most of
the respondents indicated that they work on their mappings in teams (see process questions). Most available tools do not support this type of team development scenario.
4.3

Process questions

The first process-related question asked whether the participants found the creation of
an ontology mapping difficult. 30.8% replied “No” to this question, while 69.2% said
“Yes”. The follow-up question to those participants that answered “Yes”, asked participants to explain why they found the process difficult. Ten of the 21 responses discussed
semantic issues, such as the process being too subjective or ambiguous. One participant pointed out that the “semantics of the underlying ontologies are not usually well
defined. Without a solid understanding of the semantics, it is almost impossible to perform the mapping correctly.” Respondents also discussed a lack of domain expertise for
performing mappings, and that “[y]ou have to get into the brains of the original developers of the ontologies being mapped.” Participants also stated that tools are not flexible enough for application-specific needs, resulting in the manual creation of mappings,
which is neither scalable nor efficient. One participant indicated that the OWL primitives for expressing mappings are poor and that users are faced with making difficult
decisions when two related concepts “almost but not exactly match.” Three participants
also indicated that problems with creating mappings resulted from poorly designed and
documented tools.
We next asked participants what process they followed when performing mappings.
Available responses were “Tackle the easy matches first” (37.0%), “Focus on a familiar area of the ontology” (51.9%), “Rely on the tool’s ordering of mappings” (14.8%),
and “Other” (22.2%). Responses for the “Other” category included performing an automated matching up front and then a debugging step, while two of the responses indicated that they first applied lexical, then structural, and finally semantic methods.
In the next question, we asked how the participants remembered mappings they had
created or verified. Most respondents chose from the provided answers, “The tool supports this” (37.0%) and “Paper and pencil” (55.6%), while 22.2% filled out the “Other”
option. In the “Other” responses, one user indicated that the tool they use supports this,
which works well when mappings are done in a single pass, but extra help is needed
for multiple passes. Another respondent indicated that they use their own codes to report the mappings they create, which is similar to tracking the information by paper
and pencil. Finally, one respondent indicated that they did not follow any good process.
It is interesting that the majority resort to tracking this information manually by paper
and pencil. Similar types of changes exist in software development and most IDEs and
source control systems handle the tracking of this data.
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We then asked when the participants considered the mapping to be complete. Ten of
the 25 responses indicated that they used some form of testing (automated or manual)
to verify that the mapping was completed to their satisfaction. For many respondents,
this testing meant determining whether the mapping supports whatever application they
were working on. Five responded that they knew the mapping to be complete when all
concepts had been mapped. However, this implies either a perfect mapping, or that they
knew when all reasonable concepts had been mapped. Interestingly, three participants
responded that they never knew when the mapping was complete. Only one respondent
indicated that they relied on tool support for determining whether the mapping was
complete, although one participant stated that they must trust the system when mapping
large ontologies because verification by hand is too slow.
We also asked participants about the types of problems they experienced while performing mappings. Similar issues outlined in previous questions came up again. Specifically, one respondent stated that “most ontology tools are difficult for business users to
understand.” Testing the mapping was also a popular theme along with issues related
to the problem that people model conceptualizations differently.
The final two questions dealt with whether participants worked in teams and what
sort of process they followed for coordinating their efforts. 53.9% indicated that only 1
or 2 people were involved in the mapping process, 42.3% worked in groups of 3 to 5
people, and finally, 3.9% worked with 6 to 10 people. Based on results from the team
process question, we were able to determine that of the 53.9% working in teams of 1
to 2 people, 53.8% of these actually work in a team of 2, which means that only 24.0%
work completely on their own. It is interesting that these users felt that there could be
an automatic algorithm that they would trust completely.
The team-coordination processes ranged from weekly meetings to collaborating
through wiki’s to coordinating through CVS. 18 of the 20 respondents relied on nonsoftware solutions for managing the team or a combination of ad hoc communication
strategies like CVS, wiki’s and e-mail along with meetings. Smaller teams typically had
one team lead and one implementer, and coordinated with face to face meetings. Participants also indicated that they worked as a group or partitioned the ontologies and then
performed a group check to validate the mapping. Some teams used domain expertise
for reviewing the composed mappings or during the mapping process for input. One
respondent indicated that they use a “brainstorming” team process for coordinating the
mapping effort.

5

Discussion of results

We found it surprising how many tools had been tried by our respondents. There has
clearly been a large effort from the research community to develop so many tools, yet
there does not appear to be a dominant tool that is a benchmark for mapping tool design.
This may be due in part to the variety of user needs. Some respondents highlighted
that they had domain-specific needs or that existing tools do not support sophisticated
enough mappings.
Most of the problems, deficiencies, and issues with ontology mapping uncovered
by the survey can be classified into one of two categories: fundamental issues with
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language and semantics, and tool-specific issues. Fundamental issues, such as different model conceptualizations and language ambiguity, are difficult, if not impossible
problems to solve. It is interesting that some of the responses to the “perfect mapping
tool” question were that the tool would have 100% precision and recall or full natural
language understanding. While a perfect, fully-automated solution would be ideal, it is
probably not realistic for any but the most simple, straight-forward mappings. As the
survey also highlighted, many of the problems that people face in ontology mapping,
are difficult for even a team of human experts to resolve.
It is also interesting that these users felt that there could be an automatic algorithm that they would trust completely. Issues of trust also came up in our previously
mentioned user study. Although our users stated that they liked P ROMPT’s explanation
facility, they were also often confused when it made a suggestion that was obviously
wrong. Incorrectly generated candidate mappings would sometimes lead to our users
ignoring the suggestions and switching to a completely manual process.
Tool specific issues such as better user interfaces, graphical support, better testing facilities (data translation based on mappings), interactivity, algorithm explanation
capabilities, and so forth are all problems that ontology-mapping tool developers can
help with. As discussed in the results, one respondent indicated that P ROMPT was too
complex to give to their end-users. This sentiment was also echoed by a non-computer
science participant in our user study. Mapping is a complex process, it is important that
we do not further burden our users with learning a difficult to use software suite. Instead we must support them via the software. In agreement with Bernstein et al. [2],
we believe that at this point the biggest productivity gains in mapping tasks will come
from better cognitive support rather than from an improvement of precision and recall
in matching algorithms.
The responses to the process-related questions brought up several interesting issues
that tool designers and researchers may also need to address. First, it is noteworthy that
many of the participants relied on paper and pencil to remember the mappings they
perform. One individual even noted that some tools work for a first pass, but then they
“forget” the steps previously performed during the second pass. Tool support should
be able to address this issue. Second, it appears that most users work in small teams
but tools currently lack support for team communication and collaboration, as well as
for partitioning the mapping process into manageable chunks that can be tackled by
individuals on the team. Many teams work together to validate the prepared mappings.
Again, tool support could help with team work. Metadata annotations (perhaps visualized via color-codinng) could be used to record who composed the mapping and why
they made certain decisions. In addition, the ontology mapping community could borrow ideas from the Web 2.0 social networking community 3 . E.g., tools could support
voting on mappings, commenting on and annotating mappings, and associating instance
data with a conceptualization. There has been some experimentation with communitydriven ontology mapping [16], but tool support is currently limited.

3

http://del.icio.us, http://www.flickr.com
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6

Limitations of the survey

There are of course limitations to this study, the first and foremost being the sampling
size and population. Although we feel that 28 respondents gave us a wide variety of
interesting and useful responses, with such a small sample it is possible that our responses are biased. Also, as we solicited participants from mailing lists, most of which
were academically oriented, our sample may be biased towards researchers in the area
rather than a balance between those working in research and industry. Finding and recruiting users from our target population was also an issue, because it is difficult to
know how to best reach ontololgy mapping tool users.
As with any on-line survey, the wording of some of our questions may have potentially been confusing to some participants. For example, we asked “If you were to
design your perfect mapping tool, what features will it have?”. We stated that some respondents indicated full natural language understanding and 100% precision and recall.
Perhaps if the question had been worded differently to solicit feedback on a “realistic
ideal mapping tool” the responses would have been different.

7

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we discussed the design and results from our on-line user survey. The
open-ended responses gave us valuable information about the types of problems users
are experiencing, what features they’d like to see improved, some insight into their
mapping and team process, and which tools are being used by the community.
Several issues raised by our participants indicate that their problems could be solved
by improved tools and this would lead to better mapping results as well as greater
adoption of the various mapping tools. This area of research has seen little activity to
date. In the future, we plan to continue gathering feedback from the user community and
carry out observational user studies. Our goal is to develop a comprehensive theoretical
framework for cognitive support in ontology mapping. It is our hope that this will help
guide the design and evaluation of future mapping tools such that the user’s role in the
mapping process is fully supported.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss a book annotation translation application scenario that requires multi-concept alignment – where one set
of concepts is aligned to another set. Using books annotated by concepts from two vocabularies which are to be aligned, we explore two
statistically-grounded measures (Jaccard and LSA) to build conversion
rules which aggregate similar concepts. Different ways of learning and
deploying the multi-concept alignment are evaluated, which enables us
to assess the usefulness of the approach for this scenario. This usefulness
is low at the moment, but the experiment has given us the opportunity
to learn some important lessons.

1

Introduction

The ontology alignment problem is crucial for many applications. Many methods and tools have been proposed to assist this task by proposing candidate
correspondences between two ontologies. Yet the application field is largely unchartered, and some specific problems remain untouched by the community.
One such problem is multi-concept alignment.4 In these, a given correspondence5 can involve more than one ontological entity on either side. These entities
are possibly combined in expressions – e.g using the boolean operators AND and
OR – as in o1:FruitsAndVegetables→(o2:Fruits OR o2:Vegetables).
However, only a few ontology alignment tools and methods address the production and exploitation of complex multi-concept alignment [3]. Similar to the
difficulties in finding complex matches between database schemas [5], dealing
with multi-concept alignment is difficult:
– Finding and using multi-concept alignments have to deal with much more
complex search space. If two ontologies have u and v concepts, respectively,
there are u × v potential 1:1 correspondences. However, there will be a combinatorial explosion of the number of possible m : n alignments.
4

5

This is sometimes referred to as multiple, complex, or a combination of one-to-many
(1:n), many-to-one (m:1), many-to-many (m:n) alignment [3].
Here, an alignment between two ontologies is understood as a set of correspondences
– mapping links – between entities – classes, properties or expressions – coming from
these ontologies.
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– It is unclear how to compare the similarity between two sets of concepts, as
the semantic relations often cannot be stated explicitly as in [2].
– Alignment frameworks and formats do not say much about the semantics
of multi-concept alignment, delegating the problem – and, to an extent,
rightly so – to specific ontology languages and/or alignment applications. A
typical example is the semantic link between several simple correspondences
involving the same entities and a single correspondence involving complex
expressions.6
Also, in practice, most applications in the ontology alignment community
currently focus on rather abstract cases, such as ontology merging or bridging.
This requires finding the one most similar entity in the target ontology to the
one considered in the source ontology. Accordingly, the evaluation of alignments
has relied on purely intellectual assessment of pairs of concepts.
In this paper we will give the applicative motivation for multi-concept alignment — an annotation translation case in the National Library of the Netherlands.7 As instances – books – are described or annotated by concepts from the
two vocabularies to align, our focus is on using statistical methods exploiting cooccurrence of concepts in the annotation of the same book [6], such as the Jaccard
similarity measure. Here, we elaborate on this approach from a multi-concept
alignment perspective: we take two statistical similarity measures – Jaccard and
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) – and we test different aggregation methods
– clustering and ranking – to build multi-concept alignments with them.
Our goal is to assess the usefulness of these methods for our application
scenario. We explore strategies with different levels of accuracy for applying the
obtained alignment to our data set. We also train these methods on different
sets of annotated objects. The questions we want to answer are the following:
– Do these combinations of statistically-grounded measures and aggregation
techniques perform well enough for our scenario?
– Can we improve the performance by carefully selecting the training sets for
some of the techniques used?
– Is there a benefit using a sophisticated similarity measure (LSA) for instancebased multi-concept alignment?
In section 2, we present our application scenario – book annotation translation – and explain why it requires multi-concept alignment. Section 3 explains
the way we use the dually annotated books to compute similarity measures that
are aggregated to obtain multi-concept alignments. In section 4 we detail our experimental setting, focusing on the different strategies that we apply to translate
book annotations using the rules contained in the alignments, and on how we
6

7

As in (o2:Fruits→o1:FruitsAndVegetables)u(o1:Vegetables→o1:FruitsAndVegetables)
and o1:FruitsAndVegetables→(o2:Fruits OR o2:Vegetables).
Different from classifying documents in hierarchical categories, in our task, a set of
concepts should be aligned to another set of concepts, while both sets represent the
same or very similar semantics.
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evaluate the results of this process. Section 5 presents the results for the different options tested: similarity measures, training sets, aggregation and rule firing
strategies. In sections 6 and 7 we point out some lessons learned and conclude
on the perspectives of this research.

2

Problem description

The library context The National Library of the Netherlands (KB)8 maintains
a large number of collections, among them the Deposit Collection containing all
the Dutch printed publications (one million items), and the Scientific Collection
with about 1.4 million books mainly about the history, language and culture of
the Netherlands.
Each collection is described according to its own indexing system. On the one
hand, the Scientific Collection is mainly described using the GTT, a huge vocabulary containing 35000 general terms ranging from Wolkenkrabbers (Skyscrapers)
to Verzorging (Care). On the other hand, the books contained in the Deposit
Collection are mainly indexed against the Brinkman thesaurus, containing a
large set of headings (more than 5,000) that are expected to be global subject of
a book. Both thesauri have similar coverage but differ in granularity, and provide the usual lexical and semantic information found in thesauri: broader and
related concept, synonyms and notes.
The co-existence of these different annotation systems, even if historically
and practically justified, is not satisfactory from the interoperability point of
view. KB is therefore investigating ways to combine the two thesauri, trying to
enhance integration while retaining compatibility with the legacy data of both
systems. For this reason, mapping concepts between GTT and Brinkman are
crucially needed.
Finally, it is important to mention that around 250,000 books are common
in both depot and scientific collections, and have therefore been manually annotated with both GTT and Brinkman vocabularies. This allows us to investigate
the co-occurrence information in the dually annotated dataset in order to find
the semantic alignments between concepts from these two thesauri.
A annotation translation scenario The application scenario in this paper is that
one thesaurus (e.g. GTT) would be dropped. In such a case, a huge volume
of legacy data would have to be made compatible with the indexing system
that remains (Brinkman). This requires converting the GTT annotations into
equivalent Brinkman annotations.
A first approach would be to find, for each concept from GTT, the one in
Brinkman which is the semantically closest. Each time this GTT concept would
appear in a book description, the corresponding Brinkman concept could be
added. Yet such a one-to-one conversion is not satisfactory. First, and most intuitively, one observes that the two vocabularies do not have the same granularity.
8

http://www.kb.nl
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Sometimes for a concept in a vocabulary it is impossible to find a corresponding
concept, with the same meaning, in the other vocabulary. This is the case for
instance for the Brinkman gassen ; mechanica (gas mechanics) which has no
equivalent in GTT, while the latter includes both Gassen and Mechanica. This
suggests the necessity to introduce alignment links involving several concepts
from the same vocabulary. This is confirmed by a second aspect which is more
guided by the vocabulary application itself. The GTT annotation process makes
use of post-coordination: multiple concepts found in a same annotation shall not
be considered independent but rather as facets of a more complex virtual subject.
With GTT, if a book is annotated by historische geografie and Nederland
you expect the book to be about a more complex “historical geography of the
Netherlands” subject instead of being about these two individual subjects in
a disconnected manner. Ideally, a conversion algorithm would therefore have to
exploit alignments that involve concepts that are combined together. In this way,
implicit complex subjects would be properly detected and converted when they
occur in an annotation.

3

Multi-concept alignment generation

Closely related concepts form a virtual conceptual entity, and the alignment is
generated in terms of these virtual entities. An intuitive way of generating such
a virtual entity is to group similar concepts together.
3.1

Instance-based similarity measures

We base our concept aggregation on the similarity between concepts. In [6],
some similarity measures we have investigated generate 1:1 mappings between
concepts based on their co-occurrence in annotations of books. In this paper we
further investigate two measures.
Jaccard similarity The Jaccard similarity coefficient is a simple measure for
similarity of sets:
|Ai ∩ B i |
J(A, B) = i
|A ∪ B i |
where Ai is the set of instances of concept A, in our case, the books which are
annotated by A. If there is a perfect correlation between two concepts A and B,
the measure will have a value of 1, if there is no co-occurrence, the measure is 0.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [7] was used to analyse the concept-book
co-occurrence matrix and calculate the similarity between concepts. LSA is a
statistical technique developed for extracting and representing the similarity
between words and between documents by analysis of large bodies of text. In
our context we expect the method to provide a measure for the correlation
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between concepts in annotation (corrected for insufficient data), as well as a
way to distinguish the relevant correspondences between such concepts.
The occurrence of each concept in the annotation of each book is first counted
and stored in a concept-by-book matrix Xc×b . By using the singular value decomposition (SVD), the matrix Xc×b is decomposed as
T
Xc×b = Cc×r Sr×r Br×b
,

where c is the number of concepts, b is the number of books, Cc×r describes
the original concepts as vectors in a space of r derived orthogonal factor values,
T
Br×b
describes the original book annotations in the same way, and Sr×r is a
diagonal matrix containing scaling values, which are all positive and ordered in
decreasing magnitude. Using only the k largest eigenvalues, a reduced matrix is
reconstructed as
T
Xc×b ≈ X̂c×b = Cc×k Sk×k Bk×b
,
which is closest in the least squares sense to Xc×b . The aim of this dimension
reduction is to capture the most important structure but reduce noise and variability in concept usage. We used the percentage of accumulated singular values
to determine k. In our case, we kept 80% accumulation.
The product
T
Dc×c = X̂c×k X̂c×k
= (Cc×k Sk×k )(Cc×k Sk×k )T

gives the paired similarity matrix between concepts [1].
Both methods provide measures of similarity between pairs of concepts. We
will see that different similarity measures group concepts in different ways and
their performance in our evaluation also vary.
3.2

Concept aggregation

Here we introduce two ways of aggregating concepts using the similarity measures calculated above.
Grouping concepts based on 1:1 mappings For a specific concept C0 , a
list of concepts which are the top k ranked in similarity is easily generated, i.e.,
C0 → (C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck ).
This list is not limited to contain the concepts from the different thesauri only,
instead, it contains concepts from both thesauri, ranked by their similarity to
concept C0 .
Once a threshold k is chosen,9 the top k concepts together with concept C0
are expected to form a closely related conceptual entity. Dividing this set of
k + 1 concepts into concepts from one thesaurus and the other, the two sets of
9

In our experiments, we chose k = 10.
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concepts from both thesauri are used to define an n to m mapping between both
thesauri. That is, if
G0 → (B1 , G1 , . . . , Bm , Gn ),
where n + m = k, then a mapping rule
(G0 , G1 , . . . , Gn ) → (B1 , B2 , . . . , Bm )
is generated.
Partitioning concepts based on clustering One similarity-based clustering
technique [4] was used to partition the concepts into clusters. If one cluster
contains k concepts
(B1 , G1 , . . . , Bm , Gn ),
where n + m = k, then a mapping rule
(G1 , . . . , Gn ) → (B1 , B2 , . . . , Bm )
is generated.
The clustering technique takes the similarity between all concepts into account, therefore the generated clusters partition the concepts in a global manner.
In this way, the generated n : m mappings are expected to reproduce the general
correlation between concepts from both thesauri.

4

Evaluation

We use the book annotation translation scenario to evaluate the generated n : m
alignment. The complete set of dually annotated books was divided into two
parts: 2/3 of books was used for training, and the rest 1/3 of books as the
testing data. Using different sampling methods, we have two training data sets:
T rain random : randomly selected books (5245 books and 7391 concepts)
T rain rich : books with at least a total of 8 annotations from both thesauri
(5288 books and 10382 concepts)
4.1

Evaluation method

From the training data, we learn the alignment rules specifying which set of
GTT concepts should be aligned to which set of Brinkman concepts, that is,
R : Gr → Br ,
where Gr is a set of GTT concepts and Br is the corresponding set of Brinkman
concepts. In the testing dataset, each book has its GTT and Brinkman annotation, i.e. Gt and Bt . The GTT annotation was used to fire rules. This results in
0
0
a generated set of Brinkman concepts Br . By comparing Bt and Br , we can
evaluate the precision and recall of the learned alignment rules.
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We now specify how to apply the rules to the GTT annotation and how to
define precision and recall. Given a alignment rule R : Gr → Br and a book
out of the testing data with the annotations Gt and Bt , we define four different
strategies – later denoted by FireIf – for firing rules:
1
2
3
ALL

Gt = Gr
Gt ⊇ Gr
Gt ⊆ Gr
Fire in all above three cases.

The different generated Brinkman concepts were distinguished by a sub0
script i: Br i . We consider a book to be matched if its real Brinkman annotation
0
and the generated set of Brinkman concepts overlap i.e. Bt ∩ Br i 6= 0, i ∈
{1, 2, 3, ALL}.
4.2

Precision and Recall

Precision and recall are calculated at two levels. At the book level, we measure
the performance in terms of the fired books, which were fired by at least one
rule. We define the precision as the fraction of the books in the testing data set
that actually match their real Brinkman annotations, i.e.,
Pb =

#books matched
,
#books f ired

and the recall as how many books in the whole testing set are matched, i.e,
Rb =

#books matched
.
#books testing

where #books matched is the number of books whose real Brinkman annotation
overlap the generated set and #books testing is the number of books in the
testing data.
At the annotation level, we measure how well the generated set of Brinkman
concepts match the real annotation, i.e.,
P #good f ound
P #good f ound
0

Pa =

|Br i |

#books f ired

, Rb =

|Bt |

#books testing

,

where #good f ound is the number of the real Brinkman concepts which are
found in the generated set.

5

Results

Table 1 gives an overview of the relation between the alignment rules, the training sets and different methods. The number of GTT concepts in these rules is
generally 2 or 3 times bigger than that of Brinkman concepts. This is consistent
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Similarity Methods Training Set #Rule #GTT #Brinkman
random
5669
6.4
4.6
Ranking
rich
8334
8.6
4.2
Jaccard
random
246
15.1
5.8
Clustering
rich
242
84.2
14.4
random
6916
6.2
4.2
Ranking
rich
7117
7.6
3.5
LSA
random
747
3.2
1.8
Clustering
rich
883
8.2
2.9
Table 1. Generated rules using different training sets and methods

Similarity Methods Training Set
random
Ranking
rich
Jaccard
random
Clustering
rich
random
Ranking
rich
LSA
random
Clustering
rich
Table 2. Performance

Pb
63.77%
43.41%
26.87%
5.37%
67.55%
62.51%
39.68%
33.03%
overview of

Rb
Pa
12.26%
12.45%
12.43%
5.36%
3.59%
25.17%
0.80%
4.16%
17.94%
6.60%
19.54%
8.10%
9.19%
22.06%
8.01%
10.65%
different methods

Ra
10.26%
9.83%
2.42%
0.53%
15.16%
16.41%
6.76%
6.24%

with the way of using GTT concepts for book annotation, i.e., post-coordination,
which indicates several GTT concepts should be combined first and then aligned
to a single Brinkman concept. One GTT concept in different combinations could
also be aligned to different sets of Brinkman concepts.
Note that, when generating rules from the ranked lists, the top 10 most similar concepts were grouped with a target concept, therefore, the sum of GTT
and Brinkman concepts is around 11. The ranked lists of different concepts may
contain the same group of concepts, thus the total number of the rules is different and less than the total number of concepts. The clustering method creates
partitions of concepts and each cluster generates one rule, so the generated rules
are much less than those from the ranking method.
In Table 2, we compare the performance of different methods using different
training sets, with the firing type ALL. One message from this table is that the
arbitrary choice of using richly annotated books as training data, in general, does
not bring much benefits. Instead, as it is biased towards the richly annotated
books, it is more prone to overfitting the training data, and the performance on
the testing data tends to be worse.
This is confirmed by the results: we notice that using the rich training data
has a detrimental effect on the performance when Jaccard is used as a similarity
measure, but this effect is not observed when LSA is used. This is to be expected,
as LSA is much less sensitive to noise, and thus less prone to overfitting.
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FireIF type Method
Cr
Pb
Rb
Pa
Ra
Jaccard 47.56%
62.77%
0.65%
60.46%
0.55%
1
LSA
21.95%
47.00%
0.57%
37.32%
0.44%
Jaccard 58.94%
50.43%
3.39%
47.76%
2.27%
2
LSA
46.05%
36.95%
3.22%
29.98%
1.99%
Jaccard 88.21%
11.08%
0.85%
10.14%
0.69%
3
LSA
82.20%
41.77%
6.53%
18.82%
5.21%
Jaccard 97.15%
26.87%
3.59%
25.17%
2.42%
ALL
LSA
92.90%
39.68%
9.19%
22.06%
6.76%
Table 3. Comparison between Jaccard and LSA in clustering method, where Cr is the
ratio of the fired rules over the total number of rules for the given technique.

5.1

Comparing Jaccard and LSA

By matching type ALL, the LSA similarity outperforms the simple Jaccard measure, in terms of the precision and recall of both ranking and clustering methods. Table 3 gives the detailed figures in terms of different rule firing types. On
the one hand, using the simple Jaccard measure, more books were fired with
the exact and subsume match (type 2). This indicates that Jaccard measure is
good at finding explicit similarity from the co-occurrence information.10 On the
other hand, LSA is able to find some potentially similar concepts. Therefore,
by slightly sacrificing in the precision of generated concepts, LSA significantly
improves the precision and recall at the book level, and also gives a higher recall
for annotations.

5.2

Comparing Ranking and Clustering

In Table 2, for type ALL, rules generated from the ranked lists give better precision and recall than those from clusters, except that the rules from the clusters
have higher precision at the annotation level. Table 4 gives the detailed comparison between rules generated from ranking and clustering. Here, the similarity
measure is LSA.
The rules generated from the clusters have better performance when fired by
type 1 and 2. More than 20% rules were fired by the exact match. This indicates
that those clusters matches the real annotations quite well, at least the GTT
concepts within clusters are highly correlated and matches the real data. The
high precision also guarantees the validity of the generated Brinkman concepts.
The higher recall and lower precision of the rules generated from the ranked
lists are because more concepts, including good candidates and noisy data, are
introduced at the same time. Note that the rules generated from ranking were
not fired at all by FireIf type 1, therefore the first line is empty.
10

This is also confirmed in [6].
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FireIF type Method
Cr
Pb
Rb
Pa
Ra
Ranking
1
Clustering 21.95%
47.00%
0.57%
37.32%
0.44%
Ranking
0.01%
100.00% 0.01%
50.00%
0.01%
2
Clustering 46.05%
36.95%
3.22%
29.98%
1.99%
Ranking 98.54%
67.55% 17.94%
6.60%
15.16%
3
Clustering 82.20%
41.77%
6.53%
18.82%
5.21%
Ranking 98.54%
67.55% 17.94%
6.60%
15.16%
ALL
Clustering 92.90%
39.68%
9.19%
22.06%
6.76%
Table 4. Comparison between rules generated from ranking and clustering.

6

Discussion

As shown in Table 1, using simple Jaccard similarity, the average size of clusters
is much bigger compared to other methods. Actually, those clusters have a big
variation in their size. Due to the existence of big clusters, many books are fired
because their GTT annotations are subsumed by the rules (type 3). Because of
the quality of the bigger clusters is somewhat low, the generated sets of Brinkman
concepts are not really good, which decreases the precision and recall. However,
if only counting smaller clusters (the size is equal to or less than 11), 80% of
the clusters if using T rain random (59% if using T rain rich ) contain 1.4 GTT
and 1.2 Brinkman concepts (1.9 : 1.2 if using T rain rich ). These small clusters
generally contain the concepts which are strongly related, therefore, 1:1 or 2:1
mappings generated from them are more reliable.
Rule size also matters when generating rules from the ranked lists. The choice
of k directly affects the size of the rules. In our case, the choice of 10 involves too
many concepts into the rules. Therefore, many books were fired because their
GTT annotation was subsumed by the rules (type 3) while very few books are
fired by exact (type 1) or subsume matches (type 2). It would be interesting to
investigate the effect of the choice of k on the precision and recall performance.
Another concern is that one GTT concept could well be mapped to different sets of Brinkman concepts if it is combined with different GTT concepts.
However, using the clustering methods, concepts are allocated into only one
partition. This limits the number of rules as well as the final performance. We
will investigate some probabilistic clustering techniques in order to allow more
flexible rules.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced an application that needs multi-concept alignment. We have presented and evaluated strategies to generate and deploy such
alignments, using statistical techniques that are expected to take into account
the way concepts are combined in the instance-level annotation data.
At this point we still have to answer the question whether the measures and
techniques we have used perform well for our annotation translation scenario.
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First, the precision of the generated sets of Brinkman concepts (Pa ) (see table 2)
is not encouraging. Ranging from 4.16% to 25.17%, it prevents from trusting the
candidate concepts as a unique source for annotation translation. A scenario
where a user would be proposed these candidates and required to assess them to
produce valid annotation would be more realistic: having to choose among, for
example, 10 Brinkman concepts is already an improvement compared to selecting
among all the Brinkman vocabulary. Additionally, table 4 shows that selecting
the rule firing strategy can improve the precision. Yet, such a scenario seems to be
ruled out by the annotation-level recall (Ra ): in the most effective configuration,
16.41% of the correct annotations were found. The book-level recall (Rb ) shows
that at most 19.54% of the books in the testing set were given at least one good
candidate. This means that an annotator should add his own concepts on top of
the candidate ones. One single technique is therefore not enough to cope with
the annotation translation for an entire collection.
Section 6 has shown that these weaknesses might be compensated by using
aggregation techniques that approximate better the way concepts are used for
book annotation. The objective there would be to increase the number of the
more reliable rules to produce more valid results (type 1 and 2). Also, different
strategies used here can be combined so as to obtain better performance. These
two options have to be explored further.
Also, an immediate way to improve the results without even changing the
methods could be to revisit the evaluation itself. Our evaluation technique gives
a first and cheap assessment, which is likely to remain generally valid. Yet it
is sensitive to indexing variation, the phenomenon that renders the fact that
several annotators annotating a same book (or a same annotator annotating it
at different time) will select slightly different concepts. Some manual applicationspecific evaluation shall be performed to assess the influence of this phenomenon
and eventually compensate for its bias.
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Abstract Traditional ontology mapping techniques are not strictly applicable in a dynamic and distributed environment (e.g. P2P and pervasive computing) in which on-the-fly alignments are sought after. We
propose an approach that collaborates the logic formalisms with collaboratively created web repositories. A logic conceptualisation based “signaturing” algorithm is to discover, from concept definitions, the “feature”
vectors that uniquely identify concepts; web repositories are used to understand the implications of these features. Such a combination solidifies an on-demand and approximate mechanism that emerges a contextdependent and task-specific consensus among heterogeneous participants
of an information exchange task.

1

Introduction

The prevalence of the Internet has made it possible to access a large amount
of data. It has been commonly agreed that attaching machine-understandable
semantics to web resources gives birth to “smart” applications and thus benefits
ordinary web users by partially relieving them from routine tasks [3]. Thus far,
the semantics is mainly depicted using ontologies. Due to a lack of universal
standards and the diversity of human perspectives, it is inevitable that ontologies describing the same domain of discourse present semantic disagreement to
some extent. Therefore, one of the primary tasks to facilitate the envisioned
“smart” use of resources becomes establishing a mutual understanding among
different ontology-driven, semantics-enhanced systems. This mutual understanding should faithfully reveal the intended meaning of different ontological entities.
Clearly, in order to have a mutual understanding, all the participants involved in an information exchanging task must agree upon a list of words as
the semantics carriers and the meanings of these words must “pick out the same
individuals in the same context” [14]. In other words, ontological entities pass
meanings by not only values but also context-dependent referents. We refer to
the structural and naming information attached to a concept the value of the
concept while classified instances the referents. For example, we might use the
sentence “give me a French” to ask for a French wine or a French movie depending on the conversational context. Current ontology mapping capability
performs well in identifying task-independent semantic equivalences. While such
techniques are good in generic ontology mapping scenarios, their applicability is
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suspect in certain circumstances. Let’s take the peer-to-peer (p2p) environment
as an example. In such a setting, when trying to establish a consensus, two major obstacles have prevented us from taking the conventional ontology mapping
route. On the one hand, data owners would be more incline to well-targeted and
task-specific solutions that allow them to share data within the context of a particular conversation instead of large scale and broad sense consensuses offered
by some centralised authorities. On the other hand, the quality of a consensus
is largely decided by the data that each individual holds. In many cases, such
data might be so diverse, ambiguous and incomplete. Any consensuses stemmed
therefrom demonstrate a certain degree of imperfectness, which is a function of
the data possessed by a data provider. These two characteristics are, of course,
not unique to p2p environments. Any applications aiming to provide on-the-fly
semantic alignments present such characteristics.
In this paper, the first issue is accommodated by reinterpreting ontology
mapping as a task situated in the background knowledge of a particular conversation: concepts are first decomposed into semantics-bearing signatures and
are reenforced as feature vectors based on web encyclopedia repositories. When
a particular conversation is to be conducted, we generate the corresponding
feature vectors so as to reduce the network traffic and the subsequent computational burden (Section 3). During this process, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
is leveraged to alleviate the influence of modelling idiosyncrasy. In Section 3 and
throughout the rest of this paper, the “Wine Ontology”1 is used to detail our
approach. LSA also leads to a feasible solution to the second topic of this paper.
In a p2p or a similar environment, the consensus established w.r.t. a particular conversation should not be pealed off from the data that is held by each
individual. The uncertainty of an answer is, therefore, defined as the degree of
satisfaction, i.e. to what extent a request can be satisfied based on the local data
that the query handling individuals possess. We propose a probabilistic model
to quantify such satisfaction and regulate how an appropriate answer should be
screened out from other candidates (Section 4). Finally, in Section 5, we conclude
the paper with issues worth further discussion and investigation.

2

Preliminaries

Description Logic (DL) is a family of knowledge representation and reasoning
formalisms. It has attracted substantial research interest recently, especially after
the endorsement of DL-based ontology modelling languages (e.g. OWL [12]) by
the Semantic Web initiative [3]. DLs are based on the notions of concepts (i.e.
unary predicates) and properties (i.e. binary relations). Using defined constructs,
complex concepts can be composed from primitive ones. In the context of DLs,
an ontology is normally a 4-tuple hCN, P N, C, Pi where CN is a set of concept
names, P N a set of property names, C a set of concepts and P a set of properties.
Let C and D be arbitrary concepts, P be a property, n be a non-negative integer,
1

Available from http://www.schemaweb.info/schema/SchemaDetails.aspx?id=62
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oi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be instances and ⊤, ⊥ denote the top and the bottom. A SHOIN
DL concept is: (SHOIN is the underlying logic of OWL-DL)
CN | ⊤ | ⊥ | C ⊓ D | C ⊔ D | ¬C | ∃R.C | ∀R.C | ≥n R.⊤ | ≤n R.⊤ | {o1 , . . . , on }
An interpretation I is a couple (∆I , ·I ) where the nonempty set ∆I is the
domain of I and the ·I function maps each concept to a subset of ∆I and each
property to a subset of ∆I × ∆I .
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [6] is an approach to document indexing.
For a large corpus of text documents, LSA assumes the existence of an underlying semantic model that can be captured using a term-document matrix with
rows corresponding to terms and columns to documents. It then discovers such a
model by projecting the original term-document matrix into a lower-dimensional
vector space with effectively reduced noise. LSA has been found capable of simulating a variety of human cognitive phenomena and thus emulating the “meaning” discovering process. The advantage of LSA lies in the fact that the resulting
correlation between an arbitrary pair of items (terms or documents) is not isolated from the rest of the representation system. The enabling technique of LSA
is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD decomposes an M ×N matrix M
and represents it as an approximation, M̂, at a lower dimensionality k:



M ≈ M̂ = U SV T = (u1 · · · uk ) 

..


v1
  .. 
 . 


δ1
.
δk

v

(1)

k

where S is an K × K diagonal matrix of singular values, U is an M × K matrix
of eigenvectors derived from the term-term correlation matrix given by MMT ,
and V is an N × K matrix of eigenvectors derived from the document-document
correlation matrix given by MT M. Recently, methods based on LSA have been
successfully applied to detect synonyms and acronyms [4].

3

Situating concept interpretation in WikipediA

Establishing consensus implies aligning different local ontologies. General ontology mapping has been extensively studied recently [2]. In this paper, we take an
eclectic approach drawn from both the formal logics realm and Web2.0 applications. More specifically, we i) produce signatures that explicitly and quantitatively characterise the intensional restrictions of concepts, ii) retrieve web documents according to concept signatures as virtual instances, which are niched
in the context of a particular “topic”, and iii) generalise the signatures into
individual-independent and task-specific feature vectors based on the landscape
of their respective virtual instances. Similarity among concepts is then reduced
to the similarity among their respective feature vectors.
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3.1

Signaturing Concepts

In an ontology O, semantics of concepts are concealed in the inter-concept relationships introduced through subsumptions and property references. The first
step towards establishing consensus, therefore, becomes making explicit the semantics hidden behind the concept constructs. In order to reveal such “hidden”
semantics, we recursively unfold concepts against their constructs till no further
actions can be taken. In this paper, we focus on ontologies that can be represented with OWL-DL. More specifically, we restrict ourselves to SHOIN (D)
DL [10]. This restriction is due to both theoretical and practical considerations. On the one hand, SHOIN (D) is Beth-definable. Although reasoning w.r.t.
SHOIN (D) is NExpTime-complete, it has been demonstrated [10] that deterministic complexity can be achieved by restricting the concept constructs to a
carefully selected subset of SHOIN (D) and/or translating SHOIN (D) into the
less expensive SHIN (D) whose satisfiability reasoning is ExpTime [1]. On the
other hand, after examining the available ones from the Internet, we observe that
many ontologies can be or have already been rewritten in RDF(S) or OWL-DL,
both of which are recommended by W3C. Methods developed for SHOIN (D)
is, therefore, applicable to those ontologies based on less expressive languages.
If cyclic definitions are not allowed—no primitive concept (property) appears
on both sides of an introduction axiom, and all definitions are in their NegationNormal Form—the negations are applied only to concept names, it is possible to
fully unfold the righthand side of all concept introduction axioms and guarantee
the termination of such an unfolding process.
.
WhiteBordeaux = Bordeaux ⊓ WhiteWine
.
Bordeaux = Wine ⊓ ∃ locatedIn.{BordeauxRegion}
Wine ⊑ =1 hasBody ⊓ =1 hasColor
⊓ =1 hasFlavor ⊓ =1 hasMaker ⊓ =1 hasSugar
⊓ ∀ hasMaker.Winery ⊓ ∃ locatedIn.Region
⊓ ≥1 madeFromGrape
WhiteWine ⊑ Wine ⊓ ∃hasColor.{White}
Region ⊑ ⊤

Winery ⊑ ⊤

Figure 1. The WhiteBordeaux example

We adopt the construct transformation rules [1] to facilitate the concept unfolding. In Fig. 2, we demonstrate how concept WhiteBordeaux (defined in Fig. 1)
is unfolded by repetitively applying the transformation rules. There are cases
that concepts are only partially defined with necessary conditions (inclusions)
instead of fully defined with both necessary and sufficient conditions (equalities). Before unfolding, inclusions (i.e. axioms in the form C ⊑ D) are rewritten
.
in equalities (i.e. axioms in the form C = D). This is achieved by introducing
a new primitive concept to represent the difference between C and D. For in.
stance, we introduce C-spec ⊑ ⊤ and rewrite C ⊑ D into C = D ⊓ C-spec. In this
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paper, we assume that the set of newly introduced primitive concept names is
disjoint with CN ∪P N and bears clues to the original partially defined concepts.
The unfolding process stops when no transformation rules are applicable. It has
been demonstrated that by carefully selecting a set of admissible constructs, a
termination of unfolding is guaranteed w.r.t. acyclic ontologies.
Π1WB = { x :

Bordeaux ⊓ WhiteWine }

8 x : (= hasBody⊓ = hasColor ⊓ = hasFlavor 9
>
>
⊓ = hasMaker⊓ = hasSugar
>
>
<
=
⊓∀hasMaker.Winery ⊓ ∃locatedIn.Region
WB
⊓ ≥ madeFromGrape)
Π1 =
>
>
⊓ ∃locatedIn.{BordeauxRegion}
>
>
⊓ WhiteWine-spec
: ⊓⊓ ∃hasColor.{White}
;
Wine-spec
···

1

1

1

1

1

1

8 hx, y i : hasBody, hx, y i : hasColor,
9
>
>
<
=
hx, y i : hasFlavor, hx, y i : hasMaker,
Π1WB = hx, y i : hasSugar, y : Winery,
>
y i : locatedIn, y : BordeauxRegion-spec, >
: hx,
;
hx, y i : madeFromGrape, y : White-spec
···

0

1

2

3

4

3

5

5

6

1

Figure 2. Unfolding concept WhiteBordeaux

As illustrated in Fig. 2, WhiteBordeaux is completely unfolded into its semanticsbearing signature, Π1WB . In order to reduce the computational complexity, when
unfolding we introduce primitive concepts to substitute nominal individuals.
For instance, the fragment “. . . ⊓ ∃locatedIn.{BordeauxRegion} ⊓ . . .” of Bordeaux
in Fig. 1 refers to instance BordeauxRegion of concept Region. We introduce
primitive concept BordeauxRegion ⊑ Region accordingly and modify the above
fragment into a set of equations as:
.
WhiteBordeaux = . . . ⊓ ∃ locatedIn.BordeauxRegion . . .
.
BordeauxRegion =
Region ⊓ BordeauxRegion-spec
Effectively, the resulting signature is composed by DL ABox assertions generated formally according to the conceptualisation. We regard them as semanticspreserving breakdowns of the constraints that are satisfied by any instances
belonging to a concept. Fully breaking down into primitive concepts and properties, in some cases, is difficult to achieve. For instance, universal property
value restrictions (UPVRs) can only be further expanded when in the same signature, there are elements defined over the quantified property. In Fig. 3(b),
“x : ∀hasSex.Male” is not unfolded due to the absence of “hx, yi : hasSex”.
It is different from “∀hasMaker.Winery” in Fig. 2 because of the presence of
“=1 hasMaker” in the latter case. “x : ∀hasMaker.Winery” would have been left
unexpanded if otherwise.
It is possible that a concept has more than one signature, if it is defined
as the disjunction of other concepts. Applying the non-deterministic unfolding
rule of disjunction construct (⊔) results in alternative signatures, each of which
captures a part of the intended meaning of the original concept. For instance, in
Fig. 3, Human is unfolded into two different signatures.
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.
Π1Man = { . . . , x : ∀hasSex.Male, . . . }
Human = Man ⊔ Woman
.
Man = . . . ⊓ ∀ hasSex.Male ⊓ . . . Π1Human = { . . . , x : ∀hasSex.Male, . . . }
.
Woman = . . . ⊓ ∀hasSex.Female ⊓ . . . Π2Human = { . . . , x : ∀hasSex.Female, . . . }
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Rewriting BordeauxRegion

3.2

Weighting signature elements

Signaturing concepts can be seen as a process that gradually makes the semantic
restrictions (expressed via concept constructs) explicit. As a result, each concept
is associated with finite sets of formulae, being the primitive concepts, primitive
properties and unexpanded universal property value restrictions. The initial feature vector is extracted from these formulae.
Πix is subject to two “tuning” actions. Firstly, suffixes of X-spec concepts
are removed. For instance, “y1 : White-spec” in our example is rewritten as
“y1 : White” and is considered the same as those featured by “White”. Secondly,
residual UPVRs are simplified. The unexpanded UPVRs are dissected into properties and concepts. For instance, “x : ∀hasSex.Male” in Π1Human is expanded into
“hx, yi : ∗ hasSex” and “y : ∗ Male”. The new signature elements generated therefrom are marked as optional to be differentiated from the others.
Obviously, different signature elements contribute differently to shaping the
final semantics of concepts. In order to evaluate the significance of individual signature elements, a weighting schema is conceived. Basically, we consider concepts
that contribute directly to the construction of others more important than those
that impinge on others indirectly through properties or chains of properties. This
is to emphasis on those elements that are semantically more significant than others. For instance, Bordeaux and WhiteWine are equally important in shaping the
meaning of WhiteBordeaux (see Fig. 1) while BordeauxRegion is less significant
than Wine w.r.t. Bordeaux as Bordeaux should be narratively interpreted as a
special Wine first before narrowing it down to those that are produced in a particular geographic region. Our interests of Bordeaux, therefore, are arguably more
in the former than the latter. In order to reflect such a difference in different
restrictions and thus different signature elements of a concept, we introduce the
weight adjusting coefficient β. βe of signature element e is estimated as follows:
we split an element as the head (e.g. “x” and “hx, y0 i”) and the tail (e.g. Region
and hasBody) separated by a colon.
– if e is a first-class signature element headed by “x”, βe = ω c ;
– if e is a first-class signature element headed by “hx, yi i”, βe = ω p ;
– if e is a non-first-class signature element introduced in ΠiC through a property
P or a property chain P1 · · · Pn :
Y
βe = βP ∗ ω c
or
βe =
βPi ∗ ω c ;
i

– if e is restricted by Negation, βe = −βe ;
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– if e is an optional element introduced through unfolding residual universal
property value restrictions, βe = 0.5 βe .
The weight of an arbitrary e then relies on two initial values ω c and ω p
corresponding to the first-class element featured by a primitive concept and a
primitive property respectively. The exact values of ω c and ω p are obtained by
either i) assigning manually based on one’s domain knowledge and expectation or
ii) adopting the tf-idf weighting schema used in Information Retrieval (IR) with
the assumption that an element appearing in every concept is less significant than
those appearing only in a handful of concepts. Weight adjusting coefficients are
memorised for each signature element. We then simplify the signatures to a set
of terms/phrases. We extract the bodies of signature elements and apply Natural
Language Processing (NLP) methods to tokenise and stem the bodies [11]. Those
resulting terms or short phrases that appear more than once in a signature are
collapsed into one with an aggregative
as the sum of those corresponding
P weight
i
to every occurrence, i.e. βetotal =
i βe . When merging multiple appearance,
we observe the disjointness between primitive concepts and primitive properties.
For convenience, we denote the set of weighted terms/phrases obtained at this
stage as γ.
3.3

Generalising Signatures

Terms or short phrases in γ are individual-specific, presenting interindividual
variation. Therefore, in order to emerge a consensus among individuals each
holding a different local ontology—possibly in different natural languages, it is
necessary to situate the interpretation of those terms/phrases stemmed from
concept signatures of different ontologies into the same background knowledge.
A straightforward approach to drawing such information is treating web repositories as the source of common background knowledge. For instance in order
to exploit the feature vectors of WhiteBordeaux, one has to understand all the
words (i.e. Color, Flavor, etc.) appearing therein. Such an understanding should
not rely on a particular ontology or vocabulary and should reflect the general human cognition of the words. In this paper, inspired by existing studies (e.g. [9]),
we juxtapose terms/phrases against the titles of WikipediA articles and represent each concept as a vector of weighted WikipediA article titles, referred to
as a wiki-enhanced feature vector. Note that hereafter we use bold font to denote
the wiki-enhanced feature vectors.
WikipediA is a very appealing and probably the largest source of encyclopaedic knowledge. As a collaboratively edited document repository, it seems
reasonable to conjecture that WikipediA presents most of the modelling (e.g.
naming) variation that one will expect in independently developed ontologies.
Meanwhile, the great diversity of wikipedians’ background ensures that the contents published on WikipediA generally has better quality than other non-peerreviewed web resources.
We assume that every conversation or an information exchange task focuses
on a particular topic. For instance, when one asks others about “the taste of
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white Bordeaux”, the topic of this incident is “Wine”. If we denote the main
WikipediA article as t, we compute the enhanced feature vector as in Fig. 4. In
Step 1), when harvesting “virtual instances” from WikipediA, we utilise three
different types of articles to pool a well targeted text corpus: i) the main article
(ΛMain ) together with other articles that are the m neighbours of t (ΛNeigbr ), ii)
the List of xxx page π and WikipediA articles directly linked to π and their m
neighbours (ΛList ), and iii) the corresponding articles in other languages (ΛLang ).
WikipediA articles are retrieved from the following URL patterns:
URL for τ = http://hlni.wikipedia.org/wiki/hti
URL for π = http://hlni.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of hxxxi
where hlni is the language code (e.g. “en” for English and “fr” for French).
When a particular topic does not have corresponding WikipediA entry, one
has to manually specify the correct keywords to find the appropriate articles.
Outbound links from ΛMain are followed to retrieve articles that are closely
related to ΛMain . In many topics, WikipediA maintains the so-called “List of ”
pages, e.g. the “list of wine producing countries”. Articles referred to from such
collective pages are normally well-situated. For instance, “France” in “List of
wine producing countries” leads to the WikipediA article titled “French Wine”.
Links to collective pages might also be available from within the main article. In
our approach we gather both types of collective pages and their m-neighbours
in ΛList . Pooling all the WikipediA articles together, we have a well-targeted
corpus of text documents, Λ = ΛMain ∪ ΛNeigbr ∪ ΛList . Harvested WikipediA
articles are parsed to remove WikipediA specific tags and commands. In Step
4), the SVD operation helps to reduce modelling variation and discover the latent
semantics—unrevealed correlations between terms and articles. Similarly, SVD
is performed again in Step 6) to optimise the weights of WikipediA articles
w.r.t. concepts in O.
If multiple natural languages are involved when establishing the consensus,
c (see Step 8 in Fig. 4) needs to be translated into other languages. Although
the cross-lingual capability of LSA has been investigated [8], we would rather
avoid experimenting with such an approach and opt for a simple solution: when
constructing Mac in Step 5), instead of the articles in the same language as the
local ontology O, we retrieve those corresponding WikipediA articles in the target languages as ΛxLang , links to which normally present in the English articles.
x will be decided by the context in which the consensus is to be established.
For instance, if an individual is expected to communicate with French-speaking
groups, ΛFr
Lang is populated. One example of such articles is the French correspondence of “Wine” available at “http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vin”. Subsequently,
Step 6) and 7) are carried out based on the new matrix.
After signaturing and generalisation, an arbitrary concept C ∈ O is associated with a WikipediA-enhanced and semantics-enriched feature vector, c, that
represents the context within which C is to be interpreted. Note that the elements in the final enhanced feature vector is not specific to the naming habit of
an individual ontology engineer. That is to say that c contains those terms that
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1) harvest relevant WikipediA articles against t and pool them into Λ;
2) index every article a ∈ Λ with a list of terms, la , and weight t ∈ la based on tf-idf
schema as whti ,ai ;
3) construct the term-article matrix Mta with WikipediA articles as columns and
assign cell entries as



cij =

βkw · whti ,ai ,
0,

if
if

ti = tkw ∈ γ;
ti ∈
/ γ.

4) perform SVD on Mta and compute the correlation, σhγ,ai , between γ and every
indexed WikipediA article as the cosine of the angle between γ and article term
vectors;
5) construct an article-concept matrix Mac with WikipediA articles as rows, concepts
from O as columns, and cell cij = σhγ,ai ;
6) condense the dimensionality of Mac into M̂ac with SVD;
7) associate every C ∈ O with a vector of WikipediA articles, denoted as c.
8) (Optional) go to Step 5) and translate c into other languages based on ΛxLang .
Figure 4. Algorithm for generating wiki-topic vectors

might not appear in O but are frequently correlated with parts of the restrictions
of concept C. Such extras are pulled out from the referenced web repository, in
our case WikipediA. This is consistent with the observation on inter-individual
modelling variability: people tent to use different terms (e.g. synonyms and/or
hypernyms) to refer to the same object [6].

4

Answering queries approximately

When trying to establish consensus, a key task is to find the local substitutes
of those foreign concepts. In this occasion, we expect that all the individuals
have already done their “homework” off-line and trained their article-concept
matrix (M̂ac ) against the same web repository, namely WikipediA. Acquiring
the similarity between a foreign concept C and the local ones requires the query
handling peer to incorporate the foreign feature vector c of C into its local
M̂ac . Constructing M̂ac from scratch w.r.t. every received foreign feature vector
is undesirable due to the high cost in recomputing SVD. A cheap solution is
the so-called folding-in [6] operation. Let M̂ac = U SV T be the reduced matrix
of the query handler, pqh . Every input c is projected onto the span of U as
(c)T U S −1 . Once feature vectors of the foreign concepts are put juxtaposed with
those local ones, similarity measures such as the cosine angle can be employed
to compare the foreign concepts against the local ones. Since both the query
submiter p0 and the query handler pqh train and obtain their local interpreation
vectors based on the same web repository, the folding-in approach is applicable.
Alternatively, a more sophisticated and slightly more expensive approach, the
SVD-updating method, can be used. Thus far, a few fast updating algorithms
have been investigated. Our experience suggested that the one proposed in [15]
outperformed many others.
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4.1

LSA-based probability

There is a very little opportunity for individuals with independently developed
ontologies to find perfect equivalences among themselves. In a majority of cases,
we might need to rewrite Q0 into Qqh :“[...]the list of French WhiteWine from
Boreaux” and attach to it similarity values. When more than one foreign concept
is involved, there is not a plausible model to combine the multiple similarities. In
order to tackle this daunting prospect of query rewriting with multiple foreign
terms, we adopt the probability model of LSA [7] and a similarity approximation
of probability [5]. If C is a concept appearing in Q0 with c, answers to Qqh can be
regarded as a faithful answer to Q0 with a probability of p (C | C′ ) = p (c | c′ , u′i )
where C′ is the local translation of C in Oqh and u′i are the left singular vectors
computed based on Oqh (see Equation 1).
p (c | c′ , u′i ) can be derived from two probabilities, p (c′ | u′i ) and p (c | u′i ) [5].
p (c | u′i ) is given by a probability variation of LSA model [7]. In this model,
the author demonstrated that with some relaxations, an LSA-based similarity
can be presented as the probability of a particular document (a column of a
term-document matrix M) in the term-space (rows of M) based on documentdocument similarities [7]. This probability is computed as
′

′ 2

p (c′ | u′i ) = e(c ·u1 )

+···+(c′ ·u′k )2

/ Zk

(2)

where Zk is the normalisation constant2 . Similarly, p (c | u′i ) is computed. Deriving p (c | c′ , u′i ) from p (c′ | u′i ) and p (c | u′i ), on the other hand, is not
straightforward. In this paper we use a similarity emulation of probability [5],
p ( c | c′ , u′i ) = p ( c′ | u′i )ǫ , where ǫ =



1 − c · c′
1 + c · c′

1−p (c|u′i )

(3)

where c · c′ gives the similarity value of concepts C and C′ computed from their
respective feature vectors.
4.2

Fidelity of query rewriting

Since u′i can be seen as a representation of pqh ’s local data, we define to what
extent pqh can understand p0 as fidelity of the query-specific consensus between
p0 and pqh as: fid ( Q0 | QTr ) = p ( c1 , . . . , cn | c′1 , . . . , c′n , u′i ), where ci are the
respective feature vectors of concepts in Q0 while c′i are feature vectors of the
corresponding concepts in the translation QTr . One possible way of continuing
the derivation of the fidelity function would be approximating p ( c1 , . . . , cn |
c′1 , . . . , c′n , u′i ) with Equation 3. We collapse vectors c1 , . . . , cn to their centroid
cc while c′1 , . . . , c′n to c′c and apply Equation 3. Hence, we have fid ( Q0 | QTr
i )≈
p ( cc | c′c , u′i ). The computation of the fidelity requires only limited information
from query submitting individuals: the actual queries and those feature vectors
2

Please refer to [7] for details of how Zk is defined.
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associated with the queries. Meanwhile, computation is localised to each query
handler and characterised by its local ontology.
The fidelity, fid ( Q0 | QTr ), can be regarded as a criteria for judging the capability of query handlers. Let QTr
i be the translation of Q0 in the local ontology
Oi of pi , the query rewriting fidelity reflects how good an answer to Q0 drawn
from QTr
i is and thus how well pi can handle Q0 based on its local knowledge.
The higher the fidelity is, the greater chance the original query is satisfactorily
answered by the query handler. Such a probabilistic model paves the way for
a ranking mechanism of candidate query handlers. A feasible scenario could be
that every pi in a group G estimates its own fidelity based on the local translation of QTr
i , the original Q0 and the incoming foreign feature vectors. A group
coordinator can then allocate the query handling task to the one with the highest
estimated fidelity value.

5

Concluding Remarks

In a loosely regulated environment, global consensus may not be enforced. It
is more likely that each individual or a small group of peers maintains a local ontology. For an outsider to query an established group and retrieve useful
information, conventional ontology mapping techniques (e.g. discussed in [13])
are not sufficient. Dynamic and on-the-fly methods for establishing on demand
consensuses becomes more desirable. In the meantime, exact equivalences have
given way to those less perfect ones. In this paper, we propose a mechanism to
emerge and exploit imperfect consensuses among heterogeneous data holders. We
situate an alignment task in the background knowledge drawn from public web
repositories, e.g. WikipediA. We combine the strength of both representation
formalisms and collaboratively created web repositories when discovering semantics. Our semantic alignment approach also gives birth to a probabilistic model
to evaluate approximate query answering by identifying the most appropriate
individual to handle the query and ranking candidate answers returned from the
chosen one. There are two sources of complexity w.r.t. the proposed approach: i)
signaturing concepts using DL transformation rules (NExpTime for expressive
DLs) and ii) SVD dimensionality reduction. We, however, would like to make
the following argument. On the one hand, DL-based reasoning is very expensive in itself. Any methods aiming to manipulate semantics embedded therein,
therefore, have to pay the price of high complexity. Meanwhile, high complexity
is normally associated with a set of “culprit” DL constructs. Introducing substituting constructs and/or alternative modelling techniques might help us to
find a route around the complexity issue. Meanwhile, construct transformation
rules are implemented and optimised in many DL systems and the empirical
evaluation has confirmed the performance of such systems in tackling real-life
ontologies [1]. On the other hand, LSA has been extensively studied in IR. We
share the optimistic expectation with those dedicated researchers regarding the
practical value of LSA/SVD in latent semantics discovery.
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Finalising the implementation and evaluating it against real-life scenarios are
our immediate future work. The evaluation will focus on the following aspects:
i) the applicability of WikipediA w.r.t. topics of different popularity, ii) the
scalability of the signaturing and weighting algorithms and their applicability
in the current landscape of ontologies, and iii) the performance of the proposed
probability mechanism for query handling.
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Abstract. Ontology mapping tools typically employ combinations of
methods, the mutual effects of which deserve study. We propose an approach to analysis of such combinations using synthetic ontologies. Initial
experiments have been carried out for two string-based and one graphbased method. Most important target of the study was the impact of
name patterns over taxonomy paths on the mapping results.

1

Introduction

Ideal taxonomy of ontology mapping methods clearly distinguishes different
classes of methods such as string-based, graph-based or semantics-based, however
most state-of-the-art systems nowadays exploit multiple approaches and combine
them into (usually ad-hoc) workflows. Their results are then, e.g. within comparative tests such as OAEI1 , presented in their final form only; the contribution
and mutual interaction of different constituent methods is not analysed.
In our current work we focused on the two classes of methods that are at the
same time generally usable (unlike semantic methods, which depend on the presence of logical constraints in ontologies) and self-contained (unlike e.g. thesauribased method, which depend on external thesauri): string-based and graph-based.
In the first, proof-of-concept, series of experiments, we restricted our analysis to
a single representative of graph-based methods plus two common string-based
methods that can be used for its initialisation.
At the same time, we wanted to investigate the impact of name patterns
that frequently follow the specialisation paths in ontologies2 . The most typical patterns amount to the more specific (child) entity being right-, left- or
internal extension of the more general (parent) entity. Clearly, the presence of
such patterns could have influence on the effect of individual string matchers
and, consequently, on the effect of the whole string-matching + graph-matching
pipeline.
However, as we wanted to ‘play’ with different proportions and distributions
of name patterns in the ontologies, as well as with different structural properties
1
2

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
We verified this assumption through informal analysis of about 50 ontologies ‘randomly’ picked from three popular ontology repositories.
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of ontologies themselves, it was not convenient for us to stick to existing (real)
ontologies. Instead, we made recourse to an ‘in vitro’ approach. We developed
a generator that enabled us to automatically build ‘ontologies’ (syntactic OWL
artefact) with customised structure and presence of name patterns as previously
observed with real ontologies. Similarly to the ‘calibration’ collection of OAEI3
we then derived the second model to be matched using pre-defined ‘distortions’.
As the generated models lack any meaning and the ‘distortions’ are not necessarily identity-preserving, there cannot be any reference mapping. Our experimental results thus only consist in numerous observations about the strengths of
mappings for different constellations of generated models and mapping methods,
which we then attempt to interpret and generalise to some degree.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 very briefly characterises
the mapping methods we took as testing material for our initial study. Section 3
describes the process of generating the synthetic ‘ontologies’ (as preliminary
phase of our experiments). Section 4 is devoted to the actual mapping experiments and to case-by-case interpretation of their results. Section 5 contains some
generalising discussion. Finally, section 6 reviews related work and section 7 outlines some future work.

2

Underlying Mapping Methods

The graph-based matching method, similarity flooding (SF), has been successfully tested on several mapping problems, especially those related to database
schemata. The SF algorithm takes two models (database schemata, ontologies or
the like) as graphs and transform them into a so-called connectivity graph, where
each node (map pair) consists of two nodes from original models (one from each)
that are connected with the same edges in their original models. Connectivity
graph is then transformed into propagation graph where propagation coefficients
are induced, expressing how well the similarity of a given map pair propagates
to its neighbours and back [3].
As representatives of string-based methods we took two methods that merely
differ in their granularity: the Jaccard method is token-based4 , while the charJaccard method is character-based (hence ‘less semantic’). Both methods compute the similarity as the ratio of the intersection and union of the token/character
sets of both entities.
3
4

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/benchmarks/
We also, originally, wanted to use the default (also token-based) string matcher
contained in the SF package itself. It was quite interesting for our purposes, as it is
(allegedly) based on common prefixes/suffixes of concept names—a feature relevant
wrt. the name patterns we considered—but it produced apparently wrong results.
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3

Generation of Synthetic Ontologies with Name
Patterns

In order to swiftly obtain artifacts (in OWL language) syntactically similar to
real ontologies, we developed a ‘generator of ontologies’. The process of creating
such an ‘ontology’ is guided by several parameters, such as the total number of
classes, the length of the longest path, the maximum number of subclasses of one
class etc. Parts of the process are ‘random’5 , which concern the structure, labels
(as ‘reasonably long’ sequences of random characters avoiding ‘unpronounceable’
sequences of more than two consonants), token delimiters, and, finally, name
patterns. Currently we consider three patterns, all describing the relationship
between the label of a parent and child in the taxonomy:
– (the most obvious) pattern 1 consists in left-hand side expansion of label,
e.g. ‘article’ → ‘scientificArticle’
– pattern 2 represents right-hand side expansion of label, e.g. ‘IPR’ → ‘IPRTransfer’ (example from the ipronto.owl from OntoSelect collection (http://
olp.dfki.de/ontoselect/)),
– pattern 3 represents inward expansion of label, e.g. ‘airMission’ → ‘airMovementMission’ (example from the ATO_Mission_Models.owl ontology from
DAML collection (http://www.daml.org/ontologies/).
In order to obtain pairs of ontologies for the mapping task, the generation
process is followed with a distortion phase6 where some classes are removed, some
classes are added and/or there are changes in name patterns. In the section 4,
there is list of all distortions that we tried.
Our generator enables us to prepare different ontologies with different features. For our current testing purposes we chose one synthetic ontology from a
couple of diverse generated ontologies, see Figure 1. The chosen ontology has
24 classes, six of them being root classes. Only two root classes have children:
zutu (for the sake of brevity we will shortcut it with Z ) and jonopizasfa (J ).
J has two children and does not belong to any pattern. Z has three children and
belongs to pattern 1. The occurence of this pattern among the children of Z is
absolute (frequency is 100%), while in the case of its subclass cexilipluZutu
the frequency of pattern 1 is 40%. J has subclass dinicipi (D) that has pattern
1 with 100% occurences in its children. In the experiments below, we took the
classes J , Z and D as ‘spy points’ for observing the mapping results.
Although our ontology is synthetic, its structures are analogous to those of
real ontologies. In Fig. 2, there is snippet of real ontology (Communications.owl
from DAML collection) corresponding to J and in Fig. 3, there is snippet of
the same real ontology corresponding to Z. Obviously, an ontology of this size
could have been created purely by human effort, e.g. by manually tweaking
5
6

I.e. governed by a sequence of pseudorandom numbers.
In our first experiments, this phase was partly manual. Namely, for the current,
rather small, testing model, it was much easier to do the small tweaks manually
than to redesign the automated generation tool.
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Fig. 1. Base synthetic ontology used in our experiments
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real ontologies (which we actually did in prior research). We however anticipate
further experiments where automatic generation would pay off, and also did not
want to be distracted, during the result interpretation phase, by the human
semantics of concrete labels.

(a) synthetic part

(b) corresponding
part

real

Fig. 2. Part of real ontology corresponding to part of synthetic ontology

(a) synthetic part

(b) corresponding real part

Fig. 3. Part of real ontology corresponding to part of synthetic ontology

4

Mapping Experiments

In our experiments we always tried to map the base synthetic ontology on some
of its distortions. We observed the similarity values for three mappings: J with
J (from the base ontology vs. from its distortion, in turn), Z with Z, and D with
D. Their similarity values were computed with the similarity flooding algorithm;
for initial mapping once the Jaccard method was used and once the charJaccard
method.
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We can roughly divide the distortions employed to the four groups below
(particular distortions can belong to more than one group). They do not of
course exhaustively represent all possibilities, nor are they very systematic; they
rather reflect ad hoc ‘polls’ effected during a feedback-driven analysis process.
– (1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
– (2)
•

changes in structure, ie. adding/removing intermediate classes:
deletion of three root classes, except J and Z,
addition of some subclasses to root classes, except J and Z,
direct subclass of J was deleted,
direct subclass of J was deleted and all subclasses of D were also deleted,
deletion of direct subclasses of class D or Z,
all subclasses of D were relocated to root level,
changes in labels of classes:
two of three subclasses of D were relabelled in order to be different than
original labels,
– (3) changes in delimiters in whole ontology (ceteris paribus); they are not
considered below as they have no impact on similarity flooding,
– (4) changes in pattern, ie. altering the frequency of occurence of the pattern:
• deletion of subclasses, that (does not) belong to pattern at class Z,
• change pattern from pattern 1 to pattern 2,
• relabeling all subclasses of Z so as to remove pattern.

Now we will present and discuss several ‘interesting’ situations (cases) with
regard to the strengths of mappings for different constellations. Each case consists of textual description of distortions with regard to the original synthetic
ontology (see Fig. 1), table with similarity values (charJaccard method was used
for value in the first column, while Jaccard method was used for computation
of value in the second column). All the cases are compared with the situation
(initial case—Case #0) where the original synthetic ontology is mapped to itself:
the absolute difference wrt. the initial case is always in parentheses. Some cases
are additionally illustrated by figures. Finally, some tentative interpretations of
observed results are formulated.
Case #1, see Fig. 4
Distortion: three root classes were deleted except J and Z.
Interpretation: Deletion of root classes leads to smaller connectivity graph, hence
the effect of SF is smaller (higher similarity).
Case #2, see Fig. 5
Distortion: some classes were added to root classes, except to J and Z.
Interpretation: Addition of subclasses to root classes leads to larger connectivity
graph, hence the effect of SF is greater (lower similarity).
Case #3, see Fig. 6 and 7 In this case we compare two situations - deletion of
occurences of pattern or not.
Distortion: (a) three subclasses of cexilipluZutu were deleted, which had
string Z in their labels (in Fig. 6 on the left-hand side); (b) two subclasses
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mapping
J with J
Z with Z
D with D

charJaccard Jaccard
0.28(+0.02) 0.44(+0.01)
0.52(+0.03) 0.82(+0.03)
0.49(+0.03) 0.77(+0.02)

(b) distortion

(a) similarity table
Fig. 4. Case #1

mapping
J with J
Z with Z
D with D

charJaccard Jaccard
0.26(+0.00) 0.42(-0.01)
0.48(-0.01) 0.79(+0.00)
0.45(-0.01) 0.75(+0.00)

(a) similarity table
Fig. 5. Case #2
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(b) distortion

(a) without Z

(b) with Z

Fig. 6. Distortions for case #3

mapping
J with J
Z with Z
D with D

charJaccard Jaccard
mapping
0.26(+0.00) 0.43(+0.00) J with J
0.46(-0.03) 0.74(-0.05) Z with Z
0.46(+0.00) 0.75(+0.00) D with D

(a) similarity table without Z

charJaccard Jaccard
0.26(+0.00) 0.43(+0.00)
0.47(-0.02) 0.77(-0.02)
0.46(+0.00) 0.75(+0.00)

(b) similarity table with Z

Fig. 7. Similarity tables for case #3

of cexilipluZutu were deleted, which had not string Z in their labels (in Fig. 6
on the right-hand side).
Interpretation: In both cases similarity values for mapping of classes Z decrease,
but in the case on the right-hand side the value is higher. Higher values for the Z
on the right-hand side situation could be strange because of greater connectivity
graph. In this case (right-hand side) higher values can be explained with higher
initial similarity values going from both string methods, because a name pattern
is present.
Case #4, see Fig. 8
Distortion: Pattern 1 was changed to pattern 2 and one new subclass of D was
added.
Interpretation: This change leads to greater connectivity graph, however higher
similarity value is the effect of pattern at D.
Case #5, see Fig. 9
Distortion: All subclasses of D were relocated to root level.
Interpretation: It is similar example as in case #4 but now there is no pattern
(by relocating classes pattern at D was aborted), thus greater connectivity graph
leads to lower similarities at J and Z (similar to cases #1, and #2).
Case #6, see Fig. 10
Distortion: Z does not belong to pattern.
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mapping
J with J
Z with Z
D with D

charJaccard Jaccard
0.27(+0.01) 0.44(+0.01)
0.49(+0.00) 0.79(+0.00)
0.55(+0.09) 0.86(+0.11)

(b) distortion

(a) similarity table
Fig. 8. case #4

mapping
J with J
Z with Z
D with D

charJaccard
0.20(-0.06)
0.40(-0.09)
0.08(-0.38)

Jaccard
0.36(-0.07)
0.77(-0.02)
0.16(-0.59)

(a) similarity table
Fig. 9. case #5
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(b) distortion

mapping
J with J
Z with Z
D with D

charJaccard Jaccard
0.27(+0.01) 0.45(+0.02)
0.24(-0.25) 0.17(-0.62)
0.47(+0.01) 0.79(+0.04)

(b) distortion

(a) similarity table
Fig. 10. case #6

Interpretation: Lowering effect on Z because now there is no pattern. Higher
effect (greater difference) in the case of Jaccard is expectable, because violation
of prefixes and suffixes is more probable.

5

Discussion of Results

Our mapping experiments are in general consistent with the expectation that the
SF algorithm computes lower similarity values for greater connectivity graphs.
Greater connectivity graph means more candidate mapping pairs overall, and
therefore there is provision for a high number of lower similarity values in neighbourhood of the map pair in question (eg. J with J ), see cases #1, #2, and #5.
In such a situation, the initially high similarity of the pair in question is largely
redistributed to its neighbours in the connectivity graph.
Our experiments are also consistent with our hypothesis that the presence
of name pattern leads to higher similarity values because of higher initial values
going from both string based methods despite the size of connectivity graph
(case #3, #4, and #6). This is produced by a relatively high degree of match
among the neighbouring concepts pertaining to the same name pattern.
Cases #5, and #6 are also consistent with our hypothesis that the impact of
name patterns on similarity values based on token-based string method Jaccard
are higher than similarity values based on character-based string method charJaccard (differences between values in two column at appropriate tables). This
naturally follows from the fact that patterns are represented as occurrences of
same token within the labels of different neighbouring concepts.
Admittedly, the interpretations of current experiments suffer from our so
far unsystematic, spontaneous approach to designing the experimental cases.
However, we assume that the initial set of experiments will help creating such a
systematic set of mapping experiments in the future.
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6

Related Work

According to four (intertwined) main aspects of our work, we can distinguish
among four areas of related research.
The effect of combining string-based and graph-based mapping methods was
examined in several projects, e.g. [3, 1], however, essentially, in the sense of measuring the numerical improvement of quality (for a graph method applied on initial string-based mapping) using some kind of reference alignment. In contrast,
we focus on detailed phenomena arising when applying the methods together,
for concrete entities within their structural context, and without reference alignment. Additionally, in our own previous work we studied the interdependencies
of several string-based methods alone, using probabilistic dependency models,
namely Bayesian networks [4].
The analysis of name patterns along the ontology paths was carried out
in numerous projects aiming at transformation of shallow ontologies such as
thesauri or web directory headings into deeper ones (a recent representative is
e.g. [2]). Our subject of study is however not transformation of the ontology but
its mapping to another one; as this goal is less ambitious, our analysis is also
much less thorough to date than the approaches mentioned.
The generation of artificial ontologies based on the features of real ones
was envisaged by Tempich&Volz [6], for the purpose of creating benchmarks for
semantic web reasoners. The difference of our generator lays in the focus on
name patterns and local structural contexts rather than in large-scale statistical
properties of ontologies. In addition, paper [6] does not contain any details about
the actual generation process. As mentioned above, the distortion of original
ontology in view of obtaining the two sides for matching experiments was carried
out by J. Euzenat for the purpose of OAEI7 . Our notion of distortion is at the
same time finer grained and more restricted in its types. We also do not a priori
assume that matching the original entity with its counterpart from the distorted
model is ‘correct’ (even if its context and/or label are changed).
Finally, the problem of evaluating (or, rather, getting useful information
from) ontology mapping results without reference model has also been investigated in our prior work [5]. We are not aware of any other major effort in this
direction.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We carried out a set of experiments with synthetic OWL artifacts (‘ontologies’
in syntactical sense) that should allow us get deeper insight into the behaviour of
certain chosen mapping methods, applied in combination (in this case, sequence).
An important feature we enforced to the synthetic models was the presence (to
varying degrees) of name patterns that mimic those present in real ontologies.
Rather than the concrete experimental results by themselves, the primary contribution of this initial study is meant to be the proof of concept of the whole
7

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/benchmarks/
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experimental setting, consisting in the ‘ontology’ generator (incl. the distortion
component), interface to the scrutinised mapping methods, plus some (not yet
too systematic) principles of human interpretation and generalisation of results.
Most imminent future work will consist in
– Doing a similar excercise for some other pairs of concepts in the structure
(and possibly in differently generated ‘ontologies’), including pairs that don’t
initially have the same label. Future experiments of this sort will be more
systematic, possibly adhering to a clean formal model.
– Improvements of the generator, reflecting more sophisticated ‘pattern’ aspects (not confined to ‘name’ ones) of real OWL ontologies, and replacing
the manual parts of the distortion phase with fully automatic ones (thus
allowing for building large models if needed).
– Tests, possibly on the same data, of other string-based and graph-based
methods. The latter could be e.g. probabilistic methods [1] or methods based
on neighbour feature vector [7], provided we get access to their implementations.
In long term, we assume that the accumulated experience from testing current
mapping approaches wrt. patterns in ontologies will help us design new mapping
algorithms explicitly accounting for such patterns.
The research was partially supported by the IGA VSE grants no.12/06 “Integration of approaches to ontological engineering: design patterns, mapping and
mining”, no.20/07 “Combination and comparison of ontology mapping methods
and systems”, and by the Knowledge Web Network of Excellence (IST FP6507482).
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Abstract. Ontology matching consists of finding correspondences between ontology entities. OAEI campaigns aim at comparing ontology matching systems on
precisely defined test sets. Test sets can use ontologies of different nature (from
expressive OWL ontologies to simple directories) and use different modalities
(e.g., blind evaluation, open evaluation, consensus). OAEI-2007 builds over previous campaigns by having 4 tracks with 7 test sets followed by 18 participants.
This is a major increase in the number of participants compared to the previous
years. Moreover, the evaluation results demonstrate that more participants are at
the forefront. The final and official results of the campaign are those published
on the OAEI web site.

1

Introduction

The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative1 (OAEI) is a coordinated international
initiative that organizes the evaluation of the increasing number of ontology matching systems. The main goal of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative is to be
able to compare systems and algorithms on the same basis and to allow anyone for
drawing conclusions about the best matching strategies. Our ambition is that from such
evaluations, tool developers can learn and improve their systems. The OAEI campaign
provides the evaluation of matching systems on consensus test cases.
Two first events were organized in 2004: (i) the Information Interpretation and Integration Conference (I3CON) held at the NIST Performance Metrics for Intelligent
?

1

This paper improves on the “First results” initially published in the on-site proceedings of the
ISWC+ASWC workshop on Ontology Matching (OM-2007). The only official results of the
campaign, however, are on the OAEI web site.
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org
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Systems (PerMIS) workshop and (ii) the Ontology Alignment Contest held at the Evaluation of Ontology-based Tools (EON) workshop of the annual International Semantic
Web Conference (ISWC) [13]. Then, unique OAEI campaigns occurred in 2005 at the
workshop on Integrating Ontologies held in conjunction with the International Conference on Knowledge Capture (K-Cap) [2] and in 2006 at the first Ontology Matching
workshop collocated with ISWC [7]. Finally, in 2007, OAEI results are presented at the
second Ontology Matching workshop collocated with ISWC+ASWC, in Busan, South
Korea.
We have continued last year’s trend by having a large variety of test cases that
emphasize different aspects of ontology matching. We have kept particular modalities
of evaluation for some of these test cases, such as a consensus building workshop.
This paper serves as an introduction to the evaluation campaign of 2007 and to the
results provided in the following papers. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we present the overall testing methodology that has been used.
Sections 3-9 discuss in turn the settings and the results of each of the test cases. Section 10 overviews lessons learned based on the campaign. Finally, Section 11 outlines
future plans and Section 12 concludes.

2

General methodology

We present the general methodology for the 2007 campaign as it was defined and report
on its execution.
2.1

Tracks and test cases

This year’s campaign has consisted of four tracks gathering seven data sets and different
evaluation modalities.
The benchmark track (§3): Like in previous campaigns, systematic benchmark series have been produced. The goal of this benchmark series is to identify the areas
in which each matching algorithm is strong or weak. The test is based on one particular ontology dedicated to the very narrow domain of bibliography and a number
of alternative ontologies of the same domain for which alignments are provided.
The expressive ontologies track. Anatomy (§4): The anatomy real world case deals
with matching the Adult Mouse Anatomy (2.744 classes) and the NCI Thesaurus
(3.304 classes) describing the human anatomy.
The directories and thesauri track:
Directory (§5): The directory real world case consists of matching web site directories (like the Open directory or Yahoo’s). It has more than four thousand
elementary tests.
Food (§6): Two SKOS thesauri about food have to be matched using relations from
the SKOS Mapping vocabulary. Samples of the results are evaluated by domain
experts.
Environment (§7): Three SKOS thesauri about the environment have to be
matched (A-B, B-C, C-A) using relations from the SKOS Mapping vocabulary. Samples of the results are evaluated by domain experts.
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Library (§8): Two SKOS thesauri about books have to be matched using relations
from the SKOS Mapping vocabulary. Samples of the results are evaluated by
domain experts. In addition, we run application dependent evaluation.
The conference track and consensus workshop (§9): Participants were asked to
freely explore a collection of conference organization ontologies (the domain being
well understandable for every researcher). This effort was expected to materialize in
usual alignments as well as in interesting individual correspondences (“nuggets”),
aggregated statistical observations and/or implicit design patterns. There was no a
priori reference alignment. Organizers of this track offered manual a posteriori evaluation of results. For a selected sample of correspondences, consensus was sought
at the workshop and the process of its reaching was tracked and recorded.
Table 1 summarizes the variation in the results expected from these tests.
test

language

relations

benchmark
OWL
=
anatomy
OWL
=
directory
OWL
=
food SKOS, OWL
narrow-, exact-, broadMatch
environment SKOS, OWL
narrow-, exact-, broadMatch
library SKOS, OWL narrow-, exact-, broad-, relatedMatch
conference OWL-DL
=, ≤

confidence

modalities

[0 1]
1
1
1
1
1
1

open
blind
blind
blind+external
blind+external
blind+external
blind+consensual

Table 1. Characteristics of test cases (open evaluation is made with already published reference
alignments, blind evaluation is made by organizers from reference alignments unknown to the
participants, consensual evaluation is obtained by reaching consensus over the found results).

2.2

Preparatory phase

The ontologies and (where applicable) the alignments of the evaluation have been provided in advance during the period between May 15th and June 15th, 2007. This gave
potential participants the occasion to send observations, bug corrections, remarks and
other test cases to the organizers. The goal of this preparatory period is to ensure that
the delivered tests make sense to the participants. The final test base was released on
July 2nd. The tests did not evolve after this period.
2.3

Execution phase

During the execution phase the participants used their systems to automatically match
the ontologies from the test cases. Participants have been asked to use one algorithm
and the same set of parameters for all tests in all tracks. It is fair to select the set of
parameters that provide the best results (for the tests where results are known). Beside parameters, the input of the algorithms must be the two ontologies to be matched
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and any general purpose resource available to everyone, i.e., no resource especially designed for the test. In particular, the participants should not use the data (ontologies and
reference alignments) from other test sets to help their algorithms.
In most cases, ontologies are described in OWL-DL and serialized in the RDF/XML
format. The expected alignments are provided in the Alignment format expressed in
RDF/XML [6]. Participants also provided the papers that are published hereafter and a
link to their systems and their configuration parameters.
2.4

Evaluation phase

The organizers have evaluated the results of the algorithms used by the participants and
provided comparisons on the basis of the provided alignments.
In order to ensure that it is possible to process automatically the provided results, the
participants have been requested to provide (preliminary) results by September 3rd. In
the case of blind tests only the organizers did the evaluation with regard to the withheld
reference alignments.
The standard evaluation measures are precision and recall computed against the
reference alignments. For the matter of aggregation of the measures we use weighted
harmonic means (weights being the size of the true positives). This clearly helps in the
case of empty alignments. Another technique that has been used is the computation of
precision/recall graphs so it was advised that participants provide their results with a
weight to each correspondence they found. New measures addressing some limitations
of precision and recall have also been used for testing purposes as well as measures
compensating for the lack of complete reference alignments.
In addition, the Library test case featured an application-specific evaluation and a
consensus workshop has been held for evaluating particular correspondences.
2.5

Comments on the execution

This year again, we had more participants than in previous years: 4 in 2004, 7 in 2005,
10 in 2006, and 18 in 2007. We can also observe a common trend: participants who
keep on developing their systems improve the evaluation results over time.
We have had not enough time to validate the results which had been provided by the
participants, but we scrutinized some of the results leading to improvements for some
participants and retraction from others. Validating these results has proved feasible in
the previous years so we plan to do it again in future.
We summarize the list of participants in Table 2. Similar to last year not all participants provided results for all tests. They usually did those which are easier to run, such
as benchmark, directory and conference. The variety of tests and the short time given
to provide results have certainly prevented participants from considering more tests.
There are two groups of systems: those which can deal with large taxonomies (food,
environment, library) and those which cannot. The two new test cases (environment and
library) are those with the least number of participants. This can be explained by the
size of ontologies or their novelty: there are no past results to compare with.
This year we have been able to devote more time to performing these tests and evaluation (three full months). This is certainly still too little especially during the summer
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Software confidence
√
AgreementMaker
√
AOAS
√
ASMOV
√
DSSim
√
Falcon-AO v0.7
Lily
√
OLA2
OntoDNA
OWL-CM
√
Prior+
√
RiMOM
SAMBO
SCARLET
SEMA
Silas
√
SODA
√
TaxoMap
√
X-SOM

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√

√

√

14

11

9

6

2

3

6

Table 2. Participants and the state of their submissions. Confidence stands for the type of result
returned by a system: it is ticked when the confidence has been measured as non boolean value.
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period allocated for that. However, it seems that we have avoided the rush of previous
years.
The summary of the results track by track is provided in the following six sections.

3

Benchmark

The goal of the benchmark tests is to provide a stable and detailed picture of each
algorithm. For that purpose, the algorithms are run on systematically generated test
cases.
3.1

Test set

The domain of this first test is Bibliographic references. It is, of course, based on a
subjective view of what must be a bibliographic ontology. There can be many different
classifications of publications, for example, based on area and quality. The one chosen here is common among scholars and is based on publication categories; as many
ontologies (tests #301-304), it is reminiscent to BibTeX.
The systematic benchmark test set is built around one reference ontology and
many variations of it. The ontologies are described in OWL-DL and serialized in the
RDF/XML format. The reference ontology is that of test #101. It contains 33 named
classes, 24 object properties, 40 data properties, 56 named individuals and 20 anonymous individuals. Participants have to match this reference ontology with the variations.
Variations are focused on the characterization of the behavior of the tools rather than
having them compete on real-life problems. They are organized in three groups:
Simple tests (1xx) such as comparing the reference ontology with itself, with another
irrelevant ontology (the wine ontology used in the OWL primer) or the same ontology in its restriction to OWL-Lite;
Systematic tests (2xx) obtained by discarding features from some reference ontology.
It aims at evaluating how an algorithm behaves when a particular type of information is lacking. The considered features were:
– Name of entities that can be replaced by random strings, synonyms, name with
different conventions, strings in another language than English;
– Comments that can be suppressed or translated in another language;
– Specialization hierarchy that can be suppressed, expanded or flattened;
– Instances that can be suppressed;
– Properties that can be suppressed or having the restrictions on classes discarded;
– Classes that can be expanded, i.e., replaced by several classes or flattened.
Four real-life ontologies of bibliographic references (3xx) found on the web and left
mostly untouched (there were added xmlns and xml:base attributes).
Since the goal of these tests is to offer some kind of permanent benchmarks to be
used by many, the test is an extension of the 2004 EON Ontology Alignment Contest,
whose test numbering it (almost) fully preserves. This year, no modification has been
made since the last year benchmark suite.
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The kind of expected alignments is still limited: they only match named classes and
properties, they mostly use the "=" relation with confidence of 1.
After evaluation we have noted two mistakes in our test generation software, so that
tests #249 and 253 still have instances in them. This problem already existed in 2005
and 2006. So the yearly comparison still holds. Full description of these tests can be
found on the OAEI web site.
3.2

Results

13 systems participated in the benchmark track of this year’s campaign. Table 3 provides the consolidated results, by groups of tests. We display the results of participants
as well as those given by some simple edit distance algorithm on labels (edna). The
computed values are real precision and recall and not an average of precision and recall. The full results are on the OAEI web site.
algo
edna
ASMOV DSSim
Falcon
Lily
OLA2 OntoDNA
test Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec.
1xx
2xx
3xx
Total

0.96
0.40
0.46
0.44

1.00
0.55
0.79
0.60

1.00
0.95
0.85
0.95

1.00
0.90
0.82
0.90

1.00
0.99
0.89
0.98

1.00
0.60
0.67
0.64

1.00
0.92
0.89
0.92

1.00
0.85
0.79
0.86

1.00
0.97
0.81
0.96

1.00
0.89
0.80
0.89

1.00
0.91
0.63
0.89

1.00
0.86
0.76
0.87

0.94
0.80
0.90
0.83

Ext 0.59 0.80 0.97 0.92 0.99 0.64 0.96 0.89 0.97 0.90 0.93 0.90

1.00
0.43
0.71
0.49

Error

algo OWL-CM Prior+ RiMOM SAMBO SEMA
SODA TaxoMap X-SOM
test Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec.
1xx
2xx
3xx
Total
Ext

1.00
0.82
0.95
0.85

1.00
0.51
0.37
0.54

Error

1.00
0.92
0.87
0.93

1.00
0.79
0.83
0.81

1.00
0.97
0.69
0.95

1.00
0.86
0.80
0.87

0.96 0.84 0.96 0.87

1.00
0.98
0.94
0.98

0.98
0.51
0.67
0.56

Error

1.00
0.92
0.67
0.90

1.00
0.72
0.79
0.74

0.93 0.77

1.00
0.96
0.51
0.92

0.67
0.50
0.41
0.51

Error

1.00
0.91
0.92
0.92

0.34
0.19
0.26
0.21

Error

0.99
0.73
0.94
0.76

0.99
0.67
0.68
0.70

Error

Table 3. Means of results obtained by participants on the benchmark test case (corresponding to
harmonic means). The Ext line corresponds to the three extended precision and recall measures
(see [5] and further explanations next).

These results show already that three systems are relatively ahead (ASMOV, Lily
and RiMOM) with three close followers (Falcon, Prior+ and OLA2). No system had
strictly lower performance than edna. Each algorithm has its best score with the 1xx
test series. There is no particular order between the two other series.
The results have also been compared with the three measures proposed in [5] (symmetric, effort-based and oriented). These are generalisation of precision and recall in
order to better discriminate systems that slightly miss the target from those which are
grossly wrong. The three measures provide the same results, so they have been displayed only once in Table 3 under the label “Ext”. This is not really surprising given the
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proximity of these measures. As expected, they only improve over traditional precision
and recall. Again, the new measures do not dramatically change the evaluation of the
participating systems (all scores are improved and the six leading systems are closer to
each others). This indicates that the close followers of the best systems (Falcon, OLA2)
could certainly easily be corrected to reach the level of the best ones (RiMOM in particular). Since last year, the implementation of the precision and recall evaluator has
changed. As a consequence, a number of results which would have been rejected last
year, and then corrected by the participants, were accepted this year. As a consequence,
now, the extended precision and recall reject them: this concerns the systems marked
with “Error”.
This year the apparently best algorithms provided their results with confidence measures. It is thus possible to draw precision/recall graphs in order to compare them. We
provide in Figure 1 the precision and recall graphs of this year. They are only relevant
for the results of participants who provided confidence measures different from 1 or 0
(see Table 2). They also feature the results for edit distance on class names (edna) and
the results of previous years (Falcon-2005 and RiMOM-2006). This graph has been
drawn with only technical adaptation of the technique used in TREC. Moreover, due to
lack of time, these graphs have been computed by averaging the graphs of each of the
tests (instead to pure precision and recall).
These results and those displayed in Figure 2 single out a group of systems, ASMOV, Lily, Falcon 0.7, OLA2, Prior+ and RiMOM which seem to perform these tests
at the highest level of quality. Of these, ASMOV, Lily and RiMOM seem to have slightly
better results than the three others. Like the two previous years, there is a gap between
these systems and their followers. In addition, one system (OLA2) has achieved to fill
this gap without significantly changing its strategy2 .
We have compared the results of this year’s systems with the results of the previous
years on the basis of 2004 tests, see Table 4. The results of three best systems (ASMOV, Lily and RiMOM) are comparable but never identical to the results provided in
the previous years by RiMOM (2006) and Falcon (2005). Like Falcon last year, RiMOM provided this year lower results than last year. Figure 1 shows that RiMOM has
increased its precision and decreased its overall performance. There seems to be a limit
that systems are not able to overcome. At the moment, it seems that these systems are
at a level at which making more progress is very hard: we now have strong arguments
that having a 100% recall and precision on all these tests is not a reachable goal.

2

Disclosure: the author of these lines is a member of the OLA2 team.
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precision

1.

0.
recall

0.

1.

refalign

edna

ASMOV

DSSim

Falcon

Lily

OLA2

OntoDNA

OWL-CM

Prior+

RiMOM

SAMBO

SEMA

TaxoMap

X-SOM

SODA

RiMOM2006

Falcon2005

Fig. 1. Precision/recall graphs. They cut the results given by the participants under a threshold
necessary for achieving n% recall and compute the corresponding precision. Systems for which
these graphs are not meaningful (because they did not provide graded confidence values) are
drawn in dashed lines. We remind the graphs for the best systems of the previous years, namely
of Falcon in 2005 and RiMOM in 2006.
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refalign
Lily
RiMOM
Falcon
Prior+
SEMA

ASMOV
OLA2

X-SOM
OWL-CM
OntoDNA

DSSim
SAMBO
SODA

TaxoMap

edna

precision

recall

Fig. 2. Each point expresses the position of a system with regard to precision and recall.

Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
System
Fujitsu PromptDiff Falcon
RiMOM ASMOV
Lily
RiMOM
test
Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec.
1xx
2xx
3xx
H-means

0.99
0.93
0.60
0.88

1.00
0.84
0.72
0.85

0.99
0.98
0.93
0.98

1.00
0.72
0.74
0.77

1.00
0.98
0.93
0.97

1.00
0.97
0.83
0.96

1.00
1.00
0.83
0.97

1.00
0.98
0.82
0.96

1.00
0.99
0.85
0.97

1.00
0.99
0.82
0.97

1.00
1.00
0.81
0.97

1.00
0.98
0.80
0.96

1.00
1.00
0.69
0.95

Table 4. Evolution of the best scores over the years on the basis of 2004 tests.
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1.00
0.97
0.80
0.95

4

Anatomy

The focus of the anatomy track is to confront existing matching technologies with real
world ontologies. Currently, we find such real world cases primarily in the biomedical
domain, where a significant number of ontologies have been built covering different
aspects of medical research. Manually generating alignments between these ontologies
requires an enormous effort by highly specialized domain experts. Supporting these
experts by automatically providing correspondence proposals is both challenging, due
to the complexity and the specialized vocabulary of the domain, and relevant, due to the
increasing number of ontologies used in clinical research.
4.1

Test data and experimental setting

The ontologies of the anatomy track are the NCI Thesaurus describing the human
anatomy, published by the National Cancer Institute (NCI)3 , and the Adult Mouse
Anatomical Dictionary4 , which has been developed as part of the Mouse Gene Expression Database project. Both resources are part of the Open Biomedical Ontologies
(OBO). The complex and laborious task of generating the reference alignment has been
conducted by a combination of computational methods and extensive manual evaluation. In addition, the ontologies were extended and harmonized to increase the number
of correspondences between both ontologies. An elaborate description of creating the
reference alignment can be found in [4] and in work to be published by Hayamizu et al.
The task is placed in a domain where we find large, carefully designed ontologies
that are described in technical terms. Besides their large size and a conceptualization
that is only to a limited degree based on the use of natural language, they also differ
from other ontologies with respect to the use of specific annotations and roles, e.g.,
the extensive use of the partOf relation. The manual harmonization of the ontologies
leads to a situation, where we have a high number of rather trivial correspondences
that can be found by simple string comparison techniques. At the same time, we have a
good share of non-trivial correspondences that require a careful analysis and sometimes
also medical background knowledge. To better understand the occurrence of non-trivial
correspondences in alignments, we implemented a straightforward matching tool that
compares normalized concept labels. This trivial matcher generates for all pairs of concepts hC, Di a correspondence if and only if the normalized label of C is identical to the
normalized label of D. In general we expect an alignment generated by this approach to
be highly precise while recall will be relatively low. With respect to our matching task
we measured approximately 99% precision and 60% recall. Notice that the value for recall is relatively high, which is partially caused by the harmonization process mentioned
above.
Because we assumed that all matchers would easily find the trivial correspondences,
we introduce an additional measure for recall, called recall +. Recall + measures how
many non-trivial correct correspondences can be found in an alignment M . Given a reference alignment R and an alignment S generated by the naive string equality matching,
3
4

http://www.cancer.gov/cancerinfo/terminologyresources/
http://www.informatics.jax.org/searches/AMA_form.shtml
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recall + is defined as follows:
Recall + =

|(R ∩ M ) − S|
|R − S|

We divided the task of automatically generating an alignment between these ontologies into three subtasks. Task #1 was obligatory for participants of the anatomy track,
while task #2 and #3 were optional. For task #1 a matching system has to be applied
with standard settings to obtain a result that is as good as possible with respect to the
expected F-measure. For task #2 an alignment with increased precision has to be found.
This seems to be an adequate requirement in a scenario where the automatically generated alignment will be directly used without subsequent manual evaluation. Contrary to
this approach, in task #3 an alignment with increased recall has to be generated. Such
an alignment could be seen as basis for subsequent expert evaluation. We believe that
systems configurable with respect to these requirements will be much more useful in
concrete application scenarios.
4.2

Results

In total, 11 systems participated in the anatomy task. These systems can be roughly divided in three groups. Systems of type A are highly specialized on matching biomedical
ontologies and make extensive use of medical background knowledge. These systems
are AOAS and SAMBO. Systems of type B can solve matching problems of different
domains, but include a component exploiting biomedical background knowledge (e.g.,
using UMLS as lexical reference system). ASMOV and RiMOM fall into this category. Systems of type C, finally can be seen as general matching systems that do not
distinguish between medical ontologies and ontologies of different domains. Most systems in the experiment fall into this category. Table 5 gives an overview of participating
systems.
Runtime. The runtime of the systems differs significantly5 . In average type-C systems
outperformed systems that use medical knowledge. Falcon-AO, a system that solves
large matching problems by applying a partition-based block matching strategy, solves
the matching task in about 12 minutes without loss of quality with respect to the resulting alignment compared to other systems of type C. It has to be considered if similar
approaches can also be applied to systems like ASMOV or Lily to solve their problems
with runtime.
Type-C systems. The most astounding result is based on the suprisingly good performance of the naive label comparison approach compared to the alignments generated by
systems of type C. The results of the naive approach are better with respect to recall as
well as precision for task #1 compared to almost all matching systems of type C. Only
TaxoMap and AgreementMaker generate alignments with higher recall but a significant
5

Runtime information has been provided by the participants. All alignments have been generated on similarly equipped standard PCs. Advantages based on hardware differences could be
neglected due to the significant differences in runtime.
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System
AOAS
SAMBO
ASMOV
RiMOM

Type
A
A
B
B

Task #1
Task #2
Runtime Prec Rec F-meas Prec Rec
2h
6h
15 h
4h

0.928
0.845
0.803
0.377

0.804
0.786
0.701
0.659

0.861
0.815
0.749
0.480

- Label Eq. -

-

3 min

0.987 0.605 0.750

Falcon-AO
TaxoMap
AgreementM.
Prior+
Lily
X-SOM
DSSim

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

12 min
5h
30 min
23 min
4 days
10 h
75 min

0.964
0.596
0.558
0.594
0.481
0.916
0.208

0.591
0.732
0.635
0.590
0.559
0.248
0.187

0.733
0.657
0.594
0.592
0.517
0.390
0.197

Task #3
Prec Rec

Recall+
#1
#3

0.505 0.580 0.870 0.696 0.739 0.705 0.270 0.284
0.390 -

-

-

-

0.0

-

0.986
0.985
0.930
0.663
0.672
0.942
-

0.540
0.642
0.286
0.497
0.380
0.104
-

0.814
0.424
0.371
0.401
0.783
-

0.655
0.651
0.657
0.588
0.565
-

0.123
0.230
0.262
0.338
0.374
0.008
0.067

0.280
0.302
0.426
0.410
0.079
-

Table 5. Participants and results with respect to runtime, precision, recall and F-measure. Results
are listed in descending order with respect to the type of the system and the F-measure of task #1.
The values for recall+ are presented in the rightmost columns for task #1 and #3.

loss in precision. We would have expected the participating systems to find more correct
correspondences than applying straightforward label comparisons. It seems that many
matching systems do not accept a correspondence even if the normalized labels of the
concepts are equal. On the one hand, this might be caused by not detecting this equality at all (e.g., due to a partition based approach). On the other hand, a detected label
equality can be rejected as correspondence due to the fact that additional information
related to the concepts suggests that these concepts have a different meaning.
Type-A/B systems. Systems that use additional background knowledge related to the
biomedical domain clearly generate better alignments compared to type-C systems.
This result conforms with our expectations. The only exception is the low precision
of the RiMOM system. The values for recall + points to the advantage of using domain
related background knowledge. Both AOAS and SAMBO detect about 50% of the nontrivial correspondences, while only Lily and Prior+ (systems of type C) achieve about
42% for task #3 with a significant loss in precision. Amongst all systems the AOAS
approach generates the best alignment closely followed by SAMBO. Notice that AOAS
is not available as a standalone system, but consists of a set of coupled programs which
eventually require user configuration.
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4.3

Discussion and conclusions

Obviously, the use of domain related background knowledge is a crucial point in matching biomedical ontologies and the additional effort of exploiting this knowledge pays
off. This observation supports the claims for the benefits of using background knowledge made by other researchers [8; 1; 11]. Amongst all systems AOAS and SAMBO
generate the best alignments, especially the relatively high number of detected nontrivial correspondences has to be mentioned positively. Nevertheless, for type C systems it is possible to detect non-trivial correspondences, too. In particular, the results
of Lily and Prior+ on task #3 demonstrate this. Thus, there also seems to be a significant potential of exploiting knowledge encoded in the ontologies. Even if no medical
background knowledge is used, it seems to make sense to provide a configuration that is
specific to this type of domain. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact that most of the
general matching systems fail to find a significant number of trivial correspondences.
While in general it makes sense for a matcher not to accept all trivial correspondences
to avoid the problem of homonymy, there are domains like the present one, however,
where homonymy is not a problem, for example, because the terminology has been
widely harmonized.
One major problem of matching medical ontologies is related to their large size.
Though type C systems achieve relatively low values for recall, matching large ontologies seems to be less problematic. On the other hand the extensive use of domain related
background knowledge has positive effects on recall, but does not seem to scale well.
Thus, a trade-off between runtime and recall has to be found.
In further research we have to distinguish between different types of non-trivial
correspondences. While for detecting some of these correspondences domain specific
knowledge seems to be indispensable, the results indicate that there is also a large subset that can be detected by the use of alternative methods that solely rely on knowledge
encoded in the ontologies. The distinction between different classes of non-trivial correspondences will be an important step for combining the strengths of both domain
specific and domain independent matching systems. In summary, we can conclude that
the data set used in the anatomy track is well suited to measure the characteristics of
different matching systems with respect to the problem of matching biomedical ontologies.

5

Directory

The directory test case aims at providing a challenging task for ontology matchers in
the domain of large directories.
5.1

Test set

The data set exploited in the directory matching task was constructed from Google,
Yahoo and Looksmart web directories following the methodology described in [3;
9]. The data set is presented as taxonomies where the nodes of the web directories
are modeled as classes and classification relation connecting the nodes is modeled as
rdfs:subClassOf relation.
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The key idea of the data set construction methodology is to significantly reduce the
search space for human annotators. Instead of considering the full matching task which
is very large (Google and Yahoo directories have up to 3 ∗ 105 nodes each: this means
that the human annotators need to consider up to (3∗105 )2 = 9∗1010 correspondences),
it uses semi automatic pruning techniques in order to significantly reduce the search
space. For example, for the data set described in [3], human annotators consider only
2265 correspondences instead of the full matching problem.
The specific characteristics of the data set are:
– More than 4.500 node matching tasks, where each node matching task is composed
from the paths to root of the nodes in the web directories.
– Reference correspondences for all the matching tasks.
– Simple relationships, in particular, web directories contain only one type of relationships, which is the so-called classification relation.
– Vague terminology and modeling principles, thus, the matching tasks incorporate
the typical real world modeling and terminological errors.
5.2

Results

In OAEI-2007, 9 out of 18 matching systems participated on the web directories data
set, while in OAEI-2006, 7 out of 10, and in OAEI-2005, 7 out of 7 did it. Only the
Falcon system participated in all three evaluations of the web directories data set. In
2007, participating systems demonstrated substantially higher quality results than in
previous two years.
Precision, recall and F-measure of the systems on the web directories test case are
shown in Figure 3. These indicators have been computed following the TaxMe and
TaxMe2 methodologies [3; 9] and with the help of Alignment API [6].
Let us make several observations concerning quality of the results of the participated
systems. In particular, the average F-measure of the systems increased from approximately 29% in 2006 to 49% in 2007. The highest F-measure of 71% was demonstrated
by the OLA2 system in 2007. The average precision of the systems increased from
approximately 35% in 2006 to 57% in 2007. The highest precision of 62% was demonstrated by both the OLA2 system and X-SOM in 2007. The average recall of the systems
increased from approximately 22% in 2005 to 26% in 2006 and to 50% in 2007. The
highest recall of 84% was demonstrated by the OLA2 system in 2007. Notice that in
2005 this data set allowed for estimating only recall, therefore in the above observations
there are no values of precision and F-measure for 2005.
A comparison of the results in 2006 and 2007 for the top-3 systems of each of
the years based on the highest values of the F-measure indicator is shown in Figure 4.
The key observation is that quality of the best F-measure result of 2006 demonstrated
by Falcon is almost doubled (increased by ∼1.7 times) in 2007 by OLA2. The best
precision result of 2006 demonstrated by Falcon was increased by ∼1.5 times in 2007
by both OLA2 and X-SOM. Finally, for what concerns recall, the best result of 2005
demonstrated by OLA was increased by ∼1.4 times in 2006 by Falcon and further
increased by ∼1.8 times in 2007 by OLA2. Thus, the OLA team managed to improve
by ∼2.6 times its recall result of 2005 in 2007.
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Fig. 3. Matching quality results.

Fig. 4. Comparison of matching quality results in 2006 and 2007.
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Partitions of positive and negative correspondences according to the system results
are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.

Fig. 5. Partition of the system results on positive correspondences.

Figure 5 shows that the systems managed to discover all the positive correspondences (Nobody - 0%). Only 15% of positive correspondences were found by almost all
(8) matching systems. Figure 6 shows that almost all (8) systems found 11% of negative
correspondences, i.e., mistakenly returned them as positive. The last two observations
suggest that the discrimination ability of the data set is still high.

Fig. 6. Partition of the system results on negative correspondences.
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Let us now compare partitions of the system results in 2006 and 2007 on positive
and negative correspondences, see Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively.

Fig. 7. Comparison of partitions of the system results on positive correspondences in 2006 and
2007.

Figure 7 shows that 43% of the positive correspondences have not been found by
any of the matching systems in 2006, while in 2007 all the positive correspondences
have been collectively found; see also how the selected regions (e.g., for 2 systems)
consequently enlarge from 2006 to 2007.

Fig. 8. Comparison of partitions of the system results on positive correspondences in 2006 and
2007.
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Figure 8 shows that in 2006 in overall the systems have correctly not returned 26%
of negative correspondences, while in 2007, this indicator decreased to 2%. In turn in
2006, 22% of negative correspondences were mistakenly found by all (7) the matching
systems, while in 2007, this indicator decreased to 5%. An interpretation of these observations could be that systems keep trying various combinations of both “brave” and
“cautious” strategies in discovering correspondences with a convergence towards better
quality, since average precision increased from 2006 to 2007.
5.3

Comments

The key observation out of this evaluation is that the ontology matching community
has made a substantial progress on the web directories task this year. In fact, as Figure
4 indicates, quality of the results is almost doubled from 2006 to 2007. This suggests
that the systems experience fewer difficulties on the test case, although there still exists room for further improvements. Finally, as partitions of positive and negative correspondences indicate (see Figure 5 and Figure 6), the data set retains good discrimination
ability, i.e., different sets of correspondences are still hard for the different systems.

6

Food

The food test case is another task in which the hierarchies come from thesauri, i.e., they
have a lot of text involved compared to the previous test case, and they are expressed
in SKOS. Success in this task greatly depends on linguistic term disambiguation and
recognition of naming conventions.
6.1

Test set

The task of this case consists of matching two thesauri formulated in SKOS:
AGROVOC The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
AGROVOC thesaurus, version February 2007. This thesaurus consists of 28.445
descriptor terms, i.e., prefered terms, and 12.531 non-descriptor terms, i.e., alternative terms. AGROVOC is multilingual in eleven languages (en, fr, de, es, ar, zh, pt,
cs, ja, th, sk).
NALT The United States National Agricultural Library (NAL) Agricultural thesaurus,
version 2007. This thesaurus consists of 42.326 descriptor terms and 25.985 nondescriptor terms. NALT is monolingual, English.
Participants had to match these SKOS versions of AGROVOC and NAL using the exactMatch, narrowMatch, and broadMatch relations from the SKOS Mapping Vocabulary.
6.2

Evaluation procedure

Precision. In order to give dependable precision results within the time span of the
campaign given a limited number of assessors we performed a combination of semiautomatic evaluation for alignments between taxonomical concepts and sample evaluation on roughly 5% of the other alignments. This sample was chosen to be representative of the type of topics covered by the thesauri and to be impartial to each participant
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and impartial to how much consensus amongst the participants there was about each
alignment, i.e., the “hardness” or “complexity” of the alignment.
We distinguished four categories of topics in the thesauri that each required a different level of domain knowledge of the assessors: (i) taxonomical concepts (plants,
animals, bacteria, etc.), (ii) biological and chemical terms (structure formulas, terms
from genetics, etc.), (iii) geographical terms (countries, regions, etc.), and (iv) the remaining concepts (agricultural processes, natural resources, etc.).
Under the authority of taxonomists at the US Department of Agriculture the taxonomical category of correspondences was assessed using the strict rules that apply to the
naming scheme of taxonomy. These are that if the preferred term of one concept is exactly the same as either the preferred or the alternative term of another concept then the
concepts are considered to be exact matches. This rule works, because the taxonomical
parts of the thesauri are based on the same sources. Samples from the other three categories were assessed by five groups of domain experts from the following institutions
and companies: USDA NAL, UN FAO, Wageningen Agricultural University (WUR),
Unilever, and the Netherlands organisation for applied scientific research (TNO). The
sizes of the categories and the part that was assessed are shown in Table 6.

topic
# alignments # assessed alignments (sample size)
taxonomical
22.542
22.542
biological / chemical
3.816
200
geographical
1.284
86
miscellaneous
9.678
476
Table 6. Categories of alignments that were separately assessed for the estimation of precision.

Recall. To give dependable recall results within the time span of the campaign we
estimated recall on a set of sample sub-hierarchies of the thesauri. Specifically, everything under the NALT concept animal health and all AGROVOC concepts that have
alignments to these concepts and their sub-concepts, all oak trees (everything under
the concept representing the Quercus genus), all rodents (everything under Rodentia),
countries of Europe, and part of the geographical concepts below country level (cities,
provinces, etc.). These sample reference alignments consisted of exactMatch, narrowMatch, and broadMatch alignments. The sizes of the samples are shown in Table 7,
along with the percentage of exactMatch alignments in each sample.
topic
# alignments % exactMatch
animal health
34
57%
oak trees (taxonomical)
41
84%
rodents (vernacular)
42
32%
Europe (country level)
74
93%
geography (below country level)
164
35%
Table 7. Reference alignments that were used for the estimation of recall.
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Significance. As a significance test on the percentile scores of the systems we used the
Bernoulli distribution. The performance (precision or recall) of system A, PA , can be
considered to be significantly greater than that of system B for a sample set of size N
when the following formula holds:
r
PA (1 − PA ) PB (1 − PB )
|PA − PB | > 2
+
N
N
6.3

Results

Five participants took part in the OAEI-2007 food test case: South East University
(Falcon-AO 0.7), Tsinghua University (RiMOM), Politecnico di Milano (X-SOM), and
the Knowledge Media Institute with two systems (DSSim and SCARLET). Each team
provided between 18.420 (RiMOM) and 6.583 (X-SOM) alignments. This amounted to
37.384 unique alignments in total. Table 8 shows the total number of alignments that
were submitted by each of the systems.
system
# alignments
Falcon-AO
15.300
RiMOM
18.420
X-SOM
6.583
DSSim
14.962
SCARLET
81
6.038

alignment type
exactMatch
exactMatch
exactMatch
exactMatch
exactMatch
broadMatch & narrowMatch

Table 8. Number and type of alignments that were returned by the participating systems.

Best precision. The taxonomical parts of the thesauri accounted for by far the largest
part of the alignments. The more difficult correspondences that required lexical normalization, such as structure formulas, and relations that required background knowledge,
such as many of the relations in the miscellaneous domain, accounted for a smaller part
of the alignments. This caused systems that did well at the taxonomical part to have a
great advantage over the other systems. The Falcon-AO system performed consistently
best at the largest two strata, taxonomical and miscellaneous, and thus achieved high
precision. An overview of all the precision results is shown in Table 9. The results of the
SCARLET system have been evaluated separately for each alignment type and hence
are shown separately in Table 9.
Best recall. All systems except SCARLET only returned exactMatch alignments. This
significantly limits recall. In Table 10 the first number represents recall of all types of
alignment relations. Systems that only find exactMatch alignments are unable to achieve
1.00 here. The second number (between parentheses) shows recall of only exactMatch
alignments. That means all systems can achieve 1.00 here. The RiMOM system had
the highest recall for the OAEI 2006. This year, however, the Falcon-AO system has a
higher recall than the RiMOM system. For some categories the RiMOM result equals
to that of Falcon-AO, but on average the difference is significant.
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Precision
taxonomical
bio/chem
geographical
miscellaneous
overall

Falcon-AO
0.81
0.91
0.95
0.86
0.84

RiMOM
0.54
0.84
0.97
0.69
0.62

X-SOM
0.26
0.92
1.00
0.62
0.45

DSSim
0.37
0.86
0.94
0.57
0.49

SCARLET
e.M. b.M. & n.M.
0.60 0.13
1.00 0.17
0.00 1.00
0.75 0.44
0.66 0.25

Table 9. Precision results based on sample evaluation.

Recall
animal health
oak trees
rodents
Europe
geography
overall

Falcon-AO
0.21 (0.64)
0.93 (1.00)
0.40 (0.71)
0.81 (0.97)
0.32 (0.90)
0.49 (0.90)

RiMOM
0.21 (0.64)
0.93 (1.00)
0.24 (0.42)
0.70 (0.84)
0.26 (0.74)
0.42 (0.78)

X-SOM
0.00 (0.00)
0.10 (0.12)
0.07 (0.10)
0.08 (0.10)
0.05 (0.14)
0.06 (0.11)

DSSim
0.06 (0.18)
0.22 (0.24)
0.17 (0.29)
0.34 (0.40)
0.18 (0.50)
0.20 (0.37)

SCARLET
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
0.01 (0.02)
0.00 (0.00)

Table 10. Recall results based on sample evaluation. The numbers between parentheses show
recall when only the exactMatch alignments of the reference alignments are considered.

7

Environment

The environment test set comprises three matching task between three thesauri: the
two thesauri of the food task (AGROVOC and NALT), and the European Environment
Agency thesaurus, GEMET. The participants were allowed to the third thesaurus as
background knowledge to match the other two for the construction of any of the three
alignments.
7.1

Test set

The task of this case consists of matching three thesauri formulated in SKOS:
GEMET The European Environment Agency (EEA) GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus, version July 2007. This thesaurus consists of 5.298 concepts,
each with descriptor terms in all of its 22 languages (bg, cs, da, de, el, en, en-us, es,
et, eu, fi, fr, hu, it, nl, no, pl, pt, ru, sk, sl, sv).
AGROVOC The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
AGROVOC thesaurus, version February 2007. This thesaurus consists of 28.445
descriptor terms, i.e., prefered terms, and 12.531 non-descriptor terms, i.e., alternative terms. AGROVOC is multilingual in eleven languages (en, fr, de, es, ar, zh, pt,
cs, ja, th, sk).
NALT The United States National Agricultural Library (NAL) Agricultural thesaurus,
version 2007. This thesaurus consists of 42.326 descriptor terms and 25.985 nondescriptor terms. NALT is monolingual, English.
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Participants had to match these SKOS versions of GEMET, AGROVOC and NAL using the exactMatch, narrowMatch, and broadMatch relations from the SKOS Mapping
Vocabulary.
7.2

Evaluation procedure

The evaluation procedure used is the same as for the food task with the exception that
we used slightly different categories of sample topics.
Precision. For the evaluation of precision for the GEMET-AGROVOC and GEMETNALT alignments we distinguished six categories of topics in the thesauri that each required a different level of domain knowledge of the assessors: (i) taxonomical concepts
(plants, animals, bacteria, etc.), (ii) biological and chemical terms (structure formulas,
terms from generics, etc.), (iii) geographical terms (countries, regions, etc.), (iv) natural resources (fishery, forestry, agriculture, mining, etc.), (v) health risk management
(pollution, food, air, water, disasters, etc.), and (vi) the remaining concepts (administration, materials, military aspects, etc.). The results for the NALT-AGROVOC are shown
in the section about the food task. The sizes of the categories and the part that was
assessed are shown in Table 11.
GEMET-AGROVOC
GEMET-NALT
topic
# alignments # assessed # alignments # assessed
taxonomical
500
39
802
33
biological / chemical
541
43
841
51
geographical
167
40
164
39
natural resources
412
51
450
39
health risk management
602
38
738
52
miscellaneous
1.884
48
1.988
51
Table 11. Categories of alignments that were separately assessed for the estimation of precision.

Recall. For the evaluation of recall we used a set of sub-hierarchies of the thesauri.
Specifically, concepts from agriculture in the broad sense of the word, including: fishery
(fishing equipment, aquaculture methods, etc.) and animal husbandry (animal diseases,
animal housing, etc.), and geological concepts like countries and place types (the Baltic
states, alluvial plains, etc.). The sizes of the samples are shown in Table 12, along with
the percentage of exactMatch alignments in each sample.
GEMET-AGROVOC
GEMET-NALT
topic
# alignments % exactMatch # alignments % exactMatch
agriculture
89
69%
92
66%
geology
136
64%
138
56%
Table 12. Reference alignments that were used for the estimation of recall.
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7.3

Results

Two systems took part in the OAEI 2007 environment task: Falcon-AO 0.7 (South East
University) and DSSim (Knowledge Media Institute). Both systems returned only exactMatch alignments. Table 13 shows the number of correspondences the two systems
returned for each of the three tasks.
# correspondences
system
NALT-AGROVOC GEMET-AGROVOC GEMET-NALT
Falcon-AO 15.300
1.384
1.374
DSSim
14.962
3.030
4.278
Table 13. Number of correspondences that were returned by the participating systems.

Best precision. The GEMET thesaurus is very shallow compared to the AGROVOC
and NALT thesauri, but it does offer definitions and labels in many languages. In consequence, lexical comparison is usually the only source of information that the matching
system can exploit. This means that there is very little information for the matching
systems to reason with. The Falcon-AO system performed best at both tasks, achieving
a similar precision as with the easier NALT-AGROVOC task. An overview of all the
precision results is shown in Table 14.
Precision for
taxonomical
bio/chem
geographical
natural resources
health risk man.
miscellaneous
overall

GEMET-AGROVOC
Falcon-AO DSSim
0.95
0.27
0.54
0.00
1.00
0.30
1.00
0.53
0.95
0.38
0.90
0.39
0.88
0.33

GEMET-NALT
Falcon-AO DSSim
0.87
0.16
0.88
0.53
0.77
0.29
0.95
0.32
0.88
0.50
0.82
0.53
0.86
0.44

Table 14. Precision results based on sample evaluation.

Best recall. The Falcon-AO system performs significantly better than the DSSim system on the GEMET-AGROVOC and GEMET-NALT tasks. However, it does not achieve
similar recall scores as for the NALT-AGROVOC task.
Recall for
agriculture
geology
overall

GEMET-AGROVOC
Falcon-AO DSSim
0.43 (0.62) 0.11 (0.16)
0.37 (0.59) 0.18 (0.29)
0.39 (0.60) 0.15 (0.24)

GEMET-NALT
Falcon-AO DSSim
0.36 (0.54) 0.16 (0.25)
0.26 (0.47) 0.17 (0.30)
0.30 (0.50) 0.16 (0.27)

Table 15. Recall results based on sample evaluation. The numbers between parentheses show
recall when only the exactMatch alignments of the reference alignments are considered.
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8

Library

This is the last test case from the directory and thesauri track. It deals with two large
Dutch thesauri.
8.1

Data set

The National Library of the Netherlands (KB) maintains two large collections of books:
the Deposit Collection, containing all the Dutch printed publications (one million
items), and the Scientific Collection, with about 1.4 million books.
Each collection is annotated – indexed – using its own controlled vocabulary. The
Scientific Collection is described using the GTT thesaurus, a huge vocabulary containing 35.194 general concepts, ranging from Wolkenkrabbers (Sky-scrapers) to Verzorging (Care). The books in the Deposit Collection are mainly described against the
Brinkman thesaurus, which contains a large set of headings (5.221) for describing the
overall subjects of books. Both thesauri have similar coverage (2.895 concepts actually
have exactly the same label) but differ in granularity.
Each concept has (exactly) one preferred label, synonyms (961 for Brinkman,
14.607 for GTT), extra hidden labels (134 for Brinkman, a couple of thousands for
GTT) or scope notes (6.236 for GTT, 192 for Brinkman). The language of both thesauri
is Dutch, albeit around 60% of GTT concepts also have English labels, which makes
this track ideal for testing alignment in a non-English situation.
Concepts are also provided with structural information, in the form of broader and
related links. However, GTT (resp. Brinkman) contains only 15.746 (resp 4.572) hierarchical broader links and 6.980 (resp. 1.855) associative related links. On average, one
can expect at most one parent per concept, for an average depth of 1 and 2, respectively
(in particular, the GTT thesaurus has 19.752 root concepts). The thesauri’s structural
information is thus very poor.
For the purpose of the OAEI campaign, the two thesauri were made available in the
SKOS format. OWL versions were also provided, according to the – lossy – conversion
rules detailed on the track page6 .
8.2

Evaluation and results

Three teams handed in final results: Falcon (3.697 exactMatch mappings), DSSim
(9.467 exactMatch mappings), Silas (3.476 exactMatch mappings and 10.391
relatedMatch mappings). Two evaluation procedures were chosen, each of them motivated by a potential case of mapping usage.
Evaluation in a thesaurus merging scenario. The first scenario is thesaurus merging,
where an alignment is used to build a new, unified thesaurus from GTT and Brinkman
thesauri. Evaluation in such a context requires assessing the validity of each individual
mapping, as in “standard” alignment evaluation.
6

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/library/
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Here, there was no reference alignment available. Given the size of the vocabularies,
it was impossible to build one. Inspired by the anatomy and food tracks of OAEI 2006,
we opted for evaluating precision using a reference alignment based on a lexical procedure. This makes use of direct comparison between labels, but also exploits a Dutch
morphology database that allows to recognize variants of a word, e.g., singular and plural. 3.659 reliable equivalence links are obtained this way. We also measured coverage,
which we define as the proportion of all good correspondences found by an alignment
divided by the total number of good correspondences produced by all participants and
those in the reference.
For manual evaluation, the set of all equivalence correspondences7 was partitioned
into parts unique to each combination of participant alignments plus reference set (15
parts in all). For each of those parts which were not in the lexical reference alignment,
a sample of correspondences was selected, and evaluated manually. A total of 330 correspondences were assessed by two Dutch native experts.
From these assessments, precision and coverage were calculated with their 95%
confidence intervals, taking into account sampling size and evaluator variability. The
results are shown in Table 16, which identifies clearly Falcon as performing better than
both other participants.
Alignment
Precision
Coverage
DSSim
0.134 ± 0.019 0.31 ± 0.19
Silas
0.786 ± 0.044 0.661 ± 0.094
Falcon
0.9725 ± 0.0033 0.870 ± 0.065
Table 16. Precision and coverage for the thesaurus merging scenario.

A detailed analysis reveals that Falcon results are very close to the lexical reference, which explains their observed quality. 3.493 links are common to Falcon and the
reference, while Falcon has 204 correspondences not in the reference – of which 100
are good – and the lexical reference has 166 correspondences not identified by Falcon. DSSim also uses lexical comparisons, but its edit-distance-like approach is more
prone to error: between 20 and 200 out its 8.399 correspondences not in the reference
are correct. Silas is the one that succeeds most in adding to the reference: 234 of its
976 “non-lexical” correspondences are correct. But it fails to reproduce one third of the
reference correspondences, therefore its coverage is relatively low.
Evaluation in an annotation translation scenario. The second usage scenario, aimed
at indexers with an intricate expertise of Brinkman or GTT, consists in an annotation
translation process supporting the re-indexing of GTT-indexed books with Brinkman
concepts. This is particularly useful if GTT is dropped: a huge volume of legacy data
has to be converted to the remaining annotation system.
This evaluation scenario requires building a tool that can interpret the correspondences provided by the different participants so as to translate existing GTT book annotations into equivalent Brinkman annotations. Based on the quality of the results for
7

We did not proceed with manual evaluation of the related links, as only one contestant provided
with such links, and their manual assessment is much more error-prone.
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books we know the correct annotations of, we can assess the quality of the initial correspondences. This approach, based on evaluation of user’s information needs (here,
book annotations) is more in line with the application-specific, end-to-end approach
described in [14].
Evaluation settings and measures. The simple concept-to-concept correspondences
sent by participants were transformed into more complex mapping rules that associate
one GTT concept and a set of Brinkman concepts – some GTT concepts are indeed involved in several mapping statements. Considering exactMatch only, this gives 3.618
rules for Falcon, 3.208 rules for Silas and 9.467 rules for DSSim.
The set of GTT concepts attached to each book is then used to decide whether these
rules are fired for this book. If the GTT concept of one rule is contained by the GTT
annotation of a book, then the rule is fired. As several rules can be fired for a same book,
the union of the consequents of these rules forms the translated Brinkman annotation of
the book.
On a set of books selected for evaluation, the generated concepts for a book are then
compared to the ones that are deemed as correct for this book. At the book level, we
measure how many books have a rule fired on them, and how many of them are actually
matched books, i.e., books for which the generated Brinkman annotation contains at
least one correct concept. These two figures give a precision (Pb ) and a recall (Rb ) for
this book level.
At the annotation level, we measure (i) how many translated concepts are correct
over the annotation produced for the books on which rules were fired (Pa ), (ii) how
many correct Brinkman annotation concepts are found for all books in the evaluation set
(Ra ), and (iii) a combination of these two, namely a Jaccard overlap measure between
the produced annotation (possibly empty) and the correct one (Ja ).
The ultimate measure for alignment quality here is at the annotation level. Measures at the book level are used as a raw indicator of users’ (dis)satisfaction with the
built system. A Rb of 60% means that the alignment does not produce any useful candidate concept for 40% of the books. We would like to mention that, in these formulas,
results are counted on a book and annotation basis, and not on a rule basis. This reflects
the importance of different thesaurus concepts: a translation rule for a frequently used
concept is more important than a rule for a rarely used concept. This option suits the
application context better.
Automatic evaluation and results. Here, the reference set consists of 243.887 books
belonging both to KB Scientific and Deposit collections, and therefore already indexed
against both GTT and Brinkman. The existing Brinkman indices from these books are
taken as a reference to which the results of annotation translation are automatically
compared.
Table 17 gives an overview of the evaluation results when we only use the
exactMatch mappings. Falcon and Silas perform similarly, and much ahead of DSSim.
Nearly half of the books were given at least one correct Brinkman concept in the Falcon case, which corresponds to 65% of the books a rule was fired on. At the annotation
level, half of the translated concepts are not validated, and more than 60% of the real
Brinkman annotation is not found. We already pointed out that the correspondences
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from Falcon are mostly generated by lexical similarity. This indicates that lexically
equivalent correspondences alone do not solve the annotation translation problem. It
also confirms the sensitivity of mapping evaluation methods to certain application scenarios.
Participant
Pb
Rb
Pa
Ra
Ja
Falcon
65.32% 49.21% 52.63% 36.69% 30.76%
Silas
66.05% 47.48% 53.00% 35.12% 29.22%
DSSim
18.59% 14.34% 13.41% 9.43% 7.54%
Silas+related 69.23% 59.48% 34.20% 46.11% 24.24%
Table 17. Performance of annotation translations generated from correspondences.

Among the three participants, only Silas generated relatedMatch mappings.
To evaluate their usefulness for annotation translation, we combined them with the
exactMatch ones so as to generate a new set of 8,410 rules. As shown in the
Silas+related line in Table 17, the use of relatedMatch mappings increases the
chances of having a book given a correct annotation. However, unsurprisingly, precision of annotations decreases, because of the introduction of noisy results.
Manual evaluation and results. Automatic evaluation against existing annotations gives
a first large and relatively cheap assessment of participants’ results. Yet it is sensitive
to indexing variation: several indexers annotating a same book, or a same annotator
annotating it at different times, will select different concepts. We decided to perform an
additional manual evaluation to assess the influence of this phenomenon, as well as to
validate or invalidate the results of the automatic evaluation.
For this evaluation, we have partly followed the approach presented in [10]. First, a
sample of 96 books was randomly selected among the dually annotated books annotated
in 2006. On these books we applied the translation rules derived from each participants’
results – using only the exactMatch links. For each book, the results of these different
procedures are merged in a single list of candidate concept annotations. As we wanted
some insight on the automatic evaluation based on existing Brinkman annotations, we
also included these original annotations in the candidate lists.
To collect assessments of the candidate annotations, a paper form was created for
each book in the sample. Each form constitutes an evaluation task where the evaluator
validates the proposed annotations: for each of the candidates, she is asked whether it is
acceptable8 for an index. Afterwards, she is asked to select, among the candidates, the
ones she would have chosen as indices. She also has the possibility to add to the list of
chosen indices some concepts which are not in the proposed annotation. This form was
validated by running a pilot evaluation.
The judges involved in the evaluation are four professional book indexers – native
Dutch speakers – from the Depot department at the KB. Each of the evaluators assessed
the candidates for every book in the test set.
8

This precision is made to avoid too narrow choices, e.g., when the subject of the book is unclear, the thesaurus contains several concepts equally valid for the book, or when the evaluator
feels other indexers could have selected indices different from hers.
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Table 18 presents the acceptability assessments, averaged over the four evaluators.
These are significantly and regularly higher than the figures obtained for automatic
evaluation. This confirms the dependence of the scenario on the way indexing variability
is taken into account in the evaluation setting.
Participant Pa
Ra
Ja
Pa
Ra
Ja
Falcon 74.95% 46.40% 42.16% 52.63% 36.69% 30.76%
Silas
70.35% 39.85% 35.46% 53.00% 35.12% 29.22%
DSSim 21.04% 12.31% 10.10% 13.41% 9.43% 7.54%
Table 18. Comparison of correspondences as assessed by manual evaluation (left), and automatic
evaluation results (right, from Table 17).

To assess evaluation variability, we computed the (Jaccard) overlap between the
evaluators’ assessments. On average, two evaluators agree on 60% of their assessments.
We also measured the agreement between evaluators using Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient – a common measure for computational linguistics tasks. The overall alpha
coefficient is 0.62, which, according to standards, indicates a great variability. This is
however to be put into perspective: the tasks usually analyzed with this coefficient, e.g.,
part-of-speech tagging, are less “variable” than subject indexing.
Indexing variability was first measured by assessing the original Brinkman indices
for the books, which we had added in the candidate concepts to be evaluated. These concepts are the results of a careful selection, and do not render all the acceptable concepts
for a book. It is therefore no surprise that the recall is relatively low (Ra =66.69%).
However, it is very surprising to see that almost one original index concept out of five is
not acceptable (Pa =81.60%). This result shows indeed that indexing variability matters a lot, even when the annotation selection criteria are made less selective.
To measure agreement between the indexers involved in our evaluation, we have
computed the average Jaccard overlap between their chosen indices, as well as their
Kripendorff’s alpha. Again, we have quite a low overall agreement value – 57% for
Jaccard, 0.59 for Krippendorff – which confirms the high intrinsic variability of the
indexing task.
8.3

Discussion

The first comment on this track concerns the form of the alignment returned by the
participants, especially wrt. the type and cardinality of alignments. All three participants proposed alignments using the SKOS links we asked for. However, only symmetric links (exactMatch and relatedMatch) were used: no participant proposed
hierarchical broader and narrower links. Yet these links are useful for the application scenarios at hand. The broader links are useful to attach concepts which cannot
be mapped to an equivalent corresponding concept but a more general or specific one.
This is likely to happen, since the two thesauri have different granularity but a same
general scope.
Second, there is no precise handling of one-to-many or many-to-many alignments.
Sometimes a concept from one thesaurus is mapped to several concepts from the other.
This proves to be very useful, especially in the annotation translation scenario where
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concepts attached to a book should ideally be translated as a whole. As a result, we have
to post-process alignment results, building multi-concept correspondences from alignments which initially do not contain such links. This processing makes the evaluation
of the relative quality of the alignments more difficult for the annotation scenario.
Of course these problems can be anticipated by making participants more aware of
the different scenarios that will guide the evaluation. The campaign’s timing made it
impossible this year, but this is an option we would like to propose for next campaigns.
The results we have obtained also show that the performance of matching systems
vary from one scenario to the other, highlighting the strengths of different approaches.
For the merging scenario, Falcon outperforms the two other participants. While in the
translation scenario, Silas, which detects links based on extensional information of concepts9 , performs similarly to Falcon.
Finally, we would like to discuss the overall quality of the results. The annotation translation scenario showed a maximum precision of 50%, and around 35% for
recall. This is not much, but we have to consider that this scenario involves a high degree of variability: different annotators may choose different concepts for a same book.
The manual evaluation by KB expert illustrate this phenomenon, and show that under
specific but realistic application conditions the quality of participant’s result is more
satisfactory.
This still leaves the low coverage of alignments with respect to the thesauri, especially GTT: in the best case, only 9.500 of its 35.000 concepts were linked to some
Brinkman concept. This track, arguably because of its Dutch language context, seems
to be difficult. Silas’ results, which are partly based on real book annotations, demonstrate that the task can benefit from the release of such extensional information. We will
investigate this option for future campaigns.

9

Conference

The conference test set deals with matching several ontologies on the same topic. It
also features a consensus workshop aimed at studying the elaboration of consensus
when establishing the reference alignments.
9.1

Test set

The Conference collection consists of fourteen ontologies (developed within the OntoFarm project10 ) in the domain of organizing conferences. In contrast to the last year’s
conference track, there are four new ontologies. The main features of this test set are:
– Generally understandable domain. Most ontology engineers are familiar with organizing conferences. Therefore, they can create their own ontologies as well as
evaluate the alignments among their entities with enough erudition.
– Independence of ontologies. Ontologies were developed independently and based
on different resources, they thus capture the issues in organizing conferences from
different points of view and with different terminology.
9
10

Silas was trained on a set of books which is different from the evaluation set we used.
http://nb.vse.cz/~svatek/ontofarm.html
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– Relative richness in axioms. Most ontologies were equipped with DL axioms of
various kinds, which opens a way to use semantic matchers.
Ontologies differ in number of classes, properties, their DL expressivity, but also in
underlying resources. Nine ontologies are based on tools supporting the task of organizing conferences, two are based on experience of people with personal participation in
a conference organization, and three are based on web pages of concrete conferences.
Participants provided either complete alignments or interesting correspondences
(nuggets), for all or some pairs of ontologies. There was no reference alignment. Instead, organizers of this track offered manual a posteriori evaluation of results. Organizers also plan to offer a posteriori evaluation of results by data-mining techniques.
Manual evaluation produced statistics such as precision and will serve as input into
data-mining based evaluation. During manual evaluation some interesting correspondences were chosen as a background material for the consensus building discussion.
9.2

Results

During the evaluation phase, we manually labelled correspondences by several tags in
order to enable further processing of the results. In part we used those tags for computing traditional precision and so-called relative-recall (see Figure 9), which is the ratio
of the number of correct correspondences found by a system over the number of the
correct correspondences found by any of the systems. Next we also counted two quite
soft metrics: ratioSubs and ratioTriv, where ratioSubs shows ratio of the number of
subsumption errors and the number of incorrect correspondences, and ratioTriv shows
ratio of the number of the so-called trivial correspondences and the number of correct
correspondences (see Figure 10). Trivial correspondences are correct correspondences
where aligned concepts have the very same label, thus exact string matching can fully
work. All results from this phase are available on the result report page11 . Those global
statistics more or less reflect the quality of results of participants. Moreover, these tags
were suitable for choosing controversial correspondences as input to the Consensus
Building Workshop where additional fine grain results were obtained (see next).
Participants differ in the number of alignments submitted for evaluation:
– The ASMOV team and the Falcon team delivered totally 91 alignments. All ontologies were matched to each other. The Lily team also matched all ontologies to each
other, moreover they also matched ontologies to themselves. The OLA2 team and
the OntoDNA team matched all ontologies to each other.
– In order to make evaluation process more balanced, we transformed all results of
participants into 91 alignments, except results of the SEMA tool. They delivered
13 alignments by matching all ontologies to the EKAW ontology.
Consensus Building Workshop (CBW). As a part of the Ontology Matching workshop we organized for the second year the so-called Consensus Building Workshop.
Motivation for this event is to thoroughly discuss controversial correspondences and
collaboratively trying to achieve consensus about (in)correctness of correspondences.
11

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/result/conference/
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Fig. 9. Precision and relative-recall.

Fig. 10. ratioTriv and ratioSubs.
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The controversial correspondences are those that were quite uncertain, unclear, interesting or obscure for different reasons during the process of evaluation. Intended results
of this event are two-fold: (i) provide feedback for authors of the involved systems
and (ii) examine the argumentation process. In comparison with 2006, participants of
the discussion could argue for or against correspondences generally, and newly, we
also considered application usage of correspondences. Organizers selected the application usage as a transformation application, i.e., final correspondences are to be used
for conference data transformation from one software tool for organizing conference
to another one. Altogether 15 correspondences were discussed. The board of experts
finally achieved consensus for each of the correspondences. For some correspondences
consensus was built easier, while for other argumentation had to be more sophisticated.
The web site provides information about discussed controversial correspondences12 .
Additionally, for reaching agreement, visualization in the Protégé editor was used.
Some examples of the discussed correspondences include:
– Individual_Presentation and Presentation. Inspection of context,
i.e., all subclasses, shows that Individual_Presentation is more general
because Presentation contains just types of presentation format.
– Name_of_conference and Topic_of_conference. These concepts cannot be equivalent given common sense (or with regard to application-usage). On the
other side, ontologies do not provide enough specification for distinguishing these
concepts. In this case, it is needed to use some background knowledge.
– has_author and submitted_by. We concluded that these properties are
equivalent according to their equivalent domains and ranges, i.e., how they are
specified in the ontologies. However, regarding application-usage, they cannot be
equivalent, because it can happen that sometimes the person who submitted the
paper is not the author at the same time.
– Presenter and Speaker. In this case final consensus about equality of concepts
was based on additional axiom: Paper presentedBy only Speaker.
Like in last CBW, the arguments are used in the same order: besides lexical reasons, the context of elements in question is considered primarily. Then, subclasses and
superclasses which can unveil different extensions of classes are used. Finally, related
properties and axioms are also considered.
CBW demonstrated that a board of experts can achieve agreement regarding
(in)correctness of correspondences. CBW also shows that the problem can be with the
meaning of concepts in terms of intensions of designers; some ontologies have not fully
specified concepts. Application-usage of correspondences generally speeds up the discussion and makes the correspondence clearer.
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Lesson learned and suggestions

The most important applied lesson learned from last year is that we have been able to
revise the schedule so we had more time for evaluation. But there remain lessons not
12

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/result/conference/cbw07.ppt
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really taken into account that we identify with an asterisk (*). We reiterate those lessons
that still apply with new ones:
A) This is a trend that there are now more matching systems and more systems are able
to enter such an evaluation. This is very encouraging for the progress of the field.
B*) We also see systems that enter the campaign for several times. This means that we
are not dealing with a continuous flow of prototypes, but with systems on which
there is a persistent development. These systems tend to improve over years.
C*) The benchmark test case is not discriminant enough between systems. It is still
useful for evaluating the strength and weakness of algorithms but does not seem
to be sufficient anymore for comparing algorithms. We will have to improve these
tests while preserving the comparability over years.
D) We have had more proposals for test cases this year (we had actively looked for
them). However, the difficult lesson is that proposing a test case is not enough,
there is a lot of remaining work in preparing the evaluation. Fortunately, with tool
improvements, it will be easier to perform the evaluation. We would also like to
have more test cases for expressive ontologies.
E*) It would be interesting and certainly more realistic, to provide some random gradual
degradation of the benchmark tests (5% 10% 20% 40% 60% 100% random change)
instead of a general discarding of features one by one. This has still not been done
this year but we are considering it seriously for the next year.
F) This year, we have detected (through random verifications) some submissions
which were not strictly complying to the evaluation rules. This suggests to be more
strict about control in future campaigns.
G) Contrary to what has been noted in 2006, a significant number of systems were
unable to output syntactically correct results (i.e., automatically usable by another
program). Since fixing these mistakes by hand is becoming too much work, we
plan to go towards automatic evaluation in which participants have to input correct
results.
H) There seems to be partitions of the systems, between systems able to deal with
large test sets and systems unable to do it, between system robust on all tracks and
those which are specialized (see Table 2). These observations remain to be further
analyzed.

11

Future plans

Future plans for the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative are certainly to go ahead
and to improve the functioning of the evaluation campaign. This involves:
–
–
–
–

Finding new real world test cases, especially expressive ontologies;
Improving the tests along the lesson learned;
Accepting continuous submissions (through validation of the results);
Improving the measures to go beyond precision and recall (we have done this for
generalized precision and recall as well as for using precision/recall graphs, and
will continue with other measures);
– Developing a definition of test hardness.
Of course, these are only suggestions that will be refined during the coming year.
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12

Conclusion

This year we had more systems that entered the evaluation campaign as well as more
systems managed to produce better quality results compared to the previous years. Each
individual test case had more participants than ever. This shows that, as expected, the
field of ontology matching is getting stronger (and we hope that evaluation has been
contributing to this progress).
On the side of participants, it seems that there is clearly a problem of size of input
that should be addressed in a general way. We would like to see more participation on
the large test cases. On the side of organizers, each year the evaluation of matching
systems becomes more complex.
Most of the participants have provided description of their systems and their experience in the evaluation13 . These OAEI papers, like the present one, have not been peer
reviewed. Reading the papers of the participants should help people involved in ontology matching to find what makes these algorithms work and what could be improved.
The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative will continue these tests by improving both test cases and testing methodology for being more accurate. Further information can be found at:
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org.

13

The SCARLET system is described in [12].
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Abstract. In this paper, we present the AgreementMaker, an ontology alignment
tool that incorporates the Descendants Similarity Inheritance (DSI) method. This
method uses the structure of the ontology graphs for contextual information, thus
providing the matching process with more semantics. We have tested our method
on the ontologies included in the anatomy track of the OAEI 2007 campaign.

1 Presentation of the System
In distributed database applications with heterogeneous classification schemes that describe related domains, an ontology-driven approach to data sharing and interoperability
relies on the alignment of concepts across different ontologies. Once the alignment is
established, agreements that encode a variety of mappings between the concepts of the
aligned ontologies are derived. In this way, users can potentially query the concepts of
a given ontology in terms of other ontologies. To enable scalability both in the size and
the number of the ontologies involved, the alignment method should be automatic. In order to achieve this, we have been working on a framework that supports the alignment
of two ontologies. In our framework, we introduce an alignment approach that uses
different matching techniques between the concepts of the aligned ontologies. Each
matching technique is embedded in a what we refer to a mapping layer [2]. We have
currently four layers in our framework with the possibility of adding more mapping
layers in the future. The motivation behind our framework is to allow for the addition
of as many mapping layers as possible in order to capture a wide range of relationships
between concepts.
We have developed a tool, the AgreementMaker, which implements our approach.
The user interface of our tool displays the two ontologies side by side as shown in Figure 1. We refer to the first ontology which is displayed on the left as the source ontology,
and to the second ontology which is displayed on the right as the target ontology. After
loading the ontologies, the domain expert can start the alignment process by mapping
corresponding concepts manually or invoking procedures that map them automatically
(or semi-automatically). The mapping information is displayed in the form of annotated
lines connecting the matched nodes. Many choices were considered in the process of
displaying the ontologies and their relationships [2].
?
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Fig. 1. Results of running three of the mapping layers.

1.1 Specific Techniques Used
In order to achieve a high level of confidence in performing the automatic alignment
of two ontologies, a thorough understanding of the concepts in the ontologies is highly
desired. To this end, we propose methods that investigate the ontology concepts prior
to making a decision on how they should be mapped. We consider both the labels and
the definitions of the ontology concepts and the relative positions of the concepts in the
ontology tree. Our alignment method enables the user to select one of the following two
matching methods: (1) applying the base similarity calculations only or (2) applying the
base similarity calculations followed by the Descendant’s Similarity Inheritance (DSI)
method. The DSI method has been introduced to enhance the alignment results that
were obtained from using the base similarity method previously proposed [2]. In what
follows, we will present both our base similarity and our DSI methods.
Base similarity calculations The very first step in our approach is to establish initial
mappings between the concepts of the source ontology and the concepts of the target
ontology. These initial mappings will be a starting point for the DSI method. We try to
find matching concepts in the target ontology for each concept in the source ontology.
This is achieved by defining a similarity function that takes a concept in the source ontology and a concept in the target ontology and returns a similarity measure between
them. If the similarity measure is equal or above a certain threshold decided by the domain expert, then the two concepts match each other. In order to find the base similarity
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measure between two concepts, we utilize the concepts’ labels and in some cases their
definitions as provided by a dictionary [2]. In what follows, we present the details of
finding the base similarity between a concept in the source ontology and a concept in
the local ontology:
– Let S be the source ontology and T be the target ontology.
– Let C be a concept in S and C 0 be a concept in T.
– We use function base sim(C, C 0 ) that yields a similarity measure M, such that 0 ≤
M ≤ 1.
– Parameter TH is a threshold value such that C 0 is matched with C when base sim(C, C 0 ) ≥
T H.
– For every concept C in S, we define the mapping set of C, denoted MS(C), as the
set of concepts C 0 in T that are matched with C (i.e., base sim(C, C 0 ) ≥ T H).
Establishing base similarities between concepts of the source ontology and concepts
of the target ontology may not be sufficient to achieve a high degree of precision in relating concepts in the two ontologies. To exemplify this point, we give an example in the
geospatial domain, in particular, we align two ontologies describing wetlands. The first
ontology describes the “Cowardin” wetland classification system [1] which is adopted
in the United States. The second ontology describes the South African wetland classification system [3]. Figure 2 shows part of the “Cowardin” classification on the left,
which is the source ontology, and part of the South African classification on the right,
which is the target ontology. When calculating the base similarities between concepts
of the two ontologies, the concept Reef that belongs to the Intertidal wetland subsystem
in the source ontology will yield a base similarity measure of 100% with the concept
Reef that belongs to the Intertidal wetland subsystem in the target ontology. Furthermore, it will also yield a base similarity measure of 100% with the concept Reef that
belongs to the Subtidal wetland subsystem in the target ontology. This example shows
that the base similarity measure is misleading because it does not correctly express the
true meaning of the relationship between the two concepts, which should not be related
because they belong to different wetland subsystems.
In order to eliminate such situations, we propose the Descendant’s Similarity Inheritance (DSI) method, which reconfigures the base similarity between the concepts based
on the similarity of their parent concepts.
Descendant’s Similarity Inheritance (DSI) method We define the DSI reconfigured
similarity between a concept C in S and a concept C 0 in T as DSI sim(C, C 0 ). In what
follows, we present the details on how to determine DSI sim(C, C 0 ):
– Let path len root(C) be the number of edges between the concept C in S and the
root of the ontology tree S. For example, in Figure 3, path len root(C) = 2. Similarly, we define path len root(C 0 ) with respect to T . For example, in Figure 3,
path len root(C 0 ) = 2.
– Let parenti (C) be the ith concept from the concept C to the root of the source
ontology S, where 0 ≤ i ≤ path len root(C). Similarly define parenti (C 0 ) with
respect to T . For example, in Figure 3, parent1 (C) = B and parent1 (C 0 ) = B 0 .
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Fig. 2. An example of a case where misleading mappings may occur when two concepts have the
same label.

– Define MCP as the main contribution percentage, which is the fraction of the similarity measure between C and C 0 that will be used in determining the overall
DSI sim(C,C’).
– We compute DSI sim(C, C 0 ) as follows:
n

2(1 − MCP) X
MCP·base sim(C, C )+
(n+1−i)base sim(parenti (C), parenti (C 0 )))
n(n + 1) i=1
0

where n = min(path len root(C), path len root(C 0 ))
The main characteristic of the DSI method is that it allows for the parent and in
general for any ancestor of a concept to play a role in the identification of the concept.
Intuitively, the parent of a concept should contribute more to the identity of the concept
than its grandparent. This is achieved by setting a relatively high value to MCP. The
grandparent concept contributes more than the great grandparent, and so on, until the
root is reached. This can be demonstrated by considering the example in Figure 3. In
the figure, we show how the DSI similarity is determined between the concept C in
the source ontology S (shown left) and the concept C 0 in the target ontology T (shown
right) when applying the DSI method using an MCP value of 75%. The DSI similarity is
determined by adding 75% of the base similarity between C and C 0 to 17% of the base
similarity of their immediate parents (B and B 0 ) and finally to 8% of the base similarity
of their grandparents (A and A0 ). Experiments have shown that 75% for the value of the
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Fig. 3. Applying the DSI method to calculate the similarity between C and C 0
.

MCP factor works well (in fact, any values in that neighborhood performed similarly).
The following example illustrates just one such case.
Considering the case of Figure 2, the base similarity between the concepts Intertidal
in the source ontology and the concept Subtidal in the target ontology is 37%. The base
similarity between the concepts Marine in the source ontology and the concept Marine
in the target ontology is 100%. When applying the DSI method with an MCP value of
75%, the DSI similarity between the concept Reef that belongs to the Intertidal wetland
subsystem in the source ontology and the concept Reef that belongs to the Subtidal
wetland subsystem in the target ontology will be 88%. Applying the DSI method again
between the concept Reef that belongs to the Intertidal wetland subsystem in the source
ontology and the concept Reef that belongs to the Intertidal wetland subsystem in the
target ontology will yield a similarity of 100%. Therefore, we conclude that the last
match is the best one (in fact the optimal one). This is just one example that shows
how the DSI method can be useful in determining more accurate similarity measures
between concepts.
1.2 Link to the system and parameters file
http://www.cs.uic.edu/˜advis/OAEI2007/align-code.zip
1.3 Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)
The results of the three tasks for the anatomy track can be found at:
http://www.cs.uic.edu/˜advis/OAEI2007/sunna-cruz.zip

2 Anatomy Track Results
We have focused on the “Anatomy” track of the 2007 campaign. The purpose of this
track is to find alignments between the ontology of the Adult Mouse Anatomy and the
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NCI Thesaurus, which describes the human anatomy. The ontology of the Adult Mouse
Anatomy has 2744 classes and the NCI Thesaurus has 3304 classes. Since the class
IDs of all the classes of the ontologies do not describe what they refer to, a lookup file
which contains the IDs of the classes and their labels has been produced. The lookup
file has been used in the alignment process of the ontologies using the DSI method.
The alignment process of the anatomy ontologies took around 9 minutes on an 1.6 GHz
Intel Centrino Duo CPU with 1GB of RAM, running Windows XP.

3 Conclusions
We have presented the Descendant’s Similarity Inheritance (DSI) method, that enhances
our Base similarity method. The DSI method uses the structure of the ontology graph by
utilizing the information associated with the descendants of each concept for contextual
information thus providing the matching process with more semantics. We have applied
our DSI method on the ontologies in the anatomy track of the OAEI 2007 campaign.
In addition to the DSI method, we have proposed the Sibling’s Similarity Contribution (SSC) method [4], which uses the relationships between sibling concepts to further
enhance the process of the alignment. For the purposes of this campaign, we decided to
only apply the DSI method which performs better than the SSC in most of the alignment
test cases we considered.
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Abstract. An ontology is a formal representation of a domain modeling the
entities in the domain and their relations. When a domain is represented by
multiple ontologies, there is a need for creating mappings among these
ontologies in order to facilitate the integration of data annotated with and
reasoning across these ontologies. The objective of this paper is to present our
experience in aligning two medium-size anatomical ontologies and to reflect on
some of the issues and challenges encountered along the way. The anatomical
ontologies under investigation are the Adult Mouse Anatomy (MA) and the
anatomy subset of the NCI Thesaurus (NCI). We also use the Foundational
Model of Anatomy as a reference ontology. We present a hybrid alignment
strategy for anatomical entities, combining direct and indirect alignment
techniques, both supported by the NLM Anatomy Ontology Alignment System
(AOAS). Overall, the hybrid strategy combining direct and indirect alignment
techniques identified 1,338 matches between MA and NCI, accounting for
about 49% of all MA concepts and 41% of all NCI concepts. 1,007 matches are
shared by both alignments, leaving 277 matches specific to the direct alignment
and 54 specific to the indirect alignment.

1

Presentation of the system

An ontology is a formal representation of a domain modeling the entities in the
domain and their relations. Many domains, including anatomy, are represented by
multiple ontologies, with variable overlap among them. There is a need for creating
mappings among these ontologies in order to facilitate the integration of data
annotated with and reasoning across these ontologies [1].
1.1

Introduction

Over the past five years, as part of the Medical Ontology Research project at the U.S.
National Library of Medicine, we have developed domain knowledge-based
techniques for aligning large anatomical ontologies, with the objective of exploring
approaches to aligning representations of anatomy differing in formalism, structure,
and domain coverage [2]. In this effort, we aligned the two anatomical ontologies
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under investigation in the 2007 OAEI campaign, namely, the Adult Mouse Anatomy
(MA) [3] and the anatomy subset of the NCI Thesaurus (NCI) [4]. More precisely, we
explored two distinct approaches to aligning these two ontologies. The first approach
is a direct alignment realized with the NLM Anatomy Ontology Alignment System
(AOAS) [5]. The second approach is an indirect alignment through a reference
ontology of anatomy: the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [6]. In the current
study, we then combine these two alignment techniques into a hybrid strategy. To our
knowledge, the combination of direct and indirect approaches represents a novel
strategy for aligning ontologies.
1.2

Hybrid alignment strategy

The hybrid strategy for aligning anatomical entities combines direct and indirect
alignment techniques, both supported by the NLM Anatomy Ontology Alignment
System (AOAS).
Direct alignment
The direct alignment technique consists in the identification of one-to-one concept
mappings between the MA and NCI using lexical resemblance between concept
names, followed by the validation of the mappings through shared hierarchical paths
among concepts across ontologies. A brief presentation of the method is given below.
The interested reader is referred to [2] for further details.
Identifying matches lexically. The lexical alignment compares two ontologies at
the term level, by exact match and after normalization. This process makes the source
and target terms potentially compatible by eliminating such inessential differences as
inflection, case, hyphen, and word-order variation. Both preferred terms and
synonyms in the two ontologies are used in the alignment process. Moreover,
synonymy in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus is used
to identify additional matches. For example, Profunda femoris artery in MA and
Deep femoral artery in NCI, although lexically different, are considered as a match
because they name the same anatomical concept in the UMLS. Our method does not
address partial lexical matches.
Validating matches structurally. In order to facilitate the comparison of relations
across ontologies, the structural alignment first normalizes the hierarchical relations
among concepts, including IS-A and PART-OF. Missing inverse relations are
complemented as necessary. Inference rules are used to generate a partitive relation
between a specialized part and the whole or between a part and a more generic whole.
Once all relations are represented consistently, the structural alignment is applied on
the matches resulting from the lexical alignment in order to identify similar relations
to other matches across ontologies (i.e., shared hierarchical paths). For example, the
matching concepts Forelimb in MA and Upper extremity in NCI exhibit similar
relations to other matches in the two ontologies, including Limb (through IS-A), Arm
and Hand (through HAS-PART) across ontologies. Such structural similarity is used as
positive evidence for the alignment. Instead of similar relations, one match may
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exhibit relations to other matches in opposite directions in the two ontologies. Such
relations suggest a structural conflict across ontologies. For example, in MA
Pericardial cavity is in HAS-PART relationship to Pericardium, while in NCI
Pericardial cavity is defined as part of Pericardium. These conflicts are used as
negative evidence for the alignment, indicating the semantic incompatibility between
concepts across ontologies despite their lexical resemblance. In some cases, no
evidence (positive or negative) is found to support or reject the match.
Indirect alignment
An alternative to aligning MA and NCI concepts directly consists in the identification
of mappings through a reference ontology, here, the Foundational Model of Anatomy
(FMA). In practice, the following method was used for automatically deriving a
mapping between MA and NCI from the two direct alignments MA-FMA and NCIFMA. When a FMA concept CF is aligned with both a MA concept ({MA: CM, FMA:
CF}) and a NCI concept ({NCI: CN, FMA: CF}), the concepts CM and CN are
automatically aligned ({MA: CM, NCI: CN}).
For example, as shown in Figure 1, the direct alignment MA-FMA identifies the
match {MA: Forelimb, FMA: Upper limb (synonym: Forelimb)}, which is supported
by positive evidence. The direct alignment NCI-FMA identifies the match {NCI:
Upper extremity, FMA: Upper limb (synonym: Upper extremity)}, also supported by
positive evidence. Therefore, the match {MA: Forelimb, NCI: Upper extremity} is
derived automatically, through the FMA concept Upper limb, supported by positive
structural evidence in both direct alignments.
The direct alignment method between MA and FMA (and between NCI and FMA)
follows the same steps described above for the direct alignment between MA and
NCI. Additional knowledge augmentation techniques are used to acquire and
normalize relations from the FMA, including the extraction of partitive reified
relations from terms (e.g., <Heel, PART-OF, Foot> was derived from <Heel, IS-A,
Subdivision of foot>).
In the indirect alignment through a reference ontology, where an indirect match
(e.g., between CM and CN) results from two direct matches to the reference (e.g.,
between CM and CF and between CN and CF), the evidence for the indirect match is the
combination of the evidence for the two direct matches to the reference. Intuitively,
the strongest mappings correspond to those cases supported by positive evidence in
both direct alignments. Weaker mappings are identified when positive evidence is
found in only one of the two direct alignments and no evidence is found in the other.
The weakest mappings correspond to cases where no evidence is found in either direct
alignment. Finally, mappings exhibiting negative evidence in either direct alignment
are rejected.
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Figure 1. Indirect MA-NCI alignment through FMA

Combining direct and indirect alignment techniques
Although most mappings are identified by both direct and indirect alignments, we
showed that each technique also produced specific mappings. Therefore, we propose
to combine the mappings yielded by the two alignment techniques. In practice, a
mapping can be identified by either technique or by both techniques. Moreover, the
degrees of confidence attached to each mapping in the direct and indirect alignments
can also be combined, resulting in a composite score reflecting the overall degree of
confidence in the mapping.
In the direct alignment, direct matches can be supported by positive structural
evidence, negative structural evidence, or no evidence. In the indirect alignment, as
mentioned earlier, the degree of confidence in the matches goes from strong positive
evidence (in both direct alignments), weak positive evidence (in only one direct
alignment), no evidence (in either alignment). In all cases, the presence of negative
evidence in either alignment causes the mapping to be rejected.
Intuitively, for the combined alignment strategy, the strongest mappings
correspond to matches supported by positive evidence in both direct and indirect
alignments. The presence of negative evidence in either alignment causes the
mapping to be rejected. Otherwise, an additive model is used to combine degrees of
evidence. The credit given to those matches specific to either direct or indirect
alignment corresponds to one half of what they would receive if confirmed in the
other alignment. The numeric scores reported in the results for the various
combinations are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Degree of confidence for various combinations of support in direct and indirect
alignments

Direct
alignment

Indirect alignment
Strong
positive
evidence

Weak
positive
evidence

No
evidence

Negative
evidence

No match

Positive evidence

1.0

.875

.75

0

.50

No evidence

.75

.625

.50

0

.25

0

0

0

0

0

.50

.375

.25

0

Negative evidence
No match

1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

In previous alignment experiments, we purposely stayed away form any particular
formalism in order to avoid overfitting tools and techniques to a given formalism.
Since our alignment approach is not designed to specifically take advantage of OWL,
we simply extracted concept names and <concept, relationship, concept> triples from
the class definitions in OWL. In addition to the files provided for MA and NCI (in
OWL DL), we used the file provided last year in the OAEI 2006 campaign for the
FMA (in OWL Full) as our reference ontology.
In practice, we used rdf:ID to identify concepts, rdf:label to acquire concept names,
oboInOwl:hasRelatedSynonym to acquire synonyms, and rdfs:subClassOf to acquire
taxonomic relations. The various partitive relations represented in the FMA (e.g.,
part_of, constitutional_part_of, regional_part_of) were acquired using the
corresponding properties and merged – for alignment purposes – with
UNDEFINED_part_of in MA and NCI. The other properties (e.g.,
oboInOwl:Definition) were not used in the alignment.
1.5

Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)

The result of our alignment for the ‘anatomy’ data set is available at:
http://mor.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/supp/2007-oaei-sz/Zhang&Bodenreider.rdf in the format
specified by the OAEI organizers at: http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/.

2

Results

The only data set for which we report results is ‘anatomy’. Overall, the hybrid
strategy combining direct and indirect alignment techniques identified 1,338 matches
between MA and NCI, accounting for about 49% of all MA concepts and 41% of all
NCI concepts.
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Acquiring concept names and relations. The main characteristics of the data sets
under investigation are listed in Table 2, including the number of classes, concept
names, and types of partitive relationships. The number of IS-A and partitive relations
extracted from the OWL file and generated by complementation, augmentation and
inference is shown in Table 3. Not surprisingly, in the three ontologies, a majority of
relations come from inference, which performs similarly to a transitive closure of the
hierarchical relations. Also listed in Table 3 is the small number of relations removed
from the FMA because they create cycles.
Table 2. Main characteristics of the three ontologies
#

MA

NCI

FMA

Concepts

2,738

3,298

72,560

Normalization of preferred terms

3,024

3,586

98,942

Synonyms

324

1,796

44,597

Normalization of synonyms

370

1,947

60,051

1

1

7

Part-of relationships

Table 3. Number of relations in the three ontologies
Types of relations
Explicitly represented is-a
Explicitly represented partitive relations
Explicitly represented associative relations
Complemented inverse-isa
Complemented partitive relations
Complemented associative relations
Removed because of cycles
Augmented
Inferred

MA
2,857
1,631
0
2,857
1,631
0
0
0
23,504

NCI
3,761
1,662
0
3,761
1,662
0
0
0
35,092

FMA
72,560
101,161
48,804
72,560
3,561
11,697
- 40
169,378
5,169,034

Total

32,480

45,938

5,648,715

Three direct alignments. Results for three direct alignments are summarized in
Table 4. The alignment NCI-FMA yielded the largest number of matches (2,314) and
MA-NCI the smallest (1,284). A very small number of conflicts (matches exhibiting
negative evidence) was identified in each direct alignment. In the three direct
alignments, a vast majority of the matches (> 96%) was supported by positive
structural evidence. No evidence (positive or negative) was found for 2-4% of the
matches in three direct alignments. For example, although Elbow joint has relations to
other matches in both MA (e.g., PART-OF Forelimb) and NCI (e.g., PART-OF Skeletal
system), none of these relations are shared.
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Table 4. Three direct alignments

No evidence
Positive evidence
Negative evidence

MA - NCI
1,284 matches
25 (1.9%)
1,254 (97.7%)
5 (0.4%)

MA - FMA
1,562 matches
49 (3.1%)
1,507 (96.5%)
6 (0.4%)

NCI - FMA
2,314 matches
85 (3.7%)
2,215 (95.7%)
14 (0.6%)

Indirect alignment MA-NCI through FMA. 1,061 matches between MA and
NCI were automatically derived from the 1,562 matches in the direct alignment MAFMA and the 2,314 matches in NCI-FMA. 1,008 of them (95%) received positive
structural evidence in both direct alignments MA-FMA and NCI-FMA, 15 (1.4%)
received negative evidence in one of the two direct alignments, and 38 (3.6%)
received no evidence in at least one of the two direct alignments.
Combining direct and indirect alignments. Of the 1,284 matches obtained by
direct alignment and 1,061 matches derived from the indirect alignment through the
FMA, 1,007 matches are shared by both alignments, leaving 277 matches specific to
the direct alignment and 54 specific to the indirect alignment. The repartition of the
matches with respect to the degree of confidence is presented in Figure 2.
Degree of
confidence

Number of matches

17

0
0.175
0.25

2

0.375

4
324

0.5
8

0.625

29

0.75
7

0.875

947

1
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Figure 2. Repartition of the matches with respect to the degree of confidence

Matches in common. Of the 1,007 matches common to both alignments, 947
(94%) received positive evidence in the direct alignment and strong positive evidence
in the indirect alignment. 15 matches (1.5%) received negative evidence in at least
one of the alignments and were therefore eliminated. All but one of the remaining
matches received positive evidence in one alignment and no evidence in the other.
One match did not receive any evidence in either alignment. For example, the match
{MA: Forelimb, NCI: Upper Extremity}is common to both alignments and receives
positive evidence in the direct alignment and strong positive evidence in the indirect
alignment.
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Matches specific to the direct alignment. The direct alignment yielded 277
matches that were not identified by the indirect alignment. All but one received
positive evidence and one received no evidence. For example, the match {MA: tibial
artery, NCI: Tibial Artery} is specific to the direct alignment and receives positive
evidence.
Matches specific to the indirect alignment. The indirect alignment yielded 54
matches that were not identified by the direct alignment. A majority of them (51 or
94%) received positive evidence (weak in 4 cases) and one received no evidence.
Two matches received negative evidence and were eliminated. For example, the
match {MA: ovary follicle, NCI: Ovarian Follicle} is specific to the indirect
alignment (through the FMA concept Follicle of ovary) and receives strong positive
evidence.

3

General comments

3.1

Comments on the results

The objective of combining several approaches is to increase recall and precision over
each technique used in isolation. We note a significant increase in recall compared to
the indirect alignment (1,338/1,061 or +26%) and a more modest increase compared
to the direct alignment (1,338/1,284 or +4%). From a qualitative perspective,
although most matches are common to both approaches, each technique contributes a
number of specific matches.
In terms of precision, the use of two independent techniques represents a form of
cross-validation of the matches. While insufficient for a completely automated
mapping strategy, this validation method can help establish a degree of confidence in
the matches, based on corroborated findings across alignment techniques. This degree
of confidence can be used to guide the effort of manually curating the matches, by
targeting those matches identified with a lesser confidence.
The scoring strategy presented in this paper (Table 1) also offers a more precise
framework for estimating precision. In fact, while most alignment systems use some
kind of arbitrary threshold over a continuous score between 0 and 1, the scheme we
use for scoring the quality of the mappings is totally transparent and mathematically
sound. Unlike most systems, the scoring system based on our hybrid approach
attaches an explanation to each score (e.g., .75 consistently means that the lexical
match is supported by positive evidence in one alignment, but uncorroborated in the
other). The scoring scheme is also mathematically sound as it simply averages the
scores from both direct and indirect alignments, except in the case where negative
evidence is found, in which case the matches are excluded.
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3.2

Discussion on the way to improve the proposed system

The strengths and weaknesses of our system have been analyzed in previous papers
[7]. The major difference with other systems is that we take advantage of domain
knowledge throughout the mapping process. For example, we use specific tools and
resources, including normalization techniques developed for biomedical terms and
synonyms from the Unified Medical Language System. We also developed techniques
specific to the anatomical ontologies under investigation in order to represent
explicitly relations implicitly present in these ontologies. These additional synonyms
and relations increase the chances of identifying matches both at the lexical and
structural level.
In a recent analysis of the matches produced by several systems for the alignment
between FMA and GALEN in the 2006 OAEI campaign [8], we noted a small number
of false negatives in our system. Alignment systems such as FALCON [9] and PRIOR
[10] are based on an information retrieval paradigm and accommodate partial
matches. Thus, they tend to handle gracefully the kinds of spelling variation (and
sometimes misspelling) encountered in some anatomical ontologies. In contrast, with
a stricter, domain-specific model of lexical similarity, our system has a better
precision, but is more sensitive to missing synonyms and misspellings.
As mentioned before, our alignment strategy does not take advantage of the textual
definitions available for most concepts in NCI. Textual definitions are not
systematically present in anatomical ontologies and require natural language
processing to be meaningfully interpreted. For these two reasons, we did not use
them, nor do we have any plans to do so in the future.
3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2007 procedure

Unlike the FMA and GALEN in the 2006 OAEI campaign, provided in OWL Full
after conversion from their native environments (Protégé-frames for the FMA and
GRAIL for GALEN), MA and NCI are provided this year in OWL DL, which is the
native format for NCI and an easy conversion from the Open Biological Ontology
(OBO) format for MA. This simpler formalism, along with the smaller size and
limited complexity of MA and NCI compared to FMA and GALEN, made the 2007
OAEI campaign for anatomy more interesting as it made it possible for the
participants to focus on alignment issues.
Moreover, there exists a gold standard mapping between MA and NCI developed
by biologists at the Jackson Laboratory. This will be the first time in the young
history of the OAEI campaign that such a reference mapping is provided for
anatomical ontologies. Although limited to equivalent concepts, this mapping will
make the evaluation much more meaningful as we demonstrated that mere crossvalidation among alignment systems was not adequate for evaluation purposes [8].
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3.4

Comments on the OAEI 2007 test cases

Every year, the anatomy test case is one of the most challenging test cases in the
OAEI campaign, generally because of the sheer size of the ontologies to be aligned,
as well as the level of domain expertise required. Nonetheless, the anatomy task has
attracted a growing number of participants over the years. However, we have shown
that the performance of most participating systems, usually general-purpose, domainindependent alignment systems applied to the anatomy task, is generally mediocre [8].
Beside absolute performance, it is interesting to see the progress made by some
systems (e.g., FALCON), due in part to the stimulation generated by the OAEI
campaign and enabled by the availability of large test datasets.

4

Conclusion

Anatomy is central to biomedicine and a key element to translational medicine, i.e.,
the effective exchange of information between the “bench” (basic research) and the
“bedside” (clinical practice). While aligning large anatomical ontologies remains
challenging, because of the sheer size of these resources and the need for domain
knowledge, the progress made in the past years is encouraging. By providing a forum
for comparing methods and datasets for evaluation purposes, the OAEI campaign has
contributed significantly to this progress.
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Abstract. Numerous ontology alignment algorithms have appeared in the
literature in recent years, but only a few make use of the semantics enclosed
within the ontologies in order to improve the accuracy. In this paper, we present
the Automated Semantic Mapping of Ontologies with Validation (ASMOV)
algorithm for ontology alignment. We first provide a brief overview of the
algorithm followed by an analysis of its results on the 2007 Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative tests. We conclude the paper by identifying the
specific strengths and weaknesses of ASMOV, while pointing out the necessary
improvements that need to be made.

1

Presentation of the System

In recent years, ontology alignment (or ontology mapping) has become popular in
solving interoperability issues across heterogonous systems in the semantic web.
Though many techniques have emerged from the literature [1] [6], the distinction
between them is accentuated by the manner in which they exploit the features within
an ontology.
ASMOV, an algorithm that automates the ontology alignment process while
optionally accepting feedback from a user, uses automatically-adjusting weights
based on four features of the ontologies; a more complete description of ASMOV has
been presented in [4]. ASMOV computes similarity measures by analyzing the
entities in the manner in which they are modeled in the ontology, and the iterative
alignments produced by ASMOV are validated by a number of rules and a mapping
validation process.
1.1

State, Purpose, General Statement

ASMOV is an automatic ontology matching tool which has been designed in order to
facilitate the integration of heterogeneous systems, using their data source ontologies.
The OAEI tests help us validate that ASMOV produces ontology alignments with
high accuracy and that little user interaction is needed to correct these results. The
current ASMOV prototype produces both class-to-class and property-to-property
mappings, including mappings from object properties to datatype properties and vice
versa.
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1.2

Specific Techniques Used

The ASMOV algorithm iteratively calculates the similarity between concepts for a
pair of ontologies by analyzing four features: textual description (id, label, and
comment), external structure (parents and children), internal structure (property
restrictions for classes; types, domains, and ranges for properties), and individual
similarity. The measures obtained by comparing these four features are combined into
a single confidence value using a weighted sum in a similar manner to [2]. In the case
of ASMOV, the initial weights were chosen arbitrarily, and have been optimized
based on the benchmark test results. During an automated pre-processing phase,
ASMOV contains a mechanism that automatically adjusts the weights based on the
information contained in the ontologies. For example, when analyzing the textual
information in the pre-processing phase, if ASMOV cannot find meaningful words, it
decreases the textual similarity weight based on predetermined rules. These rules are
static and have not been adjusted for any of the OAEI 2007 tests.

Fig. 1. The Mapping process of ASMOV

Fig. 1 illustrates the Mapping process of ASMOV. The whole process is fully
automated.
In the pre-processing phase, the ontologies are loaded into memory using Jena [5].
Each class and property is wrapped and tagged with the meaning of its id and label(s).
The meaning of these texts is retrieved using UMLS Metathesaurus [7] for the
anatomy test and WordNet [8] for the other tests including the benchmark tests.
Through a configuration parameter, a user can force the ASMOV system to use either
one, neither, or both of the lexical systems. During the pre-processing phase, a quick
analysis of the ontologies being mapped is performed. This analysis entails checking
for the presence of properties and meaningful words within the textual description of
the classes and properties; the weights are adjusted depending on the result of this
analysis.
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The second phase of the algorithm is the iterative process. During this phase, pairs
of entities (classes and properties) are compared using the four features described
earlier, with the resulting overall similarity measure (or confidence value) being
stored in a 2-dimensional matrix. At the end of each iteration, a pruning process
eliminates the invalid mappings by analyzing two semantic inconsistencies: crisscross
mappings and many-to-one mappings. A crisscross mapping occurs whenever a
source entity (SEp) and its child (SEc) are mapped to a target entity (TEc) and its
parent (TEp) respectively. Many-to-one mappings are inconsistent if it cannot be
asserted through the ontology that all the classes in a many-to-one mapping are either
equivalent or if each of the classes is subsumed into another. The iterative process
stops when the difference in confidence values for two subsequent interations is
below a given threshold and no inconsistencies are found by the pruning process, or
until a cyclic situation is detected.
After the iterative process is completed, a mapping validation starts. This
validation process performs a structural analysis using graphs built from the
alignment and information from the ontologies. The validation is performed in three
phases: class validation, property validation, and concept-property validation. If any
inconsistency is found by this process, the iterative process restarts at the end of the
validation process. The inconsistent mappings discovered by the mapping validation
process and the pruning process are retained so that ASMOV does not try to align
those same entities in subsequent mappings.
1.3

Adaptations Made for the Evaluation

No special adaptations have been made to the ASMOV system in order to run the
2007 OAEI tests; however, four Java classes have been added in order to respectively
run the benchmark series of tests, the anatomy tests, the director test and the
conference tests, and output the results in the OAEI alignment format. Although the
rules stated clearly that all alignments should be run from the same set of parameters,
ASMOV was unable to run the anatomy tests under the same conditions due to its
iterative nature and the large size of the anatomy ontologies. Two changes had to be
made: UMLS was used instead of WordNet as the lexical reference system and the
iterative process was stopped when 90% (instead of 100%) of the mappings in the
similarity matrix were unchanged in two subsequent iterations. These changes were
supplied to the system via properties of a parameters file and required no changes in
the coding implementation of ASMOV.
1.4

Link to the ASMOV System

The ASMOV system (including the parameters file) can be downloaded from
http://support.infotechsoft.com/integration/ASMOV. A document detailing our
approach can also be found there.
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1.5

Link to the Set of Alignments Produced by ASMOV

The results of the 2007 OAEI campaign for the ASMOV system can be found at
http://support.infotechsoft.com/integration/ASMOV.

2

Results

The 2007 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative campaign consists of four tracks
which include: (a) a comparison track, (b) expressive ontologies, (c) directories and
thesauri, and (d) a consensus workshop track. Although ASMOV was able to
participate in all four tracks, only one out of four tests of the directories and thesauri
track was able to be performed due to the large size of the ontologies in the other
tests. ASMOV is a Java implementation which uses Jena to parse the RDF and OWL
files. All tests were carried out on a PC running Windows XP Professional with a
dual-core Intel Pentium processor (2.8 GHz) and 3 gigabytes of memory.
2.1

Benchmark

Because ASMOV’s overall similarity calculation (or confidence value) is based on a
weighted sum and the weights are automatically adjusted based on the structure of the
ontologies being aligned, all tests were ran under the same conditions, the system’s
default configuration. For the analysis of the results, the benchmark tests are divided
into three groups: tests 101-247, tests 248-266, and tests 301-304. The precision, the
recall, and the time cost for the individual tests are listed in the Appendix.
2.1.1 Test 101-247
ASMOV performs very well in this set of tests, producing an overall precision and
recall of 99%. The less accurate results were produced by the tests 202, 209 and 210.
In test 202, although the identifiers of the entities were replaced by random strings
and their labels and comments suppressed, ASMOV was still able to leverage other
semantic information of the ontologies (namely the hierarchical information, the
internal structure of the entities, and the similarity between individuals) in order to
generate an alignment of 88% accuracy in both precision and recall. By our analysis,
nine out of the eleven incorrectly mapped properties are as accurate as the ones
provided within the gold standard, since these properties can only be differentiated by
their lexical information (id, label, and comment) and the target ontology (202) has
this information suppressed or replaced by random strings for its entities. In test 209,
the identifiers and labels were replaced by synonyms and the comments suppressed;
the obtained precision and recall were respectively 92% and 90%. In this test,
ASMOV suffers mostly because of the measure produced by the similarity
calculation. For example, the property ‘abstract’ has been mapped to the property
‘rights’ instead of the property ‘summary’; the latter was due to the fact that the
lexical similarity measure between ‘abstract’ and ‘rights’ is 0.94 whereas the
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measure between ‘abstract’ and ‘summary’ is 0.92. In test 210, ASMOV found four
incorrect mappings, producing a 97% precision and 95% recall. These errors were due
to the fact that the lexical information was in French, which is not supported by
WordNet.
2.1.2 Test 248-266
ASMOV’s accuracy decreased in these tests. Both the lexical information and the
structure of the target ontologies have been heavily changed. As stated in [3], these
tests are the most challenging ones, and it was extremely difficult to recognize the
correct alignments. For these tests, the precision ranges from 0.77 to 0.91 and the
recall was between 0.24 and 0.89.
2.1.3 Test 301-304
These tests represent four real-world ontologies of bibliographic references. Although
there is a high lexical and structure similarity between these tests and the reference
ontology, ASMOV encountered some difficulties in the mapping of datatype
properties to object properties and vice versa. The overall precision and recall were
respectively 85% and 82%.
The following table shows the average performance of ASMOV in terms of the
groups of tests described above. The total time cost is also included.
Table 1. Overall Performance on the Benchmark Tests

2.2

101-247

248-266

301-304

H-mean

Precision

0.99

0.85

0.85

0.95

Recall

0.99

0.68

0.82

0.90

Time (sec)
2654.001

Anatomy

ASMOV’s implementation relies on Jena [5] in order to parse the ontologies to be
aligned. We have encountered a few memory issues and found out that Jena does not
scale well with large ontologies due to its reasoner. We have thus implemented
solutions in ASMOV so that queries that involve the Jena reasoner are bypassed. For
example, in order to answer a query for sub-classes or sub-properties, Jena needs to
run its reasoner, which is not efficient when dealing with ontologies with large
hierarchical structures; the solution to this issue was to maintain a map of parent-child
relationships and query this map in order to retrieve the sub-classes and subproperties. Also, in order to improve the accuracy of the alignment, we have
implemented an adapter interface to the UMLS Metathesaurus [9]. With this, the
semantic distance between the lexical information within entities (classes and
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properties) was calculated more accurately, ultimately improving the alignment
produced by the system. An alignment was created for the anatomy ontologies using
three different configurations: standard configuration, optimal precision
configuration, and optimal recall configuration.
 Due to the large size of the anatomy ontologies and the iterative nature of the
ASMOV algorithm, three parameters of the standard configuration had to be
changed in order to generate an alignment in an acceptable time frame. The
iterative threshold has been changed form 1.0 to 0.9, which means that the
iterative process of ASMOV converges once 90% of the mappings do not change
in two subsequent iterations. Also the ‘ignoreIdInLexicalSim’ parameter was
set to false; this parameter setting indicates that the lexical matcher will ignore
the local name of the entities. Since the anatomy ontologies deal with the
biomedical domain, the UMLS Metathesaurus is more suitable than WordNet.
Moreover, since querying the UMLS Metathesaurus for each of the thousands of
labels is time-consuming, we have pre-processed the ontologies and stored the
semantic information retrieved from the UMLS Metathesaurus into two separate
database tables: the first storing the indexed words retrieved (An indexed word is
an object that represents a word tied to its semantic meaning or UMLS concept),
the second containing the hierarchy of the hypernym relationships from the
indexed word in question to a fixed root chosen a priori. Only a subset of the
UMLS was used, containing concepts from the NCI Thesaurus and the required
dependencies.
 In order to obtain an optimal overall precision, the threshold of valid mappings
was adjusted, from 0.5 in the system standard configuration, to 0.7. This
threshold indicates the acceptable confidences for valid mappings. A value of
70% means that a mapping is deemed acceptable if its confidence value ranges
from the best confidence value to 70 % of that value.
 A similar approach was used to obtain the optimal overall recall. However, in
this case, the threshold of valid mappings was set to 0.0.
Due to the lack of a gold standard in this case, our evaluation was performed by
textual analysis of the mappings within the resulting alignments. In this analysis, a
correct mapping is a mapping where the entities are equivalent or synonyms,
according to their labels and the UMLS Metathesuarus. The results of this analysis are
illustrated by the table below in terms of precision and time cost.
Table 2. Performance of ASMOV in the Anatomy test
Precision

Time (sec)

Standard configuration

0.82

54943.656

Optimal Precision

0.89

145382.953

Optimal Recall

0.75

87339.437
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2.3

Directory

The standard configuration of ASMOV was used in order to run the directory tests.
It took 44 minutes and 27 seconds to run and produced alignments that seem accurate
for the most part. As a gold standard for these tests is not available, we are not yet
able to report accuracy measures such as precision, recall, and F1-measure.
2.4

Food

The food ontologies were too large to be run using the current prototype
implementation of ASMOV. It took over an hour for Jena to parse the ontologies, and
since ASMOV calculates similarity calculations for every pair of entities (class-toclass and property-to-property), the time cost for the alignment is prohibitive. We
therefore opt-out of this track; we are currently working on mechanisms to improve
the performance of ASMOV.
2.5

Conference

This collection of tests dealing with conference organization contains 14 ontologies.
ASMOV was able to create 91 alignments from the ontologies. These ontologies were
not analyzed in terms of precision and recall since no gold standard alignments were
available.

3

General Comments

3.1

Comments on the Results

ASMOV performed well in the 2007 OAEI tests: the precision and recall of the
benchmark tests are higher than those obtained by all entrants in OAEI 2006. This has
been achieved by the use of multiple different ontology features and the ability of
ASMOV to auto-adjust its weights to the characteristics of the ontologies, which
enabled ASMOV to recognize correct alignments even when some information such
as lexical similarity was absent. In addition, the use of a semantic validation process
enables the algorithm to reject invalid mappings, and improves the overall precision
and recall by 5% and 4% respectively.
The main weakness of the algorithm, in its current implementation, is its inability
or inefficiency when processing large ontologies such as the anatomy and the food
ontologies. We are currently working in mechanisms to improve the performance of
the algorithm itself and of its implementation.
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3.2

Discussions on the Way to Improve ASMOV

The mapping validation is source dependent, making the alignment process a
directional one. Let’s consider two ontologies O1 and O2; what the alignment produces
when O1 is the source and O2 is the target may be different than the one obtained when
the reverse occurs. As our future work, we intend to improve the mapping validation
process so that it does not favor the source ontology. Also, the use of Jena as a parser
seems not to be ideal, especially when the ontologies are large. For our
implementation, we had to bypass some of the methods of Jena that forced calls to its
reasoner and caused performance issues. We are currently investigating the use of
other parsers such as the OWL-API or more powerful ones, as well as the use of RDF
data stores. Although ASMOV will always converge in linear time, the amount of
time needed for convergence may be too great when dealing with large ontologies.
Also, the use of a checksum to stop the iterative process may cause the algorithm to
converge prematurely. Thus, the convergence aspect of ASMOV needs also to be
revisited. As stated earlier, ASMOV is to be used as an integration tool; consequently,
the confidence values need to be accurate. This accuracy is dictated by the weights
which need to be optimum. Therefore, extensive testing of the weighted calculations
need to be done to improve the accuracy of ASMOV. In its current state, the user
interaction component of ASMOV has not been implemented yet; ASMOV will be
extended to be able to present the user with a graphical interface, facilitating systemuser interaction.
3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2006 Test Cases

The testing phase of ASMOV was done using the benchmark tests, which were
crucial in identifying coding issues and wrong assumptions made in the design phase.
In future campaigns, we would like see a benchmarking of larger ontologies so that
systems can address scalability issues. Also a benchmark test in different domains
such as the biomedical domain (anatomy track) would be useful for systems targeting
such domains.

4

Conclusion

In this report, we provided a brief description of an automated alignment tool named
ASMOV and analyzed its performance at the 2007 Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative campaign. The test results show that ASMOV is effective in the ontology
alignment realm, and because of its flexibility, it performs well in multiple ontology
domains such as bibliographic references (benchmark tests) and the biomedical
domain (anatomy test). We concluded the paper by indicating the strengths and
weaknesses of ASMOV, and by stating the direction of our future work.
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Appendix: Raw Results
The OAEI 2007 tests were carried out on a PC running Windows XP Professional
with a dual-core Intel Pentium processor (2.8 GHz) and 3 gigabytes of memory.
Matrix of Results
The following table includes the results of ASMOV in the benchmark series of tests.
It illustrates the performance of the system in terms of precision (Prec.), recall (Rec.)
and processing time (Time). The processing is calculated as follows: ontology parsing
time + ASMOV computational time + time involved in the generation of the
alignment. For the benchmark tests, the following configuration was used:
 The lexical Similarity is calculated using WordNet and Levenshtein Distance.
 The semantic distance between words was calculated using Lin’s equation.
 The threshold used to stop the iteration process was set to 1.0.
 The threshold indicating that similarity measures have not changed was set to 0.0.
 The valid mappings were the ones that had a confidence value greater or equal to
50 % of the best calculated confidence value.
 The weights associated with missing features were re-distributed proportionally
so the similarity measure stayed uniformed.
Note that the same setting was used to run the directory and the consensus tests.
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#

Name

Prec.

Rec.

101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

Reference alignment
Irrelevat ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

1.00
NaN
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.88
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.97
1.00
0.97
0.94
0.86
0.89
0.91
0.83
0.87
0.85
0.83
0.91
0.82
0.87
0.78
0.91
0.83
0.77
0.91
0.93
0.68
0.75
0.95

1.00
NaN
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.88
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.82
0.89
0.30
0.77
0.87
0.81
0.30
0.30
0.76
0.87
0.24
0.30
0.30
0.34
0.30
0.82
0.58
0.86
0.96

No specialisation
Flatenned hierachy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flatenned classes

BibTeX/MIT
BibTeX/UMBC
Karlsruhe
INRIA
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Time
(hh.mm.ss.mms)
0.4.7.734
0.1.6.828
0.0.55.015
0.0.54.563
0.0.52.687
0.0.40.985
0.0.35.203
0.1.0.453
0.1.15.203
0.0.55.937
0.0.53.563
0.0.37.093
0.1.4.578
0.0.47.532
0.0.59.687
0.0.55.766
0.1.3.719
0.0.39.281
0.0.53.0
0.0.38.906
0.1.1.438
0.0.53.844
0.0.39.875
0.0.41.672
0.0.23.797
0.0.40.75
0.0.54.297
0.0.39.11
0.0.43.171
0.0.24.766
0.0.24.156
0.0.28.312
0.0.50.922
0.0.36.328
0.0.22.281
0.1.27.407
0.0.40.734
0.0.46.203
0.0.22.031
0.0.22.36
0.1.25.047
0.0.42.828
0.0.22.407
0.0.25.578
0.0.22.281
0.0.22.734
0.0.25.485
0.0.50.343
0.1.20.563
0.2.42.141
0.0.53.406
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Abstract. Managing uncertainty on the Semantic Web can potentially improve
the ontology mapping precision which can lead to better acceptance of systems
that operate in this environment. Further ontology mapping in the context of
Question Answering can provide more correct results if the mapping process can
deal with uncertainty effectively that is caused by the incomplete and inconsistent
information used and produced by the mapping process. In this paper we introduce our algorithm called “DSSim” and describe the improvements that we have
made compared to OAEI 2006.

1
1.1

Presentation of the system
State, purpose, general statement

The problem of mapping two ontologies effectively and efficiently is a necessary precondition to integrate information on the Semantic Web. In recent years different research communities have proposed[1] a wide range of methods for creating such mappings. The proposed methods usually combine syntactic and semantic measures by introducing different techniques ranging from heuristics to machine learning. While these
methods perform well in certain domains the quality of the produced mappings can differ from domain to domain depending on the specific parameters defined in the methods
e.g. tuning similarity threshold. Considering Question Answering systems like AQUA
[2, 3] which answers queries over heterogeneous sources described by their ontologies,
it is very important how its mapping algorithm performs in terms of mapping precision.
Our objective is to produce a method that does not depend on any fine tuned internal parameters for a specific domain or does not assume having large amount of data samples
a-priory for machine learning or Bayesian probability assessment[4]. Our hypothesis
is that the correctness of different similarity mapping algorithms is always heavily dependent on the actual content and conceptual structure of these ontologies which are
different even if two ontologies have been created on the same domain but with different purpose. Therefore from the mapping point of view these ontologies will always
contain inconsistencies, missing or overlapping elements and different conceptualisation of the same terms which introduces a considerable amount of uncertainty into the
mapping process.
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1.2

Specific techniques used

Our proposed method works with two ontologies, which contain arbitrary number of
concepts and their properties.
O1 = {C1 , .., Cn ; P1 , .., Pn ; I1 , .., In }
O2 = {C1 , .., Cm ; P1 , .., Pm ; I1 , .., Im }

where O represents a particular ontology, C, P and I the set of concepts, properties and
instances in the ontology.
In order to assess similarity we need to compare all concepts and properties from
O1 to all concepts and properties in O2 . Our similarity assessments, both syntactic and
semantic produce a sparse similarity matrix where the similarity between Cn from O1
and Cm in O2 is represented by a particular similariy measure between the i and j
elements of the matrix as follows:
SIM := (si,j )n×m
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m

where SIM represents a particular similarity assessment matrix, s is a degree of
similarity that has been determined by a particular similarity e.g. Jaccard or semantic
similarity measure. We consider each measure as an ”expert” which assess mapping
precision based on its knowledge. Therefore we assume that each similarity matrix is a
subjective assessment of the mapping what needs to be combined into a coherent view.
If combined appropriately this combined view provides a more reliable and precise
mapping that each separate mapping alone. However one similarity measure or some
technique can perform particularly well for one pair of concepts or properties and particularly badly for another pair of concepts or properties, which has to be considered in
any mapping algorithm.
In our ontology mapping method we assume that each expert carries only partial
knowledge of the domain and can observe it from its own perspective where available
prior knowledge is generally uncertain and subjective. In order to represent subjective
probabilities in our system we use the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [7], which
provides a mechanism for modeling and reasoning uncertain information in a numerical
way, particularly when it is not possible to assign belief to a single element of a set of
variables. Consequently the theory allows the user to represent uncertainty for knowledge representation, because the interval between support and plausibility can be easily
assessed for a set of hypothesizes. Missing data (ignorance) can also be modeled by
Dempster-Shafer approach and additionally evidences from two or more sources can be
combined using Dempster’s rule of combination. The main advantage of the DempsterShafer theory is that it provides a method for combining the effect of different learned
evidences to establish a new belief by using Dempster’s combination rule.
The following elements have been used in our system in order to model uncertainty:
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Frame of Discernment(Θ) :finite set representing the space of hypothesizes. It contains all possible mutually exclusive context events of the same kind.
Θ = {H1 , ..., Hn , ...HN }

(1)

In our method Θ contains all possible mappings that have been assessed by the particular expert.
Evidence:available certain fact and is usually a result of observation. Used during
the reasoning process to choose the best hypothesis in Θ. We observe evidence for the
mapping if the expert detects that there is a similarity between Cn from O1 and Cm in
O2 .
Belief mass function (m): is a finite amount of support assigned to the subset of Θ.
It represents the strength of some evidence and
X
mi (A) = 1
(2)
A⊆Θ

where mi (A) is our exact belief in a proposition represented by A that belongs
to expert i. The similarity algorithms itself produce these assignment based on different similarity measures. As an example consider that O1 contains the concept ”paper”
which needs to be mapped to a concept ”hasArticle” in O2 . Based on the WordNet we
identify that the concept ”article” is one of the inherited hypernyms of ”paper”, which
according to both JaroWinkler(0.91) and Jaccard(0.85) measure [8] is highly similarity
to ”hasArticle” in O2 . Therefore after similarity assessment our variables will have the
following belief mass value:
− mexpert1 (O1 {paper, article, communication, publication} ,
O2 {hasArticle}) = 0.85
− mexpert2 (O1 {paper, article, communication, publication} ,
O2 {hasArticle}) = 0.91
In practice we assess up to 8 inherited hypernyms similarities with different algorithms (considered as experts) which can be combined based on the combination rule
in order to create a more reliable mapping. Once the combined belief mass functions
have been assigned the following additional measures can be derived from the available
information.
Belief : amount of justified support to A that is the lower probability function of
Dempster, which accounts for all evidence Ek that supports the given proposition A.
X
beliefi (A) =
mi (Ek )
(3)
Ek ⊆A

An important aspect of the mapping is how one can make a decision over how different similarity measures can be combined and which nodes should be retained as best
possible candidates for the match. To combine the qualitative similarity measures that
have been converted into belief mass functions we use the Dempster’s rule of combination and we retain the node where the belief function has the highest value.
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Dempster’s rule of combination:Suppose we have two mass functions mi (Ek ) and
mj (Ek0 ) and we want to combine them into a global mij (A). Following Dempster’s
combination rule
X
mij (A) = mi ⊕ mj =
mi (Ek ) ∗ mj (Ek0 )
(4)
Ek Ek0

where i and j represent two different experts.
The belief combination process is computationally very expensive and from an engineering point of view, this means that it not always convenient or possible to build
systems in which the belief revision process is performed globally by a single unit.
Therefore, applying multi agent architecture is an alternative and distributed approach
to the single one. Our algorithm takes all the concepts and its properties from the different external ontologies and assesses similarity with all the concepts and properties in
the query graph.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

Our mapping algorithm which is originally based on multi agent architecture has been
re-implemented as a standalone mapping process which uses the common WordNet
dictionary which is considered more general knowledge then originally we assume in or
architecture. Originally our mapping process receives query fragments from the AQUA
system where the query fragments contain several concept names and their properties.
For the evaluation we modified our mapping process so we consider the individual
concept or property names as query fragments which contain less information about the
possible mapping then the query fragments that we originally receive from the AQUA
system.
Creating the particular ontology mappings in the context of question answering is
ideally an iterative process where the users are involved in the loop as well. In a real case
scenario the users pose different questions that contain both concepts and properties of
a particular domain. This information then can be used to query the different ontologies, create mapping between its concepts and properties that can be used to answer the
particular query. For the OAEI 2006[6] we have implemented an iterative closed loop
which creates the mapping without any human interaction. Based on this implementation we have modified our process for the OAEI 2007 which works as follows:
1. We take a concept or property from ontology 1 and consider (refer to it from now)
it as the query fragment that would normally be posed by a user. Our algorithm
consults WordNet in order to augment the query concepts and properties with their
hypernyms.
2. We take syntactically similar concepts and properties to the query graph from ontology 2 and build a local ontology graph that contains both concepts ans properties
together with the close context of the local ontology fragments.
3. Different similarity and semantic similarity algorithms (considered as different experts in evidence theory) are used to assess quantitative similarity values (converted
into belief mass function) between the nodes of the query and ontology fragment
which is considered as an uncertain and subjective assessment.
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4. Then the similarity matrixes are used to determine belief mass functions which are
combined using the Dempster’s rule of combination. Based on the combined evidences we select those mappings in which we calculate the highest belief function.
5. The selected concepts are added into the alignment.
The overview of the mapping process is depicted on figure 1.

Fig. 1. The iterative mapping process

In order to avoid a complex graph of relationships in the query and the ontology
fragments we need to define a reasonable limit on the number of hypernyms, which
are extracted from the WordNet. To define such a limit is also desirable when we carry
out the belief combination since all extracted terms represent a variable where each
similarity value needs to be combined with the Dempster’s rule of combination. The
combination rule implies that the problem space increases exponentially with the number of variables therefore the proper definition of this limit can considerably affect the
scalability of our system.
1.4

Link to the system and parameters file

http://kmi.open.ac.uk/people/miklos/OAEI2007/tools/DSSim.zip
1.5

Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)

http://kmi.open.ac.uk/people/miklos/OAEI2007/results/DSSim.zip

2
2.1

Results
Benchmark

Based on the results of the benchmarks we have improved our algorithm compared to
the OAEI 2006 results in terms of recall. The improvement was achieved by introducing
instance level comparisons for the classes and properties. Nevertheless there is considerable room for improvement since we did not achieve similar results compared to the
best performing systems for the tests 248-266 in terms of recall. The performance of
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our algorithm has also been improved considering the execution time. In general the
benchmarks are excellent for improving the algorithm since we can calculate the recall
and precision any time which helps a lot evaluating the impact of a particular improvement. This year we have tried to make use of the rdfs:label tags but it did not improve
the recall or precision.
2.2

Anatomy

The anatomy test has proved quite manageable considering the execution time. During our experiments our algorithm has always created the mappings within 2 hours.
We had to use the rdfs:labels for the comparison but we could not make use of the
oboInOwl:Synonym tags. The usage of the labels has introduced complexity retrieving
hypernyms from WordNet since it is quite challenging to split the label into terms that
can be used for querying the WordNet.
2.3

Directory

The directory test as well has been managable in terms of execution time. In general
the large number of small scale ontologies made it possible to verify some mappings
for some cases. The tests contain only classes without any labels but in some cases
different classes have been combined into one class e.g. “News and Media” which introduces certain level of complexity for determining synomyms using any background
knowledge.
2.4

Food

The food test was extremely challenging due to the large number of concepts in the
ontologies. We had to split up the original files into 8 parts and carry out the mapping one by one. Additionally we have developed a SKOS parser which can create
smaller OWL chunks from the SKOS and run the mapping algorithm on it. As a result of this split we could not consider rdfs:subClassOf relationships between classes
since it cannot be guaranteed that we would find the super classes in the same ontology
chunk. The run time was around 1 week even though 2 parallel processors were used
to run the mapping algorithm. During the SKOS OWL conversion we did not consider
skos:ConceptScheme elements.
2.5

Environment

The environment test was the extension of the food test therefore it represented similar
complexity in terms of run time performance. Nevertheless the GEMET SKOS contain
smaller number of concepts compared to the food ontologies but we had to split up the
ontologies into 2 separate parts. This implies that the rdfs:subClassOf relations have
also not been considered which might have a negative impact on the mapping precision
and recall. The mapping was also carried out on 2 parallel processors and the run time
was around 2 days.
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2.6

Library

The library test was also large therefore we also had to split it into 2 parts. The cumulative run time was around 1 day. Additionally not all labels were available in English
therefore we have used the original Dutch labels. The implication is that we could not
determine hypernyms from WordNet which might impact our mapping precision negatively.

3
3.1

General comments
Comments on the results

Most of the benchmark tests proved that when different similarity assessments have to
be combined handling uncertainty can lead to a high precision rate which is a definite
strength of our system. Another strength of our system is that the produced mappings
are not very dependent on the structure and hierarchy of the concepts and properties
in the ontology (see group 2xx). The reason is our mapping algorithm takes mainly
concepts (classes) and properties (object and data type) to capture the specific restrictions in the particular ontologies and converts them into directed graph fragments. As
a consequence our method is not heavily dependent on subclass, sub property, disjointness or equivalency relationships among classes and properties hence on the logical
constraints imposed by the ontology language itself. Additionally the query terms are
extended with their inherited hypernyms from WordNet so the uncertainty can be distributed sufficiently that can lead to a large number of possibly valid choices. However
since Dempser’s combination rule is computationally expensive operation we need to
reduce the problem space therefore the number of additional variables per query fragment. This can lead to the loss of valuable information and consequently more irrelevant
mappings.

3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

Based on the results we have identified the following improvement possibilities that can
further improve our system:
1. We need to consider Natural Language descriptions where available in the ontologies. This can lead to a definite improvement of precision for the particular mapping.
2. We need to further exploit the properties of the instances or individuals in the ontologies. This can lead to a definite improvement of recall for the particular mappings.
3. The possible application of additional multi lingual background knowledge can
provide added value for improving both recall and precision of the system.
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3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2007 procedure

The OAEI procedure and the provided alignment api works very well out of the box
for the benchmarks, anatomy and directory tracks. However for the food, environment
and library track we have developed an SKOS parser which can be integrated into the
alignment api. Our SKOS parser convert SKOS file to OWL which is then processed
using the alignment api. Additionally we have developed a chunk SKOS parser which
can process SKOS file iteratively in chunks avoiding memory problems.
3.4

Comments on the OAEI 2007 test cases

We have found that most of the benchmark tests can be used effectively to test various
aspects of an ontology mapping system since it provides both real word and generated/modified ontologies. The ontologies in the benchmark are conceived in a way that
allows anyone to clearly identify system strengths and weaknesses which is an important advantage when future improvements have to be identified. However, our system
did not perform as well as we first expected probably due to the fact that most of the
classes and properties in the ontologies are organized in a rather flat hierarchy so in our
system the semantic similarity component did not influence the overall mappings considerably. However, in order to make use of a large group of tests (248-266) our system
had to consider individuals or instances of the classes.
3.5

Comments on the OAEI 2007 measures

For our system the precision measure was the most important of all because this gives
us the possibility to draw constructive conclusions on how the uncertainty handling can
influence the precision of the system. The additional measures like recall and fallout
can be used effectively for identifying where do we need to make further improvements
in our system.
3.6

Proposed new measures

Besides the traditional measures it would be useful as well to introduce a measure that
expresses the difficulty to create the particular mapping. E.g. there is a considerable difference in the level of difficulty between creating mapping with the reference ontology
itself (101 to 101) and real word ontology (101 to 304). Additionally this measure then
could be used to assess the how the particular system can handle mappings that involves
complex comparison operations.

4

Conclusion

Based on the experiments of both the OAEI 2006 and 2007 we had a possibility to
realise a measurable evolution in our ontology mapping algorithm and test it with 6 different mapping tracks. Our main objective to improve the mapping precision with managing the inherent uncertainty of any mapping process and information in the different
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ontologies on the Semantic Web can only be achieved if different mapping algorithms
can be qualitatively compared and evaluated. Therefore participating in the Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative is an excellent opportunity to test and compare our system with other solutions and helped a great deal identifying the future possibilities that
needs to be investigated further.
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#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevant ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

No specialisation
Flatenned hierarchy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flattened classes
Expanded classes

Real: BibTeX/MIT
Real: BibTeX/UMBC
Real: Karlsruhe
Real: INRIA
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Prec.
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0.96
0.94
0.97
0.97
0.95
0.91
0.97
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.97
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.97
0.97
1
0.97
0.97
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.9
1
0.9
0.8
0.82
0.85
0.85
0.96
0.98

Rec.
1
NaN
1
1
0.16
0.16
1
0.91
0.33
0.39
0.39
0.9
0.32
0.39
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.16
0.16
0.27
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.27
0.27
0.17
0.16
0.31
0.27
0.31
0.24
0.3
0.6
0.8
0.92
0.64

Time
00.00.10.37
00.00.03.57
00.00.03.76
00.00.03.09
00.00.03.16
00.00.05.12
00.00.04.92
00.00.03.23
00.00.03.44
00.00.04.38
00.00.04.36
00.00.04.18
00.00.03.19
00.00.04.26
00.00.04.15
00.00.02.88
00.00.02.98
00.00.03.06
00.00.02.85
00.00.02.98
00.00.01.59
00.00.03.17
00.00.02.95
00.00.02.85
00.00.01.60
00.00.01.60
00.00.02.88
00.00.03.01
00.00.01.70
00.00.01.75
00.00.01.62
00.00.01.68
00.00.01.75
00.00.04.50
00.00.04.39
00.00.01.75
00.00.04.50
00.00.04.74
00.00.04.41
00.00.01.70
00.00.01.68
00.00.04.37
00.00.04.63
00.00.01.92
00.00.01.70
00.00.01.70
00.00.01.92
00.00.03.44
00.00.02.69
00.00.04.12
00.00.03.03

Falcon-AO: Results for OAEI 2007
Wei Hu, Yuanyuan Zhao, Dan Li, Gong Cheng, Honghan Wu, and Yuzhong Qu
School of Computer Science and Engineering, Southeast University,
Nanjing 210096, P.R. China
{whu,yyzhao,dli,gcheng,hhwu,yzqu}@seu.edu.cn

Abstract. In this paper, we present a brief overview of Falcon-AO (version 0.7):
a practical ontology matching system with acceptable to very good performance,
a flexible architecture, and a number of unique features. We also show some preliminary results of Falcon-AO for this year’s OAEI campaign: evaluation on seven
different matching tasks.

1 Presentation of the system
As an infrastructure for Semantic Web applications, Falcon is a vision of our research
group. It desires for providing fantastic technologies for finding, aligning and learning
ontologies, and ultimately for capturing knowledge by an ontology-driven approach. It
is still under development in our group.
1.1 State, purpose, general statement
As a prominent component of Falcon, Falcon-AO starts as an automatic ontology matching system to help enable interoperability between (Semantic) Web applications using
different but related ontologies. It has since become a very practical and popular tool
for matching Web ontologies expressed in RDFS or OWL. To date, Falcon-AO is continually being improved and elaborated, and the latest version is 0.7.
1.2 Specific techniques used
Falcon-AO is implemented in Java, and it is an open source project under the Apache
license. Fig. 1 exhibits the architecture of Falcon-AO (version 0.7). It consists of five
components: the Repository to temporarily store the data during the matching process;
the Model Pool to manipulate ontologies and to construct different models for different matchers; the Alignment Set to generate and to evaluate exported alignments; the
Matcher Library to manage a set of elementary matchers; the Central Controller to configure matching strategies and to execute matching operations. Furthermore, Falcon-AO
provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to make it easily accessible to users.
Due to space limitation, we only provide a brief overview of Falcon-AO’s features
in this paper. For more details, we refer the reader to the technical papers [1–6], and our
website: http://iws.seu.edu.cn/projects/matching/.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

– V-Doc, I-Sub, GMO, PBM: The four distinguishing elementary matchers make up
the core matcher library of Falcon-AO. V-Doc [5] discovers alignments via revealing the usage (context) of domain entities in ontologies (i.e. the neighboring information). I-Sub [6] is a light-weighted matcher based on a refined string comparison
technique (i.e. considering both commonality and difference). GMO [2] measures
the structural similarity between RDF bipartite graphs based on propagating similarities between domain entities and statements. PBM [3] follows the divide-andconquer idea to partition large ontologies into small blocks and construct mappings
between the blocks for further matching with V-Doc, I-Sub, and GMO.
– Model Coordinator [4]: 21 coordination rules are used to eliminate useless axioms
and reduce structural heterogeneity between the ontologies to be matched. Specifically, Falcon-AO can apply different coordination rules to different matchers. As an
example, for I-Sub, Falcon-AO only removes ontology headers. As another example, for GMO, Falcon-AO uses the rdfs:member property to express the relationship
between a list and each of its members, instead of using RDF collection vocabularies (rdf:first, rdf:rest and rdf:nil).
– Alignment Generator [1, 4]: Alignments are generated in terms of the observation
of the linguistic comparability (LC) and the structural comparability (SC). LC is
calculated by examining the proportion of the candidate alignments against the minimum number of the domain entities in the two ontologies; while SC is computed
by comparing the built-in vocabularies in the two ontologies as well as estimating
the correct alignments found by GMO in the portion of the reliable ones from V-
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Doc and I-Sub. Falcon-AO uses these two kinds of comparability to automatically
adjust the thresholds for selecting and combining alignments.
1.3 Adaptations made for the evaluation
We do not make any specific adaptation in the OAEI 2007 campaign. All the alignments
outputted by Falcon-AO are uniformly based on the same parameters.
1.4 Link to the system and parameters file
The latest version of Falcon-AO can be downloaded from our website:
http://iws.seu.edu.cn/projects/matching/res/falcon.zip.
1.5 Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)
The alignments for all the tasks in this year’s OAEI campaign are available at:
http://iws.seu.edu.cn/projects/matching/res/falcon 2007.zip.

2 Results
In this section, we present the results of Falcon-AO (version 0.7) for the tasks provided
by the OAEI 2007 campaign.
2.1 Benchmark
The benchmark task can be divided into five groups: #101–104, #201–210, #221–247,
#248–266 and #301–304. The results of Falcon-AO are reported on each group in correspondence. The summary of the average performance of Falcon-AO (version 0.7) on
the benchmark task is depicted in Table 1. For more details, please link to Appendix.
Table 1. Summary of the average performance on the benchmark task

Precision
Recall

1xx 2xx 3xx Average H-mean Time
1.00 0.93 0.89 0.93
0.92
300s
1.00 0.80 0.77 0.81
0.86

#101–104 Falcon-AO performs perfectly on this group. Please pay attention to #102,
Falcon-AO can automatically detect the two candidate ontologies are completely different, because both the linguistic comparability and the structural comparability between
them are extremely low.
#201–210 Although in this group, some linguistic features of the candidate ontologies
are discarded or modified, their structures are quite similar. So GMO takes much effect
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on this group. For example, in #202, 209, and 210, only a small portion of alignments
are found by V-Doc or I-Sub, the rest are all generated by GMO. Since GMO runs much
slower, it takes Falcon-AO more time to exploit all the alignments.
#221–247 The structures of the candidate ontologies in this group are altered. However,
Falcon-AO discovers most of the alignments from the linguistic perspective via V-Doc
and I-Sub, and both the precision and recall are pretty good.
#248–266 Both the linguistic and structural characteristics of the candidate ontologies
are changed significantly, thus the tests in this group are the most difficult ones in the
benchmark task. In some cases, Falcon-AO rarely finds any alignments. But indeed, in
these cases, it is really hard to recognize the correct alignments due to lack of clues.
#301–304 Four real-life ontologies of bibliographic references are taken in this group.
The linguistic comparability between the two candidate ontologies in each test is high
while the structural comparability is medium. It indicates that the outputs of Falcon-AO
are mainly from V-Doc or I-Sub. Alignments from GMO with high similarities are also
reliable to be integrated.
2.2 Anatomy
The anatomy real world case is to match the Adult Mouse Anatomy (denoted by mouse )
and the NCI Thesaurus describing the human anatomy (tagged as human ). mouse has
2,744 classes, while human has 3,044 classes. Falcon-AO firstly partitions mouse and
human into 122 and 14 blocks respectively, and then finds 16 block mappings based on
1,139 anchors. After further running elementary matchers on such block mappings, 715
alignments are finally generated as output. The whole process spends about 12 minutes.
The summary of the performance is exhibited in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of the performance on the anatomy task

Mouse vs. Human

Precision
0.96

Recall
0.59

Time
12m

2.3 Directory
The directory task consists of Web sites directories like Google, Yahoo! or Looksmart.
To date, it includes 4,639 tests represented by pairs of OWL ontologies, where classification relations are modeled as rdfs:subClassOf relations. Falcon-AO is quite efficient
in this task, and it only takes less than 2 minutes (110 seconds) to complete all the tests.
The average performance is summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of the average performance on the directory task

Directory

Precision
0.55

Recall
0.61

Time
110s

2.4 Food
The food task includes two SKOS thesauri – AGROVOC and NALT. Since Falcon-AO
focuses on Web ontologies expressed in RDFS and OWL, we have to adopt two OWL
version ontologies transformed by campaign organizers in this task. AGROVOC owns
28,439 classes, while NALT owns 42,326 classes. Falcon-AO partitions them into 442
and 235 blocks, respectively. Supported by 15,353 anchors, Falcon-AO discovers 154
block mappings and conducts elementary matchers on them. Finally, 15,300 alignments
are generated, where 14,615 alignments hold equivalence relationships, 685 ones hold
subsumption relationships (558 broad relationships and 127 narrow relationships). The
whole process costs nearly 6 hours. The performance is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of the performance on the food task

AGROVOC vs. NALT

Precision
0.84

Recall
0.45

Time
5.75h

2.5 Environment
Three SKOS thesauri are collected in this task – a new thesaurus named GEMET (5,284
classes, is partitioned into 17 blocks), and the two ones in the food task. When matching
GEMET and AGROVOC, Falcon-AO discovers 18 block mappings via 1,352 anchors,
and generates 1,384 alignments, including 1,360 alignments hold equivalence relationships and 24 ones hold narrow relationships. The whole process spends nearly 33 minutes. When matching GEMET and NALT, Falcon-AO discovers 22 block mappings via
1,230 anchors, and generates 1,374 alignments, including 1,353 alignments hold equivalence relationships and 21 ones hold narrow relationships. The whole process spends
about 1.2 hours. The performance is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Summary of the performance on the environment task

GEMET vs. AGROVOC
GEMET vs. NALT
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Precision
0.88
0.86

Recall
0.39
0.30

Time
33m
1.2h

2.6 Library
Participants of this task are expected to match two Dutch thesauri used to index books
from two collections held by the National Library of the Netherlands (KB). Brinkman
owns 5,221 classes, and GTT owns 35,194 classes. Falcon-AO firstly partitions them
into 232 and 2,211 blocks respectively, and then exploits 223 block mappings based
on 3,641 anchors. After further running elementary matchers on such block mappings,
3,697 alignments are finally generated as outputs, where 3,661 alignments hold equivalence relationships, and 36 ones hold subsumption relationships (including 23 broad
relationships and 13 narrow ones). The whole process spends about 40 minutes. The
summary of the performance is exhibited in Table 6.
Table 6. Summary of the performance on the library task

Brinkman vs. GTT

Precision
0.97

Recall
0.87

Time
40m

2.7 Conference
91 matching tasks are generated from 14 different ontologies with respect to conference
organization. Falcon-AO takes 160 seconds to complete all the tests. Some statistics of
the average performance are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7. Summary of the performance on the conference task

Conference

Precision
0.73

Recall
0.57

Time
160s

3 General comments
In this section, we present some comments on Falcon-AO’s results as well as the OAEI
2007 test cases.
3.1 Comments on the results
Here, we would like to make a rough comparison between Falcon-AO’s results in this
year and the results in the OAEI 2006 campaign (see Fig. 2). It can be seen that on these
four tasks, Falcon-AO has more or less improvement.
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2006 Prec.

2007 Prec.

2006 Rec.

2007 Rec.
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Fig. 2. Results in 2007 vs. Results in 2006

3.2 Comments on the OAEI 2007 test cases
The proposed matching tasks cover a large portion of real world domains, and the discrepancies between them are significant. Doing experiments on these tasks are helpful
to improve algorithms and systems. In order to enhance applicability, we list some warnings as well as our modifications occurring in our experiment procedure, which might
aid organizers to correct the problems in the future: (i) the prefix “rdfs” is not bound in
“gemet oaei2007.owl” in the environment task; and (ii) the encoding is inappropriate
in the library task, and our modification is replacing “utf-8” by “iso-8859-1”.

4 Conclusion
Ontology matching is an important way to establish interoperability among (Semantic) Web applications using different but related ontologies. We implement a practical
system for ontology matching called Falcon-AO. From the experimental experience in
the OAEI 2007 campaign, we conclude that Falcon-AO (version 0.7) performs quite
well and balancing on most of tasks. In the future, we look forward to making a stable
progress towards building a comprehensive ontology matching system.
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Appendix: Raw Results
Tests are carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13GHz desktop machine with 2GB DDR2
memory under Windows XP Professional operating system and Java 1.6 compiler.
Matrix of Results
In the following table, the results of Falcon-AO (v0.7) in the benchmark test are shown
by precision (Prec.), recall (Rec.) and machine processing time. Here, the machine processing time is the sum of the time in model construction, matcher execution, similarity
combination and results evaluation.
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#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevant ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

No specialization
Flattened hierarchy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flattened classes
Expanded classes

Real: BibTeX/MIT
Real: BibTeX/UMBC
Real: Karlsruhe
Real: INRIA
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Prec.
1.00
NaN
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.87
1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00
0.79
0.81
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.94
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.85
0.87
1.00
0.56
0.71
0.85
1.00
1.00
0.54
0.70
1.00
0.89
1.00
1.00
0.89
0.91
0.90
0.77
0.96

Rec.
1.00
NaN
1.00
1.00
0.95
0.87
1.00
0.98
0.98
0.93
0.91
1.00
0.78
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.84
0.87
0.27
0.56
0.71
0.84
0.27
0.27
0.54
0.70
0.31
0.24
0.27
0.31
0.24
0.82
0.58
0.76
0.93

Time
2.7s
1.9s
1.2s
1.2s
1.2s
24.9s
0.7s
1.2s
1.2s
1.1s
1.1s
0.7s
24.2s
24.3s
1.1s
1.1s
1.1s
0.9s
1.1s
0.5s
1.1s
1.2s
1.0s
0.5s
0.4s
0.9s
1.1s
0.5s
0.6s
0.4s
0.4s
0.5s
23.5s
23.6s
0.4s
27.2s
26.3s
23.0s
0.5s
0.4s
26.4s
25.6s
0.4s
0.5s
0.4s
0.4s
0.5s
0.9s
0.4s
0.7s
15.9s

LILY: The Results for the Ontology Alignment Contest
OAEI 2007
Peng Wang, Baowen Xu
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of LILY, which is an ontology
mapping system, for OAEI 2007 campaign. To accurately describe what the
real meaning of an entity in the original ontology is, LILY extracts a semantic
subgraph for each entity. Then it exploits both linguistic and structural
information in semantic subgraphs to generate initial alignments. If necessary,
using these initial results as input, a subsequent similarity propagation strategy
could produce more alignments, which often can not be obtained by the
previous process. The preliminary results of the experiments for four tasks (i.e.
benchmark, directories, anatomy and conference) are presented. The discussion
of the results and future work of LILY are also given.

1

Presentation of the system

Currently more and more ontologies are distributedly used and built by different
communities. Many of these ontologies would describe similar domains, but using
different terminologies, and others will have overlapping domains. Such ontologies
are referred to as heterogeneous ontologies, which is a major obstacle to realize
semantic interoperation. Ontology mapping, which captures relations between
ontologies, aims to provide a common layer from which heterogeneous ontologies
could exchange information in semantically sound manners.
LILY is a system for solving the issues related to heterogeneous ontologies. One
important function of LILY is to match heterogeneous ontologies. LILY uses the
semantic subgraph to describe the meaning of an entity. Then linguistic and structural
similarity algorithm and similarity propagation strategy are exploited to create the
alignments between ontologies.
1.1

State, purpose, general statement

When LILY is used to find alignments between heterogeneous ontologies, it tries to
utilize all useful information to discover the correct matching results. Currently it
does not use any external knowledge such as WordNet. The matching process consists
of three main steps: (1) Extracting semantic subgraph LILY tries to use a semantic
subgraph to represent the real meaning for a given entity in an ontology. A semantic
subgraph, which is also a subgraph of the original ontology, is extracted by a variant
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algorithm based on the connection subgraphs
discovery algorithm [1]. (2) Computing alignment
similarity Through analyzing the literal and structural
information in the semantic subgraphs, LILY
computes the similarity confidences between entities
from different ontologies. (3) Similarity propagation
In most cases, LILY can find satisfactory alignment
results after the second process. If few alignment
results are got, a strategy will decide whether to take
similarity propagation process. The similarity
propagation could produce more alignments that can
not be found in the previous processes. The matching
process is shown in Fig. 1.
LILY is still being improved and enhanced, and
the lasted version is V1.2.
1.2

Input
O ntologies

E xtracting
Sem antic Subgraphs

C om puting
A lignm ent Sim ilarity

Propagation
C ondition

No

Y es
Sim ilarity
Propagation

A lignm ent R esults

Specific techniques used

Fig. 1. Matching process
LILY aims to provide high quality alignments
between concept/property pairs. The main specific
techniques used by LILY are as follows.
Semantic subgraph An entity in a given ontology has its specific meaning. In our
ontology mapping view, capturing such meaning is very important to obtain good
alignment results. Therefore, before similarity computation, LILY first describes the
meaning for each entity accurately. The solution is inspired by the method proposed
by Faloutsos et al. for discovering connection subgraphs [1]. It is based on electricity
analogues to extract a small subgraph that best captures the connections between two
nodes of the graph. Ramakrishnan et al. also exploits such idea to find the informative
connection subgraphs in RDF graph. We modify the method for extracting an n-size
subgraph for a node or edge in an ontology graph. The subgraphs can give the precise
descriptions of the meanings of the entities, and we call such subgraphs semantic
subgraphs. The details of the semantic subgraph extraction process will be reported
elsewhere.
Alignment similarity computation The similarity computation is based on the
semantic subgraphs, i.e. all the information used in the similarity computation is come
from the semantic subgraphs. LILY uses two kinds of descriptions to interpret the
concepts and properties. The first is the basic description, which is a document
consisting of the identifier, label and comments. The second is the semantic
description. A semantic description of a concept contains the information about class
hierarchies, related properties and instances. A semantic description of a property
contains the information about hierarchies, domains, ranges, restrictions and related
instances. For the descriptions from different entities, we calculate the similarities of
the corresponding parts. Finally, all separate similarities are combined with the
experiential weights. The descriptions collect the linguistic and structural information
of entities. Therefore, for the regular ontologies, LILY can find satisfactory
alignments in most cases.
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Similarity propagation When the ontologies lack of regular and clear literal
descriptions, the above method just returns few alignments. LILY uses similarity
propagation strategy to compensate for it. Compared with other similarity propagation
methods such as similarity flood [3] and SimRank [4], our similarity propagation
defines stronger propagation condition and is based on the semantic subgraphs. The
propagation graph is not stable, but is incremental during propagation process. Using
similarity propagation can find more alignments that cannot be found in the previous
process. However, the similarity propagation is not always perfect. When more
alignments are discovered, more incorrect alignments would also be introduced by the
similarity propagation. So it requires a strategy to determine when to use the
similarity propagation.
Automatic threshold selection The previous processes will return a similarity
matrix, which represents the confidence level between entities from two ontologies. It
is need a threshold to filter the low confidence values and keep high confidence ones.
However, the threshold is usually set up manually, that cannot adapt to all matching
situations. LILY treats the similarity matrix as an image, and then uses the classic
image threshold selection algorithm to find a threshold automatically. There are many
image thresholding methods [5]. After comparing the effectiveness of a variety of
thresholding algorithms, we choose the maximum entropy approach to calculate the
threshold [6]. After filtering, final 1-1 alignments are generated using the stable
marriage strategy.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

In the evaluation, the size of semantic subgraph would influence on the alignment
results. We set 5-size semantic subgraphs for most test cases. When the ontologies
lack of regular literals, we set 10 to 35-size semantic subgraphs for capturing more
structural information. For large scale ontologies, we just set 2 to 3-size semantic
subgraphs for the purpose of reducing the time of extracting semantic subgraphs.
1.4

Link to the system and the set of provided alignments

A demo version of LILY and the alignment results for OAEI2007 campaign are
available at http://ontomappinglab.googlepages.com/oaei2007.

2

Results

In this section, we will analyze the performances and problems during taking the four
alignment tracks.
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2.1

benchmark

The benchmark tests the performance of matching system during various ultimate
situations.
101-104 This test set contains same, irrelevant, ontology language generalization
and restriction ontologies. LILY plays well for these test cases. But for the irrelevant
ontology 102, LILY returns several alignments because it cannot decide whether the
two ontologies are irrelevant, so it tries to find any possible alignments.
201-210 In the test cases, the structure of ontology is preserved, but the labels and
identifiers are replaced by random names, misspellings, synonyms and foreign names.
The comments have been suppressed in some cases. LILY can produce good results
for this test set. Even without right labels and comments information, LILY can find
most correct alignments through making use of other information such as instances.
Using few alignment results obtained by the basic methods as inputs, the similarity
propagation strategy will generate more alignments.
221-247 The test cases can be divided into two subgroups: 221-231 and 232-247.
The first subgroup contains 11 kinds of modifications, such as the hierarchy is
flattened or expanded, and individuals, restrictions and datatypes are suppressed. Due
to the labels and comments are preserved, the modifications have little influence on
our system. LILY can find most correct alignments using the labels and comments
information. In the second subgroup, the modifications are the combinations of the
ones used in 221-231. LILY can obtain good results for 232-247 as well.
248-266 This is the most difficult test set. All labels and identifiers are replaced by
random names, and the comments are also suppressed. LILY uses the information
from the semantic subgraphs to look for alignments. However, no enough information
is provided in the ontologies, and the similarity computation process can only find
few alignments. Subsequently, using these initial results as input, LILY exploits the
similarity propagation algorithm to discover more alignments. In our experiments, too
smaller and too bigger size semantic subgraph can not produce good alignments. 1035 is a suitable size range in our experience. In 254 and 262, since almost all literal
and structure information are suppressed, the similarity propagation can not find more
results, so LILY just can produce limit results. When some structure information is
preserved, similarity propagation will play a role and can generate more alignment
results.
301-304 This test set are the real ontologies. For LILY just can find equivalent
alignment relations, the inclusion alignments can not be generated. For 301-302,
LILY finds most correct alignments, but it also returns some wrong results. The
alignment results for 303 are far from satisfactory. We think the reason might be that
303 is no individuals and with shallow class hierarchy, and there are no direct
connections between the classes and properties. Without the external knowledge,
LILY can not produce good results for 303. 304 has similar structure and vocabularies
to the reference ontology 101, so LILY outperforms other three ontologies.
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2.2

anatomy

The anatomy track consists of two real large-scale biological ontologies. Handling
such ontologies is a big problem for LILY, because extracting semantic subgraphs
would need long time and large memory space. Even though LILY sets up small size
semantic subgraphs for this matching task, it needs about 4 days to create the
alignment results. For the purpose of producing the alignments in time, the principal
technique advantages of LILY are discards in this alignment task.
2.3

directory

The directory track requires to matching two taxonomies describing the web
directories. Except the class hierarchy, there is no other information in the ontologies.
Therefore, LILY will utilize the hierarchy information to decide the alignments. There
are three alignment tasks. The first is matching the 4640 small ontologies pairs. The
second task is matching a 10% sample ontology pair. LILY completes the two tasks
smoothly. The third task is required to match two large-scale taxonomies. LILY takes
8 days to produce the alignments. Similar to the anatomy track, we just set up the
small size semantic subgraphs to assure that the alignment results can be generated in
time.
2.5

conference

This track contains 14 real-case ontologies about conference. For a given ontology,
we compute the alignments with itself, as well as with other ontologies. For we treat
the equivalent alignment is symmetric, we get 105 alignment files totally. The
heterogeneous character in this track is various. It is a challenge to generate good
results for all ontology pairs in this test set.

3

General comments

3.1

Comments on the results

During the OAEI campaign, we are aware of the strengths and weaknesses of LILY.
Strengths For normal size ontologies, if they have regular literals or similar
structures, LILY can achieve satisfactory alignments. The reason lies in two aspects:
(1) The semantic subgraphs could represent the real meanings of the concepts or
properties, that avoids introducing the unnecessary and noise information to the
matching processes. (2) The similarity propagation strategy could compensate for the
linguistic matching methods, and it can produce more alignments when ontologies
lack of linguistic information.
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Weaknesses LILY has two obvious weaknesses. (1) Processing large scale
ontologies LILY cannot work well for large scale ontologies. Semantic subgraph
extraction process and similarity propagation process could take terrible time for large
scale ontologies. (2) Efficiency LILY needs to extract semantic subgraphs for all
concepts and properties. It is a time-consuming process. In similarity propagation, the
propagation graph would become large that will also need more time for propagating
the similarities.
3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

In OAEI07, we find the efficiency is an outstanding problem for LILY. In the
matching process, most of time is spent on extracting semantic subgraphs and
similarity propagation. The two processes usually account for 80% time in the full
matching process. In addition, LILY’s time complexity is O(kn2), where n is the
number of entities and k is the average time for calculating an alignment. Therefore, it
is very slow when run the large scale ontology matching task. Even we completed two
large scale ontology matching tasks (directory and anatomy), we had to use the basic
parameters. It causes that some advanced methods in LILY can not be utilized. To
sum up, improving the efficiency and finding suitable methods to handle large scale
ontologies are the near future work for LILY.
3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2007 test cases

More real ontologies should be added to the test cases. The real ontologies could be
better than the ones designed manually for testing the performance of a matching
system.
The large scale ontology alignment task is a challenge for some ontology matching
systems such as LILY. For the sake of fairness, currently, all reference alignment
results for large scale ontologies matching tasks are unknown to all participants. We
suggest that it was necessary to provide an open large scale ontology matching task
for all researchers. That would be benefit to finding efficient methods for matching
large scale ontologies. In addition, different matching systems could compare their
results based on such open large scale ontologies.

4

Conclusion

We briefly introduce our ontology matching tool LILY. The matching process and the
special techniques used by LILY are presented. The preliminary alignment results are
carefully analyzed. Finally, we summarized the strengths and the weaknesses of LILY.
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Appendix: Raw results
The final results of benchmark task are as follows.
Matrix of results
#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevat ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

Prec.

Rec.
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.94
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.97
0.97
1.00
0.97
0.94
1.00
1.00
0.85
0.96
0.94
0.97
1.00

No specialisation
Flatenned hierachy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flatenned classes
Expanded classes
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1.00
NaN
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.91
0.91
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.77
0.80
0.67
0.74
0.76
0.75
0.27

257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

0.85
0.76
0.94
0.62
0.61
1.00
0.86
0.64
0.89
0.82
0.58
0.91

BibTeX/MIT
BibTeX/UMBC
Karlsruhe
INRIA
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0.67
0.74
0.75
0.45
0.42
0.27
0.41
0.42
0.80
0.65
0.69
0.97
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Abstract. Similarity has become a classical tool for ontology confrontation motivated by alignment, mapping or merging purposes. In the definition of an ontologybased measure one has the choice between covering a single facet (e.g., URIs,
labels, instances of an entity, etc.), covering all of the facets or just a subset
thereof. In our matching tool, OLA, we had opted for an integrated approach towards similarity, i.e., calculation of a unique score for all candidate pairs based
on an aggregation of all facet-wise comparison results. Such a choice further requires effective means for the establishment of importance ratios for facets, or
weights, as well as for extracting an alignment out of the ultimate similarity matrix. In previous editions of the competition OLA has relied on a graph representation of the ontologies to align, OL-graphs, that reflected faithfully the syntactic
structure of the OWL descriptions. A pair of OL-graphs was exploited to form
and solve a system of equations whose approximate solutions were taken as the
similarity scores. OLA 2 is a new version of OLA which comprises a less integrated yet more homogeneous graph representation that allows similarity to be
expressed as graph matching and further computed through matrix multiplying.
Although OLA 2 lacks key optimization tools from the previous one, while a semantic grounding in the form of W ORD N ET engine is missing, its results in the
competition, at least for the benchmark test suite, are perceivably better.

1

Introduction

Ontologies, i.e., explicit conceptualizations of a domain involving representations of domain concepts and relations, are now the standard way to approach data heterogeneity
on the Web and insure application interoperability. However, the existence of independently built ontologies for the same domain is a source of heterogeneity on its own and
therefore calls for the design of methods and tools restoring interoperability through
ontology matching.
Similarity has become a classical tool for ontology matching. In the definition of
an ontology-based similarity measure one has the choice between covering a single
facet (e.g., URIs, labels, instances of an entity, etc.), covering all of the facets or just a
subset thereof. Typically, a distinction is made between the way ontology entities are
named and the way these are related to other entities within the ontology, the former
being termed depending on the context “lexical”, “linguistic”, “terminological”, etc.
while the latter is usually qualified as “structural”. Structural similarity measurement is
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performed as a form of graph matching whereas lexical one boils down to either string
comparison or matching of representations of the semantic of terms in entity names.
Our matching tool OLA [1, 2] targets OWL-DL (formerly OWL-L ITE) ontologies.
It applies an integrated approach towards similarity, i.e., calculation of a unique score
for all entity pairs based on an aggregation of all facet-wise comparison results (facets
here stand for the relationships between OWL entities). Computation is exhaustive on
entity descriptions meaning that all facets are covered. The similarity is defined through
a category-sensitive3 yet universal operator that basically computes a linear combination of facet similarities. As facets mostly represent entities of their own, the similarity
definition gets circular and hence cannot be directly computed. OLA considers such
definitions as equations to solve and approximates their solutions through an iterative
fixed-point-bound process. As initial values are based on name comparison while iterations basically perform similarity exchange between pairs of neighbor entities, OLA
similarity is a trade-off between the aforementioned structural and lexical aspects.
Previous participation of OLA in the alignment competitions [3, 4], despite globally
positive outcome, have put the emphasis on a certain lack of homogeneity among the
computational mechanisms at different levels of the similarity model that harm efficiency. These were traced back to the somewhat overloaded structure of the OL-graphs,
the graph-based representation of OWL ontologies that was used to support the similarity computation.
Restoring homogeneity and improving efficiency was the motivation behind the
version that is developed jointly by UQÀM and INRIA. It introduced a flattened version of the OL-graph model where at most one scalar value is admitted in
vertices while all the remaining information is in the edges. This allowed the iterative
re-calculation of the similarity scores to be modeled as matrix operation without losing
the valuable properties of the result nor the process.
OLA 2

To that end, the ontology graphs are combined into a product-like construct, the
match graph, where vertices and edges are products of counterpart elements from the
ontology graphs. Similarity computation represents an iterative value propagation across
the match graph starting with initial values yielded by name comparison. The innovation is the matrix product used in re-calculations: the adjacency matrix of the match
graph is used as the multiplicative factor leading to a fixed point. The resulting method
is a step further towards structure-domnated similarity computation as it encompasses
all relationships of an ontology entity whereas the previous version tended to disregard
non-descriptive relationships (e.g., the one between a OWL class and a relation whose
range the class represents).
Our new method has outperformed the initial version of OLA on both competition
tests (benchmark) and efficiency, although many of the optimizations from previous
years have not been implemented in it. More dramatically, its modular implementation
eases future improvements.

3

Entity categories, e.g., OWL class, property, object, data type, value, etc., compare to metaclasses of language meta-model
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3

System Overview

OLA is an open-source tool, implementing the OLA algorithm (for OWL-Lite Alignment
[2]), jointly developed by teams at University of Québec at Montréal and INRIA Rhône
Alpes.

2.1

General purpose statement

The primary goal behind the OLA tool design is to perform alignment of ontologies expressed in OWL [1, 2], with an emphasis on OWL-DL (formerly OWL-L ITE). The system
offers similarity-based alignment on graph-like ontology representations. Beside alignment, it features a set of auxiliary services supporting the manipulation of alignment
results.
2.2

Ontology graph model

Traditionally, an ontology is viewed as a set of entities and a set of relationships between those entities. This view underlies the translation of the ontologies into a graphs
structure where entities become vertices and relationships edges. Yet in the new settings, beside language entity categories such as classes, objects, relations, properties,
property instances, and data types, data values, less traditional ones are considered,
i.e., tokens (including comments on entities) and cardinalities. The list of relationships
is accordingly completed: together with previously existing in the OL-graph format subsumption, instantiation, attribution, domain, range, restriction, valuation, and all relationships, we exploit card and name. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the meta-model for
the ontology graph format.
Both vertices and edges in the graph are labeled by their respective entity category/relationship.
As a support for similarity computation, the product of both ontology graphs, or
their match graph, is composed. The vertices of the match graphs are pairs of vertices
from opposite ontology graphs. In its basic version, the match graphs comprises the
cartesian product of both vertex sets, i.e., same category is not required for vertices v1
and v2 to form a product vertex. Clearly, product vertices correspond to the variables
of the equation system in the previous version of OLA. They embed a “weight” value
which stands for the similarity and is computed iteratively (see below).
In contrast, match graph edges require strict correspondence: An edge labeled l
exists between compound vertices (v1 , v2 ) and (v10 , v20 ) iff there exist an edge labeled
l between v1 and v10 in the first graph another one between v2 and v20 in the second
graph. Edges in the match graph are also weighted yet their weights are effective as
they correspond to the weights on neighboring sets in the OL-graphs in version one.
Similarity model Similarity between entities of the initial graphs is reflected by the
weight or importance index of the corresponding match graph node. The underlying
computational model is the value propagation as described in [5] (and used in a range
of alignment methods starting with [6]) across the graph. We recall that, the adjacency
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Datatype

Token
range
name
subsumption

Relation

DataValue
restriction
valuation

name

PropertyInstance
attribution
attribution
name

Object
range
all

subsumption
domain
subsumption

Instantiation

Cardinality
Class

card
attribution
all

Property
Powered by yFiles

Fig. 1. Relationships between ontology entities with respect to the cluster to which they belong

matrices of the initial graphs are used to produce a larger matrix M reflecting both the
inbound and the outbound neighbors of a match vertex. M is then used as a multiplier
for the similarity vector V . Thus, starting with initial values, typically 1 for all entity
pairs, V evolves according to the following iterative dependency: Vk = M × Vk−1
(k = 1, 2, 3...), until a fixed point is reached.
Yet the model has been adapted – and even somewhat spoiled – as to compute the
similarity defined in the reference OLA version. Recall that for a category X together
with the set of relationships it is involved in, N (X), the similarity measure SimX :
X 2 → [0, 1] is defined as follows:
SimX (x, x0 ) =

X

X
πF
M SimY (F(x), F(x0 )).

F ∈N (X)

P
X
X
The function is normalized, i.e., the weights πF
sum to one, F ∈N (X) πF
= 1. Moreover, the set functions M SimY compare two sets of nodes of the same category and
extract a maximal pairing thereof that further optimizes the total similarity (see [2] for
details).
In order to simulate the above family of functions, the graph-based model introduces
first-class weights on relationship sets adjacent to a match vertex. Hence the adjacency
matrix of the match graph that is central to the value propagation is not purely Boolean:
values between 0 and 1 appear.
Moreover, the above equation is modified to reflect the evolving contribution of
neighbor nodes:
Vk = Mk × Vk−1 (k = 1, 2, 3... and Mk = f (Mk−1 , Vk−1 ))
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Here Mk reflects possible changes in pairings between contributing vertices within a
set of neighbors, a recalculation that is done at each iteration in basic OLA. Hence f
involves the current solution vector, as well.
Further adaptation of the original method is the initialization of V0 with the results
from name comparison for entities in a match vertex. This corresponds strictly to the
initialization of the equation system in OLA.
The last adaptation completely changes the ideology of the method as it plays
against the very basic principle of propagation: at each step a value at a vertex is replaced by a combination of the values of all its neighbors. Our understanding is that
this is a major reason for the convergence of the computed values only for even steps.
In our model, the stabilizing role of name similarity (which is computed only once)
has been secured by a representation trick. In fact, the vertices representing the sources
of stable similarity, i.e., token, cardinality, data type, etc. are provided with a local
looping edge while fixing their weights till the end of the process. Hence the respective
OWL entity node that is identified by the token gets the same value at each iteration.
The above process provenly converges towards a solution vector V∞ .
Past optimizations A number of optimizations have been implemented within the system mainly aimed at making the weights – matching – similarity scheme more flexible.
First, mechanisms for weight adaptation, both at entity and ontology level have been
designed. The goal is to insure that the absence of a specific facet locally, i.e., for an
entity pair, or globally, i.e., for all pairs, does not result in unbalanced similarity scores.
An extension thereof based on simple statistics provides the basis for an even further
adaptation of initial facet weights that in a way reflective of the relative importance of
each facet. The nature of the name measure to use, i.e., string-based or term-based, is
heuristically determined based on similar reasoning.
Many of the optimizations could not be implemented in the current version. Yet a
new optimization could be designed to help offset the impact of meaningless names. It
consists in replacing the label of a token vertex with the set of labeled paths that head
towards that vertex.
Link to OLA:
https://gforge.inria.fr/frs/?group_id=271
Link to alignments and parameters file :
http://ola.gforge.inria.fr/results/OAEI-2007-OLA.zip

3

Results of Execution on Test Cases

3.1

Benchmarks

#101-104:
– Language variations
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– Mean Precision = 1.00 and Mean Recall = 1.00
#201-204:
– Alteration of names and/or suppresion of comments
– Mean Precision = 0.92 and Mean Recall = 0.92
#205-210:
– Synonyms and/or foreign language
– Mean Precision = 0.90 and Mean Recall = 0.90
#221-223:
– Alteration of specialization hierarchy
– Mean Precision = 0.99 and Mean Recall = 1.00
#224-228:
– Absence of instances, properties and/or restrictions
– Mean Precision = 1.00 and Mean Recall = 1.00
#230-231:
– Classes expanded or flattened
– Mean Precision = 0.96 and Mean Recall = 1.00
#232-247:
– Alteration/suppresion of specialization hierarchy
– Suppression of some properties and/or instances
– Mean Precision = 0.97 and Mean Recall = 1.00
#248-266:
–
–
–
–
–

Alteration of all names
Suppression of all comments
Alteration of specialization hierarchy (in most cases)
Suppression of some instances and/or properties
Mean Precision = 0.77 and Mean Recall = 0.51

#301-304:
– Real-world ontologies
– Mean Precision = 0.63 and Mean Recall = 0.73
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3.2

7

Conference

– We align every possible couple of ontologies
– We ran OLA 2 with the set of parameters used for the benchmarks test case
3.3

Directory

We ran OLA 2 with the set of parameters used for the benchmarks test case.
3.4

Others

OLA 2 was unable to run because of the large size of matrices extracted from ontology
graphs.

4

General Comments

4.1

Results

OLA 2 significantly improves on the previous version of OLA . This may be seen on the
benchmark results which are better. The additional benefits of the new implementation
are extensibility and modularity of code.
Yet the method heavily relies on similarity of vertice labels (entity names or paths).
A look on the tests where OLA scored poorly reveals that.

– #201-204 & #248-266: choice among entities having similar roles within their respective ontology graphs (e.g., test #253),
– #205-210 & #301-304: lack of semantic string distance and language translator,
– #221-223 & #230-231 & #232-247: no explicit inheritance edge between classes
and properties
4.2
1.
2.
3.
4.

5

Future Improvements
Factorization of ontology graphs to run OLA on large-size ontologies [7, 8];
Search for the set of optimal of weight values;
Integration of semantic string distances [9] within the OLA matching process;
Integration of explicit inheritance edges among classes and among properties.

Conclusion

OLA 2 is arguably better now than two years ago. The progress on real-world ontologies
(30X), a class the previous version had difficulties dealing with, is encouraging. Yet
more encouraging is the fact that these results have been obtained with very few adaptation tricks. In this respect, our next target will be the weight computing mechanisms
of previous OLA.
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Abstract. OntoDNA is an automated ontology mapping and merging system
that utilizes unsupervised data mining methods, comprising of Formal Concept
analysis (FCA), Self-Organizing map (SOM) and K-means incorporated with
lexical similarity, namely Levenshtein edit distance. The unsupervised data
mining methods are used to resolve structural and semantic heterogeneities
between ontologies, meanwhile lexical similarity is used to resolve lexical
heterogeneity between ontologies. OntoDNA generates a merged ontology in
concept lattice that enables visualization of the concept space based on formal
context. This paper briefly describes the OntoDNA system and discusses the
obtained alignment results on some of the OAEI 2007 dataset. The paper also
presents strengths and weaknesses of our system and the method to improve the
current approach.

1

Presentation of the system

1.1

State, purpose, general statement

OntoDNA is an automated ontology mapping and merging tool that provides a
scalable environment for interoperating ontologies between information sources.
OntoDNA aims to offer contextual and robust ontology mapping and merging through
hybrid unsupervised clustering techniques, which comprises of Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) [1], Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and K-Means clustering [2]
incorporated with a lexical measurement, Levenshtein edit distance [3]. OntoDNA
generates a merged ontology in concept lattice form that enables visualization of the
concept space based on formal context.
1.2

Specific techniques used

Ontology is formalized as a tuple O: = (C, SC, P, SP, A, I), where C is concepts of
ontology and SC corresponds to the hierarchy of concepts. The relationship between
the concepts is defined by properties of ontology, P whereas SP corresponds to the
hierarchy of properties. A refers to axioms used to infer knowledge from existing
knowledge and I instances of concept [4]. The OntoDNA resolves heterogeneous
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ontologies by capturing ontological concepts (C) and its ontological elements (SC, P,
SP, A) [5].
The OntoDNA utilizes FCA to capture the properties and the inherent structural
relationships among ontological concepts of heterogeneous ontologies. The captured
structures of ontological concepts act as background knowledge to resolve semantic
interpretations in similar (synonymy) or different contexts (polysemy).
The unsupervised clustering techniques, Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and KMeans are used to overcome the absence of prior knowledge to discover the structural
and semantic heterogeneities between ontologies. SOM organizes ontological
elements, clustering more similar ontological concepts together. The clusters of the
ontological concepts are derived from the natural characteristics of the ontological
elements. Meanwhile K-Means is used to reduce the problem size of the SOM map
for efficient semantic heterogeneous discovery in different contexts.
The OntoDNA relies on lexical similarity to resolve lexical heterogeneity by both
ontological concept and property names. The lexical similarity, Levenshtein edit
distance with the threshold value 0.8 [5] is applied to discover lexical similarity. Prior
to the discovery of the degree of lexical similarity, linguistic processing such as case
normalization, blank normalization, digit normalization, namespace prefixes
elimination, link stripping, and stopword filtering are applied to normalize ontological
elements.
The OntoDNA automated ontology mapping and merging framework is depicted in
Figure 1. The terms used in the OntoDNA framework are defined as follows:
− Source ontology OS: Source ontology is the local data repository ontology
− Target ontology OT: Target ontology refers to non-local data repository
ontology
− Formal context KS and KT: Formal context KS is the formal context
representation of the conceptual relationship of the source ontology OS,
meanwhile formal context KT is the formal context representation of the
conceptual relationship of the target ontology OT.
− Reconciled formal context RKS and RKT: Reconciled formal context RKS and
RKT are formal context with normalized intents of source and target
ontological concepts’ properties.
− The ontological elements O : = (C, SC, P, SP, A): C is concepts of ontology
and SC corresponds to the hierarchy of concepts. P is properties of ontology,
and SP corresponds to the hierarchy of properties. A refers to axioms.
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Figure 1. OntoDNA’s framework
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The OntoDNA algorithmic framework implementation of the automated mapping
and merging process illustrated in Figure 1 is explicated below [5] [6]:
Input : Two ontologies that are to be merged, OS (source ontology) and OT
(target ontology).
Step 1 : Ontological contextualization
The conceptual pattern of OS and OT is discovered using FCA. Given
an ontology O : = (C, SC, P, SP, A), OS and OT are contextualized
using FCA with respect to the formal context, KS and KT. The
ontological concepts C are denoted as G (objects) and the rest of the
ontology elements, SC, P, SP and A are denoted as M (attributes). The
binary relation I ⊆ G x M of the formal context denotes the ontology
elements, SC, P, SP and A corresponding to the ontological concepts
C.
Step 2 : Pre-linguistic processing
String normalizations are applied to transform attributes in KS and KT
prior to lexical similarity mapping. The mapping rules (Map_Rule 1
and Map_Rule 2) (Table 1) are applied to reconcile intents in KS and
KT. The reconciled formal context RKS and RKT are output as input for
semantic similarity discovery in the next step.
Step 3 : Contextual clustering
SOM and k-means are applied for semantic similarity mapping based
on the conceptual pattern discovered in the formal context. First, the
formal context RKT is trained by SOM. This is followed by k-means
clustering to reduce the problem size of the SOM clusters as
validated by the Davies-Bouldin index. Subsequently, the formal
concepts RKS are fed to the trained SOM. The source ontological
concepts are assigned to the same cluster as their Best Matching
Units (BMUs) in the target ontology.
Step 4 : Post-linguistic processing
The mapping rules (Map_Rule 1 and Map_Rule 2) (Table 1) are
applied to discover semantic similarity between ontological concepts
in the clusters. The ontological concepts of the target ontology are
updated to the source ontology based on merging rules (Merge_Rule
1 and Merge_Rule 2) (Table 1).
Output : Merged ontology in a concept lattice is formed.
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Mapping Rules
Given source ontological element OelementSi and target ontological element OelementTj,
apply lexical similarity measure (LSM) to map the target ontology OT to the source
ontology OS at threshold value, t, where elements i and j = 1, 2, 3, …, n.
Map_Rule 1:
map (OelementTj l OelementSi), if LSM(OelementSi, OelementTj) ≥ t;
the target ontological element, OelementTj is mapped to (integrated with) the source
ontological element, OelementSi and the naming convention and structure of the
source ontological element, OelementSi are preserved.
Map_Rule 2:
merge (OelementTj l OS), if LSM(OelementSi, OelementTj) < t;
the target ontological element, OelementTj is merged (appended) to the source
ontology and the naming convention and structure of the target ontological
element, OelementTj are preserved.
Merging Rules
Given the source ontology OS in a reconciled formal context k = (G, M, I) and target
ontology OT in a reconciled formal context l = (H, N, J). The source ontology is the
base for ontology merging.
Merge_Rule 1:
If Map_Rule 1 or Map_Rule 3 is true, the intents of OelementTj (ontological
concepts) and its object-attribute relationship J ⊆ H x N is aligned (appended)
into formal context k.
Merge_Rule 2:
If Map_Rule 2 is true, and formal context k is defined by (ΟextentS1, ΟintentS1) ≤
(ΟextentS2, ΟintentS2) :⇔ ΟextentS1 ⊆ ΟextentS2 (⇔ΟintentS1 ⊆ ΟintentS2) the intents of
OelementTj, its object-attribute relationship J ⊆ H x N and its subconcept superconcept relation of OelementTj among other concepts are aligned into formal
context k, whereas the structural relationships of the appended concept is
updated with the target ontology as the base.
Table 1. Ontology mapping and merging rules

1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

There is no special adaptation for the tests in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative (OAEI) 2007 campaign. However, a small program is written to translate
our native alignment format in the form that is required by the OAEI contest. The
URI for benchmark ontology 302 has been manually replaced in order to output the
alignment file.
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1.4

Link to the system, parameters file and to the set of provided alignments

The OntoDNA system and the alignment results in a ZIP file organized as presented
can be downloaded from http://pesona.mmu.edu.my/~cckiu/OAEI2007.htm.

2

Results

The OAEI 2007 campaign provides four ontology tracks, which consist of
benchmark, anatomy, directories and thesauri and conference. Due to the ontologies’
file size, we manage only to run the alignment tests on the benchmark, directories and
conference tracks. In this section, we discuss the results on the benchmark track
followed by the experimental outcomes on other tracks.
2.1

Comparison track: benchmark

The benchmark track consists of 51 alignment tests. The alignment results can be
divided into five categories for discussion, i.e. Tests 101 – 104, Tests 201 – 210, Tests
221 – 247, Tests 248 – 266 and 301 – 304. The full result of all the alignment tests
can be referred in the Appendix.
Tests 101 – 104: The alignment tests consist of the reference alignment, irrelevant
ontology, language generalization and language restriction. Overall performance of
OntoDNA in the tests is good. The OntoDNA has no problem handling the language
generalization (test 103) and language restriction (test 104) features in the tests. The
average precision and recall achieved by the OntoDNA are 0.94 and 1.00 respectively
as shown in Table 2.
Test

Name

Prec.

Rec.

101

Reference alignment

0.94

1.00

6.53

102

Irrelevat ontology

NaN

NaN

169.83

103

Language generalization

0.94

1.00

6.36

104

Language restriction

0.94

1.00

6.14

0.94

1.00

47.22

Average

Time (sec)

Table 2. Alignment result for Tests 101 – 104

Tests 201 – 210: The alignment tests manipulate names and comments. Since the
OntoDNA relies on the name of classes and properties to resolve lexical
heterogeneity, this has resulted in very poor performance in terms of precision and
recall for tests 201 and 202 as the name of the labels are not provided. The alignment
results on tests 206, 207 and 210 are also poor as the name of the labels are in French
translations, and OntoDNA does not understand non-English translations. In addition,
as the OntoDNA does not use any thesaurus for resolving lexical similarity, it can’t
perform well in tests 205 and 209 as illustrated in Table 3.
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Test

Name

Prec.

Rec.

201

No names

0.11

0.01

Time (sec)
9.77

202

No names, no comments

0.11

0.11

9.13

203

No comments

0.94

1.00

6.17

204

Naming conventions

0.93

0.84

8.25

205

Synonyms

0.57

0.12

9.31

206

Translation (name)

0.69

0.23

8.61

207

Translation (name and comments)

0.69

0.23

8.52

208

Naming conventions, no comments

0.93

0.84

7.05

209

Synonyms, no comments

0.57

0.12

8.72

210

Translation, no comments

0.69

0.23

8.45

0.62

0.37

8.40

Average

Table 3. Alignment result for Tests 201 – 210

Tests 221 – 247: The alignment tests manipulate hierarchy. The overall
performance of the OntoDNA is good with any kind of hierarchy manipulation (no
specialization, flattened hierarchy and expanded hierarchy). However, the OntoDNA
alignment results for tests 228, 233, 236, 239, 240, 241, 246 and 247 are poor when
the properties are suppressed from the tests as displayed in Table 4.
Test

Name

Prec.

Rec.

Time (sec)

221

No specialisation

0.93

0.76

6.38

222

Flatenned hierachy

0.94

1

7.69

223

Expanded hierarchy

0.94

1

8.69

224

No instance

0.94

1

6.16

225

No restrictions

0.94

1

6.14

228

No properties

0.53

0.27

4.95

230

Flatenned classes

0.91

1

5.97

231

Expanded classes

0.94

1

6.50

232

No specialisation, no instance

0.93

0.76

6.42

233

No specialisation, no properties

0.53

0.27

4.97

236

No instance, no properties

0.53

0.27

4.89

237

Flatenned hierachy, no instance

0.94

1

5.94

238

Expanded hierachy, no instance

0.94

1

8.61

239

Flatenned hierachy, no properties

0.5

0.31

4.94

240

Expanded hierachy, no properties

0.5

0.27

7.06

241

No specialisation, no instance, no properties

0.53

0.27

5.44

246

Flatenned hierachy, no instance, no properties

0.5

0.31

5.03

247

Expanded hierachy, no instance, no properties

0.5

0.27

6.86

0.75

0.65

6.26

Average

Table 4. Alignment result for Tests 221 - 247

Tests 248 – 266: The alignment tests manipulate hierarchy, labels and comments.
The precision and recall of the tests achieved by the OntoDNA are very poor as the
names and properties are suppressed as shown in Table 5. The results have proven
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that the OntoDNA is strictly relies on ontological concepts and properties name for
mapping and merging the ontologies.
Test

Name

Prec.

Rec.

Time (sec)

248

No names, no comments, no specialisation

0.11

0.01

9.23

249

No names, no comments, no instance

0.11

0.01

9.23

250

No names, no comments, no properties

0

0

5.95

251

No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy

0.11

0.01

8.89

252

No names, no comments, expanded hierachy

0.11

0.01

12.66

253

No names, no comments, no specialization, no instance

0.11

0.01

9.28

254

No names, no comments, no specialization, no properties

0

0

6.30

257

No names, no comments, no instance, no properties

0

0

5.91

258

No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy, no instance

0.11

0.01

9.95

259

No names, no comments, expanded hierachy, no instance

0.11

0.01

13.2

260

No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy, no properties

0

0

5.86

261

No names, no comments, expanded hierachy, no properties

0

0

8.13

262

No names, no comments, no specialization, no instance, no properties

0

0

6.09

265

No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy, no instance, no properties

0

0

5.75

266

No names, no comments, expanded hierachy, no instance, no properties

0

0

7.88

0.05

0.00

8.29

Average

Table 5. Alignment result for Tests 248 - 266

Tests 301 – 304: The alignment tests consist of real bibliographic ontologies. The
average precision and recall on the tests are 0.90 and 0.69 respectively achieved by
the OntoDNA (Table 6). The results in the tests show that the OntoDNA is a viable
automated ontology mapping and merging tool to resolve the heterogeneity of the real
ontologies from disparate information sources.
Test

Name

Prec.

Rec.

301

BibTeX/MIT

0.88

0.69

Time (sec)
5.84

302

BibTeX/UMBC

0.9

0.4

5.53

303

Karlsruhe

0.9

0.78

9.95

304

INRIA

0.92

0.88

6.77

0.90

0.69

7.02

Average

Table 6. Alignment result for Tests 301 - 304

2.2

Expressive ontology: anatomy

We are not able to perform the alignment test on this ontology track due to the large
size of the ontology files.
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2.3

Directories and thesauri

In this ontology track, there are four ontology alignment tests, i.e., directory, food,
environment and library. We manage only to perform the alignment test on the
directory ontologies. The alignment tests are not run on food, environment and library
ontologies due to the large size of the ontology files.
The directory track is the real world case of websites directory consisting of 4640
alignment tests. Each of the alignment tests contains source and target ontologies. The
ontologies are taxonomic ontologies as each of the ontologies contains only classes
with superclass-subclass relationships. Since the organizers do not provide the
alignment results, we expect feedback on the OntoDNA performance on the directory
alignment tests from the organizers.
2.4

Consensus workshop: conference

The conference track consists of 14 real conference ontologies from conference
organizations. We have performed 182 alignment tests by aligning an ontology to
other ontologies (14 x 13) in the track. Since the alignment results are not provided by
the organizers, we expect feedback on the OntoDNA performance on the conference
alignment tests from the organizers.

3

General comments

In this section, we summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the OntoDNA and
discuss the methods to improve the OntoDNA algorithm.
3.1

Comments on the results

The OntoDNA is an automated ontology mapping and merging tool. All the
parameters such as threshold value used for the lexical similarity discovery and the
clustering parameters used for structural and semantic similarity discovery are
predetermined based on the experimental results on numerous datasets [5][6]. Thus
the OntoDNA is a viable tool for mapping and merging ontologies without requiring
prior knowledge of the source and target ontological elements.
The limitation of the OntoDNA is the system strictly relies on the name of the
ontological concepts and properties to resolve the heterogeneity of ontologies. Thus if
the given ontology does not contain the name of the ontological concepts and
properties, the OntoDNA is not able to discover lexical similarity for resolving the
structural and semantic heterogeneous between the source and target ontologies.
However, given the name of the ontological concepts and properties, the tests
results have confirmed that the OntoDNA is an effective system for mapping and
merging real ontologies without human intervention in the mapping and merging
processes.
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3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

Based on the tests results, the OntoDNA may need to consider other ontological
elements as core elements for mapping and merging. Thus, the structural approach
and logic approach can be extended into the OntoDNA algorithm to discover the
alignment between source and target ontologies when the ontological concepts and
properties name are suppressed (absent). A multi-strategy approach combining
linguistic, structural and logic approaches with specific threshold value might also
improve OntoDNA’s performance.

4

Conclusion

The participation in the OAEI 2007 campaign enables us to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the OntoDNA algorithm and also the methods to improve the
OntoDNA algorithm. The presented alignment results show that the OntoDNA has
performed well in both ontological concept and property names for mapping and
merging ontologies automatically.
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Appendix: Raw results
All the alignment tests are carried out using a notebook with Core Duo T2250 1.73
GHz processor and 1GB RAM in Window XP environment. The precision and recall
on the alignment tests with machine processing time in hh.mm.ss.mms format are
presented here.
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Matrix of results
#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevat ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation (name)
Translation (name and comments)
Naming conventions, no comments
Synonyms, no comments
Translation, no comments
No specialisation
Flatenned hierachy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flatenned classes
Expanded classes
No specialisation, no instance
No specialisation, no properties
No instance, no properties
Flatenned hierachy, no instance
Expanded hierachy, no instance
Flatenned hierachy, no properties
Expanded hierachy, no properties
No specialisation, no instance, no properties
Flatenned hierachy, no instance, no properties
Expanded hierachy, no instance, no properties
No names, no comments, no specialisation
No names, no comments, no instance
No names, no comments, no properties
No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy
No names, no comments, expanded hierachy
No names, no comments, no specialization, no instance
No names, no comments, no specialization, no properties
No names, no comments, no instance, no properties
No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy, no instance
No names, no comments, expanded hierachy, no instance
No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy, no properties
No names, no comments, expanded hierachy, no properties
No names, no comments, no specialization, no instance, no properties
No names, no comments, flatenned hierachy, no instance, no properties
No names, no comments, expanded hierachy, no instance, no properties
BibTeX/MIT
BibTeX/UMBC
Karlsruhe
INRIA
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Prec.
0.94
NaN
0.94
0.94
0.11
0.11
0.94
0.93
0.57
0.69
0.69
0.93
0.57
0.69
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.53
0.91
0.94
0.93
0.53
0.53
0.94
0.94
0.50
0.50
0.53
0.50
0.50
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.88
0.90
0.90
0.92

Rec.
1.00
NaN
1.00
1.00
0.01
0.11
1.00
0.84
0.12
0.23
0.23
0.84
0.12
0.23
0.76
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.27
1.00
1.00
0.76
0.27
0.27
1.00
1.00
0.31
0.27
0.27
0.31
0.27
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.69
0.40
0.78
0.88

Time
00:00:06:53
00:02:49:83
00:00:06:36
00:00:06:14
00:00:09:77
00:00:09:13
00:00:06:17
00:00:08:25
00:00:09:31
00:00:08:61
00:00:08:52
00:00:07:05
00:00:08:72
00:00:08:45
00:00:06:38
00:00:07:69
00:00:08:69
00:00:06:16
00:00:06:14
00:00:04:95
00:00:05:97
00:00:06:50
00:00:06:42
00:00:04:97
00:00:04:89
00:00:05:94
00:00:08:61
00:00:04:94
00:00:07:06
00:00:05:44
00:00:05:03
00:00:06:86
00:00:09:23
00:00:09:23
00:00:05:95
00:00:08:89
00:00:12:66
00:00:09:28
00:00:06:30
00:00:05:91
00:00:09:95
00:00:13:20
00:00:05:86
00:00:08:13
00:00:06:09
00:00:05:75
00:00:07:88
00:00:05:84
00:00:05:53
00:00:09:95
00:00:06:77
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new tool called OWL-CM (OWL
Combining Matcher) that deals with uncertainty inherent to ontology
mapping process. On the one hand, OWL-CM uses the technique of similarity metrics to assess the equivalence between ontology entities and on
the other hand, it incorporates belief functions theory into the mapping
process in order to improve the eﬀectiveness of the results computed
by diﬀerent matchers and to provide a generic framework for combining
them. Our experiments which are carried out with the benchmark of Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2007 demonstrate good results.

1
1.1

Presentation of the system
State, purpose, general statement

Semantic heterogeneity has been identiﬁed as one of the most important issue in
information integration [5]. This research problem is due to semantic mismatches
between models. Ontologies which provide a vocabulary for representing knowledge about a domain are frequently subjected to integration.
Ontology mapping is a fundamental operation towards resolving the semantic heterogeneity. It determines mappings between ontologies. These mappings
catch semantic equivalence between ontologies. Experts try to establish mappings manually. However, manual reconciliation of semantics tends to be tedious,
time consuming, error prone, expensive and therefore ineﬃcient in dynamic environments, and what’s more the introduction of the Semantic Web vision has
underscored the need to make the ontology mapping process automatic.
Recently, a number of studies that are carried out towards automatic ontology mapping draw attention to the diﬃculty to make the operation fully
automatic because of the cognitive complexity of the human. Thus, since the
(semi-) automatic ontology mapping carries a degree of uncertainty, there is no
guarantee that the outputted mapping of existing ontology mapping techniques
is the exact one.
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In this context, we propose a new tool called OWL-CM (OWL Combining
Matcher) with the aim to show how handling uncertainty in ontology mapping
process can improve eﬀectiveness of the output.
1.2

Speciﬁc techniques used

On the one hand OWL-CM uses the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [11]
to deal with uncertainty inherent to the mapping process, especially when interpreting and combining the results returned by diﬀerent matchers. On the
other hand it uses the technique of similarity measures in order to assess the
correspondence between ontology entities. For the OWL-CM tool contest we
have proposed an architecture (see ﬁgure 1) that contains four components. The
transformer takes as input two ontologies (O1 and O2 ) and constructs for each
one a database (DB1 and DB2 ). The database schema meets a standard schema
that we designed based on some axioms of RDF(S) and OWL languages. The ﬁlters decide on result mappings. Whereas simple matchers and complex matchers
assess the equivalence between entities.

Fig. 1. OWL-CM Architecture.

The corresponding algorithm that we have implemented follows four steps
(see ﬁgure 2). The ﬁrst step called pre-mapping is mainly devoted to convert
each one of the input ontologies O1 and O2 into a database (DB1 and DB2 ). The
following three ones allow performing sequentially the iteration about concepts
mapping, followed by the iteration about object properties mapping, and ended
by the iteration about datatype properties mapping. Each iteration is based
on some methods belonging to four categories of tasks namely initialization,
screening, handling uncertainty, and ending. The algorithm requires as input
two ontologies to be mapped and two databases that have to be declared as
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ODBC data source systems. It outputs three lists of result mappings which are
produced sequentially, each one is returned close of the corresponding iteration
of mapping. The total result is returned in the form of a ﬁle.

Fig. 2. OWL-CM Algorithm.

1.2.1 Preliminary concepts
The following list draws up some of the preliminaries that are used by our
approach.
1. Candidate Mapping: We deﬁne a candidate mapping as a pair of entities
(ei 1 , ej 2 ) that is not yet in map.
2. Result Mapping: We deﬁne a result mapping as a pair of entities that had
been related, ei 1 , ≡, ej 2  denotes that entity ei 1 is equivalent to entity ej 2 ,
whereas ei 1 , ⊥, ej 2  denotes that the two entities are not equivalent.
3. Similarity measure: The similarity measure, sim, is a function deﬁned in
[3] based on the vocabularies ε1 of the ontology O1 and ε2 of the ontology
O2 as follows:
sim: ε × ε × O × O → [0..1]
- sim(a, b) = 1 ⇔ a = b: two objects are assumed to be identical.
- sim(a, b) = 0 ⇔ a = b: two objects are assumed to be diﬀerent and have
no common characteristics.
- sim(a, a) = 1: similarity is reﬂexive.
- sim(a, b) = sim(b, a): similarity is symmetric.
- Similarity and distance are inverse to each other.
A similarity measure function assesses the semantic correspondence between
two entities based on some features. In table 1, we draw up the list of similarity measures employed depending on the type of entities to be mapped.
Furthermore, we distinguish between two types of similarity: the syntactic
one assessed by the measures that evaluate distance between strings (e.g.,
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String similarity and String equality) and the other measures dedicated to
assess semantic similarity (e.g., String synonymy, Explicit equality and Set
similarity).
4. SEE (Semantic Equivalent Entity): Depending on the type of entities,
we formally deﬁne the semantic equivalence between two entities as follows:
Deﬁnition (SEE) .
An entity ej 2 is semantically equivalent to an entity ei 1 such that
(ei 1 , ej 2 ) ∈ {C 1 × C 2 }, i.e., ei 1 , ≡, ej 2 , if at least one of the following conditions is true:
simexpeql (ei 1 , ej 2 ) = 1, or
∀ simk , with k = expeql, simk (ei 1 , ej 2 ) = 1
An entity ej 2 is semantically equivalent to an entity ei 1 such that
(ei 1 , ej 2 ) ∈ {Rc 1 × Rc 2 ∪ Rd 1 × Rd 2 }, i.e., ei 1 , ≡, ej 2 , if:
∀ simk , simk (ei 1 , ej 2 ) = 1
Table 1. Features and Measures for Similarity
Entities to be compared No.
Concepts: C

Relations: Rc

Relations: Rd

Feature (f )

Similarity measure

simstrsim (C1, C2)
simstreql (C1, C2)
simstrsyn (C1, C2)
simexpeql (C1, C2)
simexpineq (C1, C2)
simsetsim (S1, S2)
simstreql (R1, R2)
simobjeql (R1, R2)
simobjineq (R1, R2)
simsetsim (S1, S2)
simstreql (R1, R2)
simobjeql (R1, R2)∧
simstreql (R1, R2)
13
(domain, R1)
simobjineq (R1, R2)
14 all (direct-sub-properties, S1) simsetsim (S1, S2)
1
(label, C1)
2
(sound (ID), C1)
3
(label, C1)
4
(C1,equalTo, C2) relation
5 (C1,inequalTo, C2) relation
6 all (direct-sub-concepts, S1)
7
(sound (ID), R1)
8
(domain, R1)∧(range, R1)
9
(domain, R1)∧(range, R1)
10 all (direct-sub-properties, S1)
11
(sound (ID), R1)
12 (domain, R1)∧(range, R1)

5. USEE (Uncertain Semantic Equivalent Entity): We extend the deﬁnition of SEE to USEE in order to be used throughout the process of handling
uncertainty when performing and combining matchers.
Deﬁnition (USEE) . An entity that we said to be uncertain and semantically equivalent to an ontological entity e ∈ O1 is a pair (Θ, m), where:
Θ = E, E ∈ {C 2 , Rc 2 , Rd 2 }
m is a belief mass function (See Section 1.2.2).
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1.2.2 Handling uncertainty
The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [11] presents some advantages that
encourage us to choose among other theories. In particular, it can be used for
the problems where the existing information is very fragmented, and so the information can not be modelled with a probabilistic formalism without making
arbitrary hypotheses. It is also considered as a ﬂexible modelling tool making
it possible to handle diﬀerent forms of uncertainty, mainly the ignorance. Moreover, this theory provides a method for combining the eﬀect of diﬀerent beliefs
to establish a new global belief by using Dempster’s rule of combination.
The belief mass function m(.) is the basic concept of this theory ([11], [12]).
It assigns some belief mass in the interval [0,1] to each element of the power
set 2Θ of the frame of discernment Θ. The total mass distributed is 1 and the
closed world hypothesis (i.e. m(∅) = 0) is generally supported. In our work,
Θ ∈ {C 2 , Rc 2 , Rd 2 }. The letter Φ in table 2 is the set of all candidate mappings.
Table 2. Frame of Discernment and Candidate Mappings Set.
e1 2
...
em 2
e1 1 (e1 1 , e1 2 ) . . . (e1 1 , em 2 )
...
...
...
...
en 1 (en 1 , e1 2 ) . . . (en 1 , em 2 )

⇒
⎫Θ
⎬
Φ
⎭

In order to discover USEEs, we use n functions called matchers (matcherk )3 .
A matcher compared to a ”witness” that brings evidence in favor or against an
advanced hypothesis. Matchers produce USEEs in order to support uncertainty.
Some matchers are reliable than others. This is reﬂected in the conﬁdence that
is assigned to each matcher. The conﬁdence is expressed like the mass that is
distributed to Θ. For instance, if matcher1 has a conﬁdence of .6, then the masses
assigned to the subsets should be normalized to sum .6, and .4 should be always
aﬀected to Θ.
We use Dempster’s rule of combination to aggregate the produced USEEs.
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture that we propose to discover USEEs. In addition, this theory makes it possible to express total ignorance. For instance, if the
set that contains the entities having the same sound as the entity in question is
empty, then the matcher matcher2 will return a belief mass function m(Θ) = 1.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

Our mapping algorithm has been recently conceived so to speak that our tool
OWL-CM is in an alpha version and we evaluate it for the ﬁrst time.
3

The index k is the No. of the matcher in the table 1.
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Fig. 3. Architecture for discovering USEEs.

2

Results

The tests have been carried out with the data of the benchmark of Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2007. Our experiments are restricted to the
following metrics that evaluate the goodness of the algorithm output and which
are derivatives of well-known metrics from the information retrieval domain [6]:
Precision, Recall, and FMeasure. The mapping algorithm has been implemented
in java and been updated so that it returns the results in the required format.
2.1

Tests 101-104

Our results (see result Figure 4) show that our mapping algorithm enabled us to
achieve 100% precision and 100% recall in the tests 101, 103 and 104. The test
102 also shows the performance of the algorithm.

Fig. 4. Results of Tests 101-104.
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Tests 201-204

The ontology 201 does not contain names and the ontology 202 contains neither
names nor comments, so we will not consider the results of these tests. In fact,
our algorithm considers concept and property IDs (identiﬁed by the “rdf:ID”
tag) as well as their labels (extracted from “rdfs:label ” tag), therefore the only
information that can be used to create these result mappings in the test 201
is comments, but our algorithm does not use it. Although the performed tests
are not worth considering, even though they reveal a higher precision (see result
Figure 5).
Concerning the tests 203 and 204, our mapping algorithm creates the mapping
with high precision (see result Figure 5). Recall values are also considerable.

Fig. 5. Results of Tests 201-204.

2.3

Tests 205-210

Before starting the commentary, we note that ontologies 205, 206, 207, 209 and
210 contain doubloons in rdf-ID feature (e.g., there are two datatype properties
with the rdf-ID “issue” in the ontologies 205 and 209). However, our algorithm
does not allow this as it considers the rdf-ID to be the attribute that identiﬁes
the entity in the database during the pre-mapping step. So, in order to don’t
miss these tests, our algorithm only mapped the parts of ontologies that it was
able to convert.
Since our algorithm does not make use of comments in the mapping, we group
the tests according to alterations relating to names. Thus we distinguish three
behaviors of the algorithm (see Figure 6):
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Fig. 6. Results of Tests 205-210.

– Both ontologies 205 and 209 were mapped with good precision but the recall
scale is ever such low. Concerning the test case 205 we explain the weakness
of the recall by the fact that the searching for Wordnet synonyms, which is
the function of some matcher, is made based on full labels. The percentages
of precision and recall of the second test case are a bit lower than the ones
in the ﬁrst test case. This note goes to show that the matchers, which deal
with labels, have a part in the success of mapping.
– The algorithm generated quite good mappings for the ontologies 206, 207,
and 210 with extreme precision and quite satisfactory recall. The results
depicted in Figure 6 show that the precision and recall are the same for the
three tests which can be explained by some reasons. On the one hand, the
fact of keeping or suppressing comments does not have eﬀect on the produced
mappings at all as the algorithm doesn’t make use of this information. On the
other hand, since the labels are translated to French, so the matchers, which
deal with labels, are faced with a situation of total ignorance. We conclude
that the diﬀerence in language between ontologies aﬀects the mapping.
– The test case 208 is similar to the test case 204 where the name of each
entity is replaced by another one with diﬀerent conventions.

2.4

Tests 221-247

Diﬀerent categories of alteration have been carried out in each of these test cases.
The precision and recall percentages of ontology mapping during these tests (see
results in Figure 7) are equal or close to 100%. This result conﬁrms that our
algorithm takes both syntactic and semantic similarity into account.
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Fig. 7. Results of Tests 221-247.
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Tests 248-266

As names of entities from reference ontology have been replaced by random
strings and as our algorithm considers only concept and property IDs as identiﬁed
by the “rdf:ID” tag, the ontologies of these tests were not mapped at all by our
algorithm. What’s more, the only information that the algorithm can make use of
it to create mappings, except in tests 248, 253, 254 and 262, is the specialization
hierarchies of classes and properties, which are described, respectively, through
the tag “rdfs:subClassOf ” and the tag “rdfs:subPropertyOf ”. However, since the
matchers that make use of this information are complex, therefore these tests
have not produced any result mapping.
2.6

Tests 301-304

Before starting the analysis of results, we note that we reduced the three collections of result mappings (col-301: from 61 to 39, col-302: from 48 to 26, col-304:
from 76 to 74). This is due to, among other raisons, the fact that the three
collections contain some concepts and properties that are matched with the “<”
relation while our algorithm only uses the “=” relation.
The result mappings produced by the algorithm are with high precision (see
Figure 8). The recall is high for the test 302 and relatively good for the test 304,
but the ontology 301 was mapped with weak recall. More in detail, the weakness
in the recall of the test 301 is in the mapping of datatype properties. This is due
to some reasons that aﬀect the execution of some matchers, such as the diﬀerence in the hierarchies between the ontologies in the test 301. Concerning the
ontology 303, it was not mapped at all by the algorithm. In fact local entities of
this ontology are identiﬁed by ”rdf:about” tag while our algorithm makes use of
the tag ”rdf:ID” to identify local entities and makes use of the tag ”rdf:about”
only when identifying external entities.

3
3.1

General comments
Comments on the results

Since the main goal of this work is to strengthen the precision of the ontology
mapping with developing an approach that deals with uncertainty inherent to the
mapping process, the means of the three metrics are encouraging (see appendix
raw results).
3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

The results obtained with our OWL-CM tool turned out to be good, especially
as this proposed version of the system is yet an alpha one which is still subject to
improvements. In our future work, we will tend to investigate diﬀerent horizons
that we classify into three categories:
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Fig. 8. Results of Tests 301-304.

1. OWL-CM Improvements: OWL-CM can be enhanced by diﬀerent additive elements that were been revealed during the experimental study, i.e.
when a full label does not have synonyms, search synonyms based on parts
of the label.
2. OWL-CM Tool Eﬃciency: At this time we have exclusively worry about
improving the eﬀectiveness of the approach and left the eﬃciency to be
investigated further.
3. OWL-CM Tool Extensions: OWL-CM can be extended so that it becomes, among others, able to map ontologies that diﬀer in their language.
We can use for example a translation tool.

3.3

Comments on the OAEI test cases

Concerning the benchmark, it is satisfactory since it was served as an experiment
bed to assess both strong and weak points of our algorithm and gives an idea of
the prospects for improving the algorithm eﬀectiveness. But, it doesn’t present
some tests to interpret the use of some similarity measures that are based on
the explicit assertions such as the following one:
Explicit Equality : it checks whether a logical assertion already forces two entities to be equal. In an OWL ontology, this assertion is expressed by using the
axiom “owl:sameAs”. We refer to these assertions as “equalTo”.
⎧
⎨ 1 ∃ assertion (a,“equalTo”,b),
simexpeql (a, b) :=
⎩
0 otherwise.
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Conclusions

Semantic ontology mapping is an immensely rich area of research. Recently, researchers have brought attention to the fact that the mapping process can be
modelled as decision-making under uncertainty. So we have intended to apply
handling uncertainty in ontology mapping. We have proposed a new framework
called OWL-CM, which sets the foundations for the architecture of discovering mappings under uncertainty. We have designed an algorithm for ontology
mapping, based on the guidelines already established, and implemented it. The
results obtained with our algorithm turned out to be good. From the experimental study, diﬀerent horizons have been revealed and can be investigated in our
future work.
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Abstract. Ontology mapping is to find semantic correspondences between
similar elements of different ontologies. It is critical to achieve semantic
interoperability in the WWW. This paper summarizes the results of the
PRIOR+ participating at OAEI campaign 2007. The PRIOR+ is a generic and
automatic ontology mapping tool, based on propagation theory, information
retrieval technique and artificial intelligence model. The approach utilizes both
linguistic and structural information of ontologies, and measures the profile
similarity of different elements of ontologies in a vector space model (VSM).
Furthermore, the PRIOR+ adaptively aggregate different similarities according
to the harmony of similarity matrix. Finally the PRIOR+ deals with ontology
constraints using interactive activation and competitive neural network. The
preliminary results of benchmark task are presented, followed by a discussion.
Some future works are given at the end.

1

Presentation of the system

1.1

State, purpose, general statement

The World Wide Web (WWW) now is widely used as a universal medium for
information exchange. Semantic interoperability among different information systems
in the WWW is limited due to information heterogeneity, and the non semantic nature
of HTML and URLs. Ontologies have been suggested as a way to solve the problem
of information heterogeneity by providing formal and explicit definitions of data.
They may also allow for reasoning over related concepts. Given that no universal
ontology exists for the WWW, work has focused on finding semantic
correspondences between similar elements of different ontologies, i.e., ontology
mapping. Automatic ontology mapping is important to various practical applications
such as the emerging Semantic Web [3], information transformation and data
integration [2], query processing across disparate sources [7], and many others [4].
Ontology mapping can be done either by hand or using automated tools. Manual
mapping becomes impractical as the size and complexity of ontologies increases.
Fully or semi-automated mapping approaches have been examined by several
research studies, e.g., analyzing linguistic information of elements in ontologies [15],
treating ontologies as structural graphs [12], applying heuristic rules to look for
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specific mapping patterns [8] and machine learning techniques [1]. More
comprehensive surveys of ontology mapping approaches can be found in [9][14].
This paper proposes a new generic and scalable ontology mapping approach, the
PRIOR+ approach. The architecture of the PRIOR+ is shown in Fig. 1. The PRIOR+
takes advantage of propagation theory, information retrieval technique and artificial
intelligence model to solve ontology mapping problem. It utilizes both linguistic and
structural information of ontologies, and measures the profile similarity of different
elements of ontologies in a vector space model (VSM). Finally, the PRIOR+
adaptively aggregates different similarities according to the harmony of the matrix
and deals with ontology constraints using interactive activation network.

Fig. 1. The architecture of the PRIOR+ approach

1.2

Specific techniques used

The PRIOR+ is extended from the PRIOR [10][11]. In addition to the profile
similarity and the edit distance of elements’ name used in the PRIOR, the PRIOR+
considers structure similarity as well and adaptively aggregate different similarities
based on their harmony. Furthermore, the PRIOR+ has a brand new NN-based
Constraint Satisfaction Solver.

1.2.1 Similarity Generation
The similarity generation model aims to generate the similarity of both linguistic and
structural information of ontologies. The details of calculating profile similarity and
the edit distance of elements’ name have been presented in the PRIOR [10][11]. To
calculate the structure similarity of two elements, various structural features are
extracted, e.g. the number of its sub-elements, the number of its direct property, the
depth of the element to the root etc. Afterwards, the difference between these
structural features are calculated and normalized to represent its structure similarity.
The outputs of the similarity generation model are three similarity matrixes. Each
matrix denotes a kind of similarity of two ontologies.

1.2.2 Harmony Estimation
The heterogeneities of information result in differences between ontologies, either
from a linguistic view or structural view. Therefore, given two ontologies, it is critical
to estimate the difference between ontologies, and then to adjust mapping strategies
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according to the difference. Here we define a term called harmony to represent the
similarity between ontologies. Three types harmony of ontologies, i.e. name harmony,
profile harmony and structure harmony, are calculated based on the similarity
matrixes output from similarity generation model.
Ideally, if two ontologies are very similar in either linguistic or structural view, two
true should-be-mapped elements should own a similarity equal to 1 or larger than the
similarity of all other cells standing in the same row and column of those two
elements in the corresponding similarity matrix. Therefore, the harmony of ontologies
can be defined using Equation 1, where hk denotes different types of harmony (i.e.,
name harmony, profile harmony and structure harmony), EO and EO denote the
1

2

number of elements in ontologies, O1 and O2, CMAX M denotes the number of cells
that own the highest similarity in its corresponding row/column in similarity matrix
Mk.
k

hk =

# CMAX M k

(1)

min(# E o1 , # E o2 )

The different harmony of ontologies are used as weights to adaptively aggregate
name similarity, profile similarity and structure similarity output from similarity
generation model. Finally, the harmony of the aggregated similarity is estimated using
the same way. The final harmony, hf, will decide the necessity of NN-based
Constraint Satisfaction Solver. If hf > c (c is an experience number), the cells having
largest similarity in each row/column will be output to NN-based Constraint
Satisfaction Solver as refined hypotheses. Otherwise, all cells in the final similarity
matrix will be output.

1.2.3 NN-Based Constraint Satisfaction Solver
Constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [16] arises as an intriguing research problem in
ontology mapping due to the characteristics of ontology itself and its representations.
The hierarchical relations in RDFS, the axioms in OWL and the rules in SWRL result
in different kinds of constraints. For example, "if concept A matches concept B, then
the ancestor of A can not match the child of B in the taxonomy" and "two classes
match if they have owl:sameAs or owl:equvalentClass relations". To improve the
quality of ontology mapping, it is critical to find the best configuration that can satisfy
such constraints as much as possible.
CSPs are typically solved by a form of search, e.g. backtracking, constraint
propagation, and local search [16]. The interactive activation network is first proposed
to solve CSPs in [13]. The network usually consists of a number of competitive nodes
connected to each other. Each node represents a hypothesis. The connection between
two nodes represents constraint between their hypotheses. Each connection is
associated with a weight. For example, we have two hypotheses, HA and HB. If
whenever HA is true, HB is usually true, then there is a positive connection from node
A to node B. Oppositely if HA provides evidence against HB, then there is a negative
connection from node A to node B. The importance of the constraint is proportional to
the strength (i.e. weight) of the connection representing that constraint. The state of a
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node is determined locally by the nodes adjacent to it and the weights connecting to it.
The state of the network is the collection of states of all nodes. Entirely local
computation can lead the network to converge to a global optimal state.
In the context of ontology mapping, a node in an interactive activation network
represents a hypothesis that element E1i in ontology O1 can be mapped to element E2j
in ontology O2. The initial activation of the node is the similarity of (E1i, E2j) output
from the adaptive similarity aggregation model. The activation of the node can be
updated using the following simple rule, where ai denotes the activation of node i,
written as ni, neti denotes the net input of the node.
⎧ai (t ) + neti (1 − ai (t )), neti > 0
ai (t + 1) = ⎨
neti < 0
⎩ ai (t ) + neti ai (t ),

(2)

The neti comes from three sources, i.e. its neighbors, its bias, and its external
inputs, as defined in Equation 3, where wij denotes the connection weight between ni
and nj, aj denotes the activation of node nj, biasi denotes the bias of ni, eii denotes the
external input of ni, which is a function of the confidence of a mapping, istr and estr
are constants that allow the relative contributions of the input from internal sources
and external sources to be readily manipulated. Note that the connection matrix is
symmetric and the nodes may not connect to themselves, i.e., wij=wji, wii=0.

∑w a

neti = istr × (

ij

j

+ biasi ) + estr × (eii )

(3)

j

Furthermore, the connections between nodes in the network represent constraints
between hypotheses. For example, the constraint that “only 1-to-1 mapping is
allowed” results in a negative connection between nodes (E1i, E2j) and (E1i, E2k),
where k≠j. Moreover, “two elements match if their children match”, results in a
positive connection between nodes (E1i, E2j) and (E1k, E2t), where E1k and E2t are the
children of E1i and E2j respectively. Finally, the complexity of the connections may be
very large because of complex constraints.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

We didn’t make any specific adaptations for the tests in the OAEI campaign 2007. All
the mappings output by the PRIOR+ are based on the same set of parameters.
1.4

Link to the system and parameters file

The PRIOR+ is available at: http://www.sis.pitt.edu/~mingmao/om07/.
1.5

Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)

The
result
file
can
be
http://www.sis.pitt.edu/~mingmao/om07/priorplus.zip
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downloaded

from

2

Results

In this section we present the results of the PRIOR+ in OAEI campaign 2007. All
tests are run on a stand-alone PC running Ubuntu 6.0.6 operating system. The PC has
Intel Dual Core 1.8 Hz processor, 1.5G memory, 100GB Serial ATA hard disk and
SUN JAVA VM 1.6.0.
2.1

Benchmark

The benchmark track is the only track that opens its ground truth for participants.
According to the different characteristics of ontologies, most parameters of the
PRIOR+ are tuned on it. The full result of all tests can be found in Appendix1.
The results show that Test 101, 103 and 104 are perfect because all names,
comments and instances of classes and properties are the same. Test 201-210 are very
structurally similar as the reference ontology, therefore the structural harmony plays
an important role in deciding the final similarity of the elements of ontologies. Test
221-247 have high linguistic similarity with reference ontology, and thus the PRIOR+
obtained good performance on it. Test 248-266 are both linguistic and structural
different with reference ontology. Even with the usage of the structural information,
the PRIOR+ has some improvement compared with the PRIOR. The recall of these
tests is still a little bit low. The reason why the PRIOR+ did not work well in these
tests is under investigation. The 301-304 are real world ontologies, which have more
impact when evaluating the mapping approach. The PRIOR+ also gained good results
in all these tests.
Meanwhile, test 202, 209, 210, 248-266 and real case 302 and 303 demonstrate the
effectiveness of using the interactive activation network to solve constraint
satisfaction problem in ontology mapping.
2.2

Other Tracks

The web directory, anatomy and food track are all blind tracks that means no ground
truth is available for participants to analyze the performance of the proposed approach.
Therefore, please refer to the final results published by OAEI for further information.

1

The data presented is slightly different from what we submitted to the OAEI campaign 2007
after improving the PRIOR+ approach.
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3

General comments

3.1

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

Parameter tuning is an important issue in the implementation of neural network in our
future work. Another possible improvement is to integrate auxiliary information and
Web information for ontology mapping. For example, auxiliary information such as
WordNet can be used to process synonyms. The co-occurrence of two elements
returned by search engines can contribute to identify their semantic relation.
3.2

Comments on the OAEI 2006 test cases

Currently most tests in the campaign are blind. It will be better for OAEI to provide a
small part of ground truth in some tests, such as anatomy, for participants to explore
machine learning techniques. Meanwhile, in web directory task, some loops existing
in the test cases have been broken randomly in the implementation of the PRIOR+.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we present the PRIOR+, a generic ontology mapping tool, and its results
in OAEI campaign 2007. The PRIOR+ integrates propagation theory, information
retrieval technique and the interactive activation network to solve ontology mapping
problem. The preliminary result of the PRIOR+ in benchmarks tests is promising.
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Appendix: Raw results

Matrix of results
algorithm
Test #
101
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224

Precision
1
1
1
1
0.9756
1
1
0.9688
1
1
1
0.8919
0.9634
1
1
1
1

prior+
Recall
1
1
1
1
0.82
1
1
0.96
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.68
0.81
0.98
0.96
1
1

F-Measure
1
1
1
1
0.894
1
1
0.964
0.995
0.995
0.979
0.772
0.883
0.99
0.978
1
1
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225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304
H-mean

1
1
0.9351
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.9667
0.9706
1
0.9667
0.9706
0.9143
1
0.8065
0.9531
0.8904
0.913
1
0.6774
0.9219
0.8904
0.7895
0.4333
1
0.7368
0.5
0.9259
0.9677
0.82
0.9136
0.9577

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.66
0.84
0.76
0.66
0.67
0.65
0.27
0.64
0.63
0.67
0.52
0.39
0.27
0.48
0.45
0.82
0.63
0.84
0.97
0.87

1
1
0.966
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.983
0.985
1
0.983
0.985
0.767
0.91
0.781
0.777
0.765
0.759
0.429
0.656
0.752
0.765
0.625
0.413
0.429
0.583
0.476
0.87
0.76
0.828
0.943
0.912
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Abstract. In this report, we give a brief explanation of how RiMOM obtains
the ontology alignment results at OAEI’07 contest. RiMOM integrates different
alignment strategies: edit-distance based strategy, vector-similarity based
strategy, path-similarity based strategy, background-knowledge based strategy,
and three similarity-propagation based strategies. Each strategy is defined based
on one specific ontological-information. In this contest, we, in particular, study
how the different strategies (or strategy combination) perform for different
alignment tasks. We found that: 1) on the directory data set, the path-similarity
based strategy seems to outperform the others and 2) on the anatomy and food
data sets, the background-knowledge based strategy has several distinct
advantages. This report presents our results based on the evaluation. We also
share our thoughts on the experiment design, showing specific strengths and
weaknesses of our approach.

1.

PRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

Ontology alignment is the key point to reach interoperability over ontologies. In
recent years, much research work has been conducted for finding the alignment of
ontologies [1] [4].
We have studied different strategies for ontology alignment and implemented them
in a tool called RiMOM [5]. Each strategy is defined based on one kind of ontological
information. In total, there are more than seven strategies implemented in RiMOM,
we investigate the difference between the strategies and study which strategy will
obtain the best performance on a specific alignment task. This introduces a very
interesting (also critical) research issue: how to find a best strategy or an optimal
strategy combination given an alignment task, called strategy selection.
1.1

State, purpose, general statement

For simplifying the following description, we here define the notations used
throughout the report.
Ontology: An ontology O is composed of concepts C, properties/relations R,
instances I, and Axioms AO. We here use capital letter to indicate a set and lowercase
letter (e.g., c∈C) to indicate one element in the set. Sometimes, for further
simplification, we use entity e to indicate either c or r.
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Ontology alignment: given an alignment from ontology O1 to O2, we call ontology
O1 as source ontology and O2 as target ontology. We call the process of finding the
alignment from O1 to O2 as (Ontology) alignment discovery or alignment finding.
Challenges for automating ontology alignment include: 1) how to automatically
find alignments of high quality; 2) how to find the alignments efficiently; 3) what is
the difference between the various alignment strategies and which one should be used
for a specific task; 4) how to deal with the alignment of large scale ontology; 5) how
to ease parameterizing, as the accuracy of alignments may vary largely with different
parameters; 6) how to make full use of the user interaction.
In this campaign, we focus on dealing with the problems of 1), 2), and 3) with our
system RiMOM.
1.2

Specific techniques used

There are six major steps in a general alignment process of RiMOM:
1) Similarity factors estimation. Given two ontologies, it estimates two similarity
factors, which respectively approximately represent the structure similarity and the
label similarity of the two ontologies. The two factors are used in the next step of
strategy selection.
2) Strategy selection. The basic idea of strategy selection is that if two ontologies
have high label similarity factor, then RiMOM will rely more on linguistic based
strategies; while if the two ontologies have high structure similarity factor, then we
will employ similarity-propagation based strategies on them. See Section 1.2.1 for
details. Strategy selection by the two factors is mainly used on the benchmark data set.
For the directory, anatomy, and food data set, we chose the strategies manually.
3) Single strategy execution. We employ the selected strategies to find the
alignment independently. Each strategy outputs an alignment result.
4) Alignment combination. It combines the alignment results obtained by the
selected strategies. The combination is conducted by a linear-interpolation method.
5) Similarity propagation. If the two ontologies have high structure similarity
factor, RiMOM employs a similarity propagation process to refine the found
alignments and to find new alignments that cannot be found using other strategies.
6) Alignment refinement. It refines the alignment results from the previous steps.
We defined several heuristic rules to remove the “unreliable” alignments.
1.2.1 Similarity factors estimation
Our preliminary experiments show that the multi-strategy based alignment does not
always outperform its single-strategy counterpart. For a new, unseen mapping task,
we propose to use two similarity factors to determine which strategy should be used.
Given two ontologies: source ontology O1 and target ontology O2, we calculate two
approximate similarity factors: structure similarity factor and label similarity factor.
# common _ concept
, where
We define structure similarity factor as: F _ SS =
max(# nonleaf _ c1 , # nonleaf _ c2 )

#nonleaf_c1 indicates the number of concepts in O1 that has sub concepts. Likewise
for #nonleaf_c2. #common_concept is calculated as follows: if concepts c1∈O1 and
c2∈O2 have the same number of sub concepts and they are in the same depth from
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the concept “owl:Thing”, we add one to #common_concept. After enumerated all pair,
we obtain the final score of #common_concept. Intuition of the factor is that the larger
the structure similarity factor, the more similar the structures of the two ontologies
are.
The label similarity factor is defined as: F _ LS = # same _ label , where #c1 and #c2
max(# c1 , # c2 )

respectively represent the number of concepts in O1 and O2. #same_label represents
the number of pairs of concepts {( c1, c2)|c1∈O1 and c2∈O2} that have the same
label.
The two factors are defined simply and not used to accurately represent the real
“similarities” of structures and labels. However, they can approximately indicate the
characteristics of the two ontologies. Moreover, they can be calculated efficiently.
So far, we carried out the strategy selection by heuristic rules. For example, if the
structure similarity factor F_SS is lower than 0.25, then RiMOM suppresses the CCP
and PPP strategies. However, the CPP will always be used in the alignment process.
1.2.2 Multiple strategies
The strategies implemented in RiMOM include: edit-distance based strategy, vectorsimilarity based strategy, path-similarity based strategy, background-knowledge based
strategy, and three similarity-propagation based strategies.
1. Edit-distance based strategy (ED)
Each label (such as concept name or property name) is composed of several tokens.
In this strategy (ED), we calculate the edit distance between labels of two entities.
Edit distance estimates the number of operations needed to convert one string into
another. We define (1-#op/max_length(l(e1), l(e2))) as the similarity of two labels,
where #op indicates the number of operations, max_length(l(e1), l(e2)) represents the
maximal length of the two labels.
2. Vector-similarity based strategy (VS)
We formalize the problem as that of document similarity. For an entity e, we
regard its label, comment, and instances as a ‘document’ and calculate the similarity
between an entity pair. Specifically, the ‘document’ is tokenized into words. Then we
remove the stop words and employ stemming on the words and view the remains as
features to generate a feature vector. We also add some other general features which
prove to be very helpful. For a concept, the features include: the number of its sub
concepts, the number of properties it has, and the depth of the concept from
“OWL:Thing”. Next, we compute the cosine similarity between two feature vectors.
The advantage of this strategy is that it can easily incorporate different information
(even structural information) into the feature vector.
3. Path-similarity based strategy (PS)
We define path as the aggregation of the entity labels from “OWL:Thing” to the
current entity. A path-similarity measure between two entities e1 and e2 is defined as:
sim p (e1 , e2 ) = max( sim(l (e1 ) ,PL(e2 )), sim(PL(e1 ), l (e2 ) ))

where PL(e2) is the path of e2. sim(l(e1), PL(e2)) is the similarity between the label of
entity e1 and the path of entity e2. It is estimated by averaging similarities between the
label of e1 and each label in the path of e2.
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4. Background-knowledge based strategy (BK)
We also try to make use of background knowledge to enhance the performance of
alignment. The idea is straightforward. In some alignment tasks, for example the food
alignment task and the anatomy alignment task, the available information is limited
(only concept labels are available). We utilize the available knowledge base (we used
wiki pages) to help find the alignment. For each entity, we first look up in the
knowledge base for its definition, and then use the description of its definition in the
similarity calculation of the vector-similarity based strategy.
5. Strategy combination
For some alignment task, we need use more than one strategy to find the alignment.
The strategies are employed first independently and then are combined together. A
combination measure is thus defined as:
Map ( e1 , e2 ) =

∑

k =1... n

wkσ ( Mapk ( e1 , e2 ) )

∑

k =1... n

wk

where e1∈O1 and e2∈O2; Mapk(e1,e2) is the alignment score obtained by strategy k.
wk is the weight of strategy k. σ is a sigmoid function, which is defined as
σ ( x ) = 1/ (1 + e−5( x−α ) ) , where α is tentatively set as 0.5.
This “independence-and-combination” fashion has the advantage of easy
integrating new strategies into the alignment process.
6. Similarity-propagation based strategies
The structure information in ontologies is useful for finding the alignments
especially when two ontologies share the common/similar structure. According to the
propagation theory [2], we define three structure based strategies in RiMOM, namely
concept-to-concept propagation strategy (CCP), property-to-property propagation
strategy (PPP), and concept-to-property propagation strategy (CPP).
Intuition of the propagation based method is that if two entities are aligned, their
super-concepts have higher probability to be aligned. The basic idea here is to
propagate the similarity of two entities to entity pairs that have relations (e.g.,
subClassOf, superClassOf, siblingClassOf, subPropertyOf, superPropertyOf, range,
and domain) with them. The idea is inspired by similarity flooding [3]. We extended
the algorithm and adaptively used them in the three structure based strategies.
In CCP, we propagate similarities of concepts pair across the concept hierarchical
structure. In PPP, we propagate similarities of property pair across the property
hierarchy. In CPP, we propagate similarities of concepts pair to their corresponding
property pair, and vice versa. Details of the method will be reported elsewhere.
The similarity-propagation based strategies are performed after the other strategies
defined above. They can be used to adjust the alignments and find new alignments.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

Some parameters were tuned and set in the experiments. For example, for strategies
combination (cf. equation 1), we set the weight of ED as 0.5 and that of VS as 1. For
strategy selection, we define 0.25 as the threshold to determine whether CCP and PPP
will be suppressed or not. We also define 0.2 as threshold to determine whether ED
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will be suppressed or not. In addition, we employed background-knowledge based
strategy for food and anatomy alignment, and path-similarity based strategy for
directory.
1.4

Link to the system, parameters file, and provided alignments

Our system RiMOM (including the parameters file) can be found
at http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/RiMOM/. For details of the approach, see [5].
The
alignment
results
of
the
campaign
are
available
at http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/RiMOM/OAEI2007/.

2

Results

RiMOM has been implemented in Java. We use OWL-API to parse the RDF and
OWL files. The experiments were carried out on a Server running Windows 2003
with two Dual-Core Intel Xeon processors (2.8 GHz) and 3-gigabyte memory. All the
alignments outputted by RiMOM are based on the same parameters.
2.1

Benchmark

There are in total 54 alignment tasks defined on the benchmark data set. The task is to
find the alignment from every ontology to the reference ontology 101. We conducted
alignment on the benchmark data set in the following steps: 1) we first employ the
vector-similarity based strategy. We make use of the entity labels, comments, and
instances to generate a feature vector and calculate the similarity between each entity
pair; 2) we utilize the similarity-propagation based strategies to refined alignment
results.
We also compute the similarity factors and use the similarity factor in Step 1) (for
determining whether we add special features into the feature vector) and 2) (for
determining whether a propagation based strategy should be used).
In these tasks, the average precision is 0.97 and the average recall is 0.99. The
average time cost is about 4 second per task.
2.2

directory

The directory ontologies are organized as a taxonomy with sub-sumption hierarchies.
We obtain the alignment results in the following ways: 1) edit-distance based strategy
is used to calculate the similarity between entity labels; 2) path-similarity based
strategy is employed to compute the similarity between two entity paths; 3)
combination of the two similarities; 4) similarity propagation (CCP) is utilized on the
hierarchical structure to refine the result; and 5) pruning some found alignments. The
pruning is performed using heuristic rules.
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2.3

anatomy

For anatomy ontology, we utilize the background-knowledge based strategy to find
the alignment. Specifically, we perform the alignment finding in the following steps:
1) we constructed a background knowledge base by using the concept definitions
from UMLS [6], in total we have a base of more than 100 K terms; 2) for each entity
from the source ontology, we find if there is an entity with the identical label in the
target ontology. If so, we alignment them; otherwise, we look up in the background
knowledge base to find the definition description of the label; 3) we use the vectorsimilarity based strategy to calculate the similarity. We create the feature vector using
the entity label and the concept definition (if found in the knowledge base).
2.4

food

We employ the same process as that in anatomy to find alignment on the food data set
by using wiki as the background-knowledge.

3

General comments

3.1

Comments on the results

An objective and comprehensive comment on strengths or weakness requires the
comparison with other participants, which are not available so far (will be available
before the workshop). Here, we share some thoughts about the results.
Strengths
From experimental results, we see that RiMOM can achieve high performance
when the ontologies to be aligned have similar linguistic information or similar
structure information. Some concluding remarks are summarized as follows:
1) Linguistic information (including label of concepts and properties) is important
and help to align most of the entities.
2) Structure information can be used to improve the alignments, in particular when
linguistic information is missing.
3) Strategy selection is important. In different alignment tasks, the ontologies to be
aligned have different characteristics, it would be particularly helpful to find the
characteristics of the ontologies and apply correspondingly strategies on them. This
also introduces an interesting research issue: how to perform the strategy selection
efficiently? Currently, we use two factors to select the structure strategy and to
determine whether we add several features into the vector when using vectorsimilarity based strategy. However, it is far from an ideal solution of the strategy
selection.
4) Alignment refinement is helpful. We removed the unreliable alignments.
Weakness
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1) Although the preliminary experiments show that our strategy selection method
can enhance the alignment finding, it is not sufficient. There are many problems
needed to be solved.
2) We note that parameter setting is very important. We have found that using
different parameter settings, with the exactly same approach, the alignment results
may differ largely. So far, we tuned the parameters manually. It is not adaptable in
particular when the ontologies are very large, which means that tuning different
parameters to find the best ones is not possible.
3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

Possible improvements are corresponded to the related weaknesses in the previous
section.
1) New strategy selection by considering all the strategies and all the factors should
be proposed.
2) Our thinking is to use a supervised machine learning method to find the optimal
parameters based on some training data sets.
3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2007 test cases

The benchmark tests indicate very interesting general results on how the alignment
approach behaves. These tests are really useful, as a good underlying test base, for
evaluating and improving the alignment algorithm and system.
For future work, it might be interesting to add some tests to evaluate the crosslinguistic alignment, as for English ontology to Chinese ontology, an issue is
important in practical application.

4

Conclusion

In this report, we have briefly introduced how we employed RiMOM to obtain the
alignment results in OAEI’07 contest. We have presented the alignment process of
RiMOM and explained the strategy defined in RiMOM. We have also described how
we performed the alignment for different alignment tasks. We summarized the
strengths and the weaknesses of our proposed approach and gave possible
improvement for the system in the future work.
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Appendix: Raw results
The following results were obtained in the evaluation runs.
Matrix of results
#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevat ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

Prec.
1.00
N/A
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.94
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

No specialisation
Flatenned hierachy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flatenned classes
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Rec.
1.00
N/A
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
0.88
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.86
0.84
0.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99

238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.76
0.85
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.76
0.85
0.93
1.00
1.00
0.93
1.00
0.75
0.72
0.45
0.90

BibTeX/MIT
BibTeX/UMBC
Karlsruhe
INRIA
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0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.78
0.79
0.55
0.58
0.70
0.77
0.27
0.55
0.57
0.69
0.45
0.27
0.27
0.45
0.27
0.67
0.65
0.86
0.97

SAMBO Results for the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative 2007
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Abstract. This article describes a system for ontology alignment, SAMBO, and
presents its results for the benchmark and anatomy tasks in the 2007 Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative. For the benchmark task we have used a strategy
based on string matching as well as the use of a thesaurus, and obtained good
results in many cases. For the anatomy task we have used a combination of string
matching and the use of domain knowledge. This combination performed well in
former evaluations using other anatomy ontologies.

1 Introduction
Many ontologies have already been developed and many of these ontologies contain
overlapping information. Often we would want to be able to use multiple ontologies.
For instance, companies may want to use community standard ontologies and use them
together with company-specific ontologies. Applications may need to use ontologies
from different areas or from different views on one area. Ontology builders may want
to use already existing ontologies as the basis for the creation of new ontologies by
extending the existing ontologies or by combining knowledge from different smaller
ontologies. Further, different data sources in the same domain may have annotated their
data with different but similar ontologies. In each of these cases it is important to know
the relationships between the terms in the different ontologies. It has been realized that
this is a major issue and some organizations have started to deal with it. For instance,
regarding anatomy ontologies there is the CARO (http://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/CARO:Main Page) effort and earlier the SOFG effort (http://www.sofg.org/).
To deal with this issue we developed and continue developing SAMBO, System for
Aligning and Merging Biomedical Ontologies. We use the term ’alignment’ for defining the relationships between terms in different ontologies. We use the term ’merging’
when we, based on the alignment relationships between ontologies, create a new ontology containing the knowledge included in the source ontologies. In the remainder
of the paper we only discuss the alignment component of SAMBO.1 In section 2 we
describe the purpose, the framework on which SAMBO is based, the techniques used,
and the adaptations made for OAEI 2007. Section 3 describes the test runs and general
comments are given in section 4. The paper concludes in section 5.
1

SAMBO also merges two source ontologies in OWL syntax with given alignment relationships
using a reasoner.
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2 Presentation of the system
2.1 State, purpose, general statement
Although several of our methods and techniques are general and applicable to different
areas, when developing SAMBO, we have focused on biomedical ontologies. Research
in biomedical ontologies is recognized as essential in some of the grand challenges of
genomics research [2]. Further, there exist de facto standard ontologies such as GO, and
much support is being provided to the community to develop and publish ontologies in
the biomedical domain in a principled way through, for instance, the OBO Foundry initiative (http://www.obofoundry.org/). There are also many overlapping ontologies available in the field, many of which are available through OBO. The field has also matured
enough to start tackling the problem of overlap in the ontologies and standardization
efforts such as SOFG and CARO have started.
Ontologies may contain concepts, relations, instances and axioms. Most biomedical ontologies are controlled vocabularies, taxonomies, or thesauri. This means that
they may contain concepts, is-a and part-of relations, and sometimes a limited number of other relationships. Therefore, we have focused on methods that are based on
these ontology components. For some approaches we have also used documents about
a concept as instances for that concept. We have not dealt with axioms.
2.2 Framework
SAMBO is based on the framework shown in figure 1 [5]. The framework consists of
two parts. The first part (I in figure 1) computes alignment suggestions. The second part
(II) interacts with the user to decide on the final alignments. An alignment algorithm receives as input two source ontologies. The algorithm includes one or several matchers,
which calculate similarity values between the terms from the different source ontologies. The matchers may use knowledge from different sources. Alignment suggestions
are then determined by combining and filtering the results generated by one or more
matchers. By using different matchers and combining and filtering the results in different ways we obtain different alignment strategies. The suggestions are then presented
to the user who accepts or rejects them. The acceptance and rejection of a suggestion
may influence further suggestions. Further, a conflict checker is used to avoid conflicts
introduced by the alignment relationships. The output of the alignment algorithm is a
set of alignment relationships between terms from the source ontologies.
2.3 Specific techniques used
In this section we describe the matchers, and combination and filtering techniques that
are available in SAMBO. These matchers and techniques were previously evaluated using test cases for aligning Gene Ontology and Signal Ontology, and for aligning Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) and the Anatomical Dictionary for the Adult Mouse (MA)
[5] using the KitAMO evaluation environment [7].2 In addition to these techniques we
2

An introduction to SAMBO and KitAMO can be found in [6].
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Fig. 1. Alignment framework [5].

have also experimented with other matchers [9, 11] and another filtering technique [1],
some of which may be added to SAMBO in the future. We are also working on methods for recommendation of alignment strategies [10] which we intend to integrate into
SAMBO in the future.
Matchers SAMBO contains currently five basic matchers: two terminological matchers, a structure-based matcher, a matcher based on domain knowledge, and a learning
matcher.
Terminological matchers. The basic terminological matcher, Term contains matching algorithms based on the textual descriptions (names and synonyms) of concepts and
relations. In the current implementation, the matcher includes two approximate string
matching algorithms, n-gram and edit distance, and a linguistic algorithm. An n-gram is
a set of n consecutive characters extracted from a string. Similar strings will have a high
proportion of n-grams in common. Edit distance is defined as the number of deletions,
insertions, or substitutions required to transform one string into the other. The greater
the edit distance, the more different the strings are. The linguistic algorithm computes
the similarity of the terms by comparing the lists of words of which the terms are composed. Similar terms have a high proportion of words in common in the lists. A Porter
stemming algorithm is employed to each word. These algorithms were evaluated in [4]
using MeSH anatomy (ca 1400 terms) and MA (ca 2350 terms). Term computes similarity values by combining the results from these three algorithms using a weighted
sum. The combination we use in our experiments (weights 0.37, 0.37 and 0.26 for the
linguistic algorithm, edit distance and n-gram, respectively) outperformed the individual individual algorithms in our former evaluations [4]. Further, the matcher TermWN is
based on Term, but uses a general thesaurus, WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/),
to enhance the similarity measure by looking up the hypernym relationships of the pairs
of words in WordNet.
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Structural matcher. The structural matcher is an iterative algorithm based on the
is-a and part-of hierarchies of the ontologies. The algorithm requires as input a list of
alignment relationships and similarity values and can therefore not be used in isolation.
The intuition behind the algorithm is that if two concepts lie in similar positions with
respect to is-a or part-of hierarchies relative to already aligned concepts in the two ontologies, then they are likely to be similar as well. For each pair of concepts (C1 ,C2 )
in the original list of alignment relationships the structural matcher augments the original similarity value for pairs of concepts (C1′ ,C2′ ) such that C1′ and C2′ are equivalent
to, are in an is-a relationship with, or participate in a part-of relationship with C1 and
C2 , respectively. The augmentation depends on the relationship and on the distance
between the concepts in the is-a and part-of hierarchies. The augmentation diminishes
with respect to distance. The new similarity value can also not exceed 1. In our earlier
experiments we used a maximal distance of 2 and the effect on ancestors is lower than
the effect on descendants.
Use of domain knowledge. Another strategy is to use domain knowledge. Our matcher
UMLSKSearch uses the Metathesaurus in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS,
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/). The similarity of two terms in the source ontologies is determined by their relationship in UMLS. In our experiments we used the
UMLS Knowledge Source Server to query the UMLS Metathesaurus with source ontology terms. The querying is based on searching the normalized string index and normalized word index provided by the UMLS Knowledge Source Server. We used version
2007AB of UMLS. As a result we obtain concepts that have the source ontology term
as their synonym. We assign a similarity value of 1 if the source ontology terms are
synonyms of the same concept and 0 otherwise.3
Learning matcher. The matcher makes use of life science literature that is related
to the concepts in the ontologies. It is based on the intuition that a similarity measure between concepts in different ontologies can be defined based on the probability that documents about one concept are also about the other concept and vice versa.
The strategy contains the following basic steps. (i) For each ontology that we want
to align we generate a corpus of PubMed abstracts. In our implementation we generated a corpus of maximally 100 PubMed abstracts per concept using the programming
utilities provided by the retrieval system Entrez (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/).
(ii) For each ontology a document classifier is generated. This classifier returns for a
given document the concept that is most closely related to the document. To generate
a classifier the corpus of abstracts associated to the classifier’s ontology is used. In our
algorithm we use a naive Bayes classification algorithm (based on the code available
at http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/mooney/ir-course/). (iii) Documents of one ontology
are classified by the document classifier of the other ontology and visa versa. (iv) A
similarity measure between concepts in the different ontologies is computed by using
the results of step (iii). The similarity is computed as
lsim(C1 , C2 ) =
3

nN BC2 (C1 , C2 ) + nN BC1 (C2 , C1 )
nD (C1 ) + nD (C2 )

Observe that this is slightly different from the version reported in [5] where we used version
2005AA of UMLS and we assigned a similarity value of 1 for two terms with the exact same
names, 0.6 if the source ontology terms are synonyms of the same concept, and 0 otherwise.
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where nD (C) is the number of abstracts originally associated with C, and
nN BCx (Cp , Cq ) is the number of abstracts associated with Cp that are also related to Cq
as found by classifier N BCx related to ontology x. More details about this algorithm
as well as some extensions can be found in [9].
Combinations The user is given the choice to employ one or several matchers during
the alignment process. The similarity values for pairs of concepts can then be determined based on the similarity values computed by one matcher, or as a weighted sum
of the similarity values computed by different matchers.
Filtering The current filtering method is threshold filtering. Pairs of concepts with a
similarity value higher than or equal to a given threshold value are returned as alignment
suggestions to the user.
2.4 Adaptations made for the evaluation
SAMBO is an interactive alignment system. The alignment suggestions calculated by
SAMBO are normally presented to the user who accepts or rejects them. Alignment
suggestions with the same concept as first item in the pair are shown together to the user.
Therefore, SAMBO shows the user the different alternatives for aligning a concept. This
is a useful feature, in particular when the system computes similarity values which are
close to each other and there is no or only a small preference for one of the suggestions.
Further, the acceptance and rejection of a suggestion may influence which suggestions
are further shown to the user.
The computation of the alignment suggestions in SAMBO is based on the computation of a similarity value between the concepts. The computation of the similarity values
does not take into account what the relationship of the alignment should be. However,
when an alignment is accepted, the user can choose whether the alignment relationship
should be an equivalence relation or an is-a relation.
As the OAEI evaluation only considers the non-interactive part of the system and
the computation of the similarity values does not take the relationship into account,
we had to modify the computation of the suggestions. It would not make sense to have
alignment suggestions where a concept appears more than once as the user would not be
able to make a choice. Therefore, we decided to filter SAMBO’s alignment suggestion
list such that only suggestions are retained where the similarity between the concepts
in the alignment suggestion is higher than or equal to the similarity of these concepts
to any other concept according to the alignment suggestion list. (In the case there are
different possibilities, one is randomly chosen.)
2.5 Link to the system and parameters file
The SAMBO project page is at http://www.ida.liu.se/∼iislab/projects/SAMBO/.
2.6 Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)
The suggested alignments are available at
http://www.ida.liu.se/∼iislab/projects/SAMBO/OAEI/2007/.
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3 Results
We have provided alignment suggestions for the tasks ’benchmark’ and ’anatomy’.
Tests were performed on a PC (Pentium(R) D CPU 2.80GHz 2.79GHz, RAM 0.99GB,
Windows XP).
3.1 benchmark
The results for the benchmark task were obtained by using TermWN with threshold
0.6. As a preprocessing step we split names based on capital letters occurring within
a name. For instance, ’InCollection’ was split into ’In Collection’. We did not use the
comment field. The results may be improved using also this field.
We assume that ontology builders use a reasonable naming scheme and thus we
did not tackle the cases where labels were replaced by a random one. Therefore, the
recall for tests 201-202, 248-254, 257-262, 265-266 is low. For these cases we may use
other kind of information in the ontology such as the comment field or the structure.
We also did not focus on different natural languages (206-207, 210) or subsumption
relationships (302).
Regarding the other cases we received high precision and recall except for cases 205
and 209. For 205 and 209 we had expected that using WordNet would be an advantage.
Therefore, we compared the results with a run using Term (without WordNet). The differences between the results for Term and TermWN were small for all cases, including
cases 205 and 209.
3.2 anatomy
The results for the anatomy task were obtained by first running UMLSKSearch and
suggesting the pairs with similarity value 1 and then running Term with threshold 0.6
on the remainder of the pairs. With respect to the computation of the suggestions, this
would be similar to having a matcher that returns as similarity value for a pair the maximum of the similarity value for the pair according to UMLSKSearch and the similarity
value for the pair according to Term, and then using 0.6 as threshold.

4 General comments
A problem that users face is that often it is not clear how to get the best alignment results given that there are many strategies to choose from. In most systems, including
SAMBO) there usually is no strategy for choosing the matchers, combinations and filters in an optimal way. Therefore, we used our experience from previous evaluations
[5] to decide which matchers to use for which task. The lack of an optimization strategy is also the reason why we did not provide results for the second and third test for
anatomy (optimization with respect to precision and recall, respectively). The results for
precision and recall for SAMBO may be influenced by the filtering phase. Intuitively,
higher thresholds lead to higher precision and lower recall, while lower thresholds usually lead to higher recall, but lower precision. However, for SAMBO as stand-alone
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system, there is no strategy for how to choose the threshold for optimizing precision or
recall. In the future, however, this may be possible using recommendation methods for
alignment strategies such as proposed in [10] that will be able to recommend matchers,
combinations and filters based on the alignment task and evaluation methods.
The OAEI deals with the non-interactive part of the alignment systems. This allows
for evaluating how good the alignment suggestions are. However, for some systems,
such as SAMBO, the list of alignment suggestions is only an initial list and is updated
after each acceptance or rejection of a suggestion.

5 Conclusion
We have briefly described our ontology alignment system SAMBO and some results of
running SAMBO on the alignment tasks of OAEI.
For the benchmark task we have used TermWN and obtained good results in many
cases. We expect that the results will still improve when we use more information available in the ontology, such as the comment field and the structure. Therefore, we will
continue this task using Term and TermWN also on the comment field, as well as using
our structural matcher. Further, in earlier tests, also our advanced filtering technique
described in [1] usually improves the results of Term and TermWN.
Regarding the anatomy task we have used a combination of UMLSKSearch and
Term, which performed best in former evaluations using other anatomy ontologies. We
are currently also evaluating instance-based matchers.
A major problem is deciding which algorithms should be used for a given alignment
task. This is a problem that users face, and that we have also faced in the evaluation.
We expect that recommendation strategies [10, 8, 3] will alleviate this problem.
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Abstract. In this paper we present SEMA tool for the automatic mapping of
ontologies. The main purpose of SEMA is to locate one to one equivalence
correspondences (mappings) between elements (i.e., classes and properties) of
two input ontologies. Towards this goal, SEMA synthesizes lexical, semantic
and structural matching algorithms through their iterative execution.

1

Presentation of the system

1.1

State, purpose, general statement

Ontologies have been realized as the key technology to shaping and exploiting
information for the effective management of knowledge and for the evolution of the
Semantic Web and its applications. In such a distributed setting, ontologies establish a
common vocabulary for community members to interlink, combine, and communicate
knowledge shaped through practice and interaction, binding the knowledge processes
of creating, importing, capturing, retrieving, and using knowledge. However, it seems
that there will always be more than one ontology even for the same domain. In such a
setting, where different conceptualizations of the same domain exist, information
services must effectively answer queries, bridging the gaps between
conceptualizations of the same domain. Towards this target, networks of semantically
related information must be created at-request. Therefore mapping of ontologies is a
major challenge for bridging the gaps between agents (software and human) with
different conceptualizations.
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Tools for the automated mapping of ontologies have achieved remarkable results
but still there is lot of space for improvements when dealing with real world
ontologies. Building on our experience in participating in OAEI 2006 with AUTOMS
[1], we intent to further increase the precision and recall of our matching methods,
and further minimize the efficiency cost, by devising enhanced techniques and
combinations of methods.
This paper presents the SEMA tool for the mapping of ontologies. SEMA is built
on top of AUTOMS-F [2], which a framework implemented as a Java API, aiming to
facilitate the rapid development of tools for the automatic mapping of ontologies.
AUTOMS-F provides facilities for synthesizing individual ontology matching
methods.
The main purpose of SEMA is to locate one to one equivalence correspondences
(mappings) between the elements (i.e., classes and properties) of two input ontologies,
by increasing the recall of the mapping process and achieving a fair balance between
precision and recall. SEMA combines lexical, semantic and structural matching
algorithms: A semantic matching method exploiting Latent Dirichlet Allocation
model (LDA) [3], requiring no external resources, in combination with the lexical
matcher COCLU (COmpression-based CLUstering) [4] and a matching method that
exploits structural features of the ontologies by means of simple rules. This
combination of approaches contributes towards automating the mapping process by
exploiting lexical, structural and semantic features of the source ontologies, resulting
to increased recall and precision. It must be emphasized that the aggregation of the
mappings produced by the individual methods is performed through their iterative
execution as described in [5, 6].
It must be pointed that the experience gained by participating in the OAEI contest
helped us towards the following aspects: (i) We increased the precision and recall of
SEMA by iteratively combining the individual matching methods, (ii) we improved
AUTOMS-F framework by adding more facilities towards the synthesis of individual
matching methods, (iii) we noticed the fact that tools such as SEMA tend to fail to
notice subsumption relations between elements of distinct ontologies, since they
assess only equivalences between them, and finally, (vi) we managed to improve the
execution time of matching methods, such as the one based on LDA.
1.2

Specific techniques used
Input
Ontologies

Mapping
Pairs

Latent
Features
Matcher

Lexical
Matcher

Structure
Based
Matcher

Property
Based
Matcher

VSM
Matcher

Instance
Based
Matcher

Fig. 1. Overview of SEMA.

SEMA combines six matching methods, executed in a predefined sequence, as
depicted in Fig. 1. Each method in sequence exploits the results of the previous
methods, aiming to find additional mapping element pairs. This policy is applied as
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the competition is restricted to the discovery of one-to-one mappings, and in order to
exploit the complementary nature of the combined methods. As already pointed,
SEMA iteratively executes the overall mapping method, providing the mappings
computed during an iteration as input to the next iteration, until no change in the
matching pairs arises. In more detail, the ontology mapping problem is modeled as an
iterative process that finds the most nearest reachable fixed point of a vector function,
as presented in similar approaches in the literature ([5], [6] and [7]).
The following paragraphs present the matching methods in the order of their
execution:
Lexical matcher: As said, SEMA uses a lexical matcher implementing the COCLU
lexical similarity approach [4].
COCLU was originally proposed as a method for discovering typographic
similarities between sequences of characters over an alphabet (ASCII or UTF
character set), aiming to reveal the similarity of classes instances’ lexicalizations
during ontology population [4]. It is a partition-based clustering algorithm which
divides data into clusters and searches the space of possible clusters using a greedy
heuristic. Each cluster is represented by a model, rather than by the collection of data
assigned to it. The cluster model is realized by a corresponding Huffman tree which is
incrementally constructed as the algorithm dynamically generates and updates the
clusters by processing one string (instance’s surface appearance) at a time. The use of
a model classifies the algorithm to the conceptual or model based learning algorithms.
To decide whether a new string should be added in a cluster (and therefore, that it
lexicalizes the same class/property as the other strings in the cluster do) the algorithm
employs a score function that measures the compactness and homogeneity of a
cluster. This score function, Cluster Code Difference (CCDiff), is defined as the
difference of the summed length of the coded string tokens that are members of the
cluster, and the length of the cluster when it is updated with the candidate string. This
score function groups together strings that contain the same set of frequent characters
according to the model of a cluster (e.g., Pentium III and PIII).
According to the above, COCLU takes as input two strings and returns their
similarity. The local name, label or comment of an OWL class or property, considered
as a string, belongs in a particular cluster when its CCDiff is below a specific
threshold and it is the smallest between the CCDiff’s of the given string and all
existing clusters. Based on our experience with COCLU, the similarity threshold
(ranging in [0,1]) was set to 0.986. A new cluster is created if the candidate string
cannot be assigned to any of the existing clusters. As a result, it is possible to use the
algorithm even when no initial clusters are available.
Matching pairs of ontology elements are generated according to the following
rules:
1. A pair of ontology elements is a matching pair if the similarities of their
local names, and labels, and comments are greater than the threshold value.
2. If two ontology elements do not match according to rule 1, then the elements
are considered to match if the similarities of either their local names, or
labels, or comments are greater than the threshold value.
3. If two ontology elements do not match according to rule 1 and rule 2, then
their labels are substituted by their synonyms found in WordNet (in case they
have WordNet entries) and rules 1 and 2 are repeated using the synonyms.
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Latent Features Matcher: The second matching method applied is the semantic
matching one detailed in [3]. This method aims at discovering and exploiting latent
features that reveal the intended meaning of ontology elements. This is a contextual
approach to the ontology mapping problem, where at first, ontology elements are
transformed into vectors according to specific rules [3] that exploit elements’ vicinity
(e.g., labels, comments, instances, properties, super/sub elements, domain and range
of properties etc.) with respect to the semantics of the specifications. The vectors’
length corresponds to the number of the distinct words in both input ontologies and
each entry holds the frequency of each word in the vicinity of the corresponding
element. Exploiting this representation of ontology elements, the method computes
latent features that express the intended meaning of ontology elements. This is done
by applying the reverse generative process of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[8] model. Doing so, each element is represented as a distribution over latent features,
and similarities between elements’ pairs of the two ontologies is computed by means
of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [9] measure. This measure estimates the
divergence of distributions over latent features i.e., the divergence of elements’
approximated intended meaning.
The major advantages of this approach are as follows: The use of latent features
helps to deal with problems of imprecise and vague ontology elements’ descriptions,
as well as with cases of polysemy and synonymy. Also, the proposed approach does
not presuppose the existence of any external resource, as it exploits words in the
vicinity of ontology elements.
Vector Space Model (VSM) Matcher: The third method is a standard Vector Space
Model [10] based technique where ontology elements are represented as vectors of
weights. Each weight corresponds to a word and is being calculated using the TF/IDF
measure. The similarity between two vectors is being computed by means of the
cosine similarity measure. Element pairs with cosine similarity above a predefined
threshold (0.2 in our experiments) are returned as matched pairs. The rules used for
the extraction of words from ontology elements are the same as in the latent features’
based matcher.
Instance Based Matcher: The fourth mapping method of SEMA is a lexical
matching method exploiting the instances of classes. Specifically, two classes are
considered to match if the percentage of their mapped instances is above a predefined
threshold (10% in our experiments). Two instances match if the percentage of their
matched properties is above a predefined threshold (10% in our experiments). Two
properties of two distinct classes’ instances match if their values are assessed to match
by the COCLU lexical matcher.
Structural Based Matcher: The fifth method of SEMA is a structural matching
method, which utilizes the mappings produced by the above described matching
methods. According to this method, if two classes have at least a pair of matched
super classes and a pair of matched sub class, then they are also considered to match.
Property Based Matcher: Similarly to the previous structural method, this one
utilizes the properties’ mappings produced by the other methods in order to locate
new matching pairs of classes. Specifically, two classes are considered to match, if
the percentage of their mapped properties is above a predefined threshold (90% in our
experiments).
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Iterative Execution: The above mentioned matching methods, performed in the
specified sequence, compute matching pairs by taking into account the vicinity of
each ontology element, as well as its features (local name, label and comments). The
vicinity includes the elements directly related to this element, together with their
features. However, performing iteratively, the vicinity of each element can be
extended to include its matching element in the target ontology.
This introduces a recursive dependency, which as it is pointed in [6], requires nonstandard computational means. This problem has been approached by Bisson [5] and
Euzenat et al [6].
As it has been proposed in [6], given the recursive nature of these computations
and aiming to compute the intended meaning of classes, we can still find the intended
meaning of each class through an iterative process that finds the most nearest
reachable fixed point of a vector function. Based on this work, SEMA, aiming to
compute matching pairs of the input ontologies, performs an iterative computation as
follows:
Repeat the following process until there is no change in the mapping pairs between the input
ontologies.
1. For each element E do the following:
1.1. For each element in the vicinity of E
In case there is no mapping element associated to this element
compute the initial mapping based on its features.
1.2. Repeat the following until there is no change in the mapping computed for the element E
1.2.1 Compute the mapping of E using the mappings of
elements in its vicinity
1.2.2 Re-compute the mappings of elements in its vicinity
changing only the mapping for E

Performing iteratively, SEMA improves its precision, as it manages to propagate
mappings to elements’ vicinity, while also achieving a high degree of individual
methods’ combination: The results of each method feed the input of the other methods
in the next iteration. In the current SEMA version the methods that contribute to the
iterative computation are the VSM matcher, the property based matcher and the
structure based matcher. The latent features matcher is executed only in the first
iteration due to its requirements of high computational resources.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

Since SEMA is built on top of AUTOMS-F framework [2], as already mentioned
above, there was no need for particular adaptations in order to run SEMA on the
benchmark test cases and output the resulting mappings in the requested format.
AUTOMS-F provides specific classes and methods for this purpose.
1.4

Link to the system and parameters file

http://iit.demokritos.gr/~vspiliop/SEMA.zip
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1.5

Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)

http://iit.demokritos.gr/~vspiliop/SEMA_results.zip

2

Results

Results produced by SEMA are grouped and discussed below. SEMA is implemented
as a stand-alone Java programme and was executed on a dual core Ubuntu Linux PC
(2 x 2.44 GHz cores, 1.5GB memory). Although, two cores where available no multithreading mechanism was exploited.
2.1
2.1.1

Benchmark
Tests 101 to 104

In these test cases the target ontologies have no major differences (except test 102)
from the common source ontology. All mapping pairs are produced by the COCLU
lexical matching method. In 102, where the target ontology is irrelevant to the source
ontology, no mappings are returned.
Tests
H-mean Precision
H-mean Recall
101-104
1.0
1.0
2.1.2

Tests 201 to 210

In these test cases ontology elements’ features such as local names, labels and
comments in the target ontologies have been changed in various ways (e.g., using
uppercase letters, underscores, translating in foreign language, using synonyms,
random strings or being suppressed). It is evident from the table below that the recall
harmonic mean value drops significantly, comparing to the previous test category.
This is due to tests 202, 209 and 210, where except from the fact that many source
ontology elements’ labels have been replaced by elements having completely
different lexicalizations (foreign language, synonyms or random strings) in the target
ontology, the comments are suppressed, limiting the common features of the input
ontologies. However, even in test 202, where comments are suppressed and
ontologies do not share much of lexical information, SEMA manages to achieve 74%
precision and 30% recall. This is achieved by exploiting a small fragment of
instances’ common lexical information and by propagating similarity through the
iterative execution of methods. However, as we will see in test cases 248-266 the
propagation is not so effective and improvements should be considered.
It must be noticed that the exploitation of WordNet by the lexical matcher helps
SEMA to perform 82% in terms of precision and 61% in terms of recall, even when
no comments are available and labels are replaced by synonyms (test 209).
Tests
H-mean Precision
H-mean Recall
201-210
0.91
0.80
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2.1.3

Tests 221 to 247

In these tests the changes made in the target ontology concern the hierarchy, the
properties, the instances and the number of properties defined in classes. As we can
see from the overall results, there is a minor decrease in terms of both precision and
recall (comparing to test case 101). This performance is due mainly to test case 230
where SEMA performs 75% in terms of precision and 100% in terms of recall. The
methods that introduce false mappings in this test (in order of negative influence) are
the property based matcher, the VSM matcher and the latent features matcher. The
first is due to the introduction of much more properties in the target ontology. The
second is due to the noise introduced in the feature vectors representing classes and
properties. More specifically, if elements different in meaning contain common words
(resulting to similar representation vectors), then the VSM matcher may introduce
false positives. Although, the latent features matcher is more tolerant to such noise, as
it statistically generates latent features that focus on the significant statistical
correlations between the elements of the two input ontologies, still it generates some
false positives. It must be also pointed that as the latent features matcher is executed
before the VSM matcher, it acts as a filter against such phenomena (since elements
matched by the latent features matcher are not tested by the VSM matcher).
Tests
H-mean Precision
H-mean Recall
221-247
0.96
0.99
2.1.4

Tests 248 to 266

These are the most difficult tests of the benchmark track since local names, labels,
and comments have been removed or replaced by random strings and only in some
cases a fragment of the lexical features of instances is not altered from the target
ontologies. SEMA relies totally on its instance based matcher to locate mappings
between classes and properties. The iterative execution of SEMA does not manage to
propagate similarity efficiently and restrain itself mainly in correcting some false
positive mappings. By examining the raw results we observe that SEMA performs
indifferently to the (non) existence of a class hierarchy. It must be pointed that the
lexical matching method contributes only one mapping, i.e., the “lastName =
lastName”. Concerning the recall values, they range in [25, 31], while the precision
values range in [65, 100].
Tests
H-mean Precision
H-mean Recall
248-266
0.75
0.27
2.1.5

Tests 301 to 304

In the real world tests SEMA performs relatively satisfactory in terms of recall, but its
precision definitely needs improvement. The main reason for the low precision is the
low threshold value (0.2) of the VSM matcher. The threshold has been tuned in order
to maximize the overall (101-304) precision and recall values. But this threshold is
not the optimum if the evaluation is narrowed to tests 301-304. On the other hand, as
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it has been explained, the latent features matcher has a better discriminating ability
and introduces very few false positives.
Tests
H-mean Precision
H-mean Recall
301-304
0.67
0.79

2.2

Anatomy, Directory and Food

We were not able to run these tests due to technical problems in parsing these
ontologies.
2.3

Conference

Several experiments were performed using various ontologies provided in the
Conference track. The main lesson learned is that SEMA tends to “confuse”
subsumption relations between elements of different ontologies with equivalence
ones. For example, when mapping ekaw.owl to Conference.owl there where such
cases, such as “Research_Topic=Topic” or “Assigned_Paper=Paper”. This is mainly
due to the low threshold value (0.2) of the Vector Space Model mapping method. On
the other hand, in other ontology pairs (e.g. ekaw.owl – crs_dr.owl) there is no such a
phenomenon: all mappings assessed to be equivalences are indeed equivalences.

3

General comments

3.1

Comments on the results

The major advantages of SEMA are:
(i) The extensive exploitation of all linguistic features of the input ontologies through
different methods.
(ii) The aggregation of results and methods’ combination via iteration, leading to the
correction of false positive mappings of previous iterations and simultaneously
performing propagation of similarities.
(iii) The use of latent features as a way to overcome the problems introduced by the
phenomena of synonymy and polysemy, and finally,
(vi) The efficient and effective lexical similarity assessment performed by the
COCLU lexical matcher.
The major weaknesses of SEMA are:
(i) Its dependence on threshold values. This leads SEMA to “confuse” subsumption
relations with equivalence mappings (as noticed in the real world cases of the
Consensus Workshop Track). This phenomenon has been also reported by others in
the OAEI 2006 contest [11].
(ii) The inability of SEMA to parse large ontologies.
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3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

The ways to improve SEMA directly derive from its weaknesses, as follows:
(i) SEMA’s parsing abilities must be enhanced in order to be tested in all tracks of the
OAEI contest.
(ii) Advanced mapping policies must be specified, so as to exploit input ontologies’
characteristics, deciding on the mapping methods to be applied. We believe that this
will lead to an improvement of the precision values of SEMA.
(iii) We plan to introduce a matcher that locates subsumption relations [12] as a way
to filter subsumption relations that are “confused” as equivalence relations.
3.3

Proposed new measures

We believe that systems should be able to locate not only equivalences between
elements of distinct ontologies, but also other types of relations such as subsumption
(inclusion) (⊒ or ⊑), mismatch (⊥) and overlapping (⊓) and still be able to
discriminate among them. This is of particular importance in the case of real world
ontologies, where different conceptualizations make the complete alignment of
ontologies very difficult. As a result, a new measure could be the number of false
positive pairs assessed to belong in the equivalence relation, while belonging to an
other relation (e.g., to the subsumption relation).

4

Conclusion

Our participation in the OAEI 2007 contest with SEMA tool has been a significant
experience. We have actually been able to identify pros and cons of our tool, and
improve several of its aspects. The organizers’ feedback and the comparison with the
other tools will also contribute to future improvements of the tool.
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Appendix: Raw results

Matrix of results
#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevat ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

Prec.
1
NaN
1
1
0,92
0,74
1
0,95
0,93
0,94
0,92
0,89
0,82
0,81
1
0,96
0,97
1
1

No specialisation
Flatenned hierachy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
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Rec.
1
NaN
1
1
0,98
0,3
1
0,96
0,96
0,97
0,97
0,8
0,61
0,47
1
1
0,98
1
1

Time (sec)
10
36
9
8
9
11
5
8
9
11
11
6
9
10
8
9
10
7
8

228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

No properties
Flatenned classes

1
0,75
1
1
1
1
0,96
0,97
0,94
1
1
0,94
0,94
0,73
0,73
1
0,65
0,65
0,71
1
1
0,66
0,68
1
1
1
1
1
0,7
0,62
0,55
0,76

BibTeX/MIT
BibTeX/UMBC
Karlsruhe
INRIA
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0,97
1
1
1
1
0,94
0,3
0,28
0,27
0,26
0,25
0,28
0,27
0,27
0,25
0,26
0,31
0,27
0,27
0,31
0,27
0,75
0,6
0,8
0,93

16
8
8
7
16
12
6
9
16
22
12
12
12
11
12
14
11
11
11
15
14
12
14
14
18
14
14
18
8
5
9
6

Simple library thesaurus alignment with SILAS
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Abstract. This paper describes a system written in C which employs the instancebased approach to ontology alignment of library thesauri. It computes relatedness
relations between subsets of a library catalogue. Even a very basic method to calculate confidence in the found relation yields usable alignment results.

1
1.1

Presentation of the system
State, purpose, general statement

The system in this paper (SILAS - Simple Instance-based Library-thesaurus Alignment
System) is an example of ‘instance-based ontology matching’ [3]; it measures the similarity between subsets annotated with words from different ontologies to match up the
concepts described by these words.
Definitions An ontology is taken to be an organization of concepts C by some set of
ontological relations. An agent is a human or computer program that employs an ontology. A concept is a particular agent’s conceptualization of an element of the domain
of discourse. A concept is denoted by one or more words, which may be shared between agents. In the specific case of the library task, the goal is to find concepts in one
ontology that are equivalent or related to concepts in the other one.
A thesaurus is typically used in a library to create a subset of books - we assume
that for each word wi ∈ W that denotes a concept ci ∈ C, there is a subset Bi ∈ B
of books that is related to that concept. For the purpose of ontology alignment, a subset
Bi is assumed to represent the meaning of the concept ci described by word wi in that
database. Terminology: subset Bi represents the extensional meaning, or extension, of
the concept ci . For example, the concept ROWING may be described by the Dutch word
roeien and the English word rowing. The extension of the concept ROWING is formed
by the set of books which have their subject tagged as roeien or rowing.
Assumptions SILAS relies on the following assumptions about the relationship between subsets and concepts:
1. Assume a concept cA (denoted by word wA ) in ontology A maps onto a concept
cB (denoted by word wB ) in ontology B. Then the subset of books described by
word wA will generally be the same as the subset of books described by word wB
of B.
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For example, if both ontology A and B have a term for the concept rowing, a librarian who works with ontology A will generally tag the same books as a librarian
who works with ontology B.
2. Converse: consider two partitionings of the set of books, one tagged as about concept cA and the other tagged as about concept cB . The more overlap the two subsets
show, the stronger the semantic relation between concepts cA and cB . If there is
enough overlap, the concepts are said to be the same.
For example, if there is a subset of books tagged with the words from ontology A
for the concept rowing in that ontology, and there is also a subset of books tagged
with the words from ontology B for the concept rowing, and the subsets contain
the exact same members, then the two concepts are probably equivalent.
3. It is assumed that for every concept in ontology A, there is a somewhat equivalent
concept in ontology B.
The two ontologies used for alignment were the ones provided by the organizers,
ontology ‘GTT’ with 32530 concepts and ontology ‘Brinkman’ with 4845 concepts.
The approach The system identifies overlapping subsets and computes a very simple
metric to predict semantic relatedness between the concepts of which the subsets are
extensions. The library track was particularly suited for this approach because it provides both a pair of ontologies, roughened and shaped by actual use, and a large set of
datapoints actually described by the ontologies.
For this particular task, the collection of the library of the University of Amsterdam
was used to provide the datapoints. This library has a collection of about 4 million
books, of which about 90% is annotated using either of the two thesauri.
Systems such as AUTOMS [4] and Falcon-AO [2] use WordNet senses as an intermediary between concepts in two ontologies. But external semantic annotation using
resources such as WordNet is limited to languages for which such resources exist, and
is limited to domains for which such resources are formulated.
SILAS is based on the condition that no semantic knowledge from outside the ontology is available at runtime. The meaning of the ontological concepts is in some way
coded through its use; the extension of a concept represents its meaning. For example, if
two different librarians with two different thesauri make a subset of all books on rowing
and label the subset with their respective terms for that sport, the system should find that
the used terms probably describe the same concept, because they both have the same
subset as their extension.
1.2

Specific techniques used

Confidence scores The overlap between sets may be relevant, and it may not. In the latter case, it is noise that needs to be filtered out. As an example, the category ‘antillianen’
(Antillians) shows some overlap with the category ‘anticonceptie’ (contraceptives). Perhaps there have been included in the subset publications on the use of contraceptives
among Antillians, but that overlap should clearly not be taken as evidence that Antillians and contraceptives are in any way semantically related.
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For each overlapping pair of sets, a confidence score is calculated, which expresses
the following characteristics:
1. Two sets are more likely to be aligned if they have more elements in common,
instead of less.
2. Two sets, one of which large, the other small, are more likely to aligned if their
average portion of joint elements is more, instead of less.
3. Two sets are more likely to be aligned if they are identified by the same words.
(lexical booster)
The confidence score is implemented by ranking properties of the overlapping sets
A and B using a variation of the often used Jaccard similarity measure:
1. Let confidence = 0 and x = |A ∩ B| (the number of elements in the intersection of
A and B);
(a) if ((x/|A|) + (x/|B|))/2 > 0.05, confidence +1, if > 0.15, additional +1.
(b) i. if x ≥ 5 and x/|A| ≥ 0.3, confidence +4; otherwise
ii. if x/|A| ≥ 0.05, confidence + 1, if x/|A| ≥ 0.2, additional +1.
Similarly so for set B.
2. if the name of the concept described by subset A is identical to the name of the
concept described by subset B, confidence +5. (lexical booster)
This yields a confidence score S between 0 and 15. If 3 ≥ S ≥ 5, two concepts are
related; if 6 ≥ S ≥ 15, two concepts are equivalent. If there are no alignment candidates
with a confidence score high enough for equivalence, but there is an alignment candidate
with the same name, this candidate is chosen to be the equivalent concept. Related
concepts have been assigned the relation broadMatch, equivalent relation have been
assigned the relation exactMatch. The confidence score is then mapped onto a scale
{0 . . . 1}.
The rationale for the lexical booster is that it is obvious that two concepts with the
same name are probably equivalent. However, lexical similarity alone is not enough
for concepts to be judged related. Its use is mainly for ranking alignment candidates:
if there is a lower-ranked alignment candidate with a similar name, it gets promoted to
the top ranking. The numbers used in the algorithm were initially chosen on the basis
of intuition and adjusted after hand-checking the results for 5% of all categories. The
algorithm becomes more selective if the thresholds for relatedness and equivalence are
raised.
Alignment procedure The procedure of alignment is as follows:
1. The words describing ontological concepts in the two ontologies were translated
into two sets search terms T .
A software tool skostool was developed in C, on the basis of the open-source
RDF-parsing library libraptor. The tool enables easy browsing, searching and
manipulation of the concepts in the ontologies, and provides a C API-interface
to the files provided by the organizers. In particular, it can compute hierarchical
measures that we intend to use in subsequent versions of our alignment protocol.
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2. Using automated spiders, for each ti ∈ T , all records tagged with term ti were
retrieved into subset Bi ∈ B.
3. Each subset corresponding to a concept from ontology GTT was then compared to
all subsets corresponding to concepts from ontology Brinkman.
Each comparison yields an overlap score for each pair {Bi , Bj }, where Bi is a subset according to ontology GTT and Bj is a subset according to ontology Brinkman.
If the overlap between the two sets is sufficiently high so that the confidence score
is greater than 0, Bj is considered an alignment candidate for Bi .
The overlap is determined by finding the intersection Bi ∩ Bj , using ISBN as a
unique identifier for each b ∈ Bi (Bj ). The comparison function was coded in C.
The runtime on a linux PC is about 3 hours.
4. For each Bi , the alignment candidates were scored according to the confidence
measurement system. If the confidence exceeds certain thresholds, the concepts of
which subsets Bi and Bj are extensions are judged related or equivalent.
1.3

Link to the system and parameters file

The system and its documentation is available from http://www.buffalo.edu/
˜rao3/oaei2007. The system requires a POSIX-compliant C-compiler to build, and
makes use of the open source libraries libxml and libraptor. Two memory leak
bugs were fixed in libraptor in order to make it work flawlessly in combination
with libxml; patches have been submitted to the maintainer of libraptor.
1.4

Link to the set of provided alignments (in align format)

The alignments, both in human readable form and in XML-format are available from
http://www.buffalo.edu/˜rao3/oaei2007.

2

Results

Because participation was limited to the library track (scored blind), no formal results
can be reported yet. Informal review by the author of the system’s performance shows
that with the current parameters, in most cases both the precision and recall of the
algorithm are high enough to be satisfactory. Some of the judgements are subjective (is
‘pottery’ really equivalent to ‘ceramic arts’?); fellow linguists judged more than 90% of
the relations as ‘acceptible as correct’ in an informal evaluation of the first 500 concepts.

3
3.1

General comments
Comments on the results

There are a few benefits of the instance-based approach which make it interesting for
further study.
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First, the approach is independent of outside semantic knowledge at runtime. No
sources such as WordNet or FrameNet are required to generate the mappings. The assumption is that humans, in this case librarians, have already assigned meaning to a
term by formulating its extension, ie. by identifying a subset of books on that subject,
and it would be a waste not to use that knowledge in mapping.
Second, the system is blind as to the exact terms used to describe concepts. The
two ontologies may as well have been given in completely unrelated languages; as long
as they are both used to describe the same set of data points, the algorithm will find
matches. The advantage of this can easily be seen in a situation of academic libraries in
different countries; each library would use its own localized thesaurus to describe the
proceedings of this conference, and if all works well, the algorithm would pick up the
relevant localized terms and align them.
3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

The system presented is in its infant stages. The following are a few possible improvements for SILAS v2.
– The system currently cannot compute hierarchical relations. We’d like to implement that, for example using the MedOnt / MedCount algorithms described in [1]
or a similar methodology. For example, given a set of alignment candidates from
one ontology, the hierarchy between the different candidates may be reconstructed
using the original ontology and factored in while scoring the confidence rating, perhaps using the semantic similarity between nodes of the ontology as computed in
the DSSim-system [5].
– The system regards hierarchical relations as non-transitive. In other words, if concept c1 taxonomically dominates concept c2 (ex. science describes the superset of
linguistics), a book tagged as subject c2 would not also occur in the extension of
concept c1 . If the relation is considered transitive, as it perhaps should (although
[3] suggests a decrease in performance in this particular task once hierarchical information is taken into account), the recall of the alignment improves. However the
precision decreases significantly, due to the fact that the confidence ratings used for
this task cannot adequately distinguish a higher and a lower hierarchical concepts.
Because by definition the extension of the concept SCIENCE includes all scientific
concepts, such as BIOLOGY and LINGUISTICS, each of these concepts would show
overlap with SCIENCE and would be considered an alignment candidate. Until the
algorithm can be restricted to only choose alignment candidates in roughly the same
hierarchical area, transitive relations would degrade the quality of the system.
– The lexical booster is very simple. It is currently based on simple pattern matching,
and does not detect plural-singular alternations and such. A better way of computing lexical similarity may provide a more fine-grained confidence measure and a
better way of using lexical information in ranking alignment candidates.

4

Conclusion

SILAS uses a very naive, simple, number-crunching approach. Official results have not
been made available yet, but a glance over the computed alignments shows at least
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a satisfactory performance, given the low complexity of the methodology. It makes
effective use of a source of information - the annotated database - that is often ignored,
and as such may provide a starting point for combinations with other methodologies.
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Abstract. This paper describes S ODA a novel ontology alignment method for the
OWL-DL format. S ODA uses a new approach that consists in computing local and
semantic similarities among ontological elements.

1 Presentation of the system
S ODA [1] (Structural Ontology OWL-DL [2] Alignment), is a new approach that aligns
two OWL-DL ontologies using similarity measures [3]. Both OWL-DL ontologies are
transformed in two corresponding graphs DL-G RAPH which describe all information
in the ontologies. S ODA uses the DL-G RAPH to align the two ontologies. It operates
into successive steps. The first step, computes local similarity by means of linguistic
and structural similarities, whereas the second one computes the semantic similarity.
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of S ODA system.
1.1 Specific techniques used
Each OWL-DL ontology to be aligned is transformed into a non oriented graph called
DL-G RAPH. All the information belonging to OWL-DL ontology are faithfully mapped
into the DL-G RAPH. Nodes of the proposed graph represent classes, properties and instances. The DL-G RAPH nodes represent six types (named also categories) of entities
that may exist in an OWL-DL ontology: i.e., concepts, instances of concepts, data types,
values of data types and class properties (object nature and data type nature). Connections between the graph nodes map the relationships between the entities in an OWL-DL
ontology. It is worthily noted that an OWL-G RAPH describes all the semantic relations
between different entities of an ontology. A graph DL-G RAPH allows to represent four
kinds of links: specialization, attribution, instantiation and equivalence. DL-G RAPHS
are exploited by the alignment model S ODA. Similarity measures are used to compare
the components of the graphs in order to obtain the correspondence between them.
Nodes and links of the two graphs are compared to get out the correspondence between
different ontological entities using similarity measures. The output algorithm is an RDF
file containing all the correspondences between the entities and the similarity measure
values.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of S ODA

S ODA explores the structure of DL-G RAPH to compute the similarity values between the nodes of both ontologies. The alignment model associates to each category
of nodes an aggregation function. This function takes in consideration all the similarity
measures and the structure of couple of nodes to be matched. This aggregation function
explores all descriptive information of nodes.
S ODA operates into two successive steps: local and semantic. The first step, implemented via P HASE 1 L ING S IM (see Algorithm 1) and P HASE 2 S TRUCT S IM (see
Algorithm 2) functions, computes the local similarity (linguistic and structural one).
The second step, c.f. the P HASE 3 S EM S IM function (see Algorithm 3), computes the
semantic similarity. Table 1 summarizes the notations that are used in the description of
our algorithms.

Local similarity
The computation of the local similarity is carried out in two phases. The first phase
allows to compute the linguistic similarity for each couple of node of the same category.
The second phase allows to compute the structural similarity using the structure of
neighbors of the nodes to be aligned.
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- O1 ,O2 : two OWL-DL ontologies for alignment
- VLS : linguistic similarity vector
- VSS : structural similarity vector
- VV SEM S : semantic similarity vector
Each node of the ontology is characterized by:
- Type: node type
- Name: node name
Each element of the vectors VSL , VSS et VV SEM is characterized by:
- Node 1: the node of ontology O1
- Node 2: the node of ontology O2
- Sim: the similarity value
Table 1. Algorithm notations

Algorithm 1 (c.f., P HASE 1 L ING S IM function) computes the linguistic similarity
measure. The name of properties and instances are used to compute linguistic similarity. For classes, the computation of linguistic similarity integrates also comments
and labels. The computation of linguistic similarity is done only once for each node
of the same category. JARO -W INKLER or M ONGE -E LKAN [4] functions are used to
compute the linguistic similarity. JARO -W INKLER measure is more adapted for short
strings, like those representing names and labels [4]. Besides, M ONGE -E LKAN measure
is better indicated for long strings, e.g. the comments [4]. P HASE 1 L ING S IM function
computes the linguistic similarity of couple of nodes of both considered ontologies.
P HASE 1 L ING S IM function takes as input the two ontologies O1 and O2 and the linguistic similarity function F unctLS . C OMPUTE L ING S IM function (c.f., line 8 of Algorithm 1) takes as an input two nodes, N ode1 et N ode2 , and linguistic similarity function. P HASE 1 L ING S IM function returns as an output linguistic similarity value SimL .
This function implements the JARO -W INKLER or the M ONGE -E LKAN measures. Linguistic similarity of the different couples of nodes are used after that in the computation
of the structural similarity.
Structural similarity is computed by using linguistic similarity of the couple of
nodes to align and the neighborhood structure. Adjacent neighbor nodes of the entities
are grouped by category, c.f. P HASE 2 S TRUCT S IM. This function takes as input two
ontologies O1 and O2 to align, linguistic similarity vector VLS and weights associated
for each category ΠC . E XTRACT N ODES function, (c.f., lines 9 - 11 of Algorithm 2),
allows to extract for each node, its neighbors and to put them in VN odei , where N odei
is a node of O1 or O2 . VN ode1 and VN ode2 vectors and weights associated for each category, ΠC , are used by the C OMPUTE S TRUCT S IM function (c.f., line 13 of Algorithm 2)
to compute the structural similarity, SimS . To work out, the following ”Match-Based
similarity” [5, 6] is used to compute similarity between two categories (one in the first
ontology and the other in second one):
P
0

M Sim(E, E ) =

(i,i0 )∈P aires(E,E 0 )

Sim(i, i0 )

M ax(|E|, |E 0 |)
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1

Function : P HASE 1 L ING S IM
Data:
1. O1 and O2 : two ontologies to align
2. F unctLS : linguistic similarity function
Results: VLS : linguistic similarity vector
2Begin

10

/*Parse all nodes of the ontology O1 */
forall (N ode1 ∈ O1 ) do
/*Parse all nodes of the ontology O2 */
forall (N ode2 ∈ O2 ) do
If N ode1 .type=N ode2 .type then
SimL = C OMPUTE L ING S IM(N ode1 ,N ode2 )
/*Add N ode1 ,N ode2 and SimL to VLS */
Add((N ode1 ,N ode2 ,SimL ),VLS )

11

return(VSL )

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

12End

Algorithm 1: P HASE 1 L ING S IM

where E et E 0 represent two sets of nodes belonging to the same category in O1
and O2 . This function uses the local similarities of the couple (i, i0 ) already computed.
Structural similarity is computed by aggregating the ”Match-Based similarity” of each
group of adjacent neighborhood nodes by category. A weight is attributed for each
group to have a normalized structural similarity. Each category has the same weight
which is equal to 1 over the number of groups (categories). Structural similarity, SimS ,
is computed as follows:
X
SimS =
Π(E,E 0 ) M Sim(E, E 0 ).
(E,E 0 )∈(VN ode1 ,VN ode2 )

P
The structural similarity, SimS , is normalized since (Π(E,E 0 ) ) = 1. Values of the
linguistic similarity vector, i.e. VLS , and structural similarity vector, i.e. VSS , already
obtained are combined to compute the semantic similarity.
Semantic similarity
The semantic similarity is a combined similarity measure of linguistic and structural similarities (local similarity). Algorithm 3 takes as input the two ontologies to
be aligned, the two similarity vectors (the linguistic one, VLS , and the structural one,
VSS ). It takes also the weights attributed to the linguistic similarity and structural similarity (ΠL and ΠS =). Optimal weight values can be determined through several
experiments. Algorithm 3 outputs semantic similarity vector, VSEM S . E XTRACT S IM
function (c.f., lines 9 - 11 of Algorithm 3) extracts corresponding values of similarities
of the nodes (N ode1 or N ode2 ) from similarity vectors (VLS or VSS ). Each couple of
entities, N ode1 and N ode2 , of the same category, the semantic similarity is computed
as follows (c.f., line 13 of Algorithm 3):
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SimSEM (e1 , e2 ) = ΠL SimL (e1 , e2 ) + ΠS SimS (e1 , e2 ).

1.2 Link to the system and parameters file
At the following URL the system S ODA can be downloaded: www.cril.univ-artois.fr/˜m
ephu/OAEI2007/systemSODA.rar.

1

Function : P HASE 2 S TRUCT S IM
Data:
1. O1 et O2 : two ontologies to align
2. VLS : linguistic similarity vector
3. ΠC : weights for each category of node
Results: VSS : structural similarity vector
2Begin

15

/*Parse all nodes of the ontology O1 */
forall (N ode1 ∈ O1 ) do
/*Parse the nodes of the ontology O2 */
forall (N ode2 ∈ O2 ) do
If N ode1 .type==N ode2 .type then
/*Extract form VN ode1 neighbor nodes N ode1 */
VN ode1 =E XTRACT N ODE(N ode1 )
/*Extract form VN ode2 neighbor nodes N ode2 */
VN ode2 =E XTRACT N ODE(N ode2 )
/*Compute the structural similarity*/
SimS = C OMPUTE S TRUCT S IM(VN ode1 ,VN ode2 ,ΠC )
/*Add N ode1 , N ode2 and SimS to VSS */
A DD((N ode1 ,N ode2 ,SimS ),VSS )

16

return(VSS )

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

17End

Algorithm 2: P HASE 2 S TRUCT S IM

1.3 Link to the set of provided alignments
At the following URL the contest results of S ODA are available: www.cril.univ-artois.fr/
˜mephu/OAEI2007/resultsSODA.rar. As the evaluation process of OAEI 2007 Challenge was over, it is not possible to comment those results here. Some details of results
can be found in [1], especially for the benchmark dataset.
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2 Conclusion
In this paper, a new ontology alignment system for OWL-DL format is described. Results obtained on OAEI 2007 benchmarks and directory are available on website. Evaluation of benchmarks dataset are also in [1]. S ODA, finds ontological entities to be
aligned using local and semantic similarities. In further research, we plan to tackle
alignment of large ontologies.

1

Function : P HASE 3 S EM S IM
Data:
1. O1 et O2 : two ontologies to align
2. VLS : linguistic similarity vector
3. VSS : structural similarity vector
4. ΠL and ΠS : the respective weights of linguistic and structural similarity
Results: VSEM S : semantic similarity vector
2Begin

15

/*Parse all nodes of the ontology O1 */
forall (N œud1 ∈ O1 ) do
/*Parse all nodes of the ontology O2 */
forall (N œud2 ∈ O2 ) do
If N ode1 .type==N ode2 .type then
/*Extract the linguistic similarity of N ode1 and N ode2 from VLS */
SimL =E XTRACT S IM(VLS ,N ode1 ,N ode2 )
/*Extract the linguistic similarity of N ode1 and N ode2 from VSS */
SimS =E XTRACT S IM(VSS ,N ode1 ,N ode2 )
/*Compute the semantic similarity*/
SimSEM = ΠL SimL + ΠS SimS
/*Add N ode1 , N ode2 and SimSEM to VSEM S */
A DD((N ode1 ,N ode2 ,SimSEM ),VSEM S )

16

return(VSG )

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

17End

Algorithm 3: P HASE 3 S EM S IM
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Abstract. This paper presents our first participation in the OAEI 2007
campaign. It describes an approach to align taxonomies which relies on
terminological and structural techniques applied sequentially. We performed our method with various taxonomies using our prototype, TaxoMap. Previous experimental results were encouraging and demonstrate
the relevance of this alignment approach. In this paper, we evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of TaxoMap in the context of the OAEI campaign where the ontologies to align are different from taxonomies we are
used to deal with.

1

TaxoMap: Context

The increasing amount of information sources available on the Web requires
techniques providing integration. Ontologies define concepts relative to particular application domains. They have become central in information integration
because they allow description of content of integrated sources and make the
vocabulary to be used in the queries explicit. The ontology alignment task (correspondences or mappings finding) is particularly important in information integration systems because it allows several heterogeneous systems which have
their own ontology to be used jointly.
Our alignment system, TaxoMap, has been designed in the setting of query
answering in the food risk domain. We aimed at increasing answers delivered
by a web portal thanks to information provided by others sources annotated
by semantic resources. Querying the portal was supported by a global schema
exploited by a query interface which had to be reused without any change.
TaxoMap was designed to discover alignments between this global and rich
schema and much simpler semantic resources of other sources. The experts required that the retrieval process should not be altered by the alignment process.
The alignment process is then oriented from an ontology, named source
ontology, (for instance an ontology associated to external resources) to a target
ontology (for instance the ontology of a web portal).
Moreover, our mapping techniques are strict: only concepts that have strictly
the same label are matched with an equivalence relation. The remaining concepts
of the source ontology are matched with a subclass relation which denotes a
proximity relation. Therefore, TaxoMap proposes essentially subclass relation
mappings.
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We assume that often, content of information sources is not specified a lot.
Simple ontologies reduced to classification structures, i.e. taxonomies, are the
only way to describe their content. Moreover, we suppose that the taxonomies
that we align are heterogeneous, describing the same domain in different vocabularies and structures, the target taxonomy being well-structured whereas the
source taxonomy perhaps not. In this context, the approaches that rely on OWL
data representations, exploiting all the ontology language features, do not apply.
To find mappings, we can only use the following available elements: the labels
of concepts in both taxonomies and the structure of the target taxonomy.
We propose several alignment techniques whose aim is to discover classes of
mappings between taxonomies belonging to a general methodology usable across
different application areas. Classes of mappings are categorized into probable
mapping and potential mapping classes (i.e. to be confirmed or refuted manually). The mapping process can be viewed as an execution of various techniques
invoked in sequence, namely terminological followed by structural techniques.
Terminological techniques are based on string comparisons. They discover
mappings that exploit the richness of the labels of the concepts. These techniques are efficient in the sense that they provide high-quality alignments corresponding to probable mappings. Unfortunately, they are not sufficient. Many
of the mappings are undiscovered. So, we extend the terminological techniques
with structural ones.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the alignment approach
and the adaptations made for the evaluation. In section 3, we present the results
of the experiments we have done so far.

2
2.1

Presentation of the system
State, Purpose and General Statement

The objective of our approach is to generate mappings between taxonomies. For
us, a taxonomy T is a pair (C, HC ) consisting of a set of concepts C arranged in a
subsumption hierarchy HC . A concept c is only defined by two elements: a label
and subclass relationships. The label is a name (a string) that describes entities
in natural language and which can be an expression composed of several words. A
subclass relationship establishes links with other concepts. It is the only semantic
association used in the classification. A taxonomy is generally represented by an
acyclic graph where concepts are represented by nodes connected by directed
edges corresponding to subclass links.
The objective is to map the concepts of the source taxonomy TSource to the
concepts of the target taxonomy TT arget . It is an oriented process from TSource
to TT arget . Hence, we define the mapping as follows: Given two taxonomies,
TSource and TT arget , mapping TSource with TT arget means that: for each concept
(node) cS in TSource , we try to find a corresponding concept (node), cT in TT arget ,
linked to cS with an equivalence or a subclass relation.
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The alignment process aims at finding one-to-one mappings between single
concepts and establishing two types of relationships, equivalence and subclass
relationships defined as follows.
Equivalence relationships An equivalence relationship, isEq, is a link between a
concept in TSource and a concept in TT arget with labels assumed to be similar.
Subclass relationships Subclass relationships are usual is-A class links. When a
concept cS of TSource is linked to a concept cT of TT arget with such a relationship,
cT is be considered as a super concept of cS .

2.2

Techniques Used

All our alignment techniques are based on Lin’s similarity measure (SimLinLike )[1]
computed between each concept cS in TSource and all the concepts in TT arget .
This measure compares strings and has been adapted to take into account the
importance of words inside expressions. Terminological and structural techniques
are used (see figure 1) and are applied in sequence to maximize the efficiency of
the overall alignment process. For each technique, the objective is to select the
best concept in TT arget among many mapping candidates M C (with a similarity measure not being null), the best concept having not necessarily the highest
similarity measure.
Terminological techniques are executed first. Being based on the richness of
the labels of the concepts, they provide the most relevant mappings. They are
performed in three steps:
– Search for equivalents The first relationships to be discovered are equivalence relationships, which map concepts with a similarity measure corresponding to a strong similarity (greater than a threshold which has been set
to 1 in our experiments).
– Labels inclusion We consider inclusion of name strings for which we propose a subclass mapping between cS and cT if cT is the concept in TT arget
with the highest similarity measure and if the name string of cT is included
in the name string of cS in TSource .
– Relative similarity If the name string of the concept cT of TT arget with
the higher similarity measure is not included in the name string of cS , but if
its similarity measure is significantly highest than the measure of the others,
cT is considered as a brother of cS and the system proposes a subclass
relationship between cS and the father node of cT .
All of the above techniques are performed in sequence. They merely rely
on the values of similarity measures and lead to mappings which are generally
reliable but not always sufficient in number.
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Fig. 1. The alignment process

When terminological techniques are not sufficient, complementary techniques
are used to provide additional mappings. In this regard, we propose the following
complementary techniques:
– Take advantage of structural features in the target taxonomy,
– Exploit the hierarchical structure of additional background knowledge,
– Deduce new mappings from prior defined ones.
We do not detail these techniques as they were not applied in the experiments we report below. The interested reader can refer to [3, 2] for a detailed
presentation of these techniques.

2.3

Adaptations made for the Evaluation

The TaxoMap prototype is written in Java and takes as input two taxonomies
whose format is compliant with that of TaxoMap1 . TaxoMap outputs a file per
technique used (equivalence, inclusion, proximity, etc.). We have developed two
conversion modules to link our application to the API Alignment. They are:
– OWL2TM: It parses ontologies in OWL or RDF and generates taxonomies
in TaxoMap format where only labels and subclass relationships are taken
into account. This module generates a table of correspondences which stores
URIs with their associated labels.
– TM2Align: It generates an output from TaxoMap internal structure, having
the alignment output format (RDF/XML) which regroups all the information stored in TaxoMap’s output.
1

A text format in which concepts are presented in their context (below their super
concept) and defined by their label and their level in the hierarchy.
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2.4

Link to the Set of Provided Alignments

The alignments produced by TaxoMap are available at the following URLs:
http://www.lri.fr/~haifa/benchmarks/
http://www.lri.fr/~haifa/anatomy/

3

Results

3.1

Benchmark Tests

Tests 101-104 Since our algorithm only considers labels and subclass relations
and only provides mappings for concepts, the recall is low even for the reference
alignment (#101-#101).

Test
Precision Recall F-Measure
101-101
1.00
0.34
0.5
102-101
NaN
NaN
NaN
103-101
1.00
0.34
0.5
104-101
1.00
0.34
0.5
Table 1. Results from 101 to 104

Tests 201-266 Given below are some results concerning alterations on labels
and hierarchies. Alterations on properties, instances and comments have no effect
on our algorithm since it ignores these descriptions.
Our algorithm relies on labels of concepts, so tests where labels were suppressed or replaced by random string or translated2 have produced no mapping.
In most remaining tests, the precision was very high. This is encouraging
since our main objective is to increase ontology mapping precision.
We considered the reference ontology #101 as the Target ontology to fit to our
initial hypotheses (see section 2.1). This restriction distorts the interpretation
of the results. In fact, our alignment is oriented and affects the results. We
generate alignments from concepts of #X to concepts of #101 (i.e (ciX isEq
cj101 ), (cnX isEq cj101 ), etc.). However reference alignments contain #101 as the
first ontology to align. So to be comparable with these alignments, we changed
the order of the results (cj101 isEq ciX ), (cj101 isEq cnX ), etc.). This leads to
generate 1:n relations and explains the cases where the precision has deteriorated
slightly.
2

For official runs, we only take into account English labels. However, when this restriction is not applied, we obtain few alignments because there could exist some
common roots between labels even if the language is different (it is the case between
French and English).
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Tests 301-304 Tests with real ontologies presented coherent results with the
rest of tests. The precision is high, but the recall is low because alignments
concern also properties which are not taken into account by our algorithm.

Test
Precision Recall F-Measure
301-101
1.00
0.21
0.35
302-101
1.00
0.21
0.35
303-101
0.80
0.24
0.37
304-101
0.92
0.34
0.5
Table 2. Results from 301 to 304

3.2

Anatomy Test

We considered nci anatomy as the target taxonomy as is it well structured and
larger than mouse anatomy. With respect to the chosen anatomy, we were only
able to apply the terminological techniques due to the large size of the taxonomies.
In order to remedy the above problem, we attempted to reduce the size of taxonomies by performing a filtering phase consisting of detecting disjoint domains
between the taxonomies and deleting sub-hierarchies that had no match in the
terminological mapping phase. The filtering phase did not detect disjoint subcategories, common concepts between the two taxonomies are homogeneously
distributed in all sub-hierarchies of TT arget . The two taxonomies seem to be
homogeneous and no subsequent part can be deleted without deteriorating the
performances of the system.
The reference alignment contains only equivalence correspondences between
concepts of the ontologies. In order to have a little insight on the relevance
of the extracted relations, we transformed is-A relations into equivalence ones
with a confidence value of 0.5. This transformation seems adequate for some
cases, where labels are slightly different and where the label of a concept cS
in mouse anatomy is included in the label of a concept cT in nci anatomy. For
example, the concepts abducens VI nerve and abducens nerve are identified as
not equivalent but considered as being related by an is-A relation (abducens VI
nerve is-A abducens nerve). When we transform this relation into an equivalence
one (abducens VI nerve isEq abducens nerve), the alignment remains good.
This, however, is not always possible and can lead to misinterpretation of
our results. It is especially serious when the subsumption relation is proposed
between cS and a father of cT . For example, the relative similarity technique
discovers a similarity between cervicothoracic ganglion and thoracic ganglion,
and then infers subsumption relation between cervicothoracic ganglion and sympathetic ganglion 3 (cervicothoracic ganglion is-A sympathetic ganglion). This re3

sympathetic ganglion is the father of thoracic ganglion in TT arget .
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lation seems to be adequate, but its transformation into an equivalence relation
even with a low confidence seems to be nonsense.
So, for us the absence of is-A relations in the reference mappings is unsatisfactory. The labels of concepts are almost complex terms which are composed of
terms of their super-concepts. Therefore, terminological techniques seem to fit
to this sort of ontologies, particularly the label inclusion technique which find
subsumption relaions.
We applied a strict threshold for the two runs we submitted4 . Equivalence
relations are found between concepts when labels are strictly the same. If there
is some variation, the concepts are considered to be linked by a subsumption
relation. We identified 941 equivalence mappings and 879 subsumption correspondences, but almost 900 concepts were left unmapped. Among these 900
unmapped concepts, 581 have a label which includes labels from other concepts
and so can be candidates for an is-A mapping with a more relaxed threshold.
Hence, our first effort will be to solve the problem of large-scale ontologies
in order to test the whole proposed techniques.

4

General Comments

4.1

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Results

TaxoMap was designed for semantic resources with poor concept descriptions.
The benchmark tests were not adequate for testing the robustness of the terminological mappings as the values of the recall are influenced by property mappings
and the reference alignment is oriented.
The anatomy test proposes interesting taxonomies. The generated mappings
seem interesting. However, the results will, again, depend on the reference alignment. As subsumption relations are not evaluated, we should have relaxed the
similarity threshold.
4.2

Ways to Improve the Proposed System

Our algorithm does not take into account properties and instances and only
generates mappings between concepts, all of which seems to handicap our system.
However, we believe that properties and instances in ontologies can be valuable
when the ontologies are constructed rigorously. But if we consider the near future
of semantic web where anyone can place his ontology on the web, it can lead to
numerous light ontologies with only labels and subsumption relations.
The following improvements can be made to obtain better results:
– Take into account multi-label concepts in the terminological mappings.
– Exploit comments, if present, to enforce the confidence on the extracted
mapping classes.
The main issue remaining concerns the way to process large-scale ontologies.
This needs techniques to split ontologies and aggregate the returned results.
4

The first run returns only equivalent mappings, the second returns equivalent and
subsumption correspondences.
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4.3

Comments on the OAEI measures

The precision and recall measures are necessary to have a general idea of the
alignment performance. Nonetheless, they need to be adapted to the context of
alignment where:
– All mappings have different weights. In fact, some mappings are more difficult to find and this difficulty should be quantified.
– Subsumption relations are probably less interesting than equivalence but are
important in certain contexts (for instance query expansion).
– There should be a difference between a false alignment and an approximate
one. The recall and precision measures take into consideration binary relevance (a mapping is considered as correct or not). They can be adapted in
order to take into account graduate relevance (0 and 1 remain as “totally
irrelevant” and “totally relevant” respectively, and intermediate values are
assumed with various degrees of “partial relevance”).

5

Conclusion

This paper reports our first participation in OAEI campaign. Our algorithm proposes an oriented mapping between concepts. This specificity leads to a misinterpretation of our results. The assessments of alignments consider only equivalent
relations so we did not have an insight on the relevance of subclass relations.
Despite these difficulties, our participation in the campaign opens perspectives
to ameliorate our system.
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Abstract. This paper summarizes the results of the X-SOM tool in the OAEI
2007 campaign. X-SOM is an extensible ontology mapper that combines various matching algorithms by means of a feed-forward neural network. X-SOM
exploits logical reasoning and local heuristics to improve the quality of mappings
while guaranteeing their consistency.

1

Presentation of the system

Nowadays, the spreading of data intensive and community-centered web-applications
has multiplied the number of available datasources accessible through the Internet. In
order to effectively query and integrate this information, a shared formalism should
be used, at least as a means to mediate the access to datasources. In many situations,
ontologies [8] have demonstrated , to be a suitable formalism for evenly representing the
content of heterogeneous datasources [15], with a well-defined semantics. In principle,
it is possible to extract an ontology from a datasource, and then integrate its information
content with that of other datasources, by relating their respective ontologies.
Ontology mapping is then defined as the process of bringing two or more ontologies into mutual agreement, by relating their similar concepts and roles by means of
alignment relationships. Generally speaking, the mapping process aims at providing a
unified, consistent and coherent view over multiple conceptualizations of one or more
domains of interest.
In this paper, we briefly describe our ontology mapping tool, X-SOM [5] (eXtensible
Smart Ontology Mapper), summarizing the performance obtained against the OAEI
2007 test cases.
The architecture of the X-SOM Ontology Mapper is composed by three subsystems:
Matching, Mapping and Inconsistency Resolution.
The Matching Subsystem is constituted by an extensible set of matching modules, each
of which implements a matching technique that may be invoked by the mapper according to a configurable matching strategy; this strategy defines also the way the matching
values are combined. Each module receives as input two ontologies and returns a set of
matchings, along with a similarity degree, between homogeneous resources (i.e., concepts with concepts, roles with roles and individuals with individuals); the produced
structure is called similarity map.
All similarity maps produced by the Matching Subsystem are collected by the Mapping
Subsystem; the various proposals are then combined by means of a feed-forward neural
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network in order to produce an aggregated similarity degree, starting from the single
similarities computed by each module of the Matching Subsystem. Given these aggregate matching values, the Mapping Subsystem computes a set of candidate mappings
by applying, to the set of matchings, a pair of configurable threshold values. The first
threshold is called discard threshold; the matchings with a similarity degree lower than
it are discarded a-priori. The second threshold is called accept threshold, and the matchings with a similarity degree greater than it are accepted as candidate mappings. The
remaining matchings, whose similarity is between the two thresholds, are considered as
uncertain and manually evaluated by the user.
Mapping two ontologies might produce inconsistencies [12]; for this reason, the set
of candidate mappings computed by the Mapping Subsystem is handed to the Inconsistency Resolution Subsystem, responsible for guaranteeing mappings consistency. Moreover, the X-SOM consistency-checking process can be instructed to preserve the semantics of the original ontologies, in terms of concept definitions and relationships among
them. The so-obtained mappings capture the consensual knowledge about the domain,
i.e., that information which represents an added value for the system, without changing
the semantics of the input ontologies and, in turn, without incurring in the need to adapt
the applications built upon them.
Ontologies are often published on the Web and not accessible for modifications. For
this reason, and to preserve the original representations, X-SOM mappings are stored
in a separate ontology called mapping ontology. This ontology acts as a “bridge” between the mapped ontologies and can be used to access the global model constituted by
source ontologies connected through the mappings. If needed, it is possible to store in
the bridge ontology also the concept definitions needed to disambiguate some terms or
to solve particular inconsistencies.
X-SOM generates subsumption and equivalence mappings between pairs of resources; they are expressed by means of RDFS and OWLS constructs, in order to maintain the highest interoperability of mapping definitions.
1.1

State, purpose, general statement

X-SOM has been designed to automatically discover useful relationships among ontological representations with the purpose of enabling ontology-based data integration
and tailoring [6]. The theoretical framework used in this work is that of DL ontologies;
however, the X-SOM approach is very flexible and we believe that it is possible to extend it to other ontology languages, and even to other data models such as XML and the
relational model.
X-SOM is part of a wider research project named Context-ADDICT (ContextAware Data Design, Integration, Customization and Tailoring) [1], which aims at the
definition of a complete framework able to support mobile users through the dynamic
hooking and integration of new, heterogeneous information sources, until a suitable,
contextualized portion of the available data is delivered on their devices, in a structured
and offhanded way. The whole process is widely based on ontological representations
of both the application domain and datasources; this naturally leads to an ontology
mapping process that should be as much automatic as possible.
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1.2

Specific techniques used

In this section we describe, in more detail, the three subsystems that constitute the XSOM architecture.
The Matching Subsystem has been designed to be extensible, to allow easy integration
of future matching modules. Since this architecture makes experimenting new modules
very easy, X-SOM can also be used as a framework for evaluating matching techniques.
X-SOM’s matching modules can be roughly classified into three families:
– language-based: The modules belonging to this family of algorithms compare resources by analyzing their names, labels and comments. They consider both the
lexical and linguistic features as terms of comparison. The lexical modules currently implemented are: the Jaro module, based on Jaro String Similarity [4] and
the Levenshtein module based on the Levenshtein string distance; To exploit linguistic similarities, we implemented a WordNet module that uses the WordNet [13]
thesaurus, computing some distance measures like the Leacock-Chodorow [11].
– structure-based: These modules are used to compare the structures of the resources’
neighborhoods. In X-SOM, we have implemented a modified version of the GMO
(Graph Matching for Ontologies) algorithm [9], used to find structural similarity in
ontological representations. Since the GMO algorithm is quite expensive in terms of
required computational resources, we implemented a bounded-path matcher called
Walk that reaches lower performance while requiring less resources.
– semantics-based: The modules belonging to this family implement algorithms that
use background, contextual and prior knowledge to compute the similarity degree
between two resources. At the moment, only a Google-based algorithm, described
in [3], is implemented.
The Mapping Subsystem receives as input the set of similarity maps computed by
the modules of the Matching Subsystem, and produces a set of candidate mappings to
be verified by the Inconsistency Resolution Subsystem.
The most challenging issue is how to aggregate all the contributions coming from the
various matching modules. In our setting, the problem has been modeled as the estimation of an optimal aggregation function y = W (X) where each component xı ∈ X is
the matching degree given by the ıth module of the schedule with respect to a pair of
resources, and y is the computed aggregate similarity.
The Mapping Subsystem is as extensible as the Matching Subsystem previously described; it allows to add new aggregation algorithms to X-SOM, by implementing a
simple interface.
At the current development state of the prototype, the most effective aggregation algorithm implemented uses a three-layer, feed-forward neural network. The learning algorithm used is a standard back-propagation algorithm with cross-validation; the values
for the moment and the learning-rate have been set after empirical evaluation (i.e., over
50.000 runs of the tool). Notice that the task of determining a good aggregation function
is, in general, very complicated, since it is not possible to imagine a unique aggregation
function that is suitable for every possible alignment situation. Even by supposing a
trivial situation where the W function is approximated with a linear function (e.g., a
weighted mean), the process of determining the weight of each module implies that the
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user knows in advance how reliable the various techniques are.
Another interesting aspect is how to build a suitable training set for the neural network.
In X-SOM, the training set is generated from a manually-aligned pair of ontologies
called reference alignment; correct mappings generate a sample with desiderata equal
to 1.0, while the others will be set to zero. Moreover, a cleaning process removes: duplicate samples (i.e., similar inputs and same desiderata), conflicting samples (i.e., same
inputs but contradictory desiderata) and linearly dependent samples. In the situation of
conflicting samples, only the ones with desiderata equal to 1.0 are kept and the reason
resides in the way the desiderata are obtained. To determine if, to a set of inputs, should
correspond a positive outcome, the trainer looks at the reference alignment. If the given
set of inputs is generated by a correct alignment, the outcome is positive (i.e., 1.0) else,
it is set to zero. When two conflicting samples are found, the trainer assumes that the
one with positive outcome is correct, while the other is discarded.
It is possible that, in certain situations, a module be not able to produce a similarity
degree for a given pair of resources; in this case, the value is approximated by means of
an average over the similarity degrees generated by the other modules belonging to the
same family.
Once the neural network has produced the aggregate similarity values, X-SOM filters
them by means of two configurable thresholds: accept and discard. These thresholds
also determine the level of automation of the tool, called behavior, which can be: Fullyautomatic, Conservative or Human-intensive. When X-SOM acts with one of the last
two behaviors (i.e., supervised behaviors), it is possible to involve the user in deciding
what matchings should be accepted. In particular, with the conservative behavior, all the
mapping proposals with a similarity degree between the discard and accept thresholds
are submitted to the user to be evaluated. When the user does not agree with a X-SOM
proposal about a pair of resources, the network trainer performs additional training steps
until the result of the network agrees with the user, thus allowing fine-tuning of the network’s biases. The human-intensive behavior is very similar to the previous one, only
it does not discard any mapping a-priori, leaving to the user the freedom to explore all
the mappings with a similarity degree under the accept threshold.
The Inconsistency Resolution Subsystem takes as input the candidate mappings
from the Mapping Subsystem and produces a set of mappings, in which at least all
the logical inconsistencies have been solved. Since the input ontologies are supposed
to be consistent, consistency resolution is reduced to identifying those mappings that
introduce a contradiction into the final model. This problem is faced in X-SOM at two
different levels: consistency check and what we have called semantic coherence check.
Consistency check locates those mappings that introduce a logical contradiction in the
original ontologies. X-SOM uses an extended tableau algorithm to identify the set of
mappings responsible for inconsistency and uses a set of heuristic rules, based on the
similarity degree, in order to remove those mappings; since the removal of mappings
leads to a loss of information, the rules try to preserve as much information as possible, in terms of logical axioms. Also the inconsistency resolution policies are affected
by the tool behavior described above. When the tool acts in a supervised behavior, the
inconsistent mappings are submitted to the user who selects the correct ones; wrong
mappings are then removed automatically. When acting with the fully-automatic be-
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havior, X-SOM removes the less probable mappings using the heuristic rules.
By Semantic coherence check we mean the process of verifying whether there are mappings that introduce into the model a semantic incoherence without introducing a logical
contradiction into the T-BOX. To better explain what we mean by semantic coherence,
let us introduce the notion of local entailment: an entailment A v B, in the global
model, is said to be local to an ontology O if it involves only resources of O. By semantic incoherence we mean the situation in which the alignment relationships enable one
or more local entailments that were not enabled within the original ontologies. This, in
general, is a desirable behavior for systems that exploit ontologies; however, in certain
situations, it is possible to introduce an incoherent assertion without introducing a logical contradiction into the model.
A simple example of semantic incoherence is the emergence of a cycle of subsumptions
after a mapping process, which leads to a collapse of the involved concepts into a unique
concept. The collapse of two concepts – which were only in a subclass relationship in
the original ontologies – changes the semantics of the representation: for this reason,
our algorithm removes the mappings responsible for that behavior. We consider a semantic incoherence as a possible symptom of an inconsistency; since we are interested
in developing a high precision ontology mapper, we currently adopt a conservative approach that does not allow any change in the semantics of the original ontologies. The
main drawback of this approach is that it is possible to lose some useful inferences on
the global model.
1.3

Adaptations made for the evaluation

In order to comply with the test-cases proposed in this contest, we made two main
adaptations:
– External resources: Using the original configuration of X-SOM, external resources
(e.g., FOAF definitions) are imported and used in the mapping process. As a result, also the mappings between pairs of external resources are included in the
alignment ontology produced by X-SOM. To avoid a wrong computation of performance measures, we artificially removed this kind of mappings from the output
of the tool when they were not part of the reference alignment.
– Properties comparison: In some reference alignments, datatype properties are compared and aligned with object properties; since this kind of mapping is normally
forbidden in X-SOM, we modified the matching algorithms in order to allow this
kind of matching.
1.4

Link to the system and parameters file

X-SOM is an open-source project, since it also relies on existing implementations of
known matching algorithms. To obtain a working copy of the X-SOM prototype, along
with the source code, please send an email to orsi@elet.polimi.it.
1.5

Link to the set of provided alignments

http://home.dei.polimi.it/orsi/xsom-oaei07.zip
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2

Results

The tests have been made with a configuration that includes:
– The WordNet-based module.
– The GMO structural module without feeding.
– The Jaro syntactical module.
The best results are obtained by aggregating the results by means of the neural network
that has been trained on the animals.owl ontology available at the I3 CON Initiative
website1 . X-SOM is implemented in Java and relies on the JENA API. The behavior
is fully-automatic with an accept threshold set to 60% of similarity and consistency
checking turned on. The presence of consistency checking accounts for the somewhat
high execution times. In this section we report the performance of X-SOM for the various OAEI tracks. The tests have been made using a Pentium IV 2.1 GHz with 2 GB of
RAM. The JVM has been set with a minimum and maximum heap space of 64 MB and
2 GB respectively. The WordNet-based module relies on the JWNL API version 1.3.
2.1

Benchmark

The test cases belonging to this track can be divided into five categories:
Basics (101-104) This family analyzes the ability of a matcher to make simple alignments and to be robust to variations in the OWL dialect. On these, very simple, tests
X-SOM obtains an average precision of 99% and an average recall of 98.6%.
Linguistics (201-210) The test cases belonging to this family manipulate resources’
names, comments and labels in order to stress the performance of syntactic and lexical
matchers. X-SOM performs quite well thanks to the Jaro and WordNet modules; some
problems come out when the tool deals with test case 204 since we are not able to
recognize acronyms. We have planned to add a pre-processing step in these modules in
order to recognize common naming conventions thus normalizing the name of resources
also considering possible compound words. This normalization will be kept internal to
each module, avoiding any modification in the input ontologies. In this section, X-SOM
reaches an average precision of 81.6% and an average recall of 75.4%.
Structure (221-247) These test cases stress the capabilities of the various matching
algorithms of finding similar resources in ontologies with different structure. X-SOM
performs very well since it reaches an average precision and recall of 99%.
Systematic (248-266) This family combines the previous techniques by removing systematically the structure or by randomizing the names of the resources. This is the
hardest part of the benchmark track since X-SOM obtains useful information from the
GMO module only. X-SOM obtains an average precision and recall of 26%. The hardest
tests cases are 262 and 265 where the result of the matching process is empty because
also the GMO module has not enough information to find the similarities.
1

http://www.atl.external.lmco.com/projects/ontology/i3con.html
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Real ontologies (301-304) In these test cases the reference ontology is aligned with
real world ontologies describing the same bibliographic domain. These are the most
informative tests since these ontologies includes a set of design choices that make the
alignment task quite hard. X-SOM reaches an average precision of 94% and an average
recall of 67%. The hardest test for X-SOM is 301 since contains many compound words
with different naming conventions.
2.2

Anatomy and Food

These tracks have been the most challenging. The problem resides in their dimension
that is too big for the current version of X-SOM. In order to perform the alignment,
we needed to partition both ontologies using the partition algorithm implemented in the
SWOOP [10] ontology editing and debugging framework. However, this procedure was
not enough to reduce the ontologies to a manageable dimension; the partition algorithm
used on the NCI thesaurus produced a partition with over 3200 classes that cannot be
analyzed by our GMO module thus, for this reason, only lexical modules have been
used.
2.3

Directory

The main problem with this track is the modularization of the test cases. The small
test-cases are too small to exploit the full power of the GMO module, while the comprehensive ones are too big and exhaust the JVM heap space if not partitioned. These
limitations lead the GMO module to return poor answers that, in turn, affect the final
results.

3

General comments

X-SOM seems to perform quite well on the OAEI test cases; however, the main problems are represented by the aggregation function and large ontologies processing.
We recall from Section 1.2 that the X-SOM neural network is trained only once and
then used for all the proposed tracks. Previous tests, performed using ontology pairs
describing different domains, have shown that the learned aggregation function is substantially independent of the domain, but strongly dependent on the ontology design
technique [2]. This means that, if the neural network is trained on a pair of ontologies with a rich structure, the learning algorithm will probably keep the results of the
structural modules in high consideration since, in general, they are helpful for finding
the correct alignments. If the same function is then used in a mapping task concerning
ontologies that lack of structure, the poor results generated by the structural modules
will affect the final results, lowering the whole performance of the tool. An even better
performance would be achieved if the modules’ schedule could be changed among different tracks.
The second problem is represented by very large ontologies that require too much memory to be processed with the X-SOM approach. A solution to this problem is the modularization of ontologies and the subsequent mapping of ontology chunks modeling the
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same portion of the application domain. At the moment we are not planning to address
this problem within X-SOM but, for instance, we are considering to resort to modularization algorithms such as that implemented in SWOOP.
3.1

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

We are planning to introduce new modules able to extract and reuse the consensual
knowledge that emerges in collaborative and social web-applications, in order to disambiguate some mapping situations that generally need user intervention. We are currently
exploring other machine-learning techniques for the matchings combination task [7], in
particular white-box techniques like decision-tree learning. At the moment, the matching strategy is determined by the user; we aim at introducing techniques to suggest a
suitable strategy using a-priori analysis of the input ontologies [14], and make it adaptive during the matching process. Moreover, we are developing a clustered version of
X-SOM, called kX-SOM, which exploits the intrinsic parallelism contained into the
matching algorithms.
3.2

Comments on the OAEI 2007 procedure

The OAEI contest is well conceived, and has helped the improvement of the modules
implemented in X-SOM. In our opinion, however, OAEI organizers should allow reparametrization of the tool, in order to better configure the prototype for each task.
3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2007 test cases

In our opinion, the benchmark track contains too many test cases in the systematic
family (248-266). These tests reflect too “unreal” ontology design situations, while it
will be more interesting to add test cases that include also complex alignments (i.e.,
mappings between complex definitions of concepts). In addition, it would be useful to
introduce one or more test cases to analyze if different matching algorithms are able to
avoid those mappings that produce contradictions in the ontological model.
3.4

Comments on the OAEI 2007 measures

Traditional precision and recall measures along with their combinations are the most
suitable measures to evaluate the performance of ontology mapping tools. Moreover, it
will be helpful to consider also the mappings among external resources.
3.5

Acknowledgment

We thank all the people and students that worked on X-SOM, in particular Alessandro
Dalvit who executed the OAEI tests.
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4

Conclusion

Ontology alignment and integration represents crucial aspects of the effort that computer science community is making to achieve systems interoperability. The OAEI contest represents a valuable opportunity to gather all the approaches and improve the current matching algorithms. Participating in the OAEI allowed the identification of the
weaknesses of the X-SOM approach, in particular, problems have arisen with large
ontologies and during the aggregation phase. It is our intention to address these weaknesses in order to improve our approach for OAEI 2008.
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Appendix: Raw results

#
101
102
103
104
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
221
222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266
301
302
303
304

Name
Reference alignment
Irrelevant ontology
Language generalization
Language restriction
No names
No names, no comments
No comments
Naming conventions
Synonyms
Translation

No specialisation
Flatenned hierarchy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flattened classes
Expanded classes

Real: BibTeX/MIT
Real: BibTeX/UMBC
Real: Karlsruhe
Real: INRIA
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Prec.
1.00
NaN
1.00
0.97
0.81
0.82
1.00
0.99
0.72
0.74
0.69
0.99
0.70
0.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.97
1.00
0.97
0.97
0.75
0.60
0.18
0.45
0.49
0.54
0.03
0.12
0.32
0.33
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.91
1.00
0.96
0.96

Rec. Time (sec)
0.98 59.206
NaN 48.392
0.98 60.100
1.00 62.408
0.81 77.133
0.82 69.696
0.97 65.871
0.69 84.651
0.71 75.767
0.73 71.233
0.68 92.888
0.75 66.384
0.69 71.624
0.69 70.693
0.99 61.508
0.98 74.516
0.98 91.145
0.98 58.956
0.98 45.680
1.00 17.235
0.97 58.191
0.97 59.549
0.99 54.451
1.00 16.366
1.00 15.356
0.98 57.156
0.99 67.714
1.00 16.436
1.00 22.687
1.00 14.682
1.00 14.521
1.00 21.739
0.75 71.264
0.60 67.246
0.18 20.118
0.45 72.949
0.49 98.557
0.54 68.091
0.03 19.909
0.12 19.319
0.32 78.671
0.33 100.424
0.03 19.963
0.03 34.414
0.00 19.336
0.00 18.999
0.03 32.471
0.49 42.561
0.58 23.537
0.73 70.359
0.87 48.097
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Abstract. Methodologies to find and evaluate solutions for ontology matching
should be centered on the practical problems to be solved. In this paper we look at
matching from the perspective of a practitioner in search of matching techniques
or tools. We survey actual matching use cases, and derive general categories from
these. We then discuss the value of existing techniques for these categories.

1

Introduction

For an application developer to know which ontology matching system best suits his
needs, application requirements have to be taken into account. Recently, innovative
work carried out in the KnowledgeWeb network of excellence [1] has analyzed the
requirements of usage scenarios and proposed a case-based recommendation method: a
given application is profiled along different dimensions – input, usage, etc. This profile
is then compared to a characterization of different matching tools, to determine which
tool best fits the case that is considered. This method is based on a characterization
of existing matching solutions obtained by the carefully crafted benchmark test of the
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative4 (OAEI). However, the focus of the OAEI
has been mainly on comparing techniques for research. As a result, the categories that
are used are not straightforwardly linked to real-world cases.
To give answers for application developers it is necessary to build better links between application specifications and matching systems. A possible way to do so is to
position each new matching case with respect to an matching-oriented categorization
of applications built from the characterization of these cases in terms of matching requirements and performances of different techniques. [1] actually initiates such an effort: the authors gather use cases, point at the typical operations (data transformation,
ontology merging, etc.) and elicit some matching quality requirements for them (correctness, completeness). Yet, the cases considered there are abstract scenarios. In this
paper, we intend to provide a better application grounding for case-based recommendation by turning to lessons learned from concrete cases. Our contribution consists in
a categorization-oriented survey of existing ontology matching cases trying to give answers to the following questions: (i) what are the different kinds of cases in which
4 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org
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ontology matching has been deployed so far? (ii) Can we observe common aspects,
leading to a classification of these cases? (iii) Are there matching techniques that have
been observed to perform better on specific sets of cases?
We first analyse existing documented ontology-matching use cases, highlighting
their main requirements (Section 2). We notice the emergence of four different categories of use cases, depending on their purpose, the data they deal with, and their
priorities regarding matching qualities: data migration, question answering, serendipity in browsing, and unified view over collections (Section 3). Section 4 extends these
considerations towards the realm of ontology-matching tools, by showing how specific
matching techniques perform better for specific classes. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Ontology-Matching Cases

The importance of ontology matching was identified through various scenarios which
require its solution. Such scenarios, for example described in [2], are: agent communication, emergent semantics, P2P information sharing, personal information delivery,
etc. However, these stand for possible uses of matching. To carry out the analysis
grounding our case categorization and recommendations for matching techniques, we
have instead investigated examples of reported matching applications. Such cases had
to: (i) provide information on the actual alignment, (ii) report on which techniques can
be used to solve the matching problem, and (iii) clearly describe how the correspondences will be used in an application. As a consequence we did not take examples from
real-time matching cases like negotiation, where the mapping data is usually generated dynamically, or cases such as the one reported in [3] where the application of the
correspondences is not explicitly defined.
The cases we have selected are: MACS, Agricultural Thesauri, Renardus, STITCH
browser, WebDewey, Intensive Care, the High Performance Knowledge Base, the Unified Medical Language System, Internet Music Schemas and Internet Directories. We
detail here only one example, and refer the reader to the companion webpage, http:
//www.few.vu.nl/aisaac/iswc2007/cases, for the other descriptions.
Intensive Care In this use case the alignment is needed for data-migration purposes.
The alignment is directly applied for classification reasoning. Two Amsterdam hospitals, OLVG and AMC, own controlled unstructured vocabularies for registering reasons
for patient admission to the intensive care units. The vocabularies are lists of terms and
every time a patient enters intensive care she is assigned one of these terms. Correspondences between OLVG and AMC classes are required in order to migrate the patient
data from OLVG to the AMC vocabulary. The OLVG vocabulary contains 1,399 terms
and AMC 1,460 [4]. To test the performance of automatic matching techniques, a gold
standard was created by a medical expert for a sample of 200 OLVG classes. For 37%
of OLVG terms in the corpus the expert found no correspondences, for 36% he found
correspondences with large lexical similarity between the corresponding terms, and for
the remaining 37% he found correspondences with no lexical overlap, which would
require the use of some kind of background knowledge. An example of lexical correspondence is Brain tumor to Braintumor, and example of a correspondence that requires
background knowledge is Heroin intoxication to Drugs overdosis.
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3

Descriptions of Problem Types

Precision versus Recall Three tasks determine the time cost of applying ontology matching: (i) preparation and actual alignment, (ii) assessing correspondences and (iii) adding
correspondences. The goal of an automatic system is to reduce the amount of time a
user spends on these tasks. Usually, better performance for one task means worse performance for another. Good representation standards and a fast system optimize on the
first task, a system with high Precision optimizes on the second task, and a system with
high Recall optimizes on the third task. For some cases assessing a single correspondence is time consuming (e.g. if concepts are imprecisely defined). For others it is very
time consuming to find a missing correspondence (e.g. if ontologies are huge). Hence,
each case has its own optimal combination of Precision and Recall.
Complexity of representation Each use case requires a different level of knowledgerepresentation complexity. Some use cases only need basic semantic structures, others
need rich ontologies with many different properties and use of logical axioms.
Four categories of use-cases Some of the use cases we presented use the alignment for a similar purpose. Some use the alignment primarily to enrich the descriptions
of the data, while others use them primarily to enlarge the data collections. Further,
we have noticed that use cases with the same problem type often have similar performance requirements for the ontology matching and use a similar level of knowledgerepresentation complexity. We propose to categorize the use cases according to the following four types of problems.
Question answering. This problem type is characterized by an emphasis on precise
results and the need for highly complex knowledge sources. The use cases we found
aim at providing detailed factual information about the data. For example, “What is
the connection between trombose and mortality?” or “Who was the president of the
United States of America in 1965?”. As opposed to the real-time question answering
described in [1] the goal of these use cases is not to provide a complete list of answers,
but one very precise answer (cf. [5]). Use cases of this type are the High-Performance
Knowledge Base case and (partly) the Unified Medical Language System case.
Unified view over collections. This problem type is characterized by a balanced
need for Precision and Recall and knowledge sources of medium complexity. Examples of such sources include traditional thesauri and thesauri with added relations, such
as artist-style links, part-whole, or tool-action. The use cases we found aim at providing unified access to heterogeneous collections that are usually maintained by different
authorities. Use cases of this type are the STITCH browser case, MACS, Renardus, the
Agricultural Thesauri case and, to a lesser extent, WebDewey.
Serendipity in browsing. This problem type is characterized by an emphasis on
Recall and relatively simple knowledge structures, such as taxonomies. The use cases
we found aim at joining taxonomies to enlarge the collection, to provide users with instances they did not know before. Use cases of this type are the Internet Music Schemes
and the Internet Directories cases.
Data migration. Like Question Answering, this problem type emphasizes the need
for precise results, not necessarily requiring complex knowledge sources. The use case
of this type that we found, the Intensive Care case, aims at re-classifying existing instances into classes from a newer schema.
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4

Techniques that solve the Mapping Problem in the Use Cases

Observing the cases leaves an open question: which techniques can actually produce
the required correspondences? Here, we consider four different types of matching techniques: lexical – based on lexical comparisons of labels and glosses, structural – using the structure of the ontologies, background knowledge – using additional external
knowledge, and instance-based – using classified instance data.
Question answering. In these cases the ontologies are usually vast and complex.
They have substantial lexical overlap, but the use of different naming conventions and
of the same names in different contexts prevents straightforward lexical detection of the
correspondences. As reported in the UMLS and HPKB examples, the first problem can
be overcome by detecting the patterns used in naming, and then normalizing the names
so that lexical techniques can find the correspondences. The second problem, detecting
the context, can be solved by taking into account the domain of the ontologies and using
their structure. In UMLS, for instance, if a concept Kidney is found in a classification
of diseases or is a subconcept of concept Diseases, then it surely refers to problems
related to kidneys. Practical cases indicate thus that lexical and structural techniques
are good candidate solutions for question answering matching use cases.
Unified view over collections. Here, naming conventions and modeling decisions
may differ, but lexical matching solves a large part of the problem. The vocabularies
to align can have quite a broad coverage or shared domain and concerns. Often – e.g.,
when jargon differs – background knowledge is however needed. If different languages
are used it even becomes crucial, either in the form of a multilingual “rosetta stone”
or of a translation service. Structure-based techniques are generally of much less use:
e.g., the semantic link that come in thesauri can be used for meaning disambiguation,
but this makes them a secondary source for matching information, not reported to contribute significantly in the examples. Furthermore, as the principles and coherence of
the structure can vary from one thesauri to another, these techniques might prove unreliable. Finally, the instance data found in several collections can prove very useful, as
the meaning of manipulated concepts is assumed to be ultimately given by the items
that are categorized with their help.
Serendipity in browsing. Here, lexical methods are reported to perform poorly,
which is caused by two problems: ambiguity in naming concepts and lack of standardized criteria for classifying instance data. Among the artists shared by two portals of the
music case, only 38% of the ones classified in the Rock genre in one dataset fall in the
Rock category defined by the other. The first problem can be approached by considering
the context in which the concepts appear. The second problem can only be solved by
matching the instance data. Actually, when matching based on instance data, one has
to consider the instances in the subclasses of a given class. As reported in the Internet
Directory case, this makes big difference in the performance of the alignment.
Data migration. In the Intensive care case, the vocabularies have no structure. Furthermore, there is no substantial, explicitly shared instance data, since the goal is to
transfer the instance data itself from one system to the other. This leaves two options for
a solution: lexical techniques and background knowledge. These have actually turned
out to be sufficient to solve the problem in this specific example.
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

Focusing on how to find a good matching method for a given application, we have
surveyed a number of real-world ontology matching use cases and proposed a categorization of them in four groups, based on the applicative purpose of the alignment. We
have then positioned each category in way compatible with a principled (benchmarkbased) profiling of different matching techniques. These can then be selected based on
their matching the criteria coming with a given application.
More descriptions of realistic use cases (where the alignment is applied in practice)
are clearly needed to complement the analysis presented here, especially to get a better
coverage of new innovative scenarios still being investigated now, like semantic web
agent communication. It would also be interesting to investigate some cases coming
from the database domain, as our survey is quite biased towards alignment cases for
description vocabularies – as opposed to description structures. Such accounts exist [6,
7] but the database research community, as the semantic web one, seems to have put
more effort on describing tools and methods than cases [8, 9].
A particular emphasis shall be put on revealing application-specific limitations of
matching techniques, as when dealing with specific naming schemes or underspecified
structural links. Better consideration of such application-specific constraints is necessary for future benchmarking efforts. This way, the ontology-matching research community could also fully benefit from the surveying effort.
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Abstract. A lot of alignment systems providing mappings between the concepts
of two ontologies rely on an additional source, called background knowledge,
represented most of the time by a third ontology. The objective is to
complement others current matching techniques. In this paper, we present the
difficulties encountered when using WordNet as background knowledge and we
show how the TaxoMap system we implemented can avoid those difficulties.

1 Introduction
In order to identify mappings between the concepts of an ontology, called the
source ontology (OSrc), with concepts of another one, called the target ontology (OTar),
a lot of recent works use additional descriptions, called background knowledge,
represented by a third ontology OBK [1,2,9,4,7,8,10]. The common objective is to
complement current matching techniques which may fail in some cases. Some works
as [1,2,10] assume that ontology alignment can rely on a unique and predefined
ontology that covers a priori all the concepts of the ontologies to be matched.
Conversely, other works [9] suppose that there does not exist a priori any suitable
ontology. Hence, their idea is to dynamically select online available ontologies. In this
paper, we present the difficulties encountered when using WordNet as background
knowledge, in particular the misinterpretation problem coming from the different
senses of a term, and how the TaxoMap system we implemented avoids these
difficulties. The solution that we propose aims at limiting the meanings of the terms
involved in a match. Experimental results are given and the increase of precision
obtained with a limitation of the senses of the terms is shown.

2 Use of WordNet
WordNet is an online lexical resource for English language that groups synonym
terms into synsets, each expressing a distinct concept. The term associated with a
concept is represented in a lexicalized form without any mark of gender or plural.
Synsets are related to each other with terminological relations such as hypernym
relations. WordNet can be used for ontology matching in several ways. A first way is
to extend the label of a concept with the synonyms in WordNet belonging to the
synset of each term contained in the label [3]. Another way is to exploit WordNet
restricted to a concept hierarchy only composed of hypernym relations. Given two
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nodes in this hierarchy, equivalence relation can be inferred if their distance is lower
than a given threshold [4]. Other works compute similarity measures [5,6,8]. This last
approach leads to relevant results when the application domains of the ontologies to
be mapped are very close and targeted. Conversely, results are much less satisfactory
when application domains are larger. Indeed a term can belong to several synsets.
This leads to misinterpretations and false positive mappings.
We illustrate this problem with results coming from experiments performed with
TaxoMap [8] on the taxonomies Russia-A (O Tar) and Russia-B (OSrc) loaded from the
Ontology Matching site [11]. Both taxonomies describe Russia from different view
points but Russia-B contains extra information on the means of transport. Fig.1
represents the WordNet subgraph that is exploited in the search of the terms of OTar
(grey circles in Fig.1) the most similar to the terms in OSrc (white circles in Fig.1) that
denote vehicles. As no term in O Tar correspond to means of transport, all terms in OSrc
that refer to vehicles will be related to ‘Berlin’, a term belonging to three synsets
respectively corresponding to a city in Germany, a musician and a kind of car.
physical_object
location

unit

XTar ∈ OTar
building_material

region

transport

district

vehicle
craft

wheeled_vehicle

city
car

national_capital
berlin

Xsrc ∈ OSrc

artifact

limousine

…

watercraft

aircraft
plane

bus

…
battleship

ship

boat
steamer

cruiser

Figure 1. WordNet sub-graph.
To avoid this problem, the TaxoMap system relies on a limitation of the senses of
the terms in WordNet. It performs a two-step process: a sub-tree is first extracted
from WordNet, which only corresponds to the senses assumed to be relevant to the
domain of the involved ontologies. Second, mappings are identified in this sub-tree.
2.1 Extraction of a sub-tree relevant to the domain from WordNet
The extraction of a sub-tree starts with a manual phase. If the application domains of
the ontologies to be mapped are close and targeted, an expert has to identify the
concept, noted rootA, that is the most specialized concept in WordNet which
generalizes all the concepts of both ontologies. If the target ontology is relative to
several distinct application domains, the expert has to identify several root nodes in
order to cover all the topics. Then, the extraction of the relevant sub-tree needs the
search of relations between all the concepts in OTar and in O Src not yet mapped and
rootA. Hypernyms of each concept are looked for in the WordNet hierarchy until
rootA, or one of the WordNet roots, is reached. For example, a search on cantaloupe will
result in these two following derivation paths:
Path 1: cantaloupe  sweet melon  melon  gourd  plant  organism  Living
Path 2: cantaloupe  sweet melon  melon  edible fruit  green goods  food
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The paths from the invoked terms to the rootA (food in the example) will only be
selected because they represent the only accurate senses for the application. That
way, a sub-graph, denoted TWN, is obtained. It is composed of the union of all the
concepts and relations of the selected paths (cf. Fig. 2). The TWN’s root is the concept
the most general in the application, rootA, leaf nodes correspond to the concepts of the
ontologies to be mapped (circles in Fig.2), middle nodes have been extracted from
WordNet but possibly belong to one of the two ontologies too.
XSrc : Cantaloupe → sweet melon → melon → edible fruit → green goods → food
YTar : Water melon → melon → edible fruit → green goods → food
…
food
XSrc : Asparagus → vegetable → green goods → food
green goods
melon

edible fruit

Cantaloupe

XSrc

vegetable

drink
YTar

sweet melon
Water melon

YTar

asparagus

YTar
XSrc

Figure 2. An example of sub-graph TWN where the root is food
In the Russia experiment, the chosen roots (Location, Living Thing, Structure and Body
covering all the topics of OTar are not hypernyms of terms in O Src relative to
vehicles and no derivation path computed from these terms is retained. Missing terms
are preferred over misinterpretations. Recall of matching process will be smaller but
precision higher.
of Water)

2.2 Mappings identification
Identification of relevant mappings consists of discovering, for each concept in
OSrc, the closest concept in OTar that is its ancestor and that belongs to its derivation
path rooted in rootA. So, from the sub-graph in Fig.2, the mapping (asparagus isA
vegetable) can be derived. That process does not allow the discovery of mappings for
cantaloupe because none of its ancestor nodes is a concept in OTar. All are middle
nodes coming from WordNet. However, it should be very interesting to map
cantaloupe to Watermelon because they are two specializations of melon, so very close
semantically. Such a mapping can be derived using a similarity measure between
nodes of T WN. There is evidence that correspondences discovered thanks to such
measures cannot be used to derive “semantic” mappings (as isA or Eq relation) which
have a clear semantic and which could then be automatically exploited [8]. But there
is also evidence that it would be a great pity not to exploit discovered information. So,
we propose to retain such relations which will be labelled ‘isClose’ as “potential”
mappings for which an expert evaluation will be necessary.
Consequently, the choice in TaxoMap is to discover, for each concept XSrc in O Src
not yet mapped, the concept Y Sim in O Tar that is the most similar according to a
similarity score. From that correspondence we derive the potential mapping (X Src
isClose YSim). Then we extract, as we mentioned before, the set of semantic mappings
in T WN. If a concept YSim is linked to the same concept XSrc both in a semantic and in a
potential mapping, only the semantic mapping is retained. For example, the concept
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in OTar being the concept the most similar to the concept asparagus in O Src,
we derive the potential mapping (asparagus isClose vegetable). However, the semantic
mapping (asparagus isA vegetable) can also be derived. We will then consider that this
semantic mapping will be the only retained one. On the opposite, as no semantic
mapping has been derived for the concept cantaloupe , the potential mapping
(cantaloupe isClose Watermelon) will be retained.
vegetable

3 Experiments
Different experiments have been performed in the micro-biology domain and on
taxonomies used for tests in the Ontology Matching community [11]. All these
experiments showed that if the application domain is too large, we can not use a
unique root. Indeed, in that case, the concept in WordNet which is an hypernym of all
the concepts to be mapped, is too general (entity) and TWN is too big. It is composed of
all the nodes in the WordNet hierarchy without any restriction. Several meanings are
mixed. This leads to the derivation of non relevant mappings.
We give results obtained with the Russia taxonomies. As we see in Tab. 1, with a
single root (Entity) our technique has derived 61 isA and 15 isClose mappings among
162 terms in Russia-B not yet mapped by others techniques (370 terms were to be
mapped at the beginning). As no reference mappings were delivered, the results have
been evaluated manually. Only 29 out of 61 isA mappings and 8 out of 15 isClose
mappings were correct. In particular, all mappings relative to vehicle are false (cf.
F IG .1). A significant increase of the precision of the found mappings has been
obtained when several roots have been specified. In that case, several distinct subtrees are built in the same time, one per sub-domain. Four roots have been identified:
Location, Living Thing, Structure and Body of Water. Then 35 isA and 11 isClose mappings
have been derived. 29 out of 35 isA mappings and 9 out of 11 isClose mappings were
correct. In particular, all geographic mappings relative to towns, countries, regions
and rivers were relevant. Even though the same number of correct isA mappings (29)
appears as the results of the two experiments, these mappings are not all the same. For
example, the (alcohol isA drink) mapping is not identified in the second experiment
because the concept drink of OTar is not covered by the chosen roots. On the opposite,
the (pine isA plant) mapping is identified whereas without senses limitation the
incorrect (pine isA material) mapping was found.
With a single root
(Entity)

With several roots

# isA mappings found (relevant)

61 (29)

35 (29)

# isClose mappings found (relevant)
Total Number of mappings (relevant)

15 (8)

11 (9)

76 (37)

46 (38)

0,23 (0,49)

0,23 (0,83)

Recall (Precision)

Table 1. Number of found mappings among 162 terms in Russia-B not yet mapped
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A more precise choice of the roots would very probably increase recall. In our
application context, as the identification step of the roots in WordNet can be done just
in reference to O Tar, this task is only performed once and the identified roots will be
exploited whatever the taxonomies of information sources to be aligned with O Tar
might be. Hence it is worthwhile to pay attention to this identification step. Our first
results are already promising. Yet we think they could be even better with a more
precise choice of the roots.

4 Conclusion
So, in conclusion the use of external background knowledge can be very
interesting when the context of interpretation of the involved concepts is precisely
known. It allows the obtention of semantic relations and so overcomes the major
limitations of syntactic approaches. WordNet is often used as background resource.
However, the drawback is that it is difficult to get relevant information if the meaning
of the searched terms is not known. The results of our experiments using WordNet
indicate that our approach based on the definition of multiple roots is a promising
solution when the domain of the background knowledge is too large. Whatever the
domain, the sub-tree grouping terms relevant to the application can be extracted from
WordNet with our system. We showed how semantic mappings, when they exist, can
be found in this sub-tree and how, when they do not exist, meaningful proximity
relationships can be found instead.
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Abstract. We introduce in this paper correspondence patterns as a tool
to design ontology alignments. Based on existing research on patterns
in the fields of software and ontology engineering, we define a pattern
template and use it to develop a correspondence patterns library. This
library is published in RDF following a structured vocabulary. It is meant
to be used in ontology alignment systems, in order to support the user
or improve matching algorithms to refine ontology alignments.

1

Introduction

The semantic web contains many ontologies, and is expected to contain more and
more as it will develop. When two ontologies overlap, they can be linked together
in order to enable exchange of their underlying knowledge. An alignment between
two ontologies specifies a set of correspondences, and each correspondence models
a bridge between a set of ontologies entities. Designing ontology alignments is a
tedious task. There are many ongoing efforts to develop tools such as graphical
user interfaces and matching algorithms, in order to make it easier.
Most ontology alignment systems [1] are limited to detect simple equivalence
or subsumption correspondences between single entities, and research concentrates on improving their quality on various datasets more than on finding more
complex matches1 . This can be explained as the problem of detecting complex
matches is not a trivial one, maybe also because no standard semantic-web language is expressive enough to represent such correspondences.
However, simple correspondences are often not sufficient to correctly represent the relation between the aligned entities. The two ontologies in the following
example deal with wines. In the “Wine Ontology”2 , which main class is W ine,
the class BordeauxW ine represents instances of a popular french wine grown
up in the region around Bordeaux. In the “Ontologie du Vin”3 a similar wine
?

1

2
3

This work was partially funded by the European Commission under the Knowledge
Web NoE (FP6-507482) and SEKT project
See the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2007 evaluation criteria.
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/CR-owl-guide-20030818/wine#
http://www.scharffe.fr/ontologies/OntologyDuVin.wsml
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is expressed as an instance of V in with an attribute terroir4 indicating the
wine provenance. Classical systems are able to detect the two correspondences
W ine ≡ V in stating equivalence between two wines and BordeauxW ine ⊆ V in
stating that BordeauxW ine is a narrower concept than V in . In this case, a more
precise correspondence would be BordeauxW ine ≡ V in ∧ terroir = Bordeaux,
restricting the scope of V in to only those instances having Bordeaux as value
of the terroir attribute.
Going from the initial two basic correspondences to the refined one involving
a condition would be easier using a pattern showing the structure of the correspondence. Inspired from design patterns in software engineering, this paper
introduces correspondence patterns as helpers that facilitate the ontology alignment process. They improve graphical tools by assisting the user when creating
complex correspondences, and we believe they are a first step towards matching
algorithms able to detect complex matches.

2

Correspondence Pattern Template

A pattern template provides a standard way to represent patterns. Following
[2], we introduce a correspondence pattern template divided in two parts that
roughly correspond to the two lowest levels of Blomqvist pattern classification
[3]. The first part, core of the correspondence pattern, defines the pattern using classical elements from design patterns literature. The second part presents
a grounding for that pattern in a knowledge representation formalism. Many
groundings can be defined given a pattern.
A Correspondence Pattern represents a correspondence between two ontologies. The core part of the pattern template contains common pattern elements
found in the literature. It follows the high level classification of the GoF [4].
The grounding part represents the grounding of the pattern into a knowledge
representation formalism used by a mediator executing pattern instances.
The pattern template defined above give all the elements to describe a correspondence pattern. We give next an example of pattern based on this template.
We then see in Section 3 how correspondence patterns can be encoded in a
machine readable format in order to facilitate their use in semantic web applications.
The following pattern can be used to model the correspondence presented in
Section 1.
Name: Class By Attribute Correspondence
Also Known As: classByAttributeCorrespondence
classByAttributeMapping
Problem:

4

Terroir is a French word for a particular agricultural region
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A class in one ontology is related to a class in the other ontology. The scope
of the class of the first ontology is restricted to only those instances having
a particular value for a a given attribute.
Context: This pattern is used in case two classes have a similar but not
completely overlapping extension and the intent of the first class is expressed
by a particular attribute value in the target class.
Solution:
Solution description:
This pattern establishes a correspondence between a class / attribute / attribute value combination in one ontology and a class in another.
Syntax: Here comes a correspondence described using the Alignment Ontology
Example: Relate a Human to a Blue-Eyed-Person by restricting those instances of Human whose eye-color attribute is equal to “blue”
Related Patterns: Equivalent Class Correspondence, Subclass Correspondence
Degenerated Pattern: Subclass Correspondence
The patterns library defined Section 3.2 provide generic entities used to be
replaced. A grounding of the pattern is given in the following in SPARQL.
Name of the target language/system SPARQL
Applicability Applicable
Purpose Instance Transformation
Example Grounding
CONSTRUCT { ?X rdf:type target:BlueEyedPerson }
WHERE { ?X rdf:type source:Human.
?X source:eyeColor xsd:String^^"Blue" }

The wine example Section 1 can be built by instantiating this pattern. We
will show in the next section how is it done in our implementation.
The syntax element of the solution shows a correspondence described in RDF,
as an instance of the Alignment Ontology [5]. Purpose of this ontology is the
abstract representation of ontology alignments. Section 3 briefly introduces this
ontology, and presents its extension: a correspondence patterns library.

3

Correspondence Patterns on the Semantic Web

Now that correspondence patterns are given a template, we need to consider how
to implement and store them. Mediation systems need an organized library of
patterns in order to retrieve them efficiently. A hierarchical organization seems
preferable, following patterns specialization: from general purpose patterns such
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as between any two classes to very specific patterns using conditions and transformations of attributes values.
Correspondence patterns are used to align ontologies, which are themselves
used to reference and reason about RDF resources on the semantic web. On
the other way around, publishing patterns and correspondences as ontology instances presents many advantages. The class hierarchy automatically organizes
patterns according to their specificity. The degenerated version of a pattern is
thus obtained by taking its parent in the class hierarchy. In addition, patterns
assert additional facts about correspondences that can be used as background
information in order to construct new alignments. Let us consider the wine example shown in Section 1 solved using the ClassByAttribute pattern. A system
trying to align BordeauxW ine with a third ontology can then try applying the
same pattern as a similar structure is likely to appear.
Based on the template given in Section 2 we present in this section a library
organizing common ontology correspondences patterns. This library is provided
as an extension of the Alignment Ontology [5].
3.1

The Alignment Ontology

The Alignment Ontology is an OWL-DL ontology that models ontology alignments as sets of correspondences between ontological entities. It results from
efforts [6, 7] to create an ontology alignment format, abstract from the ontology
language, that could serve as an interchange format between matching algorithms, mediators and graphical user interfaces.
The ontology is available at http://www.omwg.org/TR/d7/.
3.2

A Correspondence Patterns Library

The patterns library extends the Alignment Ontology under the Cell class. The
library contains 35 correspondence patterns at the time of writing5 . Properties
corresponding to the pattern template elements are modeled as OWL annotation
properties. A pattern in the library is modeled as a class with restrictions on
its possible instantiations and an example instance is given for each pattern. In
other words, the deepest one goes into the pattern hierarchy, the more specific
are the patterns, making retrieval of patterns easier.
Besides patterns themselves, the library provides a set of generic ontological
entities used to compose patterns. These entities serve as placeholders to be
filled with concrete entity names when using the pattern to make a concrete
correspondence. They provide a reference structure for modeling entities in the
same way patterns provide a reference structure for modeling correspondences.
For example, the ClassConditionInstance models a class with a condition
restricting its scope.
The pattern library is available at http://www.omwg.org/TR/d7/.
5

This figure does not take into account all possible value transformations patterns.
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We ground correspondences using transformations of the Alignment Ontology instances into the target formalism. The Alignment API [6] and the Mapping
API [7] propose groundings into various semantic-web languages such as OWL,
SWRL, WSML and SKOS. We are currently working on extending the implementation in order to provide SPARQL++ [8] grounding.

4

Conclusion

We introduced in this paper ontology correspondences patterns as helper to
model ontology alignments. We defined a template based on the literature on design patterns and gave a library of elementary correspondence patterns. Patterns
instances are described using the Alignment Ontology, a formalism to represent
ontology alignments abstract from the underlying knowledge representation formalism. In order to be executed, pattern instances are grounded to the desired
formalism. We are constantly refining the library given experience in research
projects. We currently investigate on using correspondence patterns in order to
develop a patterns based ontology matching algorithm.
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Abstract. Many methods for automatic and semi-automatic ontology
alignment have been proposed, but they remain error prone and laborintensive. This paper describes a novel generic process for evaluating the
mappings’ confidence value. This process uses rules extracted through
inductive machine learning methods from the matching results proposed
by others. Further, the precision and recall of the extracted rules are exploited in order to transform each rule into a mathematical formula that
generates the mappings’ confidence value. Mappings are then classified
not as valid or invalid but through a quantitative confidence value that
can be easily managed during the alignment process.

1

Introduction

Ontology alignment overcomes the information heterogeneity problem and provides mechanisms for each system to process data as if it was represented according to their internal model (ontology). The ontology alignment process aims
to define an alignment between a source and target ontology [5].
The alignment specification is a very time consuming and knowledge demanding task, whose result is error prone even when domain experts are part of
the process [2]. This problem is even bigger in scenarios where online alignment
is required (e.g. e-business, e-commerce). Automatic mechanisms are necessary
in order to supply the necessary consensus and speed up the interoperability
process.
In last few years different methods for automatic ontology alignment have
been proposed to overcome this gap, but there still remains the need to automatically combine multiple diverse and complementary alignment strategies of
all indicators, i.e. extensional and intensional descriptions, in order to produce
comprehensive, effective and efficient alignment methods [3]. Such methods need
to be flexible to cope with different strategies for various application scenarios.
This paper presents a novel confidence value evaluation method based on machine learning techniques that can be easily integrated into general alignment
methods like QOM [4] and PROMPT [7], or can be applied in relaxation processes required in distributed ontology alignment negotiation processes (e.g. [9]).
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The document structure is as follows: the next section introduces our approach in order to evaluate mappings’ confidence value. At the end, a brief
discussion about the proposed approach is presented emphasizing the major
contributions of the paper and suggesting further research and development directions.

2

Our approach

The adopted approach is based on inductive machine-learning methods. However, the extracted rules are not directly applied on classifying the mappings but
serve as an input for the configuration of the system. We pursue a method that
reflects the reliance of the rules upon the training dataset. In fact, the precision and recall of the extracted rules are often low, easily leading to many false
positives and false negatives when applied to testing and running data sets.
The method comprises of three phases, described in the following sub-sections.

2.1

Extracting Rules

This section applies a set of machine-leaning methods (e.g. J48 and JRIP [1])
to the training dataset. This set (see Table 1) is comprised of several ontology
mappings, in which are identified pairs of source and target ontologies’ entities
and the values generated by several matching algorithms [8]. The goal attribute
of the learning process is the validity of the mapping.
Table 1. Partial training dataset example.
O O0 Source Entity Target Entity Valid M atcher1 ... M atchern
O1 O2 Woman
Woman
Yes
1.00 ...
0.50
O1 O2 HumanBeing Hermaphrodite No
0.13 ...
0.00

The result is a set of extracted rules SR = {r1 , ..., rn } for each learner. A rule
(ri ) can be of two types: (i) Simple, (Example 1) which exploits a single matching
algorithm and (ii) Complex (Example 2), which exploits at least two different
matching algorithms. Each complex rule can be split into sub-rules (srj ). Each
sub-rule establishes one and only one criteria through a unique matching algorithm.
Example 1. valueof (StructureP lus) ≥ 0.95.
Example 2. valueof (IN RIA) ≥ 0.84 ∧ valueof (Cano) ≥ 0.31.
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2.2

Converting Rules into a Formula

The rules are therefore prepared to dichotomously map pairs of ontologies’ entities (i.e. valid or invalid). This often leads to poor results evidenced by many
false positives and false negatives.
For this, the proposed process disregards the rule itself, but instead evaluates
its precision i.e. prec(ri ) and recall i.e. reca(ri ) when applied to the training set.
Similar values are evaluated for each sub-rule, i.e. prec(srj ) and reca(srj ).
The process proceeds by combining precision and recall into a reliance value
for each rule/sub-rule. For this purpose, different functions can be used, e.g. harmonic average f measure (see Equation 1) and the weighted average (see Equation 2), where α allows us to trade-off between precision and recall.
(1 + α).prec(srj ).reca(srj )
: α ≥ 0;
α.prec(srj ) + reca(srj )
wα (srj ) = α.prec(srj ) + (1 − α).reca(srj ) : 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
fα (srj ) =

(1)
(2)

Furthermore, in order to (i) Abstract from the combination function and (ii)
Normalize the reliance value of the sub-rule in respect to the overall rule, the
pα (srj ) is defined:

n
±P


fα (srj )
fα (srk )



k=1
n
±P
pα (srj ) =
(3)
wα (srj )
wα (srk )



k=1

 ...
An equivalent formula is defined for evaluating the reliance of each rule (r)
in respect to the set of rules (SR).
Therefore, applying rule r and pα it is possible to evaluate the confidence
value of a mapping mi through the following function:
urpα (mi ) =

n
X

valueofmi (matcherof (srj )).pα (srj )

(4)

j=1

where, matcherof (srj ) returns the name of the matching algorithm used
as criteria at sub-rule j, valueofmi (M atcherN ame) represents the matching
algorithm’s similarity value for mi and n is equal to the number of sub-rules of
the rule r.
2.3

Aggregating and Applying Formulas

Because each learner extracts several rules (see 2.1), several valid ur (mi ) might
exist, i.e. there is one different ur (mi ) for each rule in the extracted set of rules.
In that sense, mappings have one distinct confidence value for each rule, given
by ur (mi ).
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Consequently, it is necessary to choose or evaluate an unique confidence value,
i.e. u(mi ) based on all available ur (mi ). With that purpose, an aggregation function (agg) is used. A preference list over the existing rules based on the learners’
additional information (e.g. percentage of error) and the maximum, minimum,
linear average or weighted average (e.g. using pα (ri ) ) are some possible agg functions. In that sense, the confidence value of a mapping, i.e. u(mi ) is evaluate by
the function presented in Equation 5:
u(mi ) = agg[urp1α (mi ), ..., urpnα (mi )]

(5)

Thus, despite the mappings classification (valid or invalid), formulas deliver
a quantitative confidence value ([0 − 1]).
This allows constraint and relaxation of the alignment requirements by changing the acceptance/rejection threshold (tr ). Therefore, given two ontologies, the
suggested mappings will be those where u(mi ) ≥ tr , where tr is the acceptance/rejection threshold (Example 3).
Example 3. Having tr = 0.8, urα1 (mi ) = 0.9 and urα2 (mi ) = 0.7 which means that
u(mi ) = agg[0.9, 0.7]. Thus, using maximum function as agg, mi is considered
accepted (0.9 ≥ 0.8). On the other hand, using minimum function as agg, mi is
considered rejected (0.7 < 0.8).
Notice that usually tr is exclusively defined by the user, but the training
stage might provide some good hints to be used when defining the threshold.

3

Discussion

This paper presents a novel process for calculating the mappings’ confidence
value for ontology alignments, using the rules extracted through machine learning methods. The basic idea is to convert the extracted rules into formulas that
reflect the reliance of each rule. Rules are further combined in order to generate
a single value on the mapping.
Matching algorithms and their results therefore play a relevant role. Thus,
a careful and strict matching algorithms selection phase is required in order to
include diversification of abilities (e.g. hierarchy, semantics, data types and instances analysis) according to the training dataset’s characteristics. Their virtues
and limitations have positive and negative influence in the results obtained. Notice that due to matching algorithms’ internal configuration, the similarity value
between the same pair of source and target entities might be different.
Machine-learning methods play another important role in the system. In
fact, they are responsible for efficiently combining matching algorithms and finding out the relevant threshold for that combination. From all initially available
matching algorithms, only a few of them are combined into rules. That selection is automatically performed based on matching algorithms acting capabilities
which implies no user information is needed. Extracted rules can also be updated
automatically when new matching algorithms or mapped ontologies are added.
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The use of more than one learner is recommended as tests show that different
learners can extract different rules with similar results. Therefore, this fact can
be seen as an advantage when used to avoid errors or disambiguate results.
Also, the training data set’s ontologies have a special relevance. Because each
ontology is related to one main knowledge domain, if training ontologies are
only concerned with one matching knowledge domain (e.g. health care) then the
learned rules and information should only be used in a similar domain. However,
preliminary tests showed that learning rules and information are independent of
ontologies characteristics (e.g. flattened hierarchy vs expanded hierarchy).
It is our conviction that the proposed approach can be easily integrated with
existing automatic and semi-automatic ontology alignment tools. Also, correctness of generated alignments can be improved when combining this approach
with other existing techniques as, for instance, debugging alignments with logical reasoning [6]. While evaluation results are not conclusive, they are encouraging. Ongoing research is focused in (i) the systematization of the application of
the agg functions, α parameter depending on the requirements of the mapping
scenario, and (ii) on the generalization of the proposed approach to ontology
attributes and relations.
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A behavioral study investigated how college students judge similarity between
cell pictures. The study indicates that there is a strong tendency to rely on classinclusion relations in judgments of similarity. This means that biological concepts are likely to be organized and conceptualized with respect to classinclusion relations even for non-experts.

1 Introduction
Concepts are assemblies of knowledge that are developed, construed, modified, and
constructed by people interacting in a particular domain. This means that the concepts
that people form, which are the medium of ontology matching, are necessarily influenced by the way people process, represent, and retrieve information.
In this brief article, we will illustrate how college students who do have no special
training in medicine judge semantic similarity among cell pictures, and show that
there is a strong predisposition for lay people to rely on class-inclusion relations to
determine conceptual similarity.

2 Study 1
Fig. 1 shows variations of two different animal tissues. The two pictures placed at the
top of the two frames are original cell pictures (i.e., target pictures) and those at the
bottom are morphed images of the two original pictures (i.e., base pictures). In this
study, participants (undergraduate students, N=227) were presented with 60 triads of
cell pictures similar to those shown in Fig. 1 and they judged which base picture, left
or right, was more similar to the target picture placed on the top.
The question of interest was the effect of labeling. We hypothesized that classinclusion relations are particularly important for the conceptualization in the biological domain; biological concepts are arranged and understood in the context of how entities relate to one another in their taxonomical relations rather than in their concrete
appearance, attributes, or properties [1] [2].
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Fig. 1. Two samples of the stimulus frames used in Study 1. The base pictures (shown at the
bottom) were produced by merging the two cell pictures shown at the top.

Fig. 2. Two samples of the stimulus frames in the alphabet-label and cell-label conditions in
Study 1. Meaningless alphabetical labels are attached in (a) (“Type F” and “Type E”); meaningful verbal labels are attached in (c) (“Dog-heart-cell” and “Dog-kidney-cell”).

To test this idea, we examined how the ontological labels attached to the cell pictures would influence participants’ judgments of similarity. In one condition, no labels were attached to the pictures (control condition, Fig 1). In another condition,
meaningless verbal labels were attached to the same cell pictures (“Type E” and
“Type F,” Fig 2a). In the other condition, fictitious yet conceptually meaningful labels
were attached to the same cell pictures (“Dog-kidney-cell” and “Dog-heart-cell,” Fig
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2b). Given these three conditions, participants judged which cell pictures, left or right,
were more similar to the target picture placed on the top.
2.1 Method

2.1.1 Materials
We produced a total of 60 triads from 5 pairs of original cell pictures. For each pair,
one original picture was merged with the other original picture in different degrees,
creating three groups of morphed pictures for each pair (low-, medium-, or high-level
groups; see Fig. 3). These cell pictures carried different types of labels depending on
the condition to which participants were assigned.

Fig. 3. Samples from three groups of morphed pictures.
2.1.2 Procedure
Sixty triads of cell pictures were presented to each participant one at a time at the center of the computer screen. Participants selected one base picture that was deemed
similar to the target picture. The order of presenting the stimuli was determined randomly, and the location of placing base pictures (either left or right) was also determined randomly.
2.1.3 Design
The experiment had one between-subjects factor: (label condition; no-label, alphabetlabel, cell-label). In the no-label condition, no pictures carried labels (Fig. 1). In the
alphabet-label condition, the pictures carried meaningless alphabetical labels (Fig.
2a). In the cell-label condition, the pictures carried meaningful labels (Fig. 2b). Thus,
the conceptual relations between the cell pictures were unclear in the no-label and alphabet-label conditions, but the conceptual relations were clear (e.g., heart vs. kidney)
in the cell-label condition.
We employed two measures to assess the effects of labeling. First, we examined
the proportion of participants selecting dissimilar base pictures as more similar as
these cell pictures carried different kinds of labels. For example, we measured the
proportion of participants selecting the base picture on the right in Fig. 2b; this base
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picture was less similar to the target than the other base picture (the one on the left),
so measuring the proportion of selecting dissimilar base picture would tell us the extent to which labels override perceived similarity. Second, we examined the impact of
labeling in two situations – one in which the target and dissimilar base pictures had
the same labels (i.e., the same-label condition, Fig. 2a and 2b), and the other in which
the target and dissimilar base pictures had different labels (i.e., the different-label
condition). These two conditions were produced by simply swapping the assignment
of the labels to the base pictures. For example, in the different-label condition, “Type
E” and “Type F” given to the two base pictures in Fig 2a were swapped.

Fig. 4. A summary of the results from Study 1. The error bars represent two standard error units
obtained from each condition.

2.2 Results
When the target and the dissimilar base pictures had the same label (Fig. 4a), the proportion of selecting the dissimilar base pictures increased significantly. When the target and the dissimilar base picture had different labels (Fig. 4b), the proportion of selecting the dissimilar base pictures declined substantially. This impact of labeling was
present only when the pictures carried conceptually meaningful cell-labels, but not
when they carried meaningless alphabetical labels.
In the same-label condition (Fig. 4a), the mean proportions of selecting the dissimilar base picture were significantly higher in the cell-label condition (M=0.31) than in
the no-label (M=0.17) and alphabet-label (M=0.20) conditions; F(2, 140)=7.84,
MSE=0.09, p<0.001; cell-label vs. no-label, t(94)=3.54, p<0.001, d=0.72; cell-label
vs. alphabet label, t(93)=2.47, p=0.02, d=0.51. The proportions of selecting the dissimilar base pictures were not different between the no-label condition and the alphabetical label condition; t(93)=1.23, p=0.22, d=0.25.
Given different labels (Fig 4b), the mean proportion of selecting dissimilar base
pictures was significantly lower in the cell-label condition (M=0.12) than in the no-
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label (M=0.17) and alphabet-label (M=0.16) conditions; F(2, 129)=4.77, MSE=0.02,
p<0.05; cell-label vs. no-label, t(89)=2.87, p=0.005, d=0.60; cell-label vs. alphabetlabel, t(80)=2.06, p=0.04, d=0.45.
These results suggest that the labels influenced participants’ similarity judgments
only when the labels were conceptually meaningful, indicating that the conceptual
links between cell pictures were crucial even in the perceptual judgment of similarity
of the cell pictures.

3 Discussion
Ontologies are formal descriptions of concepts developed by people, so it appears
natural to study how people acquire and use concepts in a given domain in order to
develop viable mapping agents. In ontology matching, “similarity” is generally assessed in multiple levels (e.g., lexical, structural, and/or relational levels). The overall
similarity between ontologies is specified as a weighted sum of individual similarity
measures [3] [4] [5]. However, allocating appropriate weights to these similarity factors is not trivial. Because conceptualization arises from a highly interactive environment in which different sets of goals and constraints are required, the mapping agent
needs to incorporate different heuristics and background knowledge to identify adequate weights for similarity factors. The present study suggests that conceptually
meaningful class-inclusion relations are crucial even for lay people in determining
perceptual similarity among cell pictures.
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Fellow Award, and a Developmental Grant by Mexican American and U.S. Latino
Research Center, Texas A&M University. We would like to thank Wookyoung Jung
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Abstract. The reasons for the lack of uptake of the semantic web amongst
ordinary users can be attributed to technology perception, comprehensibility
and ease of use. To address these three problems, we believe that the interfaces
to ontology management tools will need to be engineered in such a way as they
disappear into the background from the ordinary person’s perspective. The
majority of the state of the art approaches to ontology mapping relies on the
user being ontologically aware. In contrast, this paper reports upon an approach
to use ‘tagging’ as a means of ontology mapping to support ordinary people.

1 Introduction
The promise of ontologies, which is a core technology of the semantic web, is in the
sharing of an understanding of a domain that can be communicated between people
and application systems [fensel 2003]. Although the semantic web approach is
establishing itself in certain domains, as yet no viral uptake within the mainstream
internet environment has occurred [berners-lee 2006]. Instead recently collaborative
tagging schemes (referred to as “folksonomies”) have started to emerge within the
mainstream internet community. With collaborative tagging, people publicly annotate
resources with keywords that describe those resources (called tags). In contrast,
ontologies provide a means to associate terms with concepts and relate concepts
together, thereby providing a means to discover ambiguity, navigate over
relationships, and cope with synonyms and homonyms. The reasons for the lack of
uptake of the semantic web amongst ordinary users can be attributed to technology
perception, comprehensibility and ease of use. To address this problem, we believe
that the interfaces to ontology management tools will need to be engineered in such a
way as they disappear into the background from the ordinary person’s perspective.
The automatic and efficient matching between the personal ontology and the models
used by others (collaborative tags and/or community ontologies) can be achieved
through the application of a variety of matching techniques [shvaiko 2004]. The
research challenge lies in how to derive ontology mappings from the candidate
matches. Fully automatic derivation of mappings is considered impossible as yet
[noy 2004], and the majority of state of the art tools in the ontology mapping area
[kalaynpur 2004], [aumuller 2005] and the community ontology creation area
[zhdanova 2005] rely on a classic presentation of the class hierarchy of two ontologies
side by side and some means for the user to express the mappings. Two key
objectives we address is making ontology mapping natural and transparent as
possible for the casual web user, which can be stated as:
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•
•

To represent match information in a clear and intuitive way for the user;
To make the turning of the match information into a mapping expression
intuitive for the user; which is also unobtrusive and takes place over time.

2 Initial Experiment & Findings
In our initial experiment undertaken in early 2007 we aimed to make the semantic
mapping process as user friendly as possible so that ordinary people could undertake
mapping of semantic models without having to be ontologically aware. With current
ontology mapping systems, the ontologies are explicit, the mappings are difficult to
read, hard to navigate, and are prone to data overload with too much clutter. In our
solution we chose to take a Q&A approach to reduce the complexity involved. Using
this approach we reduce the mapping process into piece wise comparisons. We used
a fix set of question templates that use the words “similar” and “correspond” in
comparing the terms of the match. We used a natural language approach to display
each concept as it was our contention that it should help a non technical user in
understanding the information better, since ordinary people are more accustomed to
reading sentences rather than looking at graphical structures. For each concept its
parents, properties and siblings are displayed. We categorised each match within one
of the following groups: valid/mostly/skipped/to-be-validated/rejected. The main
purpose of our initial experiment was to test the usability of our prototype natural
language mapping tool (NL) and contrast it with a current state of the art ontology
mapping tool, which we choose as the graph type mapping tool COMA++. We split
the user test group into three distinct groups: ontology aware, technology aware and
non-technical aware. Two different domains were used for the ontologies to help
keep the experiment grounded which were music1 and university2. 8 different users
were asked to use both tools in different orders which allowed the experiment to be
done in 4 different orders, twice per each group. For the experiment we allowed the
users to use each tool and after they were finished we had a short interview with them
where we asked some questions to gauge the usability of each tool. Some conclusions
that we drew from this experiment were:
• Natural language can be used for representing ontological terms to ordinary
people as it seems to help people read and understand the information.
• The question & answer approach helped user to navigate through the process
of validating the mappings.
• Results showed that ordinary users can validate mappings effectively and
efficiently even compared to ontology aware users.
• Some were still confused as to the task of the experiment which showed
there is still a need to reduce the complexity even more.
• When answering mapping questions with the NL tool a lot of the wrong
answers came from people getting confused with the mean of some
questions, i.e. it may not be the same but it corresponds, and on the use of
ontological terms like Thing and Agent.

1 http://maciej.janik/test and http://www.kanzaki.com/ns/music
2 http://annotation.semanticweb.org/iswc/iswc.owl and http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology
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Fig 1: Experiment results showed that a two thirds majority preferred the NL tool (left). NL
prototype overall accuracy across the 3 groups were very comparative (right).

3 Turning matches into mappings using a tagging approach
One of the main outcomes of our initial experiment was the realization that ordinary
users found it very restrictive to be limited to a narrow range of mapping terminology,
e.g. “corresponds” and “similar to”. It is our contention that ordinary people do not
like the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ strict approach but rather they would prefer the ability to ‘tag’
things with their own terms to give them their own meaning. Sites like flickr3 have
become popular because they allow the user to become more expressive by ‘tagging’
items with their own terms, it is our opinion that by allowing users to map ontologies
in this fashion would allow the mapping process to become easier for the user and
would lead to expressive mappings. In our current work we are allowing the user to
'tag' the mapping relationship with multiple user defined 'tags'. Each tag is then
annotated based on the categories in Fig 2. A decision is then made as to which
category the mapping should belong to overall. The decision making rules are
configurable, for example majority rules. The ‘corresponds’ category refers to when
a mapping relation is tagged with unknown ‘tags’ and the matching cannot be
assigned to one of the other categories. 'Validation' questions will be used to sort the
‘correspond tags’ into other categories, based on other users’ experiences. In our
current implementation our mapping tool is a Firefox browser extension4 which will
be used to display the 'tag' question by making a transparent screen over the current
page the user is browsing. The information source which we plan to use in our next
experiment will be information from RSS feeds and podcast feeds. Each user will
have ontologies representing their interests, e.g. music, sport etc. The system will
then be used by the user to map between their interests and the RSS feeds. For the
experimentation we will use the same groups as in the initial experiment with
different and more people tested. The experiment will occur over a period of a month
with feedback captured at random times. After the experiment is concluded we will
have the users fill in an online questionnaire form to gauge the user’s
reaction/performance.

3 http://www.flickr.com/
4 https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/extensions/
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Equivalent
o
The same
o
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o
One of
o
Union
o
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Different
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Different from
o
Complement of
o
Disjoint
Corresponds

Fig 2: The 'Tag' Categories (left): The 4 categories have corresponding concept relationships as
subcategories. Conceptual 'tag' interface (right): It uses same NL to represent the ontological
terms as in initial experiment.

4 Design of Mapping Process to make more transparent
In the design of our tagging approach (Fig 3) we aim to make the mapping process
more transparent and occur over multiple sessions so the user will see mapping not as
inconvenient work but more as being part of there daily life.

Fig 3: User Mapping Interaction

•

When to present matching pair: Involves calculating the time to present a
matching pair for the user, making the process occur over multiple sessions.
o ”Just in time”, e.g. if the user is submitting a query but needs to
map their own ontology to another one for the query to work.
o When the user is perceived as being idle.
o After a specific time period, e.g. every hour when available.
o Threshold on number of matching pairs asked, e.g. 3 per hour.
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What matching pair to present: This step involves deciding which
matching present is the next one to present to the user
o Priority based on expected need (based on user interaction patterns).
o Specific matching API, matching strategy and threshold percentage.
o A user specified matching, e.g. the matching API misses a matching
pair which the user implicitly/explicitly implies is a mapping.
• How to present the matching pairs: This step involves deciding the best
way to display the matching pair to the user.
o Visual type, i.e. natural language, graphically, etc...
o Different forms of representation, i.e. NL bullet point or paragraph..
o Filtering away information whether necessary or unnecessary.
In our next experiment we plan to address the first two points.
•

5 Final Remarks
It is hoped through our proposed tagging experiments we will be able to show that the
mapping process can be undertaken over multiple sessions rather than one sit down
session and that this method will be demonstrably better for the user in making the
process as transparent as possible. We are also hoping to show that through our
Firefox browser extension that the combination extension of the natural language
interface with tagging will enable users to turn matches into expressive mappings in a
natural manner. In summary we hope to show that a combination of natural language
information presentation, 'tagging' for mapping expressivity, and process to manage
the mapping generation over time, will reduce the complexity of semantic mapping,
help the user be more expressive in the mappings generated, which will lead to higher
user engagement in undertaking mapping and clearer understanding by the user of the
benefits for the user in terms of greater access to internet resources
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Abstract. In this paper we propose the "Classification-Based Learning of Subsumption
Relations for the Alignment of Ontologies" (CSR) method. Given a pair of concepts from two
ontologies, the objective of CSR is to identify patterns of concepts’ features (here, properties)
that provide evidence for the subsumption relation among these concepts. This is achieved by
means of a classification task using decision trees. For the learning of the decision trees, the
proposed method generates training datasets from the source ontologies’, considering each
ontology in isolation. The paper describes thoroughly the method, provides experimental results
for computing subsumption relations over an extended version of the OAEI 2006 benchmarking
series and discusses the potential of the method.
Keywords: ontology alignment, subsumption, supervised learning, binary classification.

1

Introduction

Although many efforts [1] aim to the automatic discovery of equivalence relations between the
elements of ontologies, in this paper we conjecture that this is not enough: To deal effectively with
the ontologies’ alignment problem, we have to deal with the discovery of subsumption relations
among ontology elements. This is particularly true, when we deal with ontologies whose
conceptualizations are at different “granularity levels”: In these cases, elements (concepts and/or
properties) of an ontology are more generic than the corresponding elements of another ontology.
Although subsumption relations between the elements of two ontologies may be deduced by the
equivalence relations of other elements, in extreme cases where no equivalence relations exist, this
can not be done. In any case, we conjecture that the discovery of subsumption relations between
elements of different ontologies may further facilitate the discovery/filtering of equivalence relations,
and vise-versa, augmenting the effectiveness of our ontology alignment and merging methods [2].
This paper presents the "Classification-Based Learning of Subsumption Relations for the
Alignment of Ontologies" (CSR) method. CSR computes subsumption relations between concept
pairs of two distinct ontologies by means of a classification task, using decision trees, and by
exploiting equivalences between properties. Given a pair of concepts, the supervised machine
learning method “locates” a hypothesis concerning their relation in a space of hypotheses, which best
fits (but not restricted) to the training examples [3], generalizing beyond them. Concept pairs are
represented as feature vectors of length equal to the number of the distinct properties of source and
target ontologies: Equivalent properties (i.e., properties with equivalent meaning) correspond to the
same vector component. The training examples for the learning method are being generated from the
target and source ontologies.
Although other features may be used, in this paper we study the importance of concepts’
properties to assessing the subsumption between concepts: This is an important first step to assessing
subsumption relations among concepts, since (a) it appeals to our intuition about the importance of
properties as distinguishing characteristics of classes of entities, (b) it makes the least possible
commitment to the precision of any method for the discovery of equivalence relations among
ontology elements, (c) it provides a basic method that can be further enhanced with other concepts’
distinguishing features (e.g., concepts in a given vicinity), and can be further combined with other
1

This work is part of research project ONTOSUM (www.ontosum.org), implemented within the framework of
the “Reinforcement Programme of Human Research Manpower” (PENED) and co-financed by E.U.-European
Social Fund (75%) and the Greek Ministry of Development-GSRT (25%).
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alignment methods: This paper studies the potential of CSR, while leaving further enhancements and
combinations for future work.
The machine learning approach has been chosen since (a) there are no evident generic rules
directly capturing the existence of a subsumption relation between ontology elements (e.g., by means
of their surface appearance) and (b) concept pairs of the same ontology provide examples for the
subsumption relation, making the method self-adapting to idiosyncrasies of specific domains, and
non-dependant to external resources.
Decision trees are used widely in classification problems, since they are robust to noisy data, to
missing attribute values, and they are capable of learning disjunctive expressions [3]: Features that
match to the subsumption computation problem. Weka's j48 [3] is the implementation of the widely
used and state of the art C4.5 [4] decision tree learning algorithm that we have used in this work.
C4.5 suits perfectly to problems with the above characteristics.

2

Problem Statement and Related Work

An ontology is a pair O=(S, A), where S is the ontological signature describing the vocabulary (i.e.,
the terms that lexicalize ontology elements) and A is a set of ontological axioms, restricting the
intended meaning of the terms included in the signature [5]. Considering a partition of S let us
introduce the sets Sp and Sc, denoting the sets of terms lexicalizing ontology properties and ontology
concepts, respectively.
Ontology mapping from a source ontology O1=(S1,A1) to a target ontology O2=(S2,A2) is a
morphism f:S1S2 of ontological signatures such that A2 ⊨ f(A1), i.e., all interpretations that satisfy
O2’s axioms also satisfy O1’s translated axioms. However, instead of a function, we may articulate
five different kinds of binary relations between the elements of source ontologies: Namely,
equivalence (≡), subsumption (inclusion) (⊒ or ⊑), mismatch (⊥) and overlapping (⊓). In this case,
the ontology mapping problem is as follows: Classify any pair (C1,C2) of elements of the input
ontologies, such that Ci is a term in Si, i=1,2, to the above relations, consistently.
In this paper we deal with the subsumption computation problem which, given the above generic
problem, is as follows: Given (a) a source ontology O1=(S1, A1) and a target ontology O2=(S2, A2)
such that S1=S1cS1p and S2=S2cS2p, and (b) a morphism f:S1pS2p from the lexicalizations of the
properties of the source ontology to the lexicalizations of the properties of the target ontology
(computing properties’ equivalences), classify each pair (C1,C2) of concepts, where C1 is a term in S1c
and C2 is a term in S2c, to two distinct classes: To the “subsumption” (⊑) class, or to the class “R”.
The class “R” denotes pairs of concepts that are not known to be related via the subsumption 2
relation, or that are known to be related via the equivalence, mismatch or overlapping relations.
Given the above stated problem, to the best of our knowledge only the Semantic Matching
approach [6] deals with the computing of subsumption relations between concepts of ontologies. This
method relies on codified knowledge contained in external dictionaries, and specifically in WordNet,
transforming the available information into a propositional formula and solving a propositional
satisfiability problem. Relations that do not satisfy the formula are filtered out and the remaining
ones are returned in order of semantic strength.
In contrast to Semantic Matching method, CSR is a machine-learning based method that exploits
the semantics of the input ontologies to assess the equivalence of properties and to generate the
appropriate examples for the training of the classifier. This makes the proposed method independent
from any third/external domain resource (lexicon or thesaurus).

3

The Classification-Based Learning of Subsumption Relations (CSR) Method

As it is shown in Fig 1, given a pair of ontologies O1=(S1, A1) and O2=(S2, A2), expressed in OWLDL, the aim of the CSR method is to classify pairs of concepts (C1,C2), where C1 is a term in S1C and
C2 is a term in S2C, either in the class “⊑” – assessing the fact that the concept C1 is subsumed by C2
– or in the class “R”.

2
This means that a pair of concepts belonging to “R” may belong to the subsumption relation. In conjunction,
“R” includes concept pairs that are not related via the subsumption relation (e.g., disjoint concepts).
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Fig. 1. Overview of the CSR method.

The discrete steps of the CSR method, as depicted in Fig. 1, are the following:
 Reasoning services are being used for inferring all facts according to ontologies’ specification
semantics [7]. This is a necessary step as it affects the generation of the training dataset.
 The generation of the features is performed by gathering all discrete properties from both
ontologies:
Given properties’ equivalencies computed by the AUTOMS mapping tool [8], each pair of concepts
(C1,C2) is represented by a vector whose components range in {0, 1, 2, 3}. Specifically, the value of a
feature is (a) “0”, if the corresponding property does not appear neither in C1 nor C2, (b) “1”, if the
corresponding property appears only in C1, (c) “2”, if the corresponding property appears only in C2,
(c) “3”, if the corresponding property appears in both C1 and C2.
It must be emphasized that (a) by “property appearance” we do not mean the occurrence of the
property’s lexicalization, but the occurrence of property’s meaning as it is assessed by AUTOMS,
and (b) feature vectors are not identical for symmetric pairs of concepts, allowing the computation of
the direction of the subsumption relation.
 The sets of training examples are being generated according to the generic rules specified in the
following. This step includes the balancing of the training dataset, as well.
Generating the training examples for the class “⊑”. This set of examples contains all the stated and
inferred subsumption relations among the concepts in each of the source ontologies.
Generating the training examples for the class “R”. According to the open world semantics, in case
there is not an axiom that specifies the subsumption relation between a pair of concepts (or in case
this relation can not be inferred by exploiting the semantics of the subsumption relation), then this
pair does not belong to the subsumption class and it is included in the generic class “R”. Training
examples for the class “R” is further enriched by taking into account (a) the stated equivalence
relations between concepts, and (b) by exploiting the union construct: Concepts defined as the union
of others, can be substituted by any of their constituents.
The result of the above rule is the definition of four different training example categories for class
“R”, defined as follows: (a) Concepts belonging to different hierarchies, (b) siblings at the same
hierarchy level for which no subsumption relation is defined or inferred, (c) siblings at different
hierarchy levels: If any concept that is in a pair belonging in the ”siblings of the same hierarchy
level” category is substituted by any of its subsumees, then new pair examples are recursively
generated, until the leaf concepts of the ontology are reached. Finally, (d) concepts related via an
object property in case no subsumption relation is defined or inferred between them.
Creating a Balanced Training Dataset. It is very important for the performance of the classifier that
the training examples are balanced: The number of training examples of the two classes must be
equal, forcing both categories to be equally represented. This is referred as the dataset imbalance
problem. Considering the various techniques the have been proposed towards its solution [9], we
have adopted an under-sampling method:
1. All the generated training examples for the class “⊑” are used.
2. Duplicate examples across different categories of class “R” are removed.
3. Select randomly n/t examples for each category of training examples of the class “R”, where n is
the number of examples of class “⊑” and t is the number of different categories of class “R”.
Given that examples are chosen randomly, the under-sampling method introduces nondeterminism into the learning process. Furthermore, as shown in step 3 above, all the different types
of example categories are equally present among the example pairs for class “R”. This is of
paramount importance, as a “good” classifier must learn to identify all the different types of
examples.
Subsequent steps are as follows:
 The classifier is being trained using the training dataset.
 Concept pairs are being classified by the trained classifier, pruning the search space.
In order to prune the search space, the proposed algorithm firstly checks all the concepts from the
first ontology with the root concepts (concepts with no subsumer) and unit concepts (root concepts
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with no subsumees) of the second ontology. If a pair is not classified in the class “⊑”, then the
hierarchy rooted by the corresponding concept of the second ontology is not being examined by the
classifier. If a pair is assessed to belong to the class “⊑”, then the concept of the first ontology is
recursively being tested with the direct subsumees of the corresponding concept in the second
ontology, until either a pair is assessed to belong in the class “R”, or until the leaf concepts are
reached.

4

Experimental Results and Discussion

The testing dataset has been derived from the benchmarking series of the OAEI 2006 contest [10]. As
our method exploits the properties of concepts, we do not include ontologies with no properties.
Hence, the compiled corpus consists of 31 out of the 51 OAEI 2006 ontologies, and it is available at
the URL http://www.icsd.aegean.gr/incosys/csr, together with the gold standard created. All
benchmarks (101-304) except R1-R4, define the second ontology of each pair as an alteration of the
same first. The benchmarks can be categorized based on their common features as follows: (a) in A1A5 (101-210, 237, 238 and 249) elements’ lexicalizations of the target ontologies are altered in
various ways (e.g., uppercasing, underscore, foreign language, synonyms and random strings), (b) in
A6-A7 (225 and 230) restrictions are removed and/or properties are modeled in more detail, (c) in F1F2 (222, 237, 251 and 258) the hierarchies are flattened and/or random lexicalizations of elements
are introduced, (d) in E1-E2 (223, 238, 252 and 259) the same as F1-F2, but the hierarchies are
expanded and (e) in R1-R4 (301-304) target ontologies are real world ontologies.
Due to the non-determinism introduced by the under-sampling method used, for each ontology
pair the experimental results have been produced by applying the CSR method 20 times. The set of
evaluation values produced during the experiments are visualized by using boxplots [11].
Results show the precision and recall of the proposed method as it is applied in the different types
of ontology pairs. Precision is the ratio #correct_pairs_computed/ #pairs_computed and recall is the
ratio #correct_pairs_computed/#pairs_in_gold_standard. CSR is compared with a baseline classifier
which is based on the Boolean Existential Model (BEM), in order to show CSR’s ability to generalize
successfully from the training examples. The baseline classifier consults the training examples of the
class “⊑”, testing whether each testing pair matches exactly to any of the training examples.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict the boxplots for the precision and recall of CSR for the various benchmark
categories. The CSR method, while trying to generalize, takes into account the training examples of
both classes. This, in conjunction to the fact that the feature vectors are not the optimum (due to
errors in the mapping of properties), there are cases where feature vectors of examples for the class
“R” are the same with examples for the class “⊑” (this happens for instance in cases A7, F1 and F2).
This affects the discriminating ability of the classifier, resulting to low precision. These problems do
not apply to the baseline classifier: in cases where the testing concept pairs are almost the same with
the training pairs this classifier is quite effective. The above argument regarding the behavior of CSR
is strengthened by the results of cases A4, A5 and A6 where the mapping of properties is more
difficult than in A1 to A3 where the testing concept pairs are almost the same with the training pairs.
In cases A4 to A6, the training and testing examples are not completely identical (due to the
replacement of properties’ and concepts’ labels with synonyms and due to the absence of comments
in some ontologies, which affects the mapping of properties): In these cases CSR outperforms the
baseline classifier, as it manages to generalize successfully from the training examples.
Categories R1 to R4 include real world ontologies: These cases clearly show that the CSR method
generalizes over the training examples. For example, in the test case R1 the baseline classifier fails
completely in terms of both precision (0%) and recall (0%), while the CSR method achieves 25%
precision and 89% recall. In category R3 the CSR method performs poorly, because properties are
defined only for the root concepts. As a result, there are many training examples with 0’s in their
feature vectors that prevent the classifier for generalizing properly.
To further assess the quality of the classification method, we performed ROC analysis [16] (Fig.
6). In our case, ROC analysis considers the trade off between how “good” is the classifier in
classifying testing examples in the distinct classes “⊑” and “R”. By examining the ROC area under
line values of the CSR method in all test cases it is obvious that the classifier is always above being
“fair” and in the majority of the test cases (9/15) can be characterized as “excellent”. It must be stated
that these values depict that, although the performance of the classifier in the class “R” is of no
evident interest for the ontology alignment problem, the CSR method performs even better there.
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we propose the "Classification-Based Learning of Subsumption Relations for the
Alignment of Ontologies" (CSR) method. Experimental results for computing subsumption relations
over an extended version of the OAEI 2006 benchmarking series show the potential of the proposed
method: CSR generalizes effectively over the training examples, showing (a) the importance of
properties to assessing the subsumption relation between concepts of discrete ontologies (b) the
importance of incorporating more precise property mapping methods into the process, (c) the
potential to further improve the method via the incorporation of more types of features, and via its
combination with other methods.
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Abstract. With the increasing number of ontologies available on the
web, the problem of merging ontologies from different sources to interoperate applications becomes important. This paper presents a novel
approach for merging of light-weight ontologies based on answer set programming (ASP) and linguistic background knowledge. ASP provides a
declarative execution environment for intuitive merging rules. WordNet
provides broad linguistic knowledge that is used to identify corresponding concepts. We present a semi-automatic merging algorithm, where
users can choose appropriate results from a set of suggestions.

1

Introduction

Many semantics-based applications are isolated applications utilising single ontologies to improve data access and navigation.
The popularity of the Web 2.0 theme has brought high attention to so-called
“mashups”, where data from several applications is combined to provide novel
applications. For example, housingmaps.com combines map data with real estate information to depict houses for sale on a map. Beyond the Web, ontology
merging is also a fundamental task in enterprise data integration. In many cases
data interoperation goes beyond mapping-based translation of data between applications and a recent trend in large enterprises is to create meta-databases
which holds master data about the schemas (or ontologies) of all applications in
the enterprise.
This paper3 addresses ontology merging, i.e. creating a single, coherent ontology out of several different ones, and presents a novel approach for merging of
light-weight ontologies. We present a semi-automatic merging algorithm, where
users can choose appropriate results from a set of suggestions. Our techniques are
based on combining answer set programming (ASP) with linguistic background
knowledge, which brings several benefits for ontology merging:
3

We thank Kewen Wang for useful comments and Roman Schindlauer, the main
developer of dlvhex, for useful information and fruitful web chats. Early discussions
with Marilyn Ford have been very helpful to identify this project.
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– Correspondence detection: Linguistic knowledge is used to detect correspondences between concepts based on synonymy
– Merging options: ASP calculates several answer sets which provide merging
options among which the user can choose
– Extensibility: We provide intuitive merging rules that can be easily extended
to capture domain-specific extensions
While our general approach is not language specific, our implementation
currently deals with WordNet [1] as a basic broad linguistic resource that is used
to identify corresponding concepts. Due to our observation on the prevalence of
light-weight ontologies, we concentrate on merging light-weight ontologies based
on the recently proposed SKOS standard for controlled vocabularies.
The problem of ontology merging has been addressed by several authors and
the use of linguistic information is common in these approaches.
The Prompt Suite [2] is a collection of tools, available as a plugin for the
Protégé ontology editor. It incorporates lexical and (optionally) linguistic knowledge to identify similar or synonymous entities. However, the Prompt approach
utilisies linguistic resources only to a limited extent and requires a high degree
of user-interaction.
Ehrig and Sure [3] suggest 17 rules to gain similarity measures between a
number of ontologies to be mapped. Since the rules were “manually formulated
by domain experts”, this approach shows how explicit encoding of intuitive rules
works well for the ontology merging task.
Wang et al. [4] use ASP for ontology merging and alignment of expressive
DL-programs [5]. The paper focuses solely on conflict resolution and maintaining
of consistency throughout the merging/alignment process. We pick up the idea
of using ASP, but follow a more practical approach.

2

Answer Set Programming

We choose Answer Set Programming (ASP) [6] as implementation language for
several reasons. Firstly, it allows very compact encodings for complex problems,
such as the graph colouring problem. Secondly, it is a purely declarative programming paradigm, which allows to formulate the problem in terms of “what”
should be done, instead of “how” to compute the solution.
Intuitively, ASP programs are a set of three basic constructs: facts (e.g.:
light), rules (e.g.: light ← switchOn), and constraints (e.g.: ← light, daytime).
With particular respect to DLV, atoms can be default (not light) or classically
negated (¬light), and disjunction can occur in rule heads. Refer to Baral [7] for
a formal account.
Using dlvhex as an extension to DLV, we were able to provide an external
atom to access the WordNet database4 . The external atom was designed to
be useful for a wider range of applications beyond the scope of this merging
algorithm.
4

http://con.fusion.at/dlvhex/download.php
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3

Ontology Merging using ASP and Linguistic Knowledge

The fundamental assumption behind our algorithm is to provide a semi-automatic merging approach, which presents a number of different possible merging
solutions to the user, who can finally choose the one(s) best suitable for her needs.
The ontology merging algorithm itself is designed to follow intuitive rules to make
it not only easy to understand but also extensible. The rule set incorporates
information given by the structure of the ontologies to be merged, as well as
additional linguistic background knowledge and respects the following issues:
– Exploit linguistic information, since ontologies typically follow a human
knowledge model and entities are labeled in natural language terms.
– Allow or forbid different ontology structures, such as trees or DAGs.
– Respect explicit domain knowledge provided by the user via certain flags or
parameters.
– Provide an option for brave merging to further reduce the number of merging
suggestions.
3.1

Formal Design

For two concepts c1 and c2 , by c1 ' c2 we denote that their labels are identical
or synonyms. c1 ≺ c2 denotes that a label of c1 is linguistically narrower (i.e. a
direct hyponym or meronym in this approach) of a label of c2 . By c1 ≤C c2 we
denote that c1 is defined narrower than c2 in one of the input ontologies.
Concept Melding. Intuitively, two concepts of different ontologies can be
melded, if any of their labels are identical or synonyms5 .
meld(c1 , c2 ) ∨ ¬meld(c1 , c2 ) ← c1 ' c2
← c1 ' c2 , not c1 ≺ c2 , not c2 ≺ c1 , ¬meld(c1 , c2 )

(1)
(2)

Since some words can be synonyms, as well as in a linguistical narrower
relation, they do not necessarily have to be melded. This can be expressed by
rule (1). However, if c1 and c2 are not in a linguistic narrowing relation, they
must be melded, which will be forced by constraint (2).
Hierarchy Restructuring. Intuitively, two concepts can be merged in a potential narrowing relation, if they are in a narrowing relation in one of the input
ontologies, or if they are in different ontologies but in a linguistical narrowing
relation.
5

The rules presented in this section are denoted in a formal and simplified way to
demonstrate basic ideas of the algorithm. They violate rule safety and other restrictions and cannot be implemented straightforwardly. Definitions of auxiliary atoms
are omitted. Please refer to [8] for the full translation to the implemented set of safe
rules.
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For ontologies O1 and O2 and i, j ∈ {1, 2}
pot narr(c2 , c1 ) ← c1 ≤C c2 (c1 , c2 ∈ Oi )
pot narr(c2 , c1 ) ← c1 ≺ c2 (c1 ∈ Oi , c2 ∈ Oj , i 6= j)

(3)
(4)

m narr(c1 , c2 ) ∨ ¬m narr(c1 , c2 ) ← pot narr(c1 , c2 )

(5)

Firstly, narrowing relations given by the input ontologies and linguistic information are collected in rules (3) and (4). (Without loss of generality, only
atomic concepts are considered in these rules, i.e., concepts that are not yet
melded.) However, a reasonable merging will not contain all potential narrowing
relations due to transitivity and adjustable restrictions to the final structure (see
later in this section). Therefore, a second step identifies appropriate subsets of
all potential narrowing relations to form the different merging proposals. The
main idea is, to either pick a potential narrowing relation for the final merging,
or not (rule (5)).
3.2

User Guidance

To restrict the (so far exponential) number of possible merging solutions to
reasonable ones, constraints are used, which are enabled by several flags, set by
the user, namely no singles, one root, single parent, and always meld.
Let b(c) and n(c) be atoms containing all concepts c that are chosen to
be merged as a broader (b(c)) or narrower (n(c)) concept to any other. A root
concept root(c) is defined as a concept that is broader but not narrower than any
other concept, or an isolated concept. Let chained(c, d) be the transitive closure
of potential narrowing relations that form a chain of at least three concepts.
The following constraints are enabled by the according flags:
←
←
←
←
←

not b(c), not n(c), no singles
root(c), root(d), c 6= d, one root
m narr(c, e), m narr(d, e), c 6= d, single parent
¬meld(c1 , c2 ), c1 ' c2 , always meld
m narr(c, d), pot narr(c, d), chained(c, d), brave

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

The no singles constraint (6) does not allow concepts that do not occur as
either a broader, or a narrower concept. The one root restriction (7) constrains
the possible merging solutions to those where only one root concept exists. Note
that one root implies no singles, since every single node is a root. Ontologies,
that are organised in a tree structure require concepts to be connected only
by one single incoming narrowing relation. This can be enforced by setting the
single parent flag, which enables constraint (8). The always meld constraint (9)
disables the generation of multiple answer set by simple disallowing meldable
concepts not to be melded. This can reduce the number of merging suggestion
drastically. The brave constraint (10) makes the algorithm greedy in terms of
preferring a more nested hierarchy to a flatter one. This is achieved by preferring
longer chains of narrowing relations to shortcuts of a single narrowing edge.
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4

Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach to ontology merging, incorporating natural language background knowledge and a direct implementation of intuitive
merging rules. For the algorithm, a number of requirements have been identified, and formally translated into declarative rules for ASP. This formal design
could be implemented straightforwardly in only 56 logical lines of code (cf. [8])
for dlvhex, which we extended by a new external plug-in to deal with WordNet.
The algorithm addresses the two main aspects of concept melding and hierarchy
restructuring. A possible merging contains a reasonable subset of these potential
narrowing relations by constraining possible solutions according to a number of
(adjustable) conditions.
This work focused mainly on providing a new methodology of computing
ontology mergings, rather than producing an off-the-shelf application.
Early experiments have shown promising results for various flag combinations, and further evaluations will be conducted. Future work also includes the
extension and refinement of the algorithm, such as the use of weak constraints
and aggregates. These would allow for extensions, such as checking for multilevel linguistic relations, ordering answer sets and discarding answer sets below
a certain confidence threshold, or the use of the linguistic resource also to augment the merging results by missing concepts. Furthermore, a modularisation of
the algorithm would allow for user interaction for crucial decisions in disjunctive
rules.
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Abstract. Ontology matching determines the correspondences between
concepts and relations of related ontologies. In this paper, we put forward an ontology hierarchies matching approach based on lattices alignment. The proposed lattice-based matching algorithm can be utilized
not only in matching processes between two ontologies, but also in annotation processes between an ontology and its corresponding resources.
Experiments on spatiotemporal ontology annotation have been carried
out which shown the applicability of the approach.

1

Motivations

Ontologies are formal, explicit specifications of share conceptualizations [1]; they
provide a formal way to describe concepts and their relations for a specified
domain. The Semantic Web vision [2] has greatly promoted people’s interest
in ontologies. More and more ontologies are put forward by different groups
and individuals. As many ontologies for the same domain appearing on the
Web, a quantitative evaluation method is needed to discriminate between these
ontologies so that we can find the most appropriate one for specified applications.
Large-scale use of ontologies in knowledge discovery and semantic web has
stimulated automatic ontology learning and population, with various machinelearning methods applied in these efforts. The evolution of these ontologies also
needs to be evaluated quantitatively so that a good evolution can be distinguished from a bad one.
We advocate a lattice representation and assessment algorithm for comparing ontology hierarchies quantitatively in the paper. This approach is based on
lattice alignment and can be used for ontology matchmaking, clustering, comparisons and annotations in Semantic Web enabled applications. The proposed
lattice based metric can be used both in ontologies matching and ontology annotation between ontologies and their corresponding resources. It has unique
advantages comparing with existing measures and algorithms as it provides a
unified method which takes into account not only concepts but also the relations between concepts in ontologies.
?

This work is supported by China NSFC programs (60496325, 60573092, 60603020).
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Related Work

Maedche [3] et. al. consider ontologies as two-layered systems, consisting of a
lexical and a conceptual layer. They use a set of ontology similarity measures and
compare two ontologies separately with concepts and relations. OntoMetric [4]
gets for every candidate ontology a quantitative measure of its suitability using:
a multilevel framework of 160 characteristics that describe the ontology domain.
The specialization of the characteristics and the assessment of the criteria of
a particular ontology require considerable effort and thus limit its application
for novel users. To use the method, the engineer must compare the importance
of the project objectives, and study carefully the characteristics of ontologies.
Brewster [5] et. al. use a vector-space model of instances (terms) in a corpus and
an ontology to give a measure of the ”fit” between the ontology and the corpus
(domain of knowledge). The method proposed by Brewster is straightforward
and easy to use. But it has some drawbacks too, the method loses structure
relations information and uses only the lexical information.
The lattice metric in [7] extends Brewster’s works and convert ontologies to
be evaluated into lattice structures; based on an algorithm for finding identical
concepts, we align two lattices to the same dimension; a traditional Vector Space
Model (VSM) [6] can be used afterwards to measure the differences quantitatively. Moreover, we will show that the lattice metric approach can be utilized
not only in matching processes between two ontologies, but also in annotation
processes between an ontology and its corresponding resources.

3
3.1

Lattice based Ontology Hierarchies Matching
Ontology Lattice

Definition 1 Hierarchy H(S, ≤): Suppose (S, ≺) is a partially ordered set. A
hierarchy H(S, ≺) for (S, ≺) is the Hasse diagram for (S, ≺), which is a directed
acyclic graph whose set of nodes is S and has a minimal set of edges such that
there is a path from u to v in the Hasse diagram iff u ≺ v.
Definition 2 Ontology O(C, R, H): A ontology is represented as O(C, R, H),
where C is a set of concepts {c1 , c2 , ..., ci } , R is a set of relationships {r1 , r2 , ..., rj },
and H is a set of hierarchies H(C,r). There is a root in H(C,r) which is the most
abstract concept in C.
Definition 3 Concept Depth depth(c): Define the depth of a concept c
node(denoted as depth(c)) in a hierarchy H(C,r) of ontology O(C, R, H) is the
number of edges on the path from the root of O to that concept node.
Definition 4 Ontology Lattice: For any particular domain D, and a hierarchy relation H, we use ≺ to represent the H relation: for any two concepts
C1 , C2 satisfies H (C1 , C2 ). We have C1 ≺ C2 . Then (D, ≺) forms an ontology
lattice. Detailed information about lattice construction and alignment algorithm
is referred to [7].
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3.2

3

VSM Representation

In most cases, the matrices of two ontologies (or resource and ontology in annotation process) to be matched are not in the same dimensions; to use matrix
based comparison methods such as VSM, the matrices must be transformed into
the comparison space of the same dimension. After the matrices being transformed into the same dimension space(in Fig. 1), the traditional model of VSM
can be used. The measure of two Ontology lattices A and B is formulated as:
Diff(A,B)=(Vect(A) · Vect(B)) / |Vect(A) · Vect(B)|. The similarity between lexical entries follows the edit distance formulated by Levenshtein[8] which is a
well-established method for weighting the difference between two strings.
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Fig. 1: Aligned Lattices and their VSM Representations.

4
4.1

Case Study
Spatiotemporal Ontology Annotation

Spatial and temporal information constitutes a most elementary part of our everyday life. The representation and reasoning of spatial and temporal knowledge
remain an important field in artificial intelligence research. Because much of
spatiotemporal information is scattered in free texts, they can not be easily extracted. NLP techniques such as lexical, part of speech, syntactic and semantic
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reprensentation formalisms are often used in unstructured documents analysis;
but the analysis results can be read and understand only by human beings not
machines, making it difficult to apply on vast amount of information on the
WWW. Spatiotemporal ontology annotation is in urge need to solve these problems.
To prove the correctness and practicability of the lattice-based metric, we
choose the spatiotemporal ontology as the experimental data and refine the
obtained ontological structure based on Classified Chinese Library Thesaurus,
which classifies the controlled vocabulary in particular domains and is adopted
widely for organizing literature resources.
The lattice-based matching method is applied to evaluate the spatiotemporal ontology and its corresponding resources; for a particular spatiotemporal
resource, we align the resource to the spatiotemporal ontology and construct
the lattice structure representation as depicted in Fig. 2; then the resource lattices are compared with the ontology lattice to determine the most appropriate
annotation concept, which is the annotation result of the current resource. In
practice, we use concept depth value of 3 and choose the maximal matching
concept from the ontology as the annotation result for the resource.
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Fig. 2: The Resource Lattice Construction.
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4.2

5

Algorithm Efficiency

Let n be the number of A’s nodes, and m be the number of B’s nodes; the
matrix alignment algorithm need n*m loops of Find-Identical-Concepts. Let
k be the average number of children nodes for A and B, the lattice comparison
complexity will be n × m × 2k. We can see the algorithm is polynomial in time
complexity, which indicates its’ efficiency in real world applications.

5

Conclusion

We propose a unified lattice based approach for ontology hierarchies matching
tasks and ontology annotation tasks. A unique quality of this measure method is
that it combines the concepts and hierarchy relations into a unified structure: a
lattice. By aligning two different lattices, the traditional vector space model can
be used in the matching processes. The presented lattice alignment algorithm
can be utilized not only in matching processes between two ontologies, but also
in annotation processes between an ontology and its corresponding resources.
Experiments on spatiotemporal ontology annotation have been carried out which
shown the applicability of the approach.
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